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PREFACE

When we consider the fact that fire losses in Canada and the

United States amount each year to half a billion dollars, and that the

question of commercial economy and cost determines whether buildings

shall be built of fireproof and incombustible materials such as re-

inforced concrete, or of mflammable materials such as are used in

timber construction, it is evident how important it is to the general

pulilic to be able to determine on theoretically correct principles

whether safe fireproof buildings can be built at practically^ no greater

cost or even less cost than combustible ones. In case of any un-

certainty as to theoretical principles to be applied, the designer

is compelled for safety to employ materials in such lavish amounts

as to render cost prohibitive.

Engineering writers have heretofore failed to apply the mathe-

matical theory of elasticity to those forms of reinforced concrete

that differ from beams in their manner of reinforcement and that

depend for their mechanical action on bond shear as it is involved

in multiple way systems. The present treatise is devoted to dis-

cussion of the elementary principles and the practical problems

presented by building work in reinforced concrete. In it an

effort is made to dissipate differences of opinion due to lack of

familiarity with the mechanics of reinforced concrete such as tend,

at the present time, to retard its introduction and to hinder to some

extent the rapidity of its progress in the commercial field.

The endeavor is made in this treatise, to bring out these mechan-

ical laws, and to treat at length the restraint imposed upon the

elements of the composite structure—the steel and the concrete

—

in accordance with the fixed principles of physics and mechanics

in order that rational rules may l)e more generally adopted for the

safe and economic desigii of this type of fireproof l)uildings. Failure

on the part of the engineering profession to consider these laws

in drawing up building codes, has led to grave errors thereby offer-

ing a premium on th(> more dangerous t3'pes of designs in concrete

building work, and placing at a disadvantage the more scientific,

safe, and conservative^ types of work as determined by the records

of these types in practical construction.

1 xrnac^p:'
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While the mechanical laws above referred to are simple in the

extreme when once understood, their application is so far from

obvious in a superficial consideration of the subject that it has

required continuous investigation and patient study on the part of

the authors for years of time to determine and classify their operation

according to the mechanical principles and laws of physics, and this

suii])lemented by expert ol)servers engaged for many months in

the conduct of experiments and tests to decide the questions which

this c<jntinu('d study and consideration had raiscnl.

In this treatise patented as well as unpatented types have been

included for the reason that while the consulting engineer without

license has no right to design patented types, he is called upon to

report u]:)on their strength and should for that reason be as familiar

with their analysis as with unpatented constructions.

The hope of the authors, who have devoted so nuicli time and

expense to the investigation and presentation of the fundamental

principles explained in these pages, is that as these principles be-

come more widely known and undiTstood needless accidents and loss

of life in the erection of concrete building work will l)e avoided and

unsatisfactory designs caused by the failure of the engineering-

profession at large to understand and introduce into practice the

proper limitations of steel ratios as tlepending on the relative thick-

ness or d(>pth of beam and slab to span and the correct arrangement

and disposition of the steel in the slab, will disappear from the

engineering field.

The frank avowal of this aim, carrying with it as it does a criti-

cism of no small amount of work by the profession at large, might

be considered egotistical were the engineer authors unqualified by

long experience to speak with some authority, the one as pro-

fessionally occupied with apphed mathematics, having investigated

and taught higher mathematics and structural mechanics for nearly

fifty years, the other as a bridge and structural engineer engaged in

the active practice of his profession for twenty-five years and res-

ponsible for the execution of two thousand concrete structures which

have been erected without any serious accident to the workmen on

them which could be charged to the risk of such erection, and this

notwithstanding the fact that much of this work has been carried

on in the unfavorable temperature conditions of the northern

winter weather.
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The requirements of economy in the arrangement and dissemina-

tion of the reinforcement have been dealt with at considerable

length. There are many who have the idea that if they get the steel

into the concrete somehow that is about all that is required, while

as a matter of fact, upon the position and arrangement of the re-

inforcement in the concrete, the strength of a slab may readily vary

a hundred percent or more depending upon its lateral distribution,

and the stiffness may vary four hundred percent, while with the

vertical distribution the strength may vary fifty to eighty percent

and the stiffness five hundred percent, and by combining the vertical

and lateral arrangement of the same metal the strength may vary

four to five hundred percent, and the stiffness three thousand percent.

That these differences are not understood l)y the layman is

not surprising, but they should be understood by the professional

engineer who has had every opportunity to observe the deport-

ment of finished structures under load, as have those in charge of

building departments thruout the country.

But aside from these c^uestions of relative arrangement and

disposition of materials is one underlying advantage possessed by

concrete construction whose dominating effect is apt to be over-

looked. That advantage inheres in the monolithic character of

this form of construction, which imparts to it a stability and strength

which has too frequently not been properly taken into the account

either by the layman or the responsible designer. Following the

ideas current in ordinary structural design where the whole is built

up by assembling and joining together a number of independent

elements or units these preconceived ideas have led to the attem]it

to analyse these monolithic structures into separate membei-s which

are assumed to act independently as they do in steel structures.

Such assumptions lead to conclusions that have little n'lation to

the facts as shown by tests and by experience as well.

The. Authors.
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CONCRETE STEEL CONSTRUCTION
CHAPTER 1.

I. Introductory

The history of structural engineering as a science dates from the

early part only of the last century. The progress made has been

remarkable indeed, and the materials mainly used have varied dur-

ing well-defined periods. Up to 1860, timber, wrought and cast

iron were mainly used; from 1860 on wrought iron with some cast iron

was generally emj^loyed in l^ridges and other engineering structures;

from 1890 to the present time steel has replaced wrought iron; and

while, for long-span bridges, it will perhaps be some time before a

more suitable metal is found, yet for short spans, buildings, ware-

houses and the like, the enterprise of the manufacturers of Portland

cement has placed at the disposal of the engineer a new material,

reliable, if properly handled, and of reasonable cost, which l)ids

fair to largely supplant steel in the construction of minor engineering

works. Indeed today, a warehouse designed for a capacity of 400

pounds per square foot of floor, columns 16 to 24 feet centers, can

be built more cheaply of reinforced concrete than of wood frame and

floor, with similar brick walls. Where the strength required is less,

timber at the present rate is slightly cheaper, since the cost of center-

ing is the same for light as for heavv construction. Still, the differ-

ence is so slight that, considering the saving in insurance, owners

will shortly be convinced that they cannot afford to continue the con-

struction of fire traps if they are to realize the aaasauffitijrofit on

their investment.

The strength of Portland concrete in compression is e(iual to

that of good building stone, with the advantage that it can be placed

in monolithic masses. Its tensile strength, like stone, is greatly

inferior to that in compression. Concrete yields but little, the

stretch being confined to the weak section. When, however,

steel is embedded in the concrete antl properly disseminated thro

it, the deformation or stretch is distributed greatly b>^ the metal.

The conditions leading to the combination of concrete and steel

in a beam or girder are these: Concrete is an excellent and trust-

worthy material for compression and steel for tension. Hence
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steel should be distributed in such manner as to carry the tensile

stresses of the chord and web. To do this economically we
can reason from analogy of a truss or beam. The further from the

neutral axis the more effective the steel section, hence the reinforce-

ment for tensile chord stress should be at the bottom of the beam or

as close to it as satisfactory protection against heat by fire will

permit. Now the beams in a l)uilding are of constant section, and

since a continuous beam is stiffer and stronger than a beam of the

same section discontinuous over supports, the ideal concrete-steel

beam should be continuous and the top flange reinforced over

supports.

As Morsch states in his treatise:—
" Practice lias boon far ahead of theory. The principal question

in controver.sy has been whether the tensile stren^';th of concrete in

bending should be considered. Anionj? practical builders this was
decided at the start, and decided aj^ainst its iiiclusion, because
absolutely no attention is paid to it and the steel is stressed to the
safe limit. The tensile stren^^th of the concrete is entirely ignored.

On this assuinpti )n is based th(> first method of the theoretical
com})utati()n of si ibs d(>vise(l by Koenen in Berlin in 1866 and his

method has been used by the majority ever since."

2. Historical

Steel and concrete as a combination of materials for engineering

structures is much olderthan is generally supposed. Professor Barbour

of the University of Nebraska, in a very interesting lecture delivered

to the Cement Users of the State of Nebraska, described certain

flat arches discovered in the ruins of ancient Rome, which were for

a long time a puzzle to engineers and architects until it was found

that they were tied together and the thrust in large part resisted

by iron tie rods. So far as known, little was done, however, in the

way of combining the old Roman concrete with iron, except in the

isolated instance just cited, and it was not until 1855 that iron was

combined with concrete in a manner similar to that in which it is

utilized at the present time.

At the Paris Exposition of 1855, Lambot exhibited a boat made

of reinforced concrete, while Francois Coignet is credited with

having built floors and pipes, in the construction of which he had

combined steel and concrete to some extent.

In 1867, Scott, a Lieutenant Colonel of Engineers of the British

Army, took out a British patent on concrete floor slabs reinforced

in one direction, and also in two directions, and in some of the

drawings in this early patent woven fabric is found combined with

rods.
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In France, Joseph Monier took out patents about the same
time, and to him, perhaps more than to any other person, is to be
given credit for the commercial introduction of reinforced concrete

on a large scale. His first use of this tjT)e of construction was to

fabricate large plant tubs which he found more durable than those

of wood, and more readily transported than those of cement without

reinforcement. In 1867 he took out his first French patent, which

he soon followed with a number of others on reservoirs, floors, and
straight and arched beams in combination with the floors, etc. In

1884 the Monier patents were purchased by the firms of Freitag

and Heidschuch in Newstad-on-the-Haardt and Martinstein and
Josseaux in Offenbach-on-the-Main. Later the patent rights in

Germany were sold to Engineer Wayss, under whose supervision

tests were made in Berlin, the results of which were published in

1887, and on the l^asis of these experiments Wayss succeeded in intro-

ducing the Monier system into many structures.

The Scott patent is especially significant since the specification

states that tie rods and hoop iron were to take the tensile strains and

concrete the compressive stresses, showing clearly that Scott under-

stood the basic principle of reinforced concrete. Little was done,

however, by the earlier inventors in developing a working theory

of design.

Herr Wayss conducted certain tests in Berlin and published his

results in a pamphlet entitled "Das System Monier, Eisengerippe

mit Zementumhullung." In this pamphlet Wayss expressed the

opinion that the steel must be placed where the tensile stresses oc-

curred. The tests were witnessed by government officials as well

as by private engineers and architects. Government Architect

Koenen, now Director of the Actiengesellschaft fur Bcton-und

Monierbauten, in Berlin, was commissioned by Wyass to work out

methods of computation from these tests, which were published in

the volume of the "Zentralblatter der Bauvorwaltung" for 1886

Morsch, Concrete Steel Construction, 1907 thus comments on

the introduction of reinforced concrete at this period (1886).

"Commencing at that time (1SS6) a theoretical foundation

was evolved, according to which the design of reinforceci concrete

work would be effected, and throufi;h these ])reliminary labors,

this method of construction was extensively adoi)ted in dermany
and Austria. A turning point in its development was the Interna-

tional Exposition in Paris, in 1900, and the report by von
Emper{-;er, publislied at that time in regard to the position wliich

the subject occupied.

Because of the scientific investij'jation of rehiforced concrete

during the past few years, it has made rai>id progress in dermany.
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It was specially promoted by the publication, in 190-4, through
the cooperation of experts and practical men of the "Leitsatze"

of the Verbands Deutscher Architekten- und Ingenieurvereine and
the Deutschen Betonvereins as well as by the Regulations of the

Prussian (iovernment, which abolished many restrictive rules,

cleared the way, and inspired in the widest circles confidence in

the new method of building."

In 1870 Phillip Brannon made what appears to have been the first

application for an English patent on reinforced concrete piles. The

patent was granted in 1871, showing reinforced concrete piles with

longitudinal reinforcement of angle irons united 1)>- bars riveted across

them, the whole being wound spirally with wire.

Thaddeus Hyatt between the years 1873 and 1881 took out

between thirty and forty different patents relating to reinforced

concrete work, ])avement lights, floors and slabs. It does not appear,

however, that H}-att made a success of concr(>t(^ construction com-

mercially altho he did made a success of his i)aving lights. Hyatt

regarded a reinforced concrete beam as one corresponding to a steel

beam, and he consicK-red the rods as e(iuivalent to the beam flange

and the concrete as tiie top flange, assuming the neutral axis at mid

depth of the beam.

A most important jiatent was granted to Hyatt in 187-4, in Eng-

land, No. 171"). in which is disclosed spiral and vertical reinforce-

ment for colunms, which strangely enough was not appreciated

until attention had been called to this type of colunm by its rein-

vention at a later date by Considere, to wlujm the engineering

profession is indebted for the attention which he directed to it by

the valuable tests carried out by him.

During this time there was considerable activity in the United

States. E. L. Ransome was building reinforced concrete warehouses

as early as 1884, and patented in the United States a twisted bar

reinforcement.

In 1883 John F. Golding secured an American patent for ex-

panded metal which was employed as lathing for plaster in lighter

gages, and as reinforcement for concrete slabs with larger mesh

and a No. 10 or heavier gage.

In Cassell's Reinforced Concrete, pul)lished in 1913, the following

sketch is given of the work of the earl}- pioneers of the art before

1900, Edmond Coignet and Francois Hennebique:

—

"The former of whom, by applying the known principles of

mechanics, evolved a system of calculation that has proved re-

markably truthful, and the latter of whom, basing his methods
of calculation ui)on results obtained in practice, has also made
extremely important contributions to tlie tcclmical consideration
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of the subject. Coignet as the scientific investigator, and Hen-
nebique as commercial organizer, are properly regarded as 'the
pioneers of the modern evolution in the art of building.' The
story has often been told of the opposition which Coignet had to fight

in getting the masonry of the proposed new systeni of main
drainage in Paris in 1892 replaced by reinforced concrete. He
promised a large saving of money and of time required for con-
struction, and his system, which was finally adopted, was carried
out with complete success. Hennebique, having organized a
technical staff and licensed a large number of the most influential

contractors to work his system, was able to secure between the
years 1892 and 1899 work to the total value of two million sterling,

representmg three thousand constructions, among the niost re-

markable of these being the bridge of Chatelleraidt, 460 ft. long,

comprising three arches, two of 133 ft. span and one of 167 ft.

Hennebique's first patent dates from 1892, (Biitish patent, No.
14,530), and in this he demon.strates the utility of stirrups to
reinforce beams against shear, in which matters he had to an extent
been anticipated by Hyatt in 1877 and Meyenberg in 1891. In
1897 Hennebique introduced cranked-up rods, and placed these
one above the other, so as to reduce the width of the beam, follow-

ing (to some extent) the lines laid down by Hyatt in 1877 and
F. G. Edwards in 1892, in which latter year M. Koenen and G. A.
Wayss, of German^-, patented in England a method of floor con-
struction with rods cranked-up at the point of contraflexure, "the
parts in tension being strengthened by roughened or serrated
metal rods or strips embedded in the structure."

We have noted the early work of Ransonie in the United States.

In his work parallel joists about 3 inches wide, spaced three feet

centers were frequently used, while narrow intersecting ribs about ten

feet centers in two direct ions surmounted by a thin slab were also

employed.

From 1890 to 1900 while cement was relatively high in price,

reduction of mass at increased expense in form work was to be ex-

pected.

The expanded metal companies introduced a large amount of

short span concrete floors on structural steel frame six to ten feet

center to center of beams, competing with hollow tile arches then

more commonly employed for fireproof construction.

The Roebling Company, manufacturers of wire, were at the same
time putting in a large amount of short span arches and slabs

reinforced with wire fabric and rods.

From 1900 to date, reinforced concrete building construction has

increased with wonderful rapidity, encouraged by the enterprise

of the manufacturers of Portland cement in placing at the disposal

of the constructor a reliable and uniform product at so low a cost

that a most powerful impetus was thus furnished for the more
complete development of the commercial possibilities of reinforced

concrete in building construction.
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The skepticism of building departments and the natural an-

tagonism of tile interests forced the advocates of concrete construc-

tion to make innumerable tests with the final result of creating con-

fidence in the construction when properly designed and executed.

During the six years subsequent to 1900^—a short period of time

but an epoch from the standpoint of progress in concrete construc-

tion—numerous beam theories were proposed and discussed.

Engineering opinion gradually crystallized in the adoption of a

modification of the common theory of flexure and the assumption

of the linear law of distribution of stress for purposes of computation

of beams and slabs, and this opinion has been embodied in nearly

all building codes in cities throughout the United States and Canada.

In 1904 a Joint Committee of the American Association of

Cement Manufacturers, American Society for Testing Materials,

American Society of Civil Engineers, American Railway Engineering

and Maintenance of Way Association, was appointed to investigate

and report on concrete and reinforced concrete. After eight years,

a report was rendered, for which see Eng. News. Feb. 6, 1913.

The report specifically states that it does not go into all types

of construction or all the applications to which concrete and re-

inforced concrete may be put, * * * * * it is not a specification

but may be used as a basis for specifications."

Treatment of natural types of reinforced concrete is lacking in

this report. The treatment of beams, however, embodies the crystal-

lized opinion above referred to and will l)e referred to more at length

later.

That a theoretical treatment of concrete after the manner of struc-

tural iron work, although making allowance for the elastic properties

of the two materials, is unsatisfactory was earh^ recognized by

practical men and also by some theoretical writers.

Marsh in his treatise on Reinforced Concrete, EcUtion of 1905,

Part V. p. 209, makes the following remarks on this subject:

"When properly combined with metal, concrete appears to

gain properties wnich do not exist in the material when by itself,

and although much has been done by various experimenters in

recent years to increase our knowledge on the subject of the elastic

behavior of reinforced concrete we are still very far from having
a true perception of the characteristics of the composite material.

"It may be that we are wrong from the commencement in

attempting to treat it after the manner of structural iron work
and that although the proper allowances for the elastic properties

of the dual material is an advancement on the empirical formula
at first employed and used by many constructors at the present
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time, yet we may be entirely wrong in cm' method of treatment.

"The molecular theory, i. e. the prevention of molecular defor-

mation by supplying resistances of the reverse kind to the stresses

on small particles, may prove to be the true method of treatment
for a composite material such as concrete and metal. Tliis theory is

the basis of the Cottangin construction which certainly produces good
results and very light structures, and M.Consid. re's latest researches

on the subject of hooped concrete are somewhat on these lines."

In this statement of Marsh there is some idea of a possible new
principle of action; but unfortunately he was unable to form and

express any conception of how this might operate in accordance with

mechanical principles in a manner which would be of benefit to the

industry at large, or aid in the discussion of the stresses operating in

reinforced concrete.

The practical constructor has an advantage over the theorist in

this respect; having observed the results obtained by a new principle

he immediately profits by it by taking advantage of the results

through application of the principles of simple proportion leaving

the explanation as a matter of academic interest to follow in the

wake of his practical accomplishment. In this simple manner two

thousand structures of the Mushroom type have been erected and

tested for strength and deflection before a comprehensive scientific

explanation of the mode of operation was forthcoming.

The constructor wants the least theory possible and that the

simplest to meet the specific requirements of the work he has in hand.

The scientist with broader and more comprehensive vision sees in

the specific performance of the builder only a special case to be treated

in conjunction with the species to which it belongs. That the latter

treatment is by far the more difficult—and when correctly carried

out more valuable and satisfactory—compensates for the almost

inevitable position that the scientist occupies in a new art, following

in the wake of the practical constructor, whose simple needs require

special rather than general solutions of the problems at hand.

As the authors now view the art broad general solutions of the

problems in reinforced concrete are in order and the character and

nature of the new properties added to concrete by the dissemination

of steel through it brought out in the following pages it is hoped may
harmonize many differences in engineering opinion existing at the

pres3nt time relative to the more advanced forms of construction.

In the discussion of concrete-steel construction, we must consider,

first, the action of th? concrete with the steel, the function of

each in the combination, the problems presented by beams, slabs,
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and columns separately, and finally the mix of the concrete and

questions of cost in convenient ])lacing of the reinforcement.

Before taking up these points in detail it would seem in order,

however, to turn our attention to the concrete, and the materials

entering into it, their characteristics, value and fitness and the

proper proportions to use.

3. Materials

Portland Cement only should be used in a reinforced concrete

frame or structure. The following specification is recommended

by the American Society of Civil Engineers:

Portland Cement

Definition: This term is applied to the finely pulverized product

resulting from the calcination to incipient fusion of an intimate

mixture of properly proportioned argillaceous and calcareous ma-
terials, and to which no addition greater than 8% has been made
subsequent to calcination.

Specific Gravity

The specific gravity of cement shall not be less than 3.10. Should

the test of cenuait as received fall Ijelow this requirement, a second

test may be made upon a sample ignited at a low red heat. The
loss in weight of the ignited cement shall not exceed 4%.

Fineness

It shall leave by weight a residue of not more than 8% on the

No. 100. and not more than 25% on the No. 200 sieve.

Time of Setting

It shall not develop initial set in less than thirty minutes; and

must develop hard set in not less than one hour, nor more than ten

Tensile Strength

The minimum requirements for tensile strength for briquettes

one square inch in cross section shall be as follows and the cement

shall show no retrogression in strength within the periods specified.

Neat Cement

Age Strength

24 hours in moist air , 175 lbs.

7 days (1 day in moist air, 6 days in water) 500 lbs.

28 days (1 day in moist air, 27 days in water) ...600 lbs.

One Part Cement, Three Parts Standard Ottawa Sand.

7 days (1 day in moist air, 6 days in water) 200 lbs.

28 days (I day in moist air, 27 days in water) 275 lbs.
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Constancy of Volume

Pats of neat cement about three inches in diameter, one-half

inch thick at the center, and tapering to a thin edge, shall be kept in

moist air for a period of twenty-four hours.

(a) A pat is then kept in air at normal temperature and ob-

served at intervals for at least 28 days.

(b) Another pat is kept in water maintained as near 70° F. as

practicable, and observed at intervals for at least 28 days.

(c) A third pat is exposed in any convenient way in an atmos-

phere of steam, above l)oiling water, in a loosely closed vessei for

five hours.

These pats, to satisfactorily pass the requirements, shall remain

firm and hard and show no signs of distortion, checking, cracking,

or disintegrating.

Sulphuric Acid and Magnesia

The cement shall not contain more than l.To'^c of anhydrous

sulphviric acid (SO3), nor more than 4^7 of magnesia (AlgO).

4. Quick Tests

The preceding specifications and methods of investigation

presuppose the conveniences of a testing laboratory to be at hand.

The constructor, when he comes upon a job, is frequently without

such conveniences. He is frequently compelled to decide whether

the cement is suitable or not by employing such rough and ready

means only as are at hand, and a few words as to such practical

methods of investigation as must be used are in order for his benefit.

Fineness

The constructor can reacUl}' determine whether the grinding is

reasonably coarse or not by feeling of a sample between the thumb
and finger without recourse to screens or sieves.

The effect of fine grinding upon the cement is to render samples

of mortar made of sand and cement stronger. In other words,

it gives the cement a greater sand carrying power; it renders it quicker

setting; a stronger concrete is obtained, or a larger proportion of

sand can be used with finely than with coarsely ground cement

with the same resulting strength.

In making briquettes of neat cement, however, the coarsely

ground cement may show higher results, l)ut what the constructor

is interested in is the result obtained with the mortar paste of sand

and cement in the usual jiroportions.
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Accelerated Test

The object of this test is to bring out and make evident those

qualities which tend to destroy the strength and durability of a ce-

ment. As it is highly essential to determine such qualities at once,

tests of this character are for the most part made in a very short

time, and are known, therefore, as accelerated tests. Failure is

revealed by cracking, checking, swelling or disintegration, or all of

these phenomena. A cement which remains perfectly sound is

said to be of Constant Volume.

Failure to meet the requirements of the accelerated tests in ship-

ments direct from mill need not be sufficient ground for rejection.

The cement may be held for twenty-eight days and a re-test made
at the end of that period. But failure to meet the requirements at

this time should be considered sufficient cause for rejection.

The accelerated test is a rough and ready means for determining

without elaborate equipment whether cement is fit to use. Cement
known to have been stored by a dealer for some time should be

promptly rejected if it fails in this test.

If a Portland Cement passes the accelerated test it may be used

immediately with reasonal)le certainty as to its ultimate soundness.

Method of Testing

The method of making the accelerated test, is as follows: On
a piece of glass about four inches square, take a sample of the cement

and mix it to a consistency such that the cement can be readily

kneaded without crumbling and at the same time not so soft as to

run or lose its shape whan pressed into a smooth pat with a thin

edge. Place the pat so formed under a moist cloth for a period of

twenty four hours in a temperature from sixty to seventy five degrees

and then expose it to an atmosphere of steam. Or, if preferred,

the specimen after curing as above for twenty four hours may be

placed in cold water, which is raised to and maintained at the boiling

point for several hours. Three to four hours is the usual period.

Under this test the pat should harden without cracking or swelling.

Causes of Unsoundness

Cracking, crumbling, or disintegration of work in Portland Ce-

ment concrete properly mixed and laid may be caused by an excess

of lime; by under burning or by an excess of magnesia in a thoroly

burned cement, producing gradual expansion w^hich will disintegrate

the mortar or concrete even after several ^'ears.
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Care of Cement

The inspector should see that the cement is properly housed when
delivered to the job and protected from the elements so that it will

not be damaged by moisture. Dampness from insufficient protec-

tion will render the cement Imnpy and while it ma}^ not destroj^ its

setting properties it will greatly reduce its sand carrjdng power

and efficiency or maj' even render it entirely worthless.

5. Specification for Aggregate

Sand: Sand used should be clean and coarse, or a mixture of

coarse and fine grains with coarse grains predominating, which should

be free from clay, loam, mica and other impurities.

Testing Sand: In order to determine the amount of clay, dirt

or other impurities, a simple, practical test is to take an ordinary

quart glass preserve jar, put in a pint of sand, fill with water and

put on the cap. Shake thoroughly and allow it to settle. The
result will be that the coarser grains will go to the bottom in the order

of their size, and the silt and light impurities will settle in a layer at

the top, giving the observer a means of gaging the amount of the

impurities accurately and judging of the character of the sand and the

proportion of coarse, mecUum and fine grains in its make-up. From
three and one-half to four percent of clay in the form of finely divided

silt will do no harm in a bank sand or gravel for reinforced concrete

work. Even higher percentages than this have been claimed to

increase the strength of the concrete under test, though where it

is exposed to the elements and the action of frost a percentage even

as high as this seems to be quite detrimental. However, in building

work, which is usually under cover, it does no harm whatever.

The effect of the size of the grains of sand has been investigated

by Feret. The accompanying figure from Johnson's Materials of

Construction, shows results obtained by Feret on a 1 : 3 mortar

aftar hardening one year in fresh water. The sand used consisted

of various proportions of fine grains up to .5 mm, medium .5 to 2nnn,

and coarse 2 to omm, and in the diagram the streng-th of the mortar

is recorded in the triangle at such distances from the base line as

represent the proportions of each size of sand used, the line of equal

strength being wherever drawn in the diagram. Thus the strength

of the mortar in which only fine sand was used was only 1400 pounds

per square inch. The maximum strength of 3500 pounds per square

inch was obtained from a mixture containing 85 percent of coarse

sand and 15 percent of fine with a very little sand of medium size.
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Any point of an entire contour line represents a sand made up of

tlie different sizes G, M, and F in proportions corresponding to its

perpendicular distance from the sides opposite each apex but having

the same strength as every other point on the same line. This dia-

gram shows that a considerable variation in the proportion of coarse

and fine grains will make a mortar of the same strength, l)ut that,

in general, the strength of a mortar with fine sand of uniform size

of grains is about one half or less than one half that of a mortar

made with the same proportion of sand with grains ranging from

coarse to fine, and that in general the strongest mortar is secured

with a coarse sand with grains ranging from coarse to medium.

—Showing tlie Method of Kepresenting
I'roportionate Mixtures of Three liiKifdients.

(i — coarse sand. O.i in. to 0.08 in. in diameter.
M = medium sand, 08 in. toO.O'J in. in diameter.
1" =: fine sand less than OM in. in dianieier.

—Compressive Kesistain-e of I'orlland-
cement Mortars, in pounds per square inch, after
nine months in air and then three months in

sea-water. Mortar 1 C. : 3 S. in all cases. Imt
the composition of the sand vurjinj); aceuriUnt'

I > position in the tiiangle.

— O impressive Resistance of Portland-
cement. Mortars, 1 C. : 3 S , in pounds per square
ineli, after one year in sea-water. Sliadetl

part indicates iui.\tures which were partially
disintetrraied.-

—Compressive Resistance of Portland
cement Mortal's, 1 O. : 3 S., in pounds per square
inch, after otie year in fresti water.
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The effect of an excess of clay, such for instance as the dust from

soft magnesium hmestone will sometimes greatly retard the harden-

ing of cement, the writer having seen instances where concrete at

the age of a month had not attained twenty five percent of its normal

strength and where the ultimate strength was reduced perhaps not

more than twenty five or thirty percent by the use of this improper

mixture.

In many specifications, clean sharp sand is called for in spite of

the fact that in many parts of the country sharp sand is not obtain-

able. Sand with rounded grains such as lake or beech sand is per-

fectly satisfactory, there being little difference in strength between

the mortar made with sand of angular or sharp grains and that

with rounded grains. The idea that a sharp, angular aggregate is

necessary for strong concrete is the basis for the objection made by

some to lake or bank gravel as a coarse aggregate, while as a matter

of fact better results and stronger concrete is generally secured with

the round pebble than with angular stone, provided the specimen

tested is not less than six months old.

Gravel where used, should be composetl of clean, hard pebbles

and sand free from clay and other foreign matter, such as rotten stone,

hardened lumps of clay and the like. A sample having the coarser

materials screened out may be tested for impurities in the same

manner as was given for the sand.

Broken Stone: Broken stone used should consist of sound

crushed stone, such as trap rock, limestone, granite, hard sand-

stone or conglomerate. If the texture is crystalline and there are

no portions of rotten stone or hardened clay such as is sometimes

found in oolitic limestone and shale, the crusher run may l)e used,

if a part of the sand content which would otherwise be used in the

mix be left out equivalent to the fine i)articles of crushed stone in

the crusher run.

If, however, the stone can be readily reduced under the hammer
to a fine, impalpable powder as is the case with some shales and

with the oolitic type of limestone referred to, the dust should he

entirely lemoved.

It is better, where possible to use only that stone which is found

durable when exposed to the action of the elements and frosts, and

the harder the stone the stronger the concrete that may be made when

using it as the aggregate.
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6. Proportions of Materials

In concrete Ijuilding construction the proportions which exper-

ience indicates most economical in concrete for slab and beam
construction, columns and colunm footings except for the case where

the loads to be carried are unusually great, is one part of cement and
two parts sand with four parts broken stone or gravel, this being

indicated ])y the expression 1 : 2: 4. These proportions are cus-

tomarily taken by measure, each Ijag of cement being estimated as

equal to one cubic foot in volume, thus tlu^ proportions of 1: 2: 4

mean one sack of cement (94 pounds) two cubic feet of sand and four

cul)ic fe(»t of crushed stone. Too frequently the inexperienced builder

interprets a 1 : 2 : 4 concrete to mean a 1 : () aggregate or six parts of

gravel which may be two thirds sand and one third coarse aggregate.

The pro]x)rtions of 1 : 2 refer to the mortar and mean the ratio of

the cement to the volume of sand which runs from about one eighth

inch down in size, while coarser material than this may be considered

as coarse aggregate or the stone content.

The size of the stone in reinforced concrete work in ordinary

building construction should range from one inch down, observing

directions for sci-ecniing as detailed under the specification for broken

stone.

The first requirement in proportioning the aggregate for rein-

forced concrete work is to see that there is an excess of fine material

over and above that required to fill the voids in the coarse com-

ponent of the aggregate. The volume of voids in coarse aggregate

is greater with a uniform size of stone than where the sizes of coarse

aggregate vary from coarse to fine, and for that reason the crusher

run of stone is preferable where the stone is granite, trap or hard

crystalline stone. In heavy mass work, however, a larger proportion

of coarse aggregate with the size of stone varying from three to four

inches in diameter down can be advantageously used, but this is

unsuited for reinforced concrete work in the ordinary building line.

It is only suitable for bridge piers, and heavy mass work.

7. Analysis of Strength of Concrete

Concrete maj' be defined as an artificial conglomerate stone in

which the coarse aggregate or space filler (generally a hard natural

stone, furnace slag or pebble) is held together by a cement mortar

matrix. Having selected a given coarse aggregate, the strength

of the concrete depends on the strength of the mortar matrix, in

other words, on the ratio of cement to sand in the mortar for all

samples of the same age, formed under the same conditions.
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The Strength of the Concrete depends then:

First, on the grade of sand and the proportion of the cement to

the sand in the mortar.

Second, upon the hardness and the character of the coarse aggre-

gate.

Third, on manipulation and the conditions undfer which tlie

concrete is cured or hardened.

Fourth, on the age of tlie specimen.

Mortar made with a very fine sand is only about half as strong

as that made with coarse and medium grains and for that reason

the specification regarding the character of the sand should be given

careful attention.

As shown by Feret, quite a variation in the proportion of medium,

coarse and fine grains of sand will give nearly the same strength so

that the average clean coarse bank sand will generally fill the re-

quirements for a good concrete mortar.

The richer the mortar the stronger the concrete. As noted above,

we recommend a ohe-to-two mortar for reinforced concrete, and where

high working stresses are to be used in reinforced concrete columns

we would recommend a mortar in the concrete as rich as one cement

to one and one half sand, obtaining thereby an increase of twentj^

five percent in the permissible working stress.

Coarse Aggregate

The effect of the strength of the coarse aggregate upon the strength

of the concrete, in tests of concrete made with shale rock crushed

to one and one half inches or under, at Duluth, show the shale concrete

about sixty-five to seventy percent as strong as trap rock concrete

and the trap rock concrete from ninety to ninety-five percent as

strong as that made with lake gravel for the coarse aggregate. These

tests were made on concrete about four months old.

Manipidation and Conditions of Curing

While the quality of the cement, sand and aggregate have more

or less influence on the resulting concrete, with any good brand

of first class Portland Cement, clean coarse sand and hard crushed

stone, substantially the same results will be securinl under identical

conditions of mixing and curing.
_
The latter conditions have a

most decided influence on the strength of the concrete, viz., whether

sufficient water has been used to permit and ]iromote perfect crystalli-

zation of the cement, whether an excess aniomit of water has been
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used and the fine and coarse materials have been allowed to separate

or become segregated, whether the concrete has been thoroly

mixed, and whether the conditions for curing were favorable, such

as keeping the concrete damp and ])reventing it from drying out

too rapidly (jr whether it was hardened under unfavorable cir-

cumstances in frosty weather. On this account it is difficult to har-

monize the large number of isolated tests that have been made
by independent investigators under widely varying conditions.

In l)uil(ling work, liowever, it is a fortunate fact that except in

cold weather where the work recjuires special treatment the general

conditions for hardening are most favorable. After one floor has

been poured the next is erected thereon within a week or so and the

excess water dropping from the upper floors keeps the concrete in

the lower properly wet, rendering tlu^ conditions more favorable for

hardening and curing than those of the ordinary laboratory test.

8. Hardening of Portland Cement.

The liardciiiug of Portland ( 'ement is a clu^nical process which

within certain limits is accelerated by heat and retarded by cold.

This is an imiM)rtant consitleration for the l)uild('r to keep in mind,

since when the teni]ierature of the water used in the mix and the

aggregate is at or a])])i'()xinuitely near the freezing ])oint, the cement

lies dormant and no fixed rule can be given of a set number of days

during which time it is necessary for the concrete to lie in place on
the forms before it will attain a certain given degree of strength.

In hardening, as in nearly all cheniical reactions, heat is generated

by the setting of the cement. Tliis heat is radiated away very

rapidly where the mass is .small or thickness of the part of the con-

crete work is inconsiderable, while where the mass is large, as in the

case of heavy walls, piers, and the like, the heat generated by the

setting of the cement is not lost rapidly by radiation and the work

tends to cure much more rapidly in heavy work in cold weather than

in the case of the thin slabs usuall}' used in the floors of buikUngs.

Special directions for the treatment of concrete at various tempera-

tures will be given under a special section dealing with building

work.

Increase of Strength of Concrete with Age

The following table shows compressive strength of concrete

as determined b,y test made at the Watertown Arsenal in 1899.

1:2:4 mixture.
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Brand of cement 7 days 1 month 3 months 6 months

Atlas 1,387 2,428 2,966 3,953

Alpa 904 2,420 3,123 4,411

Germania 2,219 2,642 3,082 3,643

Alsen 1,592 2,269 2,608 3,612

Average 1,525 2,240 2,944 3,904

The above gives a fair idea of the increase in strength of concrete

with age under normal tem]:)erature above 60° F.

After a period of six months the concrete in ordinary l)uilding is

found to increase slowly in strength and considerably in hardness

and rigidity. Thus it appears that the stiffness of a long span slab

will increase aliout twenty percent between two months and twelve

to fifteen months, and the strength perhaps in a lesser ratio, on the

assumption that the compression element only in the combination

is hardening and increasing in strength.

Coefficient of Expansion

The coefficient of expansion of concrete is practically the same as

that of mild steel. Some investigators have made this coefficient

per degree of Fahrenheit slightly less and others slightly more than

.0000065, which is usually accepted for mild steel, hence ordinary

changes of temperature cause no injury to the composite material

formed by embedding steel in concrete.

9. Bond between Concrete and Steel.

In the design of any combination of concrete with steel the bond

betw'een the two elements is of pi'ime imjjortance. Concrete setting

in the air shrinks and grips the reinforced members with a vice-like

grip. The richer the mixture the greater this shrinkage stress and

the better the bond. In concrete setting in water this shinkage

is lacking and in this case deformed reinforcement or mechanical

bond is desirable.

The bond l)etween the concrete and steel has a maxinmm value

with a plastic mix of concrete such that the mortar will flow slowly

and thoroly surround the metal. It is greatly reduced with a

stiff mixture requiring tamping and at the other extreme also is less

with too sloppy a mixture of concrete.

With plain round rods embedded 12 inches the bond value may
reach, under favorable conditions, a maximum of 600 pounds per

square inch with concrete of a 1 : 2 mortar, six months old, but
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with dry tam])ecl concrete the l)oncl value or adhesion as it is some-

times called may run as low as 200 pounds per scjuare inch of the

surface of the bars.

A round bar will give a higher bond value than a Hat or rec-

tangular shape, while a polished or cold rolled shaft as it comes from

the mill will give a value hardly more than a fourth as great as that.

Slight rusting of the surface improves the adhesion or bond since the

rust combines chemically with the cement and seems to increase the

shrinkage grip. Further, slight rusting tends to remove the black

mill scale making the adhesion uniform along the surface of the

metal.

Paint, oil or grease, greatly reduc(>s the adhcnsion. With properly

arranged reinforcement the designer rarely has occasion to figure

upon the bond value between tli(> two materials, since it is amply
provided for where due precaution has b(>en taken to render the

design safe to exix'ute by properl.y t_\'ing the materials together by
an ample lap of Ihc metal over the supi)()rts and the use oi mficient

cement.

Occasicmally the designer may l)e forced to use short stock lengths

in beams or slabs, and under such conditions a working stress not

exceeding forty ])()unds per scjuare inch is permissible providing the

bars are also hookcnl at the ends. Even with this additional precau-

tion care nuist b(» exercised in keeping the work supported much
longer than would be necessary with preferable lengths of rods.

The reason for this precaution and the low value recommended is

that the bond strength between concrete and steel varies greatly

with the age of the concrete and like the shearing resistance it is

very low with partly cured concrete but increases with the age and

hardness of the work, tho less rapidly than the resistance in com-

pression.

The constructor should keep clearly in mind the important

conditions which insure satisfactory^ bond between the metal and

concrete, namely: A mixture of proper consistency containing

sufficient cement and the preferable use of bars round in section,

which are most readily sui rounded by the plastic concrete in flowing.

It is interesting to note in the following table of tests of bond

that the average adhesion of the ^" round rods was twenty percent

more than that of the scjuare rods with the 1 : 3 mortar; that the

adhesion to the steel with the broken stone concrete was greatei

than with the 1 : 3 mortar or even the neat cement test; and that

the adhesion to the quarter inch Ijy one inch averaged only six

tenths that of the half inch rounds.
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TABLE I

SHOWING ADHESION OF VARIOUS SHAPED RODS TO CONCRETE
OF CONSTANT COMPOSITION

1 Part Cement to 3 Parts Sand
*9-10-ll-12, 1 Cement, 2 Sand, 4 Broken Stone
(Even numbers 40 days—Odd Numbers 80 Days

No.
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the depth of the rod in the concrete is much larger than in the tests

by Emerson, while some tests by Feret with the rod embedded

2f" give values approximately half as great as where the length

embedded is from ten to twelve inches.

TABLE II.

Diameter

of rod

inches

7/16
5/8

Age of

specimen

in (lavs

Depth of

rod in

concrete

inches

Adhesion in pounds per square

inch of surface in contact

Maximum Minimum
;
Average

32

35

72

76

735

780

The adhesive resistance varies somewhat with the depth to

which the rod is embedded.

It is greater with a rough than with a smooth surface.

It increases with the proportion of cement up to a certain limit.

It is a maximum with a i)lastic mix and a mininmm with a dry

mix and tamjied conci-cte.

It incn^ases with the age of the concrete.

Considere finds that for concrete (>xposed to air the amount of

water used in mixing has a great infiuence, too dry concrete adhering

badly. An excess of water giving th(> concrete the necessary fluidity

for filling up the voids around the nnnforcement produced the best

results. He considered, however, that this advantage of wet con-

crete was counterbalanced by a notable diminution of tensile and

compressive resistance. This would be true were it not a fact that

the excess water in casting rinnforccnl concrete work in building

construction is readily disposed of by ab.sorption of the forms and

leakage through them.

The low values found Ijy some investigators for adhesion or bond

seem to be readily accounted for l)y the prevalent French custom of

tamping dry or stiff mixtures of concrete rather than of pouring, if

of a wet or plastic consistanc}', as is done by the American construc-

tor today. The early idea was that good concrete could only be made
by a dry mix and tamping. Combined with this dry mix the deformed

bar was vmquestionably an improvement, but as the use of the dry

mix has long been abandoned the main advantage in the use of the

deformed Imr has largely disappeared witli its abandonment.
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By far the greater number of concrete failures have occurred

where deformed ])ar reinforcement has been used. This is due

in part probably to the fact that some types of deformed l^ar re-

inforcement are such that with ordinary care the metal is not so

well surrounded as in the case with plain rounds, and the shrink-

age grip of adhesion is less with the irregular section. Further, the

designer seems frequently to place too great confidence in the bond

strength in these designs, and has freciuently neglected a sufficient

lap over the su])port. to render the design safe and conservative.

Plain reinforcement would no doubt not have done much better

than deformed l^ar reinforcement with the same arrangement and

and length of lap, but over confidence in the deformed l)ar reinforce-

ment has had a te^ndency to lead to a type design inherently dangerous

with any type of reinforcement.

10. Variation in the Strength of Concrete with Variation

of Temperature and Moisture.

This (luestion is of the greatest importance to the constructor in

putting u}i woi'k. The concrete, partly cured, may apparently be

stiff and rigid when the forms are removed in cold or freezing weather.

Then with a sudden change in the temperature, such as may readily

be brought about by ]uitting a heating plant into the building, the

concrete will sweat and soften and get out of shape. Again, when

concrete which has had as long as two to three months in which to

cure during the fall season, is exposed all winter, soaked with water

and the water frozen, and in the spring a heating plant is put into

the building and the slab thawed out, its strength is temporarily

greatly reduced, and if the slab is carrying the weight of other stories

which are shored from it, permanent deflection and serious trouble

may result.

The older uud more thoroly cured the concrete, the more

rigid it is and the less the variation in strength resulting from the

conditions above noted. Concrete which is thoroly soaked with

water is less rigid in ('om])ression than concrete which is thoroly

dried out. This change in strength is due to the fact that the con-

crete expands with moisture and shrinks or contracts as it dries out,

this action being greater with concrete during the hardening stages.

Hence, the constructor should use care and see that his work is

not over-loaded, particularly at the time when he is firing up the heat-

ing plant in a l)uilding in which the floors, though they have had

some time to cure in the full, have been thorolv soaked and frozen.
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Undue confidence in the strength of partly cured and frozen concrete

arises from observing that when the forms are first removed there

is no deflection and the concrete stands up apparently of ample

strength and rigidity under the superimposed load of the centering

of one or more stories above. A sudden change in temperature,

causing the moisture in the slab to thaw and expand in the concrete

will so weaken the slal) that a large permanent set will result.

The cautious builder will keep the floor well shored up until he is

sure that it is thoroly dried out by heat so that there is no chance

for the work to get out of shape as above explained.

The extent to which the strength of a slab may be reduced even

after it has been once fairly well cured, but subsequently exposed to

the weather, soaktnl and frozen is illustratcHl by a case where it was
so softened in thawing out as to deflect eight times as much as it

did under identically the same load after drying out and exposure to

heat for thre(> weeks, so that the imi)ortance of the precaution al)()ve

outlined should be apparent. In this caso the slab was cast in the

latter part of August, was fairl}^ well cured but exposed to the weather,

flooded by rain and frozen up during the winter. The heating ])lant

was placetl under the Hoor sometime in March and a light load then

placed on the slab which had a span of about 22 feet and was 7 inches

thick, well reinforced. A defle(;tion resulted of a])proximately

2 inches. The slab returned to its original shape after removal of

the load, and when thoroly dried out tlie deflection under the same
load was hardly 3/ 16 inches.

Deflections are fountl to b(; increased where the slab is wet, and

the strength is apparently somewhat diminished.

II. Machine Mixing.

Concrete for a concrete steel building should be machine mixed,

preferably in a batch mixer. Some of the continuous mixers do

good work where bank gravel is used as the aggregate and fail where

crushed stone is used. A batch mixer such as the Smith, Cube,

Polygonal or Ransome, is to be preferred because it may be charged

with cement, sand and stone by measure and the exact amount of

water added. The water content in the mix is best supplied for

a large piece of work by a tank which will contain the amount of

water needed for a batch arranged with the usual float trap valve

so that all the operator needs to do is to pull the string and the tank

of water is discharged at once in the mixer. This insures a mixture

of uniform consistency and effects a material saving of time.
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Where the work is of sufficient magnitude to permit an overhead

hojjper into which the sand and stone may be elevated, and discharged

by gravity into the mixer as desired, a large saving in labor is secured.

"Where the mixing plant is near a track the hopper may be filled from

the cars by a derrick and suitable clam. Where the aggregate is

brought to the building by team load, a platform arranged so that

the wagon may 1 )e driven over it and the stone or sand dumped there-

Fig. 1. Mixing Plant, Liiiduki- \\;uu<r BuiUlint:, St. P;

on and then elevated and discharged into the top of the hopper, is

about as economical an arrangement as the writer has seen.

A view of a mixing plant of this kind used in the erection of tlie

Lindeke-Warner building of St. Paul, erected by Butler Bros., is

showTi in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 2 is shown the mixing plant used in the erection of tlie

Jolm l^eerc Plow Company's l)uilding in Omaha, the lioppcr in this
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case being charged l)y the locoiiK^tive crane, using the clam for

transferring the materials from the cars to the hopper.

Consistency of Concrete

For building construction and reinforced concrete work generally

it is necessary that the concrete shall be mixed so that it will flow

slowly and thoroly surround the reinforcement but it should

be no more plastic than is rec]uired to attain this result. If mixed

too dry and tamping is depended upon, voitls will be left around the

steel and the face of the concrete when the forms are removed will

0M
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!!! i'^^^^9 lit I' ' TO^|• , i .;r.
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r i

\if

Im. 1'. .Mi.\in<: I'lant ;iii<l Hopper, John Deere I'low Company Buildin>;, Oinalui.

be found roush and full of pockets and the work will present an ap-

pearance of weakness which it very likely does not possess.

12. Pouring Concrete.

In pouring concrete, the lowest portions of the forms should be

filled first: Thus necessitating the least possible flow of the concrete

to reach its final position in the work. In l)uil(lings the columns

should be filled first, then the lieams and finally the slabs, the opera-

tion being continuous as far as practicable. If an attempt is made

to reverse this i)rogram and fill the beam before the colunm is filled

the concrete will flow in an inclined direction to the colunm and as

each batch is deposited the more li(iui(l jiortions washing over the
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inclined surface carr}- tlie light laitance and fine sand down into the

column, and an inferior concrete and one of little strength will be

found at the bottom on removal of the column forms.

In pouring columns, especially where closely spaced spiral hoop-

ing is used, concrete should l)e poured over the center. If an attempt

is made to fill the column from the side the space between the form

and hooping is filled up to a considerable height in advance of the

central core, the hooping acting as a screen prevents the coarse

aggregate from flowing to the lower central area with the result

that the mortar flows to the core and seals to some extent the voids

toward the hooping and the next batch cannot flow to fill in the voids

thus left in nearly clean coarse aggregate between the hooping and

the column form. This leaves rough unsightly work wdien the forms

are removed and while the core may be sound the fireproofing is

inferior in character or worthless, and the work presents an appear-

ance of weakness which it ch^es not possess.

Where to Make Joints in the Work and How to Do It

Splicing of concrete in beams and slabs should preferably l)e made
in the center and should be vertical. The reason for this is that

where the concrete is allowed to flow out on an inclined plane in the

beam the inert material known as laitance comes to the surface,

preventing a good bond when the new concrete is added. In fact

instances have not infrecjuently been observed where wedge shajied

pieces of concrete three feet long and running from two inches in

thickness to one quarter inch at the end dropped away from the beam

owing to this manner of placing, the bond being insufficient to carry

the weight of the piece. The remedy is to break up the surface of

the old concrete and grout it with a neat cement l)efore ]:)roceeding

to cast the new work.

In very hot weather the crushed stone may readily get so dry

and hot that it absorbs the water from the mix and causes the cement

to set too rapidly. When this is the case an open crack will appear at

a joint. The remedy is to first cool the stone liy thoro wetting

with the hose.

13. How to Determine when Concrete is Thoroughly Cured.

It may be noted that most failures occur in the cold season, and

the need for a certain and simple method of determining whether

the concrete has been merely hardened by frost or really cured is

obvious. A good way in cold weather work is to cast a few small

sample cubes or cylindtM's when pouring the floor, and allow them to
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harden under the same conditions as the slab, antl these samples

may then be examined at any later time. When this has not been

done, cut out a small piece of the concrete and place it over a stove

or radiator and if the concrete has been merely stiffened by frost

it will sweat and soften up, while if cured it will remain firm, dry

and hard.

In the previous pages, dealing with the hardening of concrete

the fact has been emphasized that curing has no direct relation to

the number of days that a floor has been poured. Hardening is

to l)e considered first in connection with the temperature and humidity

during the period of curing, and second in connection with the treat-

ment of the materials in cold or chilly weather as to whether the water

and aggregate had been properly heated.

In th(^ summer season, during ten or twelve days of continued

chilly, rainy weather, concrete freciuently iiardens so slowly that

the early removal of the forms at that pcM'iod will result in permanent

damage to the work, so that the humidity and rain must be taken

into consideration as well as the temi:)erature under which the con-

crete is cured, in deciding the feasibility of removing false work.

In the chilly weather of the spring or fall, if the concrete has been

mixed with cold water and subsequently chilled by frost before it

has had time to set appreciably it may be very slow in curing. It is

exceedingly difficult under such circumstances for the most expert

to tell when the false work may be removed and no undesirable

results follow. The concrete may after such treatment, (improper

mixing with cold water at a time when the weather is chilly and

frosly) apparently be hard and subsequently swTat and soften during

the continued hardening process and the work get out of shape.

That is, the slab or beam may deflect permanently | or |". Such

deflection, while it will not result in permanent weakness after the

concrete has finally hardened, will cause the owner to question its

strength. It may cause partitions, which were built upon it at its

original elevation, to be left unsupported and a year or a year and

one half after the inelastic sag has occurred, the partitions will

commence to crack and come down to a bearing. The owner will

feel certain that the concrete work is weak, although it has hardened

up and is of ample stiength, tho not in the position in which it

was left when the forms were removed. These troubles are entirely

obviated ])y the proper treatment of the materials in mixing, as we

have explained heretofore.

As a fair example showing the results that may be secured by the
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proper treatment of the concrete, we may cite the case of a build-

ing in Fort WilUam, Out., in which the roof slab was cast on the

seventh day of December, at a temperature twenty degrees below

zero. On the 15th, a fire was started by the carelessness of a workman
in placing a kettle of pitch with which cork board was being applied

too near a salamander and the centering Ijurned out from under

this roof completely and also from beneath a part of the slab below^

Notwithstanding the season of the year and the low temperature at

which the work was cast, these slabs which were approximately

seventeen feet in span, stood up very well. The under side of the

concrete, however, was somewhat pitted by the formation of steam

in small cavities and the forcing out of small chunks of the concrete

thereby. In this case the pitting caused by the fire was readily

remedied and the work put in sha]:ie at a comparatively small cost.

14. Handling Concrete Above Freezing.

Handling concrete to get the l)e.st results requires ciuite different

treatment at different times depending on the temperature. Per-

haps the most favorable conditions under which concrete may be

placed are at temperatures ranging from 45 degrees to 50 degrees

Fahr. Under these conditions the concrete does not dry out too

rapidly and while it may set slowly it hardens up better than when

the temperature is higher.

In hot, dry weather the moisture dries out of the concrete too

rapidly, requiring for the liest results, that the work l:)e wet down
with a hose, particularly during the first day's exposure to the sun

after casting. Wetting should commence as soon as the surface of

the concrete has set.

Frequently in the hot sun large cracks will open up due to the

rapid evaporation of the water. These can, and should be promptly

filled with a bucket of grout. Sometimes the stone, when exposed

to the heat of the sun will become so dried out and hot that it will

absorb the water rapidly from the mix and the heat of the stone will

be sufficient to cause the concrete to set before it can be spread in

place. Wetting the rock pile down will eliminate this difficulty.

At all temperatures below 45 degrees Fahr., it is best to warm
the water and wake the cement up, otherwise it is liable to set too

slowly to enable the forms to be safely removed at the usual intervals

common in warm weather.

In putting up a large building at Toledo, the contractor wired to

Minneapolis for the writer to visit th(^ building, stating that the
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cement in the entire third floor was not setting up and had been in

two weeks. The writer was unable to leave immediately and arrived

at the building three days after receiving the telegram. The

weather had turned warm in the meantime and the cement had

started to set. There were places, however, where a twenty-penny

nail could be pushed into the concrete with the thumb to its full

length. The cement had been mixed with water ice cold, and had

Iain dormant during tlie chilly weather which succeeded the two

weeks after placing the concrete. For the remaining stories, after

instructing the foreman to see that the water with which the

concrete was mixed was heated to a])out 120 or 130 degrees there

was no difficulty and the forms were i)romptly removed every ten

or twelve days i)er story although the weather was much colder as

the season advanced.

Concrete Below Freezing

In freezing weather it is desirable to wake up the cement by using

hot water. Wat(>r may l)e heated to KU) or 180 degrees and the sand

and stone mixed with water in the machine licfore adding the cement.

The water will thus warm ui) the stone and when tiie cement is dump-

ed into the mixer the temperature will probably be in the neighbor-

hood of 120 degrees.

When the temperature is below zero, boiling hot water is some-

times used. The sand and stone are first placecl in the mixer, then

the boiling water is added to warm up the sand and stone, and

finally the cement, when the sand and stone has been warmed up

and the water has ])een cooled down to a temperature of not more

than 120°. This method of procedure is necessary in order to not

kill the cement by the boiling water.

At low temperatures salt may be advantageously used. The

proportion of salt which it is desirable to use for temperatures between

zero and 25 above zero is a pint and one-half of salt to each batch

containing two bags of cement. Below zero, a little more than

a pint per sack, and extra care is to be taken in heating the materials

and seeing that the concrete gets into place hot.

For these very low temperatures it is much better to heat the

stone and sand over a coil of steam pipe if such is availal)le. In one

case concrete was placed at 28 below zero and the work in this case

was executed in a very satisfactory manner. In addition to the use of

hot water the gravel used as an aggregate was thoroly heated over

a coil of steam pipes. There is much less difficulty in placing concrete

in large masses in cold weather than in thin slabs and the like.
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In large masses such as thick walls, thick slabs, and the like,

the cement generates heat in setting, sufficient to keep the body of

the material warm, whereas in thin slabs this is not always the case

and the concrete may and frequently does freeze.

It comes then to a question as to how to handle the concrete in

the best and most practical manner. In a building having exterior

bearing walls the walls are built up, then the slab is cast and artificial

heat should be promptly applied on the under side of the slab to

sweat out the concrete and enable it to harden up promptly.

Window openings may be readily closed with canvas or light cloth.

Fig. 3. Canvas curtain protecting an upper story of the Strong-Warner Btiildiiif"

St. Paul, under construction in winter.

Where the building is a skeleton concrete frame it should be pro-

tected in winter from outside temperatures by help of canvas curtains

in lieu of the walls as shown in Fig. 3. Then the concrete may be

artifically heated and hardened.

In a large piece of work the most economical method of heating

is to put in a small fan with the usual steam coil, and heat the building

by blowing in heated air in the usual manner. In a small building

this is too expensive and the resort is had to salamanders and coke for

heating.
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15. Action of Salt

The action of salt on concrete is three-fold:

First, it lowers the freezing point and Ijy so doing gives the con-

crete a better opportunity to attain its initial set before freezing.

Second, it tends to retard the setting and allows the materials,

the cement, water and aggregate to be heated to a somewhat higher

temperature than would ])c })ermissible were it not for the salt in

the mix.

Third, since salt has an affinity for water, it retains in the concrete

the necessary moisture^ recjuired for jierfect crystallization. In

other words, it i^revents the concrete from drying out before it has

had time to set when it thaws after freezing.

Calcium ciiloride has also l)een used to some extent to prevent

the freezing of concrete in cold weathc^r, but owing to the fact that

common salt is so much less expensive and more readily obtained,

it is almost universally used by those accustomed to do work

in the winter season.

The use of salt in the concrete does not appear to impair its

strength in the least, nor does it appi^ar to have an injurious effect

on the metal, ])r()vid('d tlie metal is well covered with wet concrete.

The use of brine in the mixture is particularly advantageous in

placing mass concrete in preventing scaling of the surface from frost

action and while it may somewhat retard the setting and hardening

the ultimate result appears to be a concrete of even greater strength

than that hardened under nominally- more favorable conditions of

warm weather.

Concrete in setting generates considerable heat after the action

of setting has started. In cold weather it reciuires artificial heating

to start this cliemical action. An exjierinnnit was tried on one

piece of work when the temperature outside was about 25 below zero.

A piece of gas pipe was inserted into a column 36" square, just cast.

A thermometer Avas dropped down the pipe three feet and the upper

end sealed with a cork. Upon removing the thermometer twelve

hours afterwards it registered 95 degrees Fahr.

16. Curing Concrete Where Proper Precautions Have Not Been

Taken

The engineer is freciuently called upon to pass upon concrete which

has been placed and the precautions heretofore recommended have

not been followed.
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We have known of cases where the concrete was placed in Decem-
ber, mixed with cold water, frozen as fast as placed, and when this

same material thawed out in March it was as soft as the day when
first cast. After the concrete had been kept thoroly wet for

two and one-half weeks and then allowed to dry out, a good hard

concrete was secured which after eight months stood an exceptionally

satisfactory test.

Concrete unless promptly thawed out after it has been frozen,

sets so slowly that its hardening may be condemned as altogether

too slow for practical purposes if it is expected to clean up the work

and get it finishetl within a reasonable time, and for this reason

it pays the constructor well to heat the materials so that the centers

may be removed promptly and the work finished up nearly, if not

quite, as rapidly as it is ordinarily done in the summer.

Too great care, however, cannot be exercised in handling work

during the winter season since frozen or parti}' frozen concrete maj^

stand well when the forms are first removed and then as soon as it

commences to thaw it will begin to get out of shape and look badly

if it does not entirely collapse.

Many mistakes in judgment are made in handling work in the

cold season of the year, although by the exercise of care and good

judgment there is no reason why the work cannot be executed in

a thoroly first class and satisfactory manner.

In working during the winter season snow and ice frequentl}' get

on the forms. This can be readily removed by th-e use of a steam

hose, melting the snow and ice in advance of placing the concrete.

17. Precautions in Splicing, Mixing, Heating, Etc.

Attention is called pointedly to the necessity of melting snow and

ice on old work and on forms before casting concrete and it remains

to call attention to the necessity of special care in the splicing work.

The old concrete may be frozen and not hardened. It will be

killed or disintegrated by heating with hot water as some thought-

less foremen have tried to do. Splices in the work should be made
with great care and in a vertical plane both for licams and slabs.

The old concrete should be cleaned of snow and ice with a steam hose,

but no hot water us?d, then the new concrete may be cast against

it and the moderate temperature of the new concrete will gradually

soften the old work if frozen and the result will be a satisfactory bond

between the two. It is preferable where practicable to continue

casting until a whole floor is complete unless the work is of too great

magnitude.
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Inclined splices and irregular joints are very decided sources of

weakness in work cast in cold weather, in fact, they can hardly be

made good unless by digging out some of the concrete and thoroly

grouting the joint after the work has hardened.

The foreman should hv cautioned against killing cement by

mixing with l)oiling hot water. Mixing the sand and stone first

with boiling water will take the frost out of the stone and sand and

warm it u]:> and reduce the temperature of the mix down to 120 or

130 degrees which will not injure the cement. If there is ample

salt this temperature may be ev(>n ten or fifteen degrees higher

for a few minutt^s and not materially damage the mix.

18. Caution Regarding Removal of Forms.

A word of caution to the builder may not be amiss unckn* this

heading. The rajjidity of the setting of concrete and hence the

time at which it is saf(^ to nmiov'c^ th(> forms varies mat(n-ially, depentl-

ing on the humidity of the atmosphere. In dam]), rainy, wet,

chilly weather, concrete is liable to set very slowly indeed. In dry

weather, and {)articularly in high altitudes the concrete sets nuich

more rapidly. In central Minnesota for example, under usual

conditions, concrete nuiy be counted u])on to s<'t more rapidly at

tem))eratures ten or fifteen degre(;s lower than in situations close

to th(» (ireat Lakes or in the South where there is a large difierence

in humidity. The exj^eric^nced superintendent soon l)ecomes familiar

with these conditions for a given locality, but if he moves about it

is well to bear these general facts in mind since he will find a marked
difference in diff'erent sections even with the same cement.

As to the time of removal of the forms, the builder should bear

the fact clearl}^ in mind that it is not the number of days time that

the concrete has been in place or has stood u])on the forms that

determines whether it is safe to remove the forms, but the degree

of hardness that has been attained during that period. Concrete

may remain on the forms for four months in a northern climate,

freeze and thaw out in spring and be as soft as the day on which it

was placed, if the foreman has been so lacking in judgment as to

use cold water to mix the concrete and then allow the material

to freeze after it has been placed.

Frequently as far south as southern Kansas, damp, chilly weather

so retards the setting of cement not nnxed with warm water that

after the forms have remained in jilace a month the construction will

not hold its shape, but will sag materially, owing to its half-hard-
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ened condition. This will never occur where the simple, inexpensive

precaution has been used of warming up the water at all times when
the temperature is below 45 degrees Fahr.

It should be borne in mind by the l)uilder, that the slightest sag

in the construction, while it may not affect the strength in the least,

usually causes the owner to be suspicious of the integrity of the

whole work, and as the constructor depends upon satisfied customers

in a large measure for future business, and for the prompt payment
of the contract price for the work, these matters should receive careful

attention.

The danger of accident with half-hardened concrete is compara-

tively^ remote with multiple way systems, as this type of construction

will almost invariably give the workman ample time to note its

yielding and to prop it up before excessive deflection has occurred.

Unfortunately, this is not the case with one-way reinforcement.

When it once starts yielding as a rule the wdiole construction goes by

the run, and hence from the stand point of safety to workmen, the

superintendent should exercise extreme care with this type of con-

struction.

The ciuestion of determining the hardness of the concrete and

whether it is safe to remove the forms is one which the builder

must decide. As a rough test the concrete should be so hard that

a twenty penny nail will double over and cannot be driven into

it more than three-quarters of an inch. A good idea can be obtained

as to its hardness by trying it with a hammer and seeing how readily

it can l)e indented, as well as l^y driving a nail into it and finding

out its condition under the surface. Examining the concrete around

openings, etc., will enable the experienced foreman to form a correct

judgment as to whether it is safe to remove the centering. In any

case, these rough tests are sufficient to determine w^iether the removal

of the forms is safe for the workmen.

In long span slabs or beams there may be some sag owing to

compression of the concrete if it has not set sufficiently hard alt ho

no accident may result. Such deflection or sagging tends to destroy

the owner's confidence in the work altho it may have no material

effect from the standpoint of strength. In fact, where a long span

slab or beam has sagged a moderate amount before the concrete is

thoroly hard there is generally little loss of strength.

In the case of a slab, if it is afterwards leveled up with additional

concrete, it is stronger than that portion of the work which has

kept its sha]ie. The owner considers this an evidence of weakness.
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The builder knows that if he has filled up the depression in a panel

which has sagged slightly it is probably the strongest slab in the

building and a test of it will give exceptionally fine results.

The time during which the centering should remain in place varies

for different spans. With a slab sixteen or seventeen feet square and

seven inches thick under favorable drying conditions, it should be

possible to remove the forms in eight or ten days. Where the span

is longer, say twenty or twenty-five feet, two to three weeks at least

should be allowed unless the slab is extra thick. For example, a

slab eight inches in thickness and twenty-five feet in span should be

allowed three weeks under the most favorable conditions to

thoroly harden if it is to kvep its shape immediately after removal

of the supporting forms. Whereas a span of the same length,

thirteen inclies thick would only need ])nictically the same time as

the shorter sj^au on account of the additional thickness. These are

practical ])oints which it is well to bear in itiiiid as u))<)ii them commer-

cial success in a nn^asure depends.

The su])erintendent should bear in luiud, in freezing weather,

that concrete is as readily stiffened up by frost as by the true chemical

action of hardening and that when thus hardened by frost it only

remains for a rise in temperature to occur for the work to get out of

shape, if it does not actually collapse. The test in freezing weather

to determine Avhether the concrete has been merely stiffened up bj'

cold or is actually- cured, is to dig out a small sample and place it upon

a hot stove, then if it sweats and softens the forms must remain in

place. If, on the other hand, it remains hard and rigid and does

not sweat and soften up then the concrete maj' be de])ended upon

to retain its slui])e and forms may be safely removed.

19. Reinforcing Steel

Steel for reinforcenuait should l)e tough, homogeneous metal,

jn-eferably of structural steel grade, where bending is required, or

of harder grade for slab rods when bending is unnecessary.

The following are the specifications adopted by the Association of

American Steel iNIanufacturers, 1910, governing the chemical and

physical ])roperties of concrete reinforcing bars:

Standard Specifications for Concrete Reinforcement Bars

1. Manufacture. Steel may be made by either the open-hearth

or Bessemer process. Bars shall be rolled from billets.

2. Chemical and Physical Properties. The chemical and physical

properties shall conform to the following limits

:
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Properties
Considered

Phosphonis, maximiim,
Bessemer
Open-hearth

Structural Steel Grade

Plain

Bars

.10

.06

Ultimate tensile

strength, pounds
per sq. in 55-70,000

Yield point, minimum
pounds per sq. in .

Elongation, per cent

in S", minimum. . .

Cold bend without
fracture:

Bars under f" in

diameter or thick
ness

Bars f" in diameter
or thickness and
over

33,000

1,400,000

T. S.

180°d.=lt

Deformed
Bars

.10

.06

55-70,000

33,000

1,250,000

T. S.

180°d.=lt.

180°d.=lt.|lS0°d.=2t.

Hard Grade

Plain
Bars

Deformed
Bars

Cold-
Twisted
Bars

.10

.06
.10

.06

80,000 min. 80,000 min.

50,000
j

50,000

1,200,000 1,000,000

.10

.06

Recorded
only

55,000

5%

T. S. T. S.

180°d.=3t. 180°d.=-4t. lS0°d.=2t.

90°d.=3t.l 90°d.=4t.!l80°d.=3t.

The hard gi'ade will be used only when specified.

3. Chemical Determinations. In order to determine if the

material conforms to the chemical Umitations prescribed in para-

graph 2, herein, analysis shall be made by the manufacturer from

a test ingot taken at the time of the pouring of each melt or blow of

steel, and a correct copy of such analj^sis shall be furnished to the

engineer or his inspector.

4. Yield Point. For the purposes of these specifications, the

yield point shall be determined by careful observation of the drop

of the beam of the testing machine, or by other equally accurate

method.

5. Forms of Specimens, (a) Tensile and bending test speci-

mens may be cut from bars as rolled, but tensile and bending test

specimens of deformed bars may be planed or turned for a length of

at least 9 inches if deemed necessary by the manufacturer in order

to obtain uniform cross-section.

(5) Tensile and bending test specimens of cold-twisted bars

shall be cut from the bars after twisting, and shall be tested in full

size without further treatment, unless otherwise specified as in (c),

in which case the conditions therein stipulated shall govern.
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(c) If it is desired that the testing and acceptance for cold-

twisted bars be made upon the hot rolled bars before being twisted,

the hot rolled bars shall meet the requirements of the structural

steel grade for plain bars shown in this specification.

6. Number of Tests. At least one tensile and one bending test

shall be made from each melt of open-hearth steel rolled, and from

each blow or lot of ten tons of Bessemer steel rolled. In case bars

differing § inch and more in diameter or thickness are rolled from

one melt or blow, a test shall be made from the thickest and thinnest

material rolled. Should either of these test specimens develop

flaws, or should the tensile test specimen break outside of the middle

third of its gauged length, it may be discarded and another test

specimen substituted therefor. In case a tensile test specimen does

not meet the specifications, an additional test may be made.

(d) The bending test may be made by i)ressure or l)y light blows.

7. Modifications in Elongation Jar Thin and Thick Material. For

bars less than 7/l() inch and more than f inch nominal diameter

or thickn(>ss, the following modifications shall be made in the require-

ments for (elongation:

(e) For each increase of | inch in diameter or thickness above

f inch, a tleduction of 1 shall be made from the specified percentage

of elongation.

(/) For each decrease of l/lGinch in diameterorthicknessbelow

7/l6inch,a deduction of 1 shall be made from the specified percentage

of elongation.

((/) The above mo(Ufications in elongation shall not apply to

cold-twisted bars.

8. Number of Tests. Cold-twisted bars shall be twisted cold

with one complete twist in a length equal to not more than 12 times

the thickness of the l)ar.

9. Finish. Material must be free from injvu"ious seams, flaws,

or cracks, and have a workmanlike finish.

10. Variation in Weight. Bars for reinforcement are subject

to rejection if the actual weight of an}' lot varies more than 5 percent

over or under the theoretical weight of that lot.

20. Quality of Steel

Unfortunately there is an idea prevalent that almost any grade of

metal is good enough for reinforcement. Where the contractor or
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engineer is responsible for the test strengtli and permanence of the

work he needs to see that the steel is of suitable quality.

The product of what is called a fagot mill is generallj' very un-

desirable. The trade term, sometimes applied to this product is

"Bushel Steel." A fagot is formed using muck bar iron flats for

bottom and sides and filling in with miscellaneous scrap steel, iron,

etc., heating up and rolling into billets and bars. This grade of

metal has an ultimate strength of al)out 45,000 pounds per square

inch and a commercial yield point of 25,000 pounds. It will bend

easily but when nicked and broken will show a dull fracture of a

ragged and coarse texture in strong contrast with the l^right, fine

crystalline or silky texture of a good grade of steel.

Rerolled rail stock is sold to a large extent for reinforcing metal.

Small rods rolled from the flange and stem of the rails make excellent

slab reinforcement while those which are rolled from the heads are

liable to be brittle and unreliable. This grade of steel runs from

80,000 to 125,000 pounds per square inch ultimate strength and is

much too hard to be safely l^ent cold.

Cold tW'isting is safe only with a soft or medium soft grade of

metal. The effect of cold twisting is to raise the yield point, reduce

toughness and elongation thus rendering the metal more brittle and

unreliable and for that reason objectionable. Where the mechanical

bond of a twisted bar is demanded hot twisting is preferable for the

above reasons.

Hard grade steel has a decided advantage for slab rods of small

diameter, since the harder the metal the less liable they are to kink

in the handling and shipping. Specifications for small bars such as

5/16 to ^ inch, should require that these bars be shipped in bundles

of a dozen to fifteen rods per bundle well wired together, so that

they will be less liable to be bent in shipment and can be more

readily handled on the work.

21. Cold Bending With Mild Steel

In bending rods for beams, cohnnns or slabs, tlie method used

depends somewhat on the character of the steel. With the kind

of metal reinforcement recommended, namely, medium steel, nearlj'

all of the work of bending is done cold and at a comparatively in-

significant cost. For instance, bending the column rods for the

Mushroom system on one of the large pieces of work cost about

fifty cents per ton. In this case a bending machine was arranged
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using gears similar to those of the ordinary crab hoist, bending the

bars by means of a crank pin on the driven shaft. Bars are not

damaged to any considerable extent provided that the radius of

the bend is not too sharp and that the moving part bending the bar

does not jam the metal so that its flow is confined to a short section.

This is one of the difficulties with quite a numl^er of the lever

bending machines which we have investigated. Bars were found at

one building whicli were cracked at th(^ bend. Knowing the metal

to be good, tough, medium steel, the bending machine was imme-

diately investigat(Hl. It was found that a die with a sharp corner had

been used around which to l^nid the l)ar. One or two bars were

broken in handling after bending. Fortunately none of them were

in a position where direct tensile stress came upon the metal.

This die was immediately ordered to l)e cut over to a reasonable

radius of one and one half diameters of the l)ars.

22. IJending Machines

Light rods, such as f inch and ^ inch and the like, may be readily

bent by the use of tongs or a short piece of pipe slipped over the end

of the rod. Sucli tongs are illustrated in the accompanying Fig. 4,

and also a lever bend(>r for long rods.

'^6"x/"Bar ^ Go^-pipe
* , /

f?o//er

UpoaySeam ^Aee/.

/./p/?/- j/ob j/<?<?/

Fig. 4. Cut of Lever Bender and Tongs.

In general, a good detail for a lever bender is to arrange a small

roller on the moving part of the bending lever so that the pressure

is brought against the bar by a roll and so that there may be no

tendency to localize the stretch of the metal at one place by friction,

therel^y seriously injuring the bar.

For ring rods and the like such as are used in the mushroom

system, an ordinary set of blacksmith's tire rolls is the most con-

venient equipment.

For spirals the same set of rolls is frequently used.
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Fig. o-a.

Hand Power, Star Bender, Bending Column Rods

The accompanj'ing three figures show a very convenient bending

machine, manufactured by Kardong Bros., of MinneapoUs, Minn.

Fig. 5a shows the bending of a mushroom column rod, the stop

on the circular segment fixing the angle of the bend in a hand

power machine.

Fig. 5b shows a form of the machine arranged with a gas engine

power for rapid operation.

Fig. 5c is a view showing the liending of beam rods and spiral

hooping with this machine.

Fig. 5b.

Gasoline Power, Star Bender, Bending Beam Rods and Spirals.
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Fig. 5c.

Showinfr Belt Side of Star HnuliT.

23. Hot Bending and Precautions with High Carbon Steel

In heiuliiig bars hot, which is clone coninionly where the bars

are hard steel over 1 inch dianieter, there is sometimes carelessness

in overheating the steel. Heating up to a low cherry red is the

highest which should be permitted by the foreman in charge of such

work.

High carbon steel is more readily injured by overheating than

mild steel. It is too hard to be worked cold and can only be bent

to the desired form by heating. In heating it is much more Uable

to be severely damaged than mild steel and hence extra care should

be taken when using this grade of metal, to see that it is not burned

by the smith.

In bending cold twisted bars, where specified by the architect,

they should be invariably heated, otherwise in endeavoring to bend

them cold the damage done to the bar by the cold twisting will mani-

fest itself in brittleness of the bar and the tendency to crack or break

at the point where the bend is being made.

24. Centering

Centering, or false work, is one of the largest elements of cost

in reinforced concrete construction, and accordingly one that should

receive careful consideration from the standpoint of cost, and also

from the standpoint of the safety both of the work and of the men
putting up the work.

We will first consider centering for flat slab and column con-

struction. Seven-eights inch lagging with 2x6" or 2x8" joists requires
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the least lumber and is cheaper with luinl)er jirices from $18 to $22

per thousand such as rule in the middle and Eastern states at present,

but with lumber at from $8 to $12 per thousand, i)lank from ledger to

ledger would be more economical, the latter price being common
at such Pacific Coast points as ^"ancouver, Seattle, etc.

Wide l)oards are undesirable for lagging, since they warp in

the sun and swell excessively so that they get out of shape, leaving

an uneven surface; a 1x6" lagging of No. 1 common fencing S1S2E is

preferable for the foregoing reason. Matched boards should not be

used as the grooves are readily l)roken out and leave a rough s\n-face.

Joists for an 8" slab should be not less than 2x6", sized and about
22" centers for spans of 6 feet from ledger to ledger, and 2x8" sized

for spans of 7 feet to 8 feet center to center.

Spacing of ledgers should l)e arranged with reference to the

column spacing, so that the line of columns will come apjiroximately

at the center of a span between ledgers. Thus for columns 20 feet

centers, (the joists running in the direction of the 20 foot span) a

spacing of 6' 8" for ledgers is economical, using 2x8" joists, while

if the span is 18 feet, 2x6" joists with 6 foot s])acing of ledgers is best.

Working stress for pine and common luml)er should not exceed

800 pounds per scjuare inch filler stress, and due regard must be had

for the stiffness of the work, while for Douglas fir and long leaf

yellow pine forty percent higher stresses are permissible.

Ledgers and Posts

Evidently the fewer the points of support the less will be the

work of leveling up the forms. Four by four ]iosts based on wedges

12 inches long, cut by splitting a 4x4", three inches at the thick end

by one inch at the thin end is the simjilest practical adjustment.

For economy the ledgers should be deej), but attention must be

paid to the tendency of a narrow but deep beam to cripple ])y buck-

ling of the compression side or top face. Many centering failures

occur from this cause, where a 2x10" or a 2x12" has been selected bj^

a table of loads as having a sufficient capacity. Then the supports

are placed six or eight feet between centers, and unstayed, when if

the ledger twists the failure is so sudden as to give little if any warning.

The unsup])orted vvidtH ought not to exceed thirty times the

thickness, as a practical dimension, the su])port of the bearing joist

not being counted unless the ledger is held laterally by cleats to the

joist.
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When a deep ledger is used, as two 2x10" or two 2x12", it

should be double; the verticals shou'd be stayed at the underside

of the ledger with a light strip of 1x4" running transversely to the

ledger from post to post and continuous through the extent of the

centering.

Formulds for Proportioning Beams and Posts

A convenient formula for the capacity of joists and ledgers as

simple beams is, for \)\\w or hemlock.

Tf =100 6 d~ /L, in which

W = capacity of the joist or ledger in pounds for uniform

loading.

6 = breadth in inches.

rf = depth in inches

L = span in feet.

When full continuity is secured over two spans, twenty-five percent

can be safely added to this capacity.

The above formula is applicaljle to i)Uink Hat\vis(> as far as the

fiber stress is concerned, but the same fil)er stress for a plank or

board flatwise will give too great a deflection, so that the plank or

board nuist hv figured or selected for stiffness in keeping with span.

For Douglas fir or yellow pine, fifty percent increase in the above

safe load is permissiljle.

Douglas fir or yellow pine timber of 4x4" vertical posts may
be figured as safe for 800 lbs. per sq. in., and Norway pine or

spruce for 600, if stayed laterally in each direction by stays six feet

apart center to center vertically.

A convenient formula for fir or yellow pine posts is

P=1000-10L/5

in which P = safe load in lbs. per square inch, L = unsupported length

between lateral stays in inches, 5 = the least breadth in inches.

For Norway pine or hemlock take six tenths of the above values.

Fig. 6 shows the centering used in the Minneapolis Knitting

Company building, a structure which we have termed type III.

The joists used were 2x6s, 20 inch centers, with 1x6" fencing for

the floor. For studding 4x4s are usually used, spaced about seven

feet apart, capped by 2x8s double and resting on wedges by means of

which the centering can readily be adjusted to the desired level of

the finished floor.
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For square columns of small section 2x4s spiked together, forming

the square ties, are about as cheap as smy method of putting the

boxes together.

For columns some use 4x4" side pieces, slotted at the end and |"

bolts. This allows the same frame to be adjusted for different size

columns and makes a verj^ substantial form, but somewhat expensive

in first cost. For beam boxes If" plank for bottom and |" boards

for sides are preferable. For plain slab forms the following is the

writer's preference, where lumber is used:

Joist 2x8", 20 to 22" centers, 1x6" fencing for sheathing,

2xl0s double for ledgers spaced eight to nine feet apart, ^"ertical

Fig Centoring Northwestern Knitting Company Building.

posts seven to eight feet centers. The 4x4" verticals butted under the

ledger pieces and the ledger was prevented from turning on top of

the 4x4s by short pieces of |x4", nailed to both ledger and top of the

4x4s with 8s" nails. The bottom of the posts are best adjusted by

wedges 12" long, cut from 4x4s. This will allow the leveling up of

the centering very readily.

In centering shown in Fig. the colunm boxes are I5" stock

banded by 2x4" lapped and fastened together with wire spikes.

Beam boxes were made up of |" boards and 2x4s forming vertical

frame and 1x6" bottom of same. A light ledger is nailed along the

side of the l)eam box to receive the joist for supporting the slab. The
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beam box was then l)raced up and two lines of supports placed under

the 2x6" joist.

Sometimes it is desirable to center by using sizes of lumber which

can be worked into Ijoxmg such as is used for hardware storage pur-

poses, implement house requirements and the like. In this case

verticals can readily be made of 2x6s, l)ut will require additional

lateral staying. Verticals are usually stayed every four to six feet

in height with 1x4" ribbons in both directions.

Leveling up Centering

Leveling should he done by using an architect's or an engineer's

level.

Evidently tlie fewer verticals there are the more readily the form

can be leveled uj) and placed in proper condition for casting con-

crete. Aft(n- leveling up, the wedges should be nailed so that there

will be no slipping. The vertical studs should be stayed along the

line of the joist at the top and longitudinally antl transversely mid-

way for stories ten to twelve feet in height, so there will be no danger

of the stud kicking or buckling and the centering going down should

a heavy car run off the track. Where the area to be centered is large

it sometimes pays to cleat the sheathing in scn-tions two feet or more

wide. This eliminates the necessity for the larger part of the nailing

to the joist and enables the taking down of the forms a little more

readily.

Wide boards should not l)e used for sheathhig for the reason that

they curl and split badly in the sun and swell excessively when wet.

For that reason 1x6" square edge fencing is best. Yellow pine

and wood which will stand considerable hard usage is preferable

to hemlock or the softer grades of white pine.

Wetting down Wood Centering

Where wood sheathing is used for the forms it should be thoroly

wet ciown from one to two hours in advance of placing the concrete

to give the timber which has probably dried out in the sun, a chance

to swell and close the cracks so that there wnll be the least possible

loss of cement grout as the casting proceeds.

Inspection of Centering hejore Casting Concrete

As a general rule the foreman should be instructed to inspect

carefully all centering before starting to pour the concrete for the

reason that many of the stays and sometimes some of the verticals

are left out temporarily for convenience in erection, with the ex-

pectation of putting them in before pouring concrete commences.
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Column Forms

For octagonal forms we have adopted the standard shown in

the Fig. 8 with a cast iron or adjustable sheet metal form for the head.

Fig. 8. Column Forms.

The column box is bound together by ^" rods bent in semi-

circular form, with a long thread and nut at the end. These are

passed through standard malleable clamps used for wood stove pipe

and screwed up.

Another method of making u]) column forms is to use sheet metal

forming adjustable round or octagonal heads, see Fig. 9.

This is one of the most economical types of column forms. It is

readily handled, weighs but little and costs but little to transport

and is reasonable in first cost.

In general, a light sheet metal form consists of sections which

are adjustable by being lapped and are held rigidly by heavy

bands of ciuarter-inch metal at intervals of about two feet.

Sheet Metal for Slab Forms

To save the cost of sheathing and facilitate rapid handling a

large amount of corrugated steel in place of fencing has been used

for decking.
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Ceiling of this type is shown in Fig. 10. This type of floor

centering is not suitable where it is desired to plaster, but for a

wholesale buildmg or in fact an>' kind where special decorative

finish is not desired it is substantial and neaf

.

Cost of handling sheet metal is about one-third that of laying

boarding. Creasing it with parafhnc

oil prevents the concrete from ad-

hering and facilitates ready removal

and rehandling.

Advantage's (hat are claimed for sheet

metal forms are as follows:

That the sheet metal holds the moistuic

and prevents the concrete from drying out

too rapidly. It prevents loss l)y U^akage

of the liquid cenunit mortar, such as some-

times occurs where board forms ar(^ used,

and leaves a clean, smooth job.

The sheet metal centering can be uscmI

over and over again and should it be l)at-

tered out of shape it is a comparatively

inexpensive matter to repress the sheets.

At first cost it is at a disadvantage as com-

pared with wood ('(Mitering, but in the long

run it is nmch cheaper for the reason that it

is lighter, requires less labor to liandle and

involves less labor in carting from point to

point. The guage of metal should not be

lighter than No. 20.

Improper Specifications for Centering

Many architects have a totally erroneous

idea as to the proper requirements for cen-

tering. For example, the architects fre-

quently specify matched and surfaced lum-

ber for forms, Wdth the vague expectation sheet Metal Column Forms.

that by so doing they will get an exception-

ally smooth job. Unless the lumber is over two inches thick,

which would involve an unreasonal^ly great expense, the tongue

and groove will be soon broken, ragged joints and edges will be a

frequent rather than a rare occurrence, and on the w^hole the work

will not present so smooth an appearance as though ordinary square

edge fencing w^as used for the work.

Fig. 9.
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If it is required that the work l^e finished with a smooth surface

the most inexpensive method is to give it a skin coat of plaster as

recommended in the sections covering the subject of plastering on

reinforced concrete.

Partial Removal of the Forms

It is evident that the earlier the centering can be removed for

use in the upper stories the less material will be necessary in handling

the work and the lower the cost if successfully executed. In the

mushroom system it is customary in good drying weather to remove

the forms in from twentv-four to forty-eight hours from columns.

Fig. 10. View showing Ceiling made with Corrugated Steel Forms,

Con. P. Curran Building, St. Louis, Mo.

In this type of construction columns carry little weight until after

the removal of the slab forms, and by handling the work in this

manner a very much smaller number of forms can l^e used on a

large job. Where, however, beam and slab forms arc used

the column generally supports the beam boxes and the writer is

not in favor of removing the centering in part, but prefers to see

the whole left standing together except perhaps a few of the stays

until the concrete has thorolv cured.

In our illustrations of rai)idity of erection of reinforced concrete

a number of examples appear which indicate clearly the number
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of floors under which the centering is left in the conduct of work

under favoraljle conchtions.

Handhng and making up of forms is more a question of craft

than of figures. As to the cjuestion of ingenuity the brightest en-

gineer can as a rule learn something from any foreman and even a

good carpenter with whom he comes in contact in this line of work.

Frequ(nitly, however, we see workmen who lack ingenuity and a

conception of the simple requirements of form work. For example,

we occasionally see a gang of carpenters putting up an expensive

braced form for a thin wall, where all that is necessary to do is to set

up the cleated boards and tie them together with No. 10 wire. The

pressure on the two sides balance and the need of bracing is practical-

ly nil.

Special forms, such as are used for chimneys, are very advantage-

ously made up with sheet metal and arranged to be slipped upward

as the work advances. It is hardly, however, within the scope of

this work to go into special constructions of this character.
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CHAPTER II

GENERAL TYPES OF CONCRETE FLOOR CONSTRUCTION

1. Classification—The history of the development of structural

work shows that the engineer has been largely influenced in his

first efforts to design any new type by the forms of construction

Fig. 11. Type I.

to which he has been previously accustomed. For example,

when wrought iron began to be used in place of timber for railroad

trestles the longitudinal bracing was identical with that used in timber

construction; indeed it was at first gravely questioned whether

these braces ought not to be made of timber for fear of the unknown

dangers that might arise from the unequal expansion of these braces

of iron and the foundation on which the trestle was supported, and
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today not a few of our concrete theorists are deeply concerned

regarding equally insignificant questions.

The common types of concrete steel Hoor construction ma}' be

classified as follows:

I. The earliest type of timber construction has been followed

or imitated closely in some of the pioneer structures in concrete

steel and also in not a few of our buildings even today. This type

may be described as employing columns to support parallel main

girders with joists in one direction only extending crosswise from

girder to girder and a thin floor covering the joists. See Fig. 11.

Fig. 12. Type II.

II. Similar to I, except the substitution of a slab without joists

from girder to girder, similar to mill construction of beams and

thick plank flooring from beam to beam. See Fig. 12.

III. A natural concrete type, a true monolith, departing from

the characteristics of timber and steel construction in the employ-

ment of concrete beams from column to column in two directions

and slabs with panels supported on four sides. See Fig. 13.

IV. A second distinctively concrete type, in which the centering

is simplified to the limit and consists only of a temporary flooring on

which to pour the concrete. The elements involved are two only:

column supports, and a continuous flat slab supported directly by the

columns and integral therewith. See Fig. 14.
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A modification of types I and II is sometimes employed in wliich

arches spring from girder to girder. This modification is not a

common type of construction however.

As to safety, these types must be rated with reference to their

deportment under overload, whether failure can occur suddenly and

without warning, or slowly and gradually.

Failure is more rapid where the flexure under load has a single

curvature only under load than where there is double curvature.

For example, a slab sujiported on two sides is deformed in a cylindrical

IK. IH. Typt- III.

surface. The slab supported on four sides, on the other hand,

dishes or bags down from all directions and cannot fail suddenly-

for this reason.

Ample lap of reinforcement over the supports, thoroly tying

the work together, enhances the safety of all types.

Most failures entailing loss of life have occurred with reinforce-

ment in one direction only and of these failures the greater part of

them have occurred where insufficient lap of reinforcement has been

provided.
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From the fireproof standpoint, that form which exposes the

least area to heat, which presents the most uniform distribution of

metal to provide for the temperature stresses resulting from unequal

heating will rank first, and on this basis the natural concrete types

III and IV consequently are to Ije preferred.

In the above types, we have the following five problems in design:

(a) Beams, simple, continuous, partially continuous, etc.

(h) Slal) with panels supported on two sides.

Fig. 14. Type IV,

(c) Slab with panels supported on four sides.

(d) Slab with panels supported on four posts or corners.

In each of the slab problems we also must consider the conditions

of the ends or edges of the panels as in the treatment of beams.

(e) Columns similar for all types.

The relative economy of the several types will appear from the

methods of computation to follow.

2. Utility of the Theory of Action of Structures—No theory can

be devised which will take into consideration all of the phenomena

presented by an actual structure. In structural work it is usual to

treat for example, lieams connected by flange angles or resting on
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top of girders as simple beams. The stresses in such beams, however,

differ somewhat from what they would be on the theoretical assump-

tion that the supports are knife edge bearings without friction.

The useful theory then is that which takes into consideration the

predominant phenomena presented I33' the structure under load.

The unnecessary refinement of taking into account small, subsidiary

actions, such as the restraint of connection angles, and restraint of

beams which are not supported by frictionless knife edges, is for

practical purposes ignored.

Thus, the direct tensile resistance of the concrete as a tension

chord being small, is disregarded in practical computations. In

reinforced concrete beams the tensile flange resistance offered by

the steel alone as a flange is that considered and counted upon for

safety as the predominant action.

The theory of work has this striking advantage over other methods

of analysis of such structures, that it indicates this predominant

action almost at once in a manner so clear that it requires little or

no computation to arrive at a correct method of treating the structure

under discussion.

3. Principle of Proportion—In the early development of re-

inforced concrete work, constructors were obliged to experiment in

order to ascertain the most suitable proportions and arrangement of

materials for supporting a given load on a given span, and from ex-

periments of this kind determine by proportion the carrying strength

for other loads and other spans. This principle of proportion is

indeed a most useful one, and was employed largely by the builders

in the middle ages in the construction of masonry work in the form

of arches in the great cathedrals which command our admiration

today, which work is not excelled by modern constructors witli

advanced knowledge of mathematics and mechanics.

The law of proportion, as applied to a slab or beam of reinforced

concrete, may be stated as follows:

4. Variation in Strength with Thickness—It is known from

elementary principles that for a given percentage of steel and a given

arrangement of reinforcement, the strength of a slab or beam in-

creases directly as the square of the depth, and for small differences

in the percentage of steel, as the product of the steel area times the

depth, providing, of course, the steel is not increased to such an

extent that the steel element is stronger than the concrete element.

In the combination of concrete and steel, it should be observed
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that as between the two elements, the steel is more homogeneous,

more rehable and dependable from the standpoint of uniformity

of strength. Hence, the combination should be made in such

manner that should failure occur it would occur in the steel and not

in the concrete, and when this principle of design is followed out

the reliability and safety of the structure depends on the steel ele-

ment, and hence no greater factor or margin of safety is needed than

in structural steel work. In fact there would be less uncertainty in

this case if this principle were carried out than in structural steel

work, for the reason that in structural work the members are cut

by riv(>t holes and there is less dependence to l)e placed upon the

large ste(4 sha])(!S so worked and cut than in the case of rods of

uniform section and not so nicktMl or cut.

5. Variation in Strength with Span—The strength decreases

inversely as the span for the same total load W, and the same

monuMit of resistance of steel and concrete. If the strength is to be

compared on the basis of a unit load per foot of span length then

for the sam(> unit load the stnnigth decreases inversely as the square

of the si)an.

These fundanu^ital i)riuci])lcs of ])r()])()rti()ii enabled the earlier

constructors Coignet and IIeimel)i<iue, to build successfully before

the development of the theory involving the relation of the elastic

])ro]K'rties of the two materials, concrete and steel, and enabled

Turner to successfully- build many great structures on the Mushroom

flat slab system, ])ri()r to the development of a rational theory based

upon the elastic iiroi)erties of the materials. It enabled him, not

only to guarantee the strength, but also to guarantee the deflection

of his structures under load.

The law of i)roportion as to deflection may be stated as follows:

Within practical limits, including proper percentages of steel,

the deflection for a given load W increases as the cube of the span and

decreases inversely as the product of the steel area times the square

of the depth from the center of the steel to the top of the slab or beam.

These pro]:)ortionate relations are sufficient to enable the practical

constructor, having exact knowledge of the tested strength and

deportment of a reinforced beam or slab of a given design, to design

a similar beam or slab for a larger or smaller load or span with

certainty as to the result which can be obtained with the same

grade of workmanship and the same kind of concrete.

The method of i:)roiiorti(jn applied to full sized structures has

this advantage over all other methods. It takes for its foundation
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or startino; point, the tested strength of a member approaching in

size that which it is proposed to construct and a comparison is made
involving a narrower range for the application of the principle of

proportionality than is possiljle where the theorist untlertakes to

develop from the elastic properties of a minute sample or unit cube

of the materials employed the properties of a full sized structure

made of these materials. On the other hand the method of propor-

tion has the distinct disadvantage of limitation in its scope. It

cannot be applied to any form of structure which differs except

within narrow limits from the proportions of the specimen with

which it is compared, and hence this method is defective as compared

with a general solution which enables broad conclusions to be drawn

as to the generic type under consideration rather than limited con-

clusions specific to one form only of the genus.

The method of j^roj^ortion, based as it is on elementary relations,

may be used very advantageously to verify the accuracy of more

complex and scientific methods of analysis. The relations above

outlined follow at once from the fundamental principles governing

the strength and flexure of beams and were developed in substantially

the following manner by Turner in his treatise on Concrete Steel

Construction, published in 1909.

6. Theoretical Treatment—A slab or beam supported at intervals

either on points or on walls, if loaded, deflects or bends, and if the

load is excessive the concrete cracks first from the lower or tension

side upward in a ])lane normal to lines joining the sui^ports. Since

the reinforcing metal acts by tension along its length, it is evident in

general that so far as the steel is concerned, whether the reinforce-

ment is in single layers or in nudtiple layers, the action nuist be

similar in character to the flanges of a beam, and hence the strength

of the beam or slab, regardless of the distribution of the stress in

the concrete, depends on the tensile stress in the steel. The mathe-

matical expression for deflection and bending would be of identically

similar form to those for beams.

ir = the total load on the beam oi' slal), taken for con\-eniencc

in thousand i)ound units.

L = the span in feet.

d = the distance from the to]) of tlic concrete to the center of steel

in inches.

.lg= area of one reinforcing rod in scjuare inches.

/s= the intensity of actual stress in the steel in thousand pound units.

2 = tlie usual sign of smnmation.
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Mi = inoineiit of resistance for stress in the steel.

A = defiet'tion at the center of beam or slalj for any load.

(B) = a coefficient which may be variable or constant in value, to be.

so determined experimentally that (B) WL shall equal Mi.

(D) = a coefficient similarly obtained for deflection formula.

Then by the laws of beams, we have the following equations:

Ml =(B) WL =i
.85 df, 2^, (1)

W L^A =(D)^^, (2)

In formula (1) it will be noted that .8od is assumed as a close

approximation to the effective lever arm of the steel jd, or the dis-

tance from the centroid of tension to the centroid of compression

in the beam or slab. This, of course, varies slightly with different

percentages of steel, but for practical pur])oses it may be assumed

that this value (hx^s not involve material error, and is on the safe

side.

The coefficient (B) for the simi)le beam is I. For the continuous

beam it is customary to take this as l/l2 at the support and l/l6 at

mid span, while for the slal) supported at four sides, (B) is taken as

the reciprocal of 30, antl where the reinforcing metal is more closely

spaced at the center third, the reciprocal of 36, while (B) for a mush-

room slab is taken as the reciprocal of 50. It is assumed in these

formulas that /s = 13, which is expressed in thousand pound units.

The deflection A of slabs will follow the same laws as the deflec-

tion of l^eams so far as factors depending upon W, L, and I are

concerned, and will consequently be equal to some multiple of

WL^/EI. But /varies as 2.4,^/-. Hence A varies as IFLV ^A^d",

which is expressed above in equation (2) in which the constant

multiplier (D) is to be determined experimentally, but could sup-

posedly be derived analytically in case a sufficiently general theory

should be developed to express correctly the manner in which it

depends upon the known arrangement and properties of the materials

composing the slab.

For simple beams, (D) is taken as the reciprocal of 850 and for

continuous beams cast integrally with a heavy slab, as the reciprocal

of 5,000.

(D) is taken as the reciprocal of 10,000 in the slab supported on

four sides, and for the Mushroom system as the reciprocal of 7,000.
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The application of the principle of proportion in the determina-

tion of the working stresses is based on the assumption (which is

on the side of safety) that steel stress under working load is pro-

portional to the steel stress at the elastic limit of the steel under a

load which would produce this stress. Now the elastic limit of

Fig. 15. Mushroom Coluriiu Reinforcement in Curtiss Building.

Panels approximately 16 ft.

E.LErVATOR

Fig. l(i. Slab Kcinforoenii'nt, Mushroom System, in a wall

bearing building; panels about 16 ft.

medium open hearth steel has a ])ractically fixed value which

varies little and which can readily be determined by test.

Having constructed a panel or beam reinforced with this known

grade of metal, by loading until the first yielding of the steel occurs,
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we then know the steel stress under the appUed hjad, and may, by

proportion, determine closely the steel tension for any smaller

working load.

The elastic limit above referred to is the limit of elasticitj' of

shape as determined b}' a slowly applied load, and is to be distin-

guished from rigid proportionality of shape. By this method of

investigation, coefficients (B) may be tletermined for all types of

construction. Coefficients (D) are figured from the measured

deflection of the member or jianel tested. This method of deter-

mining the coefficients used is, of course, limited to those designs in

which the rational method is followed of proportioning the structure

so that the steel clenicnt determines tiie safety of the structure.

No formulas for strength, based on the ela.stic properties of the

materials can })e accepted as (;orr(^ct unless th(» ttorrc^cted - formula

for deflection can be depended upon also. In other words, an

elastic theory in order to be acceptable must demonstrate its accuracy

by agreement of the entire elastic deportment of the structure to

which it is intended to be applied including both stresses and deflec-

tions. The det(>rmination of the respective coefficients for strength

and deflection having been derived independently of each other,

empirically or by experiment, their general agreement can be es-

tablished by a concordance of the deflections observed with those

(omi)uted in structures which have l)een designed for strength,

using the same coefficients (B), for both.

We have noted the method of determining the coefficients (B)

and (D) for a specific type of construction. These coefficients can

be used for any size or thioknc ss of panel or percentage of reinforce-

ment if the}' remain constant in \alue and are not variables. Their

values ma}' be rendered constant by fixing the arrangement of

reinforcement in strict proportion to the sample tested. We will

illustrate this i)roposition l)y its aj^ijlication to the Mushroom type

of reinforcement shown in Figs. 15 and 16. In this construction

the values of the coefficients are made constant by fixing the diameter

of the Mushroom head and width of belt as idcnitically or approxi-

mately the same fraction of the span of the test panel from which

the coefficient was determined. In other words, if the diameter of

the head and corresponding width of belt be kept within the limits

of 7/ 16 to 1/2 the distance between column centers in the case of

square panels, or 7/32 to l/4 the sum of the long and short spacing in

a rectangular panel, then the coefficients remain practically constant.

Otherwise, they become extremely variable, increasing in value
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several hundred percent as the width of belt is reduced to 50 percent

of the above projiortions. From this statement it becomes evident

that coefficients of this character must be applied rigidly to similarly

Fig. 17. Intirior Stock House Hamm Brewing Company Building, showing 50 ton

tanks being placed in position covering full area of floor.

proportioned tj'pes of rtMiiforcement until the law of their variations

is accurately determin(Ml.

L in the formulas for bendin<>; and deflection is taken as the longer

direct distance between cohiiiin centcn-s, the sliort(>r direct distance
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appearing in the case of a rectangular panel in the determination

of the diameter of the head and in the determination of the load W
from the unit load per square foot.

In the treatment of the steel area it may be noted that the line

of weakest section at failure as determined experimentally, cuts

across the four way belts practically at right angles. Hence the

resisting moment is taken at this, the weakest section, as the elastic

limit of the steel is approached, although the maxinuun stress in

the steel does not occur actually- at this section on the diagonal belts

under lesser load.

7. Example—An illustration of the application of these fonnulas

is given herewith for the Mushroom system in the floor of the Hamm
Brewing Company Stock house, illustrated in Fig. 17.

Take the case of a panel of the Hamm Brewing Company's

l)uilding, shown in Fig. 17, parel 22'10" by 26'0" loaded with

four tanks 10' in diameter, 15' high full of water. The load is

equivalent to 200 tons of vmiformly distributed load. The floor slab

is 14" thick at the outer edge and pitches upwards 3" to the center

and is reinfoiced with twenty-five |" rounds each way. Taking

an equivalent depth of loj" as the distance from center of steel to

top, we have the following equation

:

^= 1 ^ (400) (26)^ ^ ^^4„
7000 (4 X 25 X .3) (15. 25)2

Another panel in the same building, 20'10" by 20'8". Same
loading, thickness and reinforcement.

7000 (4x25x . 3) (15.25)-

These figured deflections proved exactly equal to the measured

deflections as nearly as the engineer of the Ijrewerj^ could determine

by marking the same with a knife edge.

We will take another case. Test of the State Factory Building

at Stillwater, Minn., Mr. C. H. Johnston, Architect, shown in Fig.

18. Size of panel 19'9" by 20'8". Thickness of slab 8". Re-

inforcement seventeen |" rounds each way. Test load, 450 lbs. per

square foot over the full area.

A= im(20mf ..573" = 9/l6"
(7000) (4 X 17 X .11) (7.25)-

the reported deflection.
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The Hoffman Building, Milwaukee. Test load 142 tons. Panel

17'0" by 16'8". Reinforcement seventeen |" rounds each way.

Slab 81" (7i" rough and 1" finish).

A = (284) (17)^

(7000) (4x 17x .11)(7.8)^

the measured deflection.

.437 = 7/16'

Another example: Test of the John Deere Plow Company's

building in Omaha. Fig. 18. Panel 18'9" square. Reinforcement

sixteen f" rounds diagonally and fourteen f" rounds directly from

Fig. 18. Test of John Deere Plow Company Buikling, Omah.a, Nob.

550 pounds per square foot.

column to column. 1" slab in rough, with strip fill added later about

2\" thick and |" finish floor of maple. This we find an equivalent to

a slab of about 8f" concrete as far as deflection is concerned, the strip

being a 1 :3| :4 mixture.

(160)(18.75)'^A =
(7000) (6.6) (8)^

.356" or I", the measured

deflection.

8. Slab Supported on Girders—The treatment of a rectangular

slab supported on four sides and cast integrally with the support-

ing beams bj^ the method of proportion will also b(> illustrated.
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The comnion arrangement of such slabs is shown in Figs. 19 and 20.

For square slab the load, of course, is divided equally between the four

supporting beams and coefficient (B) is taken as the reciprocal of 30

where the rod spacing is uniform, and as the reciprocal of 36 where the

rods are spaced twice as closely for the middle third as they are

for the outer third. The coefficient (D) is taken as the reciprocal of

10,000 for both types. In the case of a rectangular panel on the

assumption that the load transferred to the beams is in proportion to

the lengths of the sides, a and h, a mean length for moment and

deflection is derived by taking the quotient (fr-\-h~) /(a-{-b) so

that the formulas become

:

"'^iitilt
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= deflection of slab at center as measured less the beam deflection.

Take for example the test made at the Smythe block at Wichita,
Kans. Test load consisted of fifteen tons concentrated at the center
over an area of 7 feet square equivalent to about 45,000 lbs. uniform
load. Size of slab 20'9" by 24'9", 6^' in the rough. If" strip fill.

Reinforcement, |" rounds o" centers for the central third of the panel

^/ob Poc/^-i

Fig. 21. Details of Reinforcement in Panel of Minneapolis Paper Company Building.

each way and 8" centers outside third width each way. Then-

/20. 75- X 24 .75^^
^ = 10,000^^^'^^

45.5
= .11" or

9. X 7.25'

a full 3/32" the deflection measured.

In the test at Wichita, the beam deflection, owing to the small
load on the panel was practically negligible, and docs not need to be
considered in arriving at the true slab deflection.

Test of the Minneapolis Knitting Co.'s Building:

Slab 51" thick with If" strip fill, panel 16'4" x 15'8". Re-
inforcement f" round rods 4" centers each wav.
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Fig. 22. Photograph of Test Load, Minneapolis Paper Company Building.
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/16.33-+ 15.66V
A 32 /A =^— X 160 X ' -^ -

.
167" = 5/32"+

10500 (10.4) X (6)^

The measured deflection agreed identically with that flgured.

This formula is based on the assumption that a large fraction of

the internal work of deformation is performed l)v lateral action

after the manner of a uniform continuous plate and while not strictly

accurate it is in nnich closer api)roximation to the actual condition of

stress than irrational formulae based upon a tlistribution of stress

and load in proportion to th(> fourth power of the respective sides as

derived in the irrational treatment on the Inisis of independent beam
strips through the center of the panel, or upon an inajiplicable ap-

proximate solution of the gx'neral differential ecpiation of such a slab

as derived by (irashof. The agreement of the formula for deflection

gives ciosel>' ai^i^rcjximate results from the ])ractical standpoint and

its mathematical deviation from correct values will be discussed later.

The method of design by i)roportion, based on the steel stresses

as explained in the preceding pages, presupposes that the concrete

element resisting compression is of greater strength than the ten-

sional steel element as it should be in conservative design. The
Hmiting steel percentages for the various types of structure will be

discussed later ratlKn- than under this present heading.

10. Short Span Slabs and Arch Action that may be Counted upon

in Their Use.—We have heretofore discussed at some length long

span slabs. A long span slal) will be defined as a slab, the ratio of

whose thickness to length is so small that the possibility of its acting

effectively as an arch is eliminated.

It is to long span slabs where the arch action is negligible that

formulas for bending apply with a high degree of i)recision. When,
however, we come to test a short span slal) which is part of a con-

tinuous floor there may be quite a large amount of arching in the slab

by which the load is carried to the support without causing t(msion

in the steel to the extent that it would do provided there was no rigid

skew-back to sustain the thrust. Where the span of the slab does

not exceed ten times its thickness it is permissible and good practice

to figure the bending moment on the slab at WL/IQ, and thismoment
is to be increased to WL / 10 where the thickness is one-sixteenth of

the span, with intermediate values for intermediate ratios of thick-

ness to span. Where the span is more than sixteen thicknesses of slab

it is to be figured as heretofore ])rovi(l('d.
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1 1 . Value of Finish Coat, Strip Fill and Wood Floor from the

Standpoint of Deflection—]\Iany engineers have an idea that a finish

coat or strip fill or the like cannot act in connection with the slab to

good purpose for the reason that the bond between the old concrete

of the slab and that which is added at a later date will not be equal

to the strength of the original concrete.

While this is true to some extent, nevertheless, where the rough

concrete is washed off and scrubbed with a steel brush and then

given a coat of neat cement grout immediately before adding the

finish coat or laying the strips and strip filling, the concrete is nearly

as efficient as though it were all cast at the same time, provided that

the top coat or strip fill is given a reasonable time to set up hard

before the t(>st load is applied.

A If" strip fill with strips 16" on centers and a |" wood floor

generally deflects the same as a I" or I" finish coat of concrete.

The strip fill generally, however, if the strips used are If" will some-

what exceed this normal thickness since it is impracticable to leave the

top surface of the rough slab perfectly level, and we count as a rule

that the actual thickness of the nominal 1|" strip fill will not be less

than 2|" in the center of the slab tho it may be a little less around

the columns if tho columns are poured in accordance with our standard

practice.

If we assume that the bond between the finish coat and the old

concrete is an even 30 percent of the strength of the original concrete

we would still have a very large factor of safety in view of the great

area of the slab to take care of the horizontal shear between the two

layers. This is a fact which is generally disregarded by those who

are deafing with reinforced concrete. If a slab the depth of which

has been increased by perhaps 20 percent by strip fill and the

finish be figured on the basis of the actual thickness of the rough slab

only, a surprisingly high degree of strength will apparently be de-

veloped on this basis by test, but a more conservative computation

taking into consideration the actual value as about one half of this

added thickness will estimate the construction at its true worth.

For strip fill, where strength becomes an object, identically the

same grade of concrete should be used as in the slab, instead of

the weak, indifferent mud filling of cinders or natural cement or brown

lime which is sometimes employed. Further, by using Portland

cement in the strip fill, the contractor will find that this filling hard-

ens up and dries out much more promptly than any mixture of
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natural cement, brown lime, or Portland cement and lime, thus

permitting the finished floor to be laid at an earlier date without

danger of having the hard wood swell, buckle and rise up from the

cleats to which it is nailed by reason of the moisture absorlied from

the uncured filling.

In a case where lime was used with an idea of economy in a

building completed in the fall which the owners were in a hurry to

occupy, this filling dried very slowly, seeming to have an affinity for

moisture, and when the finished floor was laid it swelled so as to

buckle up in places eighteen and twenty inches high, due to the swel-

ling of the boards longitudinalh', while laterally the swelling of this

kiln dried maple was over fifteen inches in a width of fifty feet. Six

widths had to be taken out of the floor, and the floor taken up and

entirely relaid. The saving in first cost of fill thus proved very

expensive in the end.
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CHAPTER III

BEAMS

1. Elastic Properties of Materials, Concrete and Steel. In the

design of a (;omposite structuro, such as a reinforced concrete beam

or member by an elastic theory, it is ni^cessary to know the relative

stresses vnider like deformations. These will (h^pend upon the ratio

of the moduli of elasticity of the two resjx'ctive materials.

For safe desijj;n we need to know the range or limits between which

the ratio assumed holds true. For the steel, Young's modulus is

Es= Sx\(y. The elastic limit of medium steel may be taken as

35,000 i)ounds per square inch and for hard steel 50,000 pounds per

s(]uare inch. (See Standard Specificati(ms.)

The resistance which concrete offers to crushing is varialjle as we

have pointed out in our analysis of the strength of concrete, and

depends upon the proportions of the mixture, the character of the

sand, gravel and stone, ag well as the conditions of hardening and age

of the concrete. The form and size of test specimens also influences

the apparent strength. The age of the specimens has a marked

effect upon the strength as w^ell as upon the modulus of elasticity.

As to increase of strength with age, Morsch quotes tests in con-

nection with a bridge erected over the Danube at Munderkingen,

with one part c(>ment, two and one half parts sand and fi\-e parts

pelibU^s. Test culx-s developed the following strength

:

After 28 days, average strength conijn'ession 3613 lbs. per sq. in.

" 5 months, " " " 4722 " " " "

" 2yrs. 8mo" compressive strength 7390 " " " "

" 9 years, comjiressive strength 8107 " " " "

These values are materially higher than the average value of

broken stone concrete, which may le accounted for by the excellent

quality of sand and th(^ hardness and grade of pebbles used.

Since the strength of concrete increases with time, it is permissible
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to use higher working stresses when making an ackUtion to an old

building constructed of good concrete.

2. Tensile Strength. Results of tensile tests are more variable

than those of compression. In most cases, tensile tests are made on

mortar specimens; that is those composed of cement and sand only.

Few tests have been made on ordinary concrete specimens with

coarse aggregate. The latter exhibit less tensile resistance than the

specimens of mortar.

In general it may be stated that the tensile strength of concrete

may be taken as having a value between one tenth and one twelfth

of the ultimate compressive strength.

3. Elasticity of Concrete. It is impossible to assign a definite

value for the modulus of elasticity of concrete since all of the factors

entering into the l)reaking strength influence its elastic behavior

and make it difficult to compare the results obtained l)y different

observers.

Concrete, unlike steel, has no definite elastic limit, the stress

strain curve of a Ijlock when first tested in compression, being a

curved line from the beginning, due in part to shrinkage stresses

induced in the process of hardening. Considering only the stress

strain curve obtained the first time it is loaded we might say that the

modulus is not practically a constant quantity like that for steel but

has only an instantaneous value which varies for any given specimen

with the load.

Concrete further differs from steel in taking permanent sets

under very light loads, and if these permanent sets are not deducted

from the total deformation under gradually increasing load the

result does not represent the true elastic deformation. This was
pointed out by Professor Bach of Stuttgart in 1895. He found for a

given maximum loading of less than half the ultimate strength that

repeated loading eliminates the permanent set and gives a fairly

constant modulus for sul)scciu('nt loadings not exceeding this max-

imum.

As illu.stratiug the variation of the modulus of elasticity with the

age of the specimen, the results noted in the following table according

to Morsch, are of interest:
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TESTS OF OLD CONCRETE FOR MODULUS OF
ELASTICITY
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the same load, the new stress strain curve startmg from the new origin

0' is still of concave form looked at from the right just as the original

curve OY was, but to a lesser degree and for the same load as at Y the

point Y' shows a smaller relative set than the set 00' . On unloading

VI
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set of concrete appears then to be in a great measure reached under

the first loadhig and for subsequent applications of the same load

the concrete acts more and more nearly as a perfectly elastic material.

Deform&f/oo
\'\%. 24. Stress Strain Curves in Compression of Concrete iukIit Hepeali'd Loading.

4. Concrete Beams. Where comparatively large sections of

metal ar<' used for the i)urposes of directly resisting tensile stress

due to bending the ratio of the modulus of elasticity of the steel to

that of concrete is for practical purposes generally taken as one to

fifteen, and the tensile strength of the concrete is entirely neglected

This is for the usual 1:2:4 concrete. For a rich mix such as 1:11:3

this ratio is sometimes taken as one to ten or twelve.

As pointed out in the historical sketch, engineering opinion has

crystalized in the adoption of the linear law of distribution of stress

for purposes of computation of beams and slabs and the assumptions

involved in tliis modification may be stated as follows:

(a) Adhesion between the concrete and steel shall be sufficient

to make the two materials act together.

(b) The steel is to take all direct tensile stress.

(c) The stress strain curve of the concrete in ('om]:)ression is a

straight line for the range of w'orking stress.

(d) A plane cross-section of an unloaded beam will still l)e plane

after bending.

(e) The material in the beam will ol)ey Hooke's law in that

stress is proportional to strain.

From the above it follows that unit deformations of the fibers at
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any section are proportional to their linear distance from the neutral

surface, and the unit stress in the fiber at any section of the beam is

proportional to the distance of the fiber from the neutral surface.

The linear law above stated is the basis of all practical formulas of

flexure except some which have been developed for reinforced con-

crete beams applicable to the conditions as failure is approached

rather than the condition for safe loads or for safe working stress.

The Joint Committee (American Society Civil Engineers, etc.)

on Concrete and Reinforced Concrete, recommended that calcula-

tions be made with reference to working stresses and safe loads rather

than with reference to ultimate strength and ultimate loads,—an

endorsement of customary practice of experienced Ijuilders in this

respect. It also endorsed current practice with regard to the modulus

of elasticity and to commonly accepted formulas for beams which

are reproduced herewith as follows:

5. Modulus of Elasticity. "The value of the modulus of elas-

ticity of concrete has a wide range, depending on the materials used,

the age, the range of stresses between which it is considered, as well

as other conditions, It is recommended that in computations for

the i:)Osition of the neutral axis and for the resisting moment of beams

and for the compression of concrete in columns it be assumed as

:

(a) One-fifteenth of that of steel, when the strength of the concrete

is taken as 2200 lbs. per sq. in. or less.

fb) One-twelfth of that of steel, when the strength of the concrete

is taken as greater than 2200 lb. per sq. in. or less than 2900 lb.

per sq. in., and
(c) One-tenth of that of steel, when the strength of the concrete is

taken as greater than 2900 lb. per sq. in.

Altho not rigorously accurate, these assumptions will give safe

results. For the deflection of beams, whicli are free to move longi-

tudinally at the supports, in using formulas for deflection which do

not take into account the tensile strength developed in the con-

crete, a modulus one-eighth of that of steel is recommended."

6. Formulas for Reinforced Concrete Construction as recom-

mended by the Joint Committee.

(a) Standard Notations

1. Rectangular Beams.

The following notation is recommended:

/s = Tensile unit stress in steel,

/c = Compressive unit stress in concrete,

£'g= Modulus of elasticity of steel,

.Eg = Modulus of elasticity of concrete.
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iV/ = Moment of resistance, or bending moment in general,

Ms for steel, M^ for concrete,

A = Steel area,

6 = Breadth of beam,

d = Depth of beam to center of steel,

A; = Ratio of depth of neutral axis to effective depth d,

z = Depth of resultant compression below top,

7 = Ratio of lever arm of resisting couple to depth d,

jd = d—2 = Arm of resisting couple,

'p =A /hd Steel ratio (not percentage).

2. T-Beams.

h = Width of flange,

6' = Width of stem,

/ = Thickness of flange.

3. Beams Reinforced for Compression.

A' = Area of compressive steel,

p' = Steel ratio for compressive steel,

fj = Compressive unit stress in steel,

C — Total compressive stress in concrete,

C' = Total compressive stress in steel,

rf' = Depth to center of compressive steel,

z = Dei)th to resultant of C and C

.

4. Shear and Bond.

y = Total shear,

r = Sliearing unit stress,

u = Bond stress per unit area of bar,

= Circumference or perimeter of bar,

2o = Sum of the perimeters of all bars.

5. Columns.

A = Total net area,

As = Area of longitudinal steel,

Ac = Area of concrete,

P = Total safe load.

(6) Formulas

1. Rectangular Beams.

Position of neutral axis,

A; = V 2 yn -\- (pn)^

—

pn (l)
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Arm of resisting couple,

j=l~lk (2)

(For /s= 15,000 to 16,000, and /c = 600 to 650, j may be taken at |.)

M M
Ajd pjbd-

2M 2 p/s

jkhd" Jk

Steel ratio, for balanced reinforcement,

1 1

V =
2fsifj

fe-)/c V'f<

(3)

(4)

(5)

2. T-Beams.

Case I. When the neutral axis lies in the flange: Use the

formulas for rectangular beams.

Case II. When the neutral axis lies in the stem.

The following formulas neglect the compression in the stem:

r- -b-

•••

H-b'H

Position of neutral axis,

2 nclA + bt-
kd^

2nA -\- 2bt
(6)
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Position of resultant compression,

_ 'S kd—2t I (7)
^~ 2kd— t'S

Arm of resisting couple,

jd = d—z (8)

Fiber stresses,

M
f'-A^l <»^

Mkd f ]
A. = -7 ^ =• •/ ,

(10)

ht\kd-\tyd
"

'

^

(For approximate results, the formulas for rectangular beams

may be used.)

The following formulas take into account the compression hi the

stem; they are reconnnended where the tlange is small compared with

the stem:

Position of neutral axis,

,_ sj2 ndA + {h—h')e ^(nA + (h-~h')t\_nA + {h-h')t
'•"'-

b' ^\ b' ) W
(11)

Position of resultant compressi(m,

U-rf/-— |M/>+r(AY/-/)"--Y/+ .^(AY/—/) jj// ^^2)
^

t(2kd—t)b-\-(kd—tfb'

Arm of resisting couple,

jd = d—z (13)

Fiber stresses,

^^-Ajd
^''^

2 Mkd .

•^'- " "((2 Ay/— bt+ (kd^tf b'] jd

3. Beams Reinforced for Conipressiou.

Position of neutral axis,

/,= \/ 2 n (/;+ // d'/d)' + ^r'(/>+ //)-— // (y>+ ;>') (16)
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Position of resultant compression,

^_ ^ A:'V+2 p'nd'{k—d'/(J) (17)

A--+ 2 p'n (k—d'/d)

Arm of resisting couple,

jd = d—z

.

(18)

rfc^n';

Fiber stresses,

6M

bd'Uk-k'^ ^'""(k-d'/d) (i-rf'/rf)]

M 1—k,

^'^pjbd-
^'-^^

k

f^ = nfAt^-d'/d)/k.

(19)

(20)

(21)

4. Shear, Bond and Web Reinforcement.

In the following formula, 2o refers only to the Ijars constitut-

ing the tension reinforcement at the section in (luestion, and jd is

the lever arm of the resisting couple at the section.

For rectangular beams,

_ 1'

V
u =

(22)

(28)
jd^o

(For approximate results, j may be taken at |.)

The stress in web reinforcement may be estimated by the following

fonnulas;
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Vertical web reinforcement,

P = l' (24)
jd

Web reinforcement inclined at 45° (not bent-up bars),

P = 0.7 .'
(25)

in which P = stress in single reinforcing member, V = amount of total

shear assumed as carried by the reinforcement, and s = horizontal

spacing of the reinforcing members.

The same fornuilas apply to beams reinforced for compression as

regards shear and bond stress for tensile steel.

For T-beams,

V (26)

h'jd

V (27)
w =

jd lio

(For approximate results, ./ may be taken at |.)

5. Columns.

Total safe load,

P = fe (.4e+nA,) =/eA (1 +(/^-l)p) (28)

Unit stresses,

/= P
-"" A (l+ (n-l)p) (29)

./; =< (30)

7. Determining Moment. In case the steel element in a rein-

forced concrete l)eam is weaker than the concrete, the determining

resistance is that of the steel, and

M,=Ajdf,= pjbd% .(a)

If, on the other hand, the beam ])e over reinforced, the determining

moment is that of the concrete, and

M, = hjkhd\ (b)

For approximate calculations it will be sufficiently correct to assume

J
=

. 85 and fc = . 40, these being fair average values for steel per-

centages from . 75 to 1 . 25. Eciuations (a) and (b) then become

M, = 0.85 A(7/g

andMe = 0.17 6d-/e.
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More exact values ot\/ and k for various values of p and )i may be

obtained from the accompanying j and k curves Fig. 25, which have
been computed and plotted from formulas (1) and (2) of Section 6.

Also values of /« and f^ plotted in accordance with equations (a)

and (b) above, are shown in Fig. 26a and 26b.

..006 />03 .OIO .0«

asz
Perceott^ge or f?e/r)forcerr>eof

Fig. 26a.

The theory of the flexure of reinforced concrete beams, assumes

that for all practical purposes they may be assumed to obey, with

sufficient accuracy, the so-called straight line theorj- of stresses and
strains, a theory under which according to Hooke's law the stress is

proportional to the strain and varies directly as the distance from

the neutral axis. But the assumption is more or less inaccurate

because the stress strain curve of the concrete in the compression

zone is not a straight line since the rate of deformation is greater

where the stress is larger. This is equivalent to saying that the

modulus of elasticit}^ E^ of concrete in compression becomes smaller

the larger the unit stress f^ becomes and vice versa. This variation
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of the modulus E^. as well as any small initial permanent deformation

of the concrete will cause some deviation of reinforced concrete beams
from perfectly elastic flexure. But this deviation will be less ap-

preciable the deeper the beam, because any slight increase of deforma-

tion in the upper fiber will have less effect upon the sharpness of

ptaa4 .006 .ooa /}/Ji .0/4

0.5% /.o%

Percenf<9pe of Qe/oforceroeo^

Kig. 20b. Diagram of Steel Percentages it>x Different values of .1/

1.5 Vo

hd-i

bending in a deep beam, and consequently have less (>ff"ect in causing

cracks or checks in the concrete on the under side of it than in a

shallow l)eam. In other words, the deviations of concrete from

perfect elasticity have less effect the deejjer the l)(>am, and their

effect in increasing sharpness of curvature and cracking of th(> concrete

will be more pronounced the more sliallow the ])eam.

How these deviations affect the position of the neutral axis and
the sharpness of the bending may be made evident from Fig. 27

which is intended as a represc^ntation on a large sale of the deforma-

tions, etc., occurring in a unit length of two different beams of the
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same depth, the two beams being superimposed on each other in

the Fig. 27 to assist in the comparison.

Let the two beams have different percentages of reinforcement,

but be so loaded that the unit steel stress fg is the same in both. A
larger load will be necessary' to produce the same unit steel stress

in the beam with the larger percentage of steel, but the actual unit

deformation of the steel will ])v the same in both lieams, viz:

AO = e=f,/E,.

In beam No. 1, with the lighter load and smalkn- value of the steel

ratio, assume that /^. the compressive stress in the extreme fiber is so

moderate that tlu^ concrete in compression may for practical purposes

be regarded as obeying Hooke's law. Then the line A5/by its horizon-

tal distance from 00' at different levels represents the relative unit

deformations at those levels. But by Hooke's law these distances

would also represent unit stresses when measured in a suitable scale,

because stress is deformation multiplied by modulus of elasticity

wlii(;h latter is taken to be constant in this case. In beam No. 1

with light load and small steel ratio 'px the total tension in the steel

and the total compression in the concrete will each be

T =AJ, = AieE^ = SiYesiO'C\B,.

The corresponding neutral axis at Ci and ]ioint of application of

compressive stress T will be nearer the top of the beam the smaller

OB, is.

In beam No. 2 with heavier load and larger steel ratio, P2, while

AO the elongation is unchanged the line of defomiations will assume

some new position A Bo, and if the compressions near the top surface

are large enough in this case to make the modulus of elasticity less

than it is at points nearer the neutral axis, the horizontal distances

*See Merriman's Mechanics of Materials p. 273.
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of this line of deformations .4^2 will no longer also correctl}^ repre-

sent the stresses to scale. Those near the top of the beam will be

smaller when plotted to the same scale as in No. 1. But that would

reduce the area T2 between it and 00' if the neutral axis at C2 remains

fixed. In fact, however, the total steel tension

T, = A 2/s = A 2 e ^s = area 0' C2B2

is a fixed quantity and the neutral axis must be moved to some

lower position C/ in order that the total compression represented

by the area

T2 = 0'C2B2 = 0'C2B2-T2'

may remain constant. It is evident then that there is first a lower-

ing of the position of the neutral axis from Ci to C2 by reason of the

increase of py to yjo and next a lowering of it from C2 to C2 by reason

of the decrease of the modulus of elasticity E^. under large values of

the unit stress /g. This explains more fully why high values of /,.

should be avoided in shallow beams.

On the other hand, deviations of concrete from perfect elasticity

are less, the less the actual compressive unit stress /g acting upon the

concrete. In other words, concrete under the smaller stresses

behaves more nearly like perfectly elastic material. An effective

method, therefore, of reducing the sharpness of bending and conse-

quent exaggerated tendency of shallow beams to check and crack is

to make the compressive stress /c in the concrete small compared

with /g the given stress in the steel. This is equivalent to making

the stress ratio /g //c larger for shallow beams than for deep beams,

as is the practice among experienced builders.

There is still another way of stating the consideration which

leads to the adoption of small values of /o for shallow beams. It is

desirable to limit deflections under working loads to a figure not

much in excess of L /lOOO. With /^ given, the adoption of large

values of /s //c will make the compressions in the concrete so moderate

as to prevent excessive deflections even tho there should be some

small initial deflection due to non-elastic compression of the con-

crete. Values of /s //c from 16 to 35, for values of n= 12 and ?i = 15

which have been computed from formula (5) section 6, have been

plotted in the accompanying Fig. 28.

Since the steel element in the comljination is more dependable

than the concrete from the standpoint of uniformity of strength, the

safety of the structure is made by experienced builders to depend on

the steel. In order to effect this the working strength of the conci-cte

should be taken at a smaller fraction of its ultimate strength than
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the working strength of the steel is of its ultimate strength. For a

1 :2:4 mix 650 pounds per square inch is a safe working stress to resist

compression in concrete arising from bending. Both tension and
compression are developed in concrete by flexure and by bond shear.

The resistance, however which it offers to tensile stress is small

compared with that which it offers to compression. Forty pounds
per square inch is a safe value of the working tensik^ r(\sistance.

36

35

3^

33

3Z

3/

30

£9

^ Z7

\ -^^

Z5

fP zt
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same elementary angle A 6 with each other. Draw thru one extremity

of the unit of length at the neutral axis (which has l)een unchanged

in length by bending) a plane parallel to the section at the other

extremity of the unit length. It consequently makes an angle

A Q with the original plane section at this extremity. Any horizontal

shearing deformation may be disregarded in this comparison because

it will affect both sections to practically the same amount. The

unit elongation of the steel due to the bending between these two

unit sections will be e={l-k)dAd.

This investigation is made u])<)u the assumj^tioii that e has a

value which is constant and the same for different beams, but with

the proviso that under this steel elongation neither the shearing

distortion nor the compression of the concrete anywhere shall exceed

permissible limits, questions which will have to be separately in-

vestigated since they depend on the steel stresses in too complex a

manner to be readily introduced into consideration at the same time

with the effect of the constancy of the steel stresses.

Now other things being equal A decreases as p, the percentage

of the reinforcement, increases; i. e. Ad= c /p where c is an ex-

perimental constant whose value is dependent upon the grade of

concrete, etc. Substitute this value of A^ in the previous expres-

sion, then

e/c=(l-k)d/p^
^^~^^

in case d be assumed to be some known fraction 1
^
A' of the span L,

i. e. or d =L /N.

It thus appears that the last member of this equation will be found

to be an experimental constant for reinforced beams of the same

span and grade of concrete; and in case the numerical value of this

constant be determined for any given beam not lial)le to excessive

deformation at the center, it will have the same value for a beam of

different depth, span, and percentage of steel, provided, as before

stated that sufficient resistance to com])ression and diagonal tension

be supplied.

For example, assume /s= 13,000 and /c = 6o0, then j\/f^ = 2Q.

Referring to the curve for /g /f^ Fig. 28 the corresponding steel

ratio is /j = 0.0105, and taking the corresponding value of k

from the k curve, it appears that (1—A') =0.573. It is knowoi by

experience that a beam whose depth is 1 /l2 of the length should
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have this amount of remforcement, or .V=12 when 79 = 0.0105.

(l-A-)L 0.573 L
Hence 4.55 1

pN 0.0105x12

is the constant for such beams.

The same curve shows that for/s//c = 26, 7? = 0.007 and (l-k)

= 0.635; hence, using these and the constant 4.55, we find A^ = 20.
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Now the total tension T in the steel at mid span of a simple beam is

T = WL /Sjd. But T = bdpff, in which /^ is the unit steel stress at

WL
8 jbcfp

But the identical elongations e of both the concrete and the steel

at mid span may be written

e^fjE,=fjE,, or f,/f, = n

and /c'
=

2
—

8 jbd pn

in which f^ is the apparent direct tensile stress in the extreme fiber of

the concrete at mid span as shown by its elongation e while in con-

tact with the reinforcement. The so called apparent stress f^ may or

may not correspond to an actual stress of some considerable amount.

It is used here simply as another way of expressing the actual elonga-

tion e. The experiments of Considere* show that concrete when

well reinforced may remain intact under elongations not only far in

excess of any possible for concrete without reinforcement but in fact

remain intact under elongations several times as great. The reason-

ing here employed is however entirely independent of any question

of actual checking or not, ior f^' = eEf. is simply a convenient unit of

comparison computed as the product of elongation and modulus.

Next obtain the shearing stresses and the diagonal tension in

the concrete at the extremity of a simple beam. The total horizontal

shear between a unit of length of the reinforcement and the concrete

is such that a segment of the beam lying between two vertical planes

which are one unit apart is held in equilibrium by the total vertical

shear \W acting with the arm unity and the total horizontal shear S>

acting with the arm jd.

Hence hW = S jd, ox 8 =W /jd.

This makes the unit horizontal shear on any horizontal jilane

below the neutral axis

s = S/b = ^W /jbd

provided the total shear in a unit length l)e regarded as uniformly

distributed thruout the breadth b of the beam. This is equal to

the unit diagonal tension at the end of the beam which is produccMl

by the shear alone.

Hence s = 4 pn f^ /

N

Take /, = 1000 and ;/,= 15 then s = 60,000 p /N

*Experimental Reasearches on Reinforced Concrete, McGraw Pub. 2nd Ed., p. 224
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Bv using convspondiuo; values of p and .V given previously we find

l>
X

.0085
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The ordinates of the locus of P' give the total diagonal tension R.

The total vertical force in the beam per unit of length of span

which must be resisted by vertical reinforcement or tension in the

concrete or both is *S = V /jd as given by equation (24) Section 6.

This is shown by the S curve. At a safe value of forty pounds per

square inch of vertical tension in the concrete, the safe vertical

resistance of the concrete per unit of length of span is 406 pounds,

Draw a horizontal line on the diagram thru some point Q at this

height above P. Then vertical or diagonal reinforcement is necessary

at all points of the span where the S curve lies above QQ and the

Fig. 3(1.

total amount of the tension to be resisted by the vertical reinforcement

at any point per foot of span is represented In' the vertical distance

of the S curve above QQ at that point.

It is evident that the point at which a beam will first fail by

diagonal tension depends upon S—406 as compared with the amomit

and distribution of the reinforcement, and lies at the point where

the maxium unit stress occurs. This may occur at any point,

depending upon the amount of the vertical steel. In beams with

the reinforcing rods turned upward at the ends of the beam and

securely anchored there the point is usually removed to some distance

from the ends.

The treatment just given of the vertical stress in the concrete

assumes that the verticals consist of stirrups or the like at some

considerable distances apart horizontally, say 10" or more.
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The case, however, is different if the required vertical steel

consists of rods or wires so near together as to prevent checking or

cracking of the concrete until the vertical steel has a working stress

of 13,000 to 16,000 pounds per square inch. In that case, diagonal

tension failure need not occur before the concrete has an elongation

e corresponding to an apparent tensile stress of at least 600 pounds

per square inch, instead of 40 pounds; but in that case the vertical

steel should be designed to resist the entire vertical tensions.

If in addition to distributing the vertical steel along the span so

completely as to fully reinforce tlic concrete vertically, some of the

Fig. 31. View Showing Beam Failure by Diagonal Tension near the End.

longitudinal steel be run parallel to the neutral axis so as to full>'

reinforce the concrete below the neutral axis longitudinally as well

this will introduce coaction of the vertical and horizontal steel in

such a way as to materially reduce the steel stresses in the web, in

the same manner as occurs in the steel stresses in slabs. This is

the explanation of the striking results obtained by the beam designs

of Maciachini, and of C'ottan^in as shown in Fig. 44.

The theoretical deductions which have been reached in the pre-

ceding pages inay be confirmed by reference to a great mass of test

data. It will be sufficient, however, at present to refer to certain

of the tests reported in Bulletin No. 197, of the University of Wis-

* See Marsh, Reinforced Concrete, 2nd Edition, Page 7'
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eonsin,* from which Figs. 31, 32 and 33 have l^een taken. They
show the details of the j-ielding and failure of several beams with

the checking of the concrete as well as the amount and arrangement

of the reinforcement. The beams represented are all T-beams
supported at the ends with practicall^v one percent of reinforcement,

and N = L /d<9. The top flange of the beams of these beams
afforded sufficient resistance to make any moment failure occur by
yielding of the steel in the bottom of the beam. Moreover, there

was sufficient reinforcement against diagonal tension to prevent

failure of that kind in the beams of series D, E, and F, but not

enough in Series G. Every failure by yielding of the steel at mid
span caused an amount of deflection antl a sharpness of bending

that crushed the concrete in the flange. The first tension cracks
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inch and that the beams began to crack by diagonal tension when
the unit vertical tensile stress computed by the formula

S = ^W /jdh
reached a mean value of 179 lbs. per square inch for all of them.

This is in good agreement with the direct tensile strength of the con-

crete as just quoted, since it differs from it by less than five per

cent. But were the steel well spaced at such short intervals along

the span as to fully reinforce the web vertically as was done by
Maciachini previously referred to, and were web steel introduced

all the way from the ends to the loads where the shears began, we
should expect to find the concrete take much larger deformations

and apparent stresses than this without cracking.

It will be noticed that these beams were all loaded with equal

concentrated loads at the one third points of the span. Such a

loading makes the moment and shear curves very different from those

given in Fig. 30. The moment curve will be horizontal thruout

the middle third. It also makes the shear curve zero in the middle

third and horizontal in the end thirds. These beams were con-

sequently especially liable to diagonal tension failure at some dis-

tance from the ends where the anchorage of horizontal steel at the

ends exerts no effect.

Such a failure is shown in Fig. 31 where a I inch stirrup is broken

just below the arrow, and as a consequence, because the concrete

was unable to resist the vertical stress the crack then extended along

the horizontal steel at the bottom and along the flange at the top.

It should be noted that the age of these beams at the time of

testing was only 28 days, at which time the resistance of the concrete

to shear and diagonal tension was probably not more than 40 percent

of the ultimate, a fact that would be likely to make their behavior

when fully cured materially different from that exhibited at the time

of test, so far as shearing and diagonal tension are concerned.

8. Discussion of the Elastic Properties of Beams and Assump=
tions involved in the Preceding Theory. In discussing the elastic

properties of concrete it was shown that the modulus of elasticity of

the concrete is not constant for different loads and further that the

modulus changes with the age of the concrete, it being only f as great

at the age of thirty to forty days as it is at the age of two or more
years, and furthermore that while this modulus is usually considered

the same for tension and compression, this is open to some question.

Accordingly a reasonable approximation to the conditions which
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occur in bending when the building is first ready for occupancy is

attempted and in nearly all building codes the ratio of the modulus of

elasticity of steel to concrete in bending is assumed at 1 to 15. A
difference in this ratio would affect the position of the neutral surface

to some extent and the effective lever arm to a still smaller extent,

as shown by comparison of the j and A: curves in the diagram in

Fig. 25. The assumption of the value of n as 15 for bending is

accordingly on the safe side, and the error involved is not great. On
the other hand, this divergence of practical conditions from the as-

sumptions used in the computation do not justify a high degree of

mathematical precision in the work of practical design, for if the

computations are carried to a degree of nicety unwarranted by the

accuracy or agreement of the assumption with practical conditions

it is a mere expenditure of time without commensurate results.

Accordingly, it may be stated that the approximate formulas for

beams and slabs are sufficiently accurate for practical purposes.

In T-beams wliere the beam is integral with the slab, it is cus-

tomary to assume a width of slab not exceeding four times the slab

thickness as forming a part of the compressive flange of the beams.

This assumption, of coarse, is conservative. It is evident that the

compression in the outside edge of that portion of the slab which is

regarded as useful section is less than portions nearer the axis of the

l)eam, and that the slab beyond this imaginary division is also

restrained in compression, the condition approaching what has been

designated as the "twilight zone" between exact knowledge and

conjecture as to the actual conditions. Evidently in a case like this,

exact computations beyond the limits of accuracy of the assumption

is a waste of time and the effective depth jd of a T-beam may be for

practical purposes determined at once by the assumption of {l-j)d

= I t without material error when d lies between 2.5 t and 4 t.

In case of the rectangular })eam with f to 1\ percent reinforce-

ment, the assumption of jr/= .85 d is sufficiently accurate for practical

purposes, and for jjercentages of steel less than f percent the assump-

tion of ;/V/= .9d is sufficiently accurate.

The case of the doubly reinforced beam is one which the designer

rarely is called upon to make use of. In it the compression steel

should preferably be about 2|" to 3" from the top surface of the beam.

Unless the percentage of tensile reinforcement is very high, say 3

percent or more, and the compressive reinforcement very low, say

less than 0.75 percent, the neutral plane is nearer the compressive

steel. Assuming d' to equal d /lO when ;/ is 2 percent, it is nearer
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the compressive steel for all values of p'. Thus it follows, since the

unit stresses in the compressive and tensile reinforcements are as

the distances of these reinforcements from the neutral plane, that

the unit stress in the compressive steel is for these percentages less

than that in the tensile steel. For very rough approximate compu-
tations, taking n = lo and the average value of j= .85, k= .45, we
have

^ 1.17J/ . , M
/s== r, and /,. =

^

pbd^ ' (.19-10.57)') &rf

The above formula for /^ is a fair approximation. The formula

for /p with different percentages of steel is l)y no means a close ap-

])roximation.

A much more satisfactory method of computation is as follows:

From equations (20) we find

n(l-k) (19a)

To determine f^ we cannot assume an arbitrary value of k in this

etjuation since that would be tantamont to assuming that the amount
of compressive steel would make no difference in/^, hence this equa-

tion cannot be used as an approximate method of determining /c,

but it may be employed to determine /e in an accurate manner by
plotting the curve from the values of n{l-k)/k for different per-

centages of tensile and compressive steel from which we may derive

/e by dividing/^ b}- the value taken from the diagram.

The accompanying Fig. 34 shows the curves of different percent-

ages of tensile steel for different percentages of compressive steel

reinforcement noted at the bottom of this Fig. The values of j are

given at the left of the diagram and the values of /g^/c for the

different percentages of tensile and compressive reinforcing steel

given at the right.

9. Classification of Beams: This is based u])on the manner
in which the beam is supported:

A simple beam is one which is merely supported at the ends,

and its mathematical treatment is based upon the consideration

that the beam is free at the end to turn and that the supports offer

no resistance to rotation. Such a beam, does not, of coarse, exist in

practice, but all beams which rest upon supports and are not rigidly

restrained or have only a small degree of restraint at supports are

treated from the practical standpoint as simple beams and figured as

such.
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Concrete beams or slabs which are api)arenth' continuous over

supports but which have reinforcing metal at the bottom thruout,

offer so slight resistance to negative moment at supports that they

are treated on the theory of predominant action as simple beams
unless their depth be sufficient and the longitudinal restraint offered

by the construction such that may be treated somewhat on the arch

principle. A slab supported on parallel walls and reinforced in one

direction is merely a wide beam and with reinforcement in the bottom
thruout is to be treated merely as a wide simph^ beam.
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number of spans; in other words, to cause the moment over the

support for uniform load to become WL /l2 and the moment at

mid span WL /24. An end span of the series, however, except in

heav}" warehouse construction will not receive this full degree of

restraint. In a heavy warehouse with the large columns, 26 inches

and over in diameter, this degree of restraint is for practical purposes

fully secured, but with smaller columns it may be less, and its amount

is to be determined approximately by the designer from comparison

of the relative rigidity of the columns and beams, so that in the case

of light columns the end spans should be somewhat more heavily

reinforced for moment at mid span.

The case of an unloaded span with both adjacent spans fully

loaded is aot uncommon in a warehouse and this, too, must be provided

for.

Span 188'

\Ffods

tC IT 1~aa,tl.t.u

'"''•—
•—^-r -^-'-'-'-i-'-'-^-'-"^'^

' ,., -^^^ —,-i^s.j'r<x/s !

-rRoas

1^

Fig. 3o. Continuous Beam, Turner System.

Secf/on ^-B.
(5°"ofMetai.)

Where the construction consists cf l)eams in but one direction

with the slab spanning from beam to beam and with insufficient

metal parallel to the l^eam in the slab to fully reinforce the beam to

resist the negative moment under the circumstances stated, which may
result from the excess of live load stress over and al)ove the dead

load stress, the beam should ])e treated, in determining the central

moment, as continuous for dead load only and as a simple beam for

the live load.

The preferable arrangement, however, is the provision of l)eams

in both directions from column to column where beam and slab

constructions are used, making the floor a true monolith or a natiu'al

concrete type. For this type of construction with ordinary sjians,

beam reinforcement consisting of say five rods arranged as indicated

in Fig. 35 is preferable, in which the beam rods consist of two which

extend thruout the length of the beam at the bottom and

into the adjacent span, two which are bent up from the

quarter point to the top of the beam and extend over into
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the adjacent span, and one which while extending into

adjacent spans slopes gradually from the top of the support to the

bottom of the beam near the center of the span.

An arrangement of this kind, after the manner of the Bollman

truss, furnishes liberal provision for sh(uir at the support,while the in-

clined rods, under bending strain resist shear thru their inclination

at the support. It is only necessary to figure the moment over the

support as WL /l2 and provide therefor l)y the cross section of the

J^vZ/on on AO
I'is. 3(>. ('i)ntiiiiii)iis Beam, Ucmifbiquo Sy.stem.

six rods crossing it while the four rods in the l)ottom of the beam
and the five rods at the center are ami)le for all possible conditions

of loading. The lap of rods at tlu^ suii])()rt and beyond the support

both at the to]> and l)()ttom I'ender sudden failure or collapse practical-

MT^'V"

t\%

L---i:J-_i-- n \^4^-i'^+.^-^0'£i£'^'^~^'-i!
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Fig. 37. Cross Section of Beam and Slab.

ly impossible after the concrete has had even a few hours under

normal temperature conditions in which to harden.

In addition to enhanced safety there is very material economy
in such an arrangement, since compared with beams of constant

section, the continuous beam is more than five times as stiff and one

and one half times as strong as the simple beam having the same

cross section of metal thruout the bottom of the beam as the con-

tinuous beam has at the top over the support.

Fig. 36 shows the Hennebique continuous beam which has an

enviable record from the standpoint of safety by virtue of the liberal

lap of reinforcement and stirrup verticals employed.
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The fact that concrete is well adapted to l)e placed in a mono-
lithic mass renders continuous construction the natural type to use

for the reason that it combines the highest degree of safety with the

maxium of stiffness and economy.

Even tho settlement of the supports should occur and the con-

crete should check by reason thereof, the well designed continuous

floor does not become dangerous and unsafe. So long as the concrete

is hard and rigid, the checked segments can take compression, and

the steel while the bond is intact can furnish the full resistance to

tension which was originally figured upon disregarding the direct

tensile strength of the concrete itself. This statement is true, of

Fig. 38. Table of Coefficients of Moments over the Supports Beams Freely Supported.

course, only where ample lap of the rods has been provided over

the support which should always be attended to in order to ensure

safe and satisfactory results in beam design.

Independent beam construction has been used to a small extent,

that is separate beams cast in the shop and sent to the job as individu-

al units. Difficulties in handling made up units in erection offset

some saving in cost of forming, while their lack of joint action in

carrying load puts constructions of this kind at a serious disadvantage

compared with monolithic work wherever the loads to be carried

are of considerable magnitude. Independent units, however, may
be quite economically employed for roof construction and the lightest

kind of work where suitable facilities are at hand for carrying on the

work of erection economicallv.
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For convenient reference, Fig. 38 gives the bending moment
over the supports in a series of equal spans uniformly loaded up to

nine spans, while Fig. 39, gives the maximum moment near the

mid span for a similar series of continuous beams freely supported

and uniformly loaded. From these moments, taking into considera-

tion the relative rigidity of th(> column and the beam in question,

such cases as those above suggested where the rigidity of the column

is small in comparison to the beam, may be correctly treated. The

reactions over the support are shown in Fig. 40. The amount of

bending moment and the reactions are to be determined, of course,

by multiplying the coefficients in the table by W the total load per

^P ///a^7OX0.07O\// ^
^ /// /o. oaoyCaozsyCo.oso\ /// "^

y

Fig. 3'J. T;ibl(3 of Coeflicieuts, .Maxiniuin I'ositivr iiioiiiciit bctuci'u Supports for Continuous

Beam Freely Supported.

span by the length of span to olitain the bending moment, while

the reactions are the :^fe«^ coefficients of W the total load on a

single span.

It is here in order to call attention to the fundamental relation

of moment magnitudes which maj^ be observed in these tables.

For any span, half the sum of the moments over the supports

])lus the moment at mid span is a constant, equal to I W L,in which W
is the total load uniformly applied and L the span. This relation

is of use in treating many problems. The variation of the maxi-

mum positive moment from the moment at mid span is greatest

in the caSe of a continuous beam of two spans where it is 12f percent.

This difference is much less in all other cases and nothing at all

whenever the moment over both supports is of equal magnitude.
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It will be noted that the greatest moment at mid span for uni-

form load in the case of the continuous beam of two spans is 9 /l28
W L, and the maximum positive moment for a span of indefinite

length is WL /24. Further it will be noted in case of alternate

spans unloaded that the usual moment provided for as recommended

for live load is 1 /l6 W L. Hence it is apparent that where the

columns are fairly rigid and the beams are integral with the columns,

little attention need ordinarily be paid as to whether it is an inter-

mediate or an end span Avith which we are dealing.

10. Economic Design for Beams. As alread}^ noted, the co-

efficient for bending of a continuous beam is one-third as great

17//

Fig. 4(J. Table of Reaction Coefficients for Continuous Beams of Equal Spans Unifornily

Loaded and Freely Supported.

at the center as in the case of a simple beam, and two-thirtls at

the support. Now for safety ample lap of the bars is needed,

hence by carrying a part of the reinforcing rods recjuired at the center

up over the support and l)y carrying them to about the point

of contraflexure or so far that the negative moment in case of a

single i^anel load will be taken care of by slab reinforcement parallel

to the beam we have need theoreticall}' (considering moment only)

two-thirds the section of steel for about one-third of the length

and one-third of the section of metal for two-thirds the length of

this beam of that required for a simple beam. In otlun" words, we

have the following comparison from the standpoint of th(H)retical

economy. That the metal reciuired for a continuous l)eam is one-

half that required for a simple l)eam and further that the construe-
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tion with a continuous beam is safer to erect since the work is more

securely tied together and it can be depended upon with a good

concrete not to fail suddenly but only by the actual stretching out

of the metal to the point of ultimate fracture in case of loading equal

to three or four times that which it was calculated to sustain.

This theoretical economy however cannot be fully realized.

Two-thirds in place of one-half would be nearly the limit attainable.

Evidently the greater the depth the less steel will be required to

carry a given load. Usually, however, the depth to be used in an

ordinary building is determined from the standpoint of appearance

and the extra cost of walls for a given clear story height rather than

from the theoretically economical proportions of steel and concrete

alone.

A mistake which is frequently made is in l)uilding beams too

narrow and deep especially wher(> they are s])aced closely. Such

constru(;ti()n is lacking in resistance to high temperatures since too

great an ar(>a is exposed and it should i)n'f('rably be avoided on that

account.

A minimum width of ten to twelve inches should be adhered to

for reinforced concrete beams in a l)uilding that is intended to be

fireproof to a high degree, and such a width for moderate spans of

sixteen or eighteen feet will usually give ample concrete to properly

surround the reinforcement in the beams.

In general there should l)e sufficient width to allow one inch

of concrete between the bars or a width not less than one and one-

fourth times the diameter of the bar if the bars are parallel for any

consideral)le length. Where the bond shear is small and they are

bunched as at the top of the beam where there is ample spread be-

yond this point in the beam this requirement becomes of no especial

importance.

Relative to the economic proportion of concrete and steel, the

general relation to be observed, is that the amou^it of steel decreases

with the depth of the beam, while the amount of the concrete increases.

With one percent of steel as the element of reinforcement, it is evident

that the concrete element will cost more than the steel element

on the basis of five dollars a yard for the concrete and steel at

fifty dollars per ton. Hence with ordinary values of steel and

concrete, the limiting permissible percentages and relation of safe

working stresses fix economic proportions. In the continuous beam,

however, where there is double reinforcement over the support,
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a nearer approximation of the balance of the cost of concrete

and metal may be approached than in the simple beam.

However, in the T-beam which is the usual construction in

buildings this percentage would be based upon the area of the beam

below the slab plus the area of that part of the slab above and on

each side of the rib which it is permissible to consider as forming part

of the compression flange of the beam, and the economic propor-

tions would have a smaller proportion of steel, since the portions of

the slab figured in with thie beam are not added material as far as

the beam is concerned, and hence the comparison should be based

more properly upon the area of the rib below the slab of the concrete

added to form the beam. Hence the economic proportion of steel

would in general be reduced below that of the limiting proportion

fixed to secure conservative working stresses in the concrete.

This conclusion, that the cost of the steel in the T-beam should

be less than the concrete is strengthened by the consideration that the

cost of the centering increases with increase of depth of the beam.

These practical considerations seem to have been entirely over-

looked m the discussion of the paper presented to the American

Society of Civil Engineers in 1906 by Capt. Sewell, on the subject

of economic construction of reinforced concrete floors.

No mathematical formula can be devised which will take into

consideration all of the variable elements of cost. Trial designs

and the practical judgment of the constructor enable him to find

an approximate and satisfactory solution of this complex problem.

The intimate relation of horizontal shear to permissible percentage

of steel which we have pointed out earlier in the discussion is but

another of the complex elements entering into the problem.

11. Safe Loads for and Tests of Reinforced Concrete Construc=

tion. The Joint Committee of the American Society, etc., in their

treatment of working stresses lay down this commendable rule

:

"In selecting the permissible working stress to be allowed on
concrete, we should be guided by the working stresses usually

allowed for other materials of construction so that all structures

of the same class but composed of different materials may have

approximately the same degree of safety."

12. True and Nominal Factor of Safety. A popular misconcep-

tion regarding the meaning of the term factor of safety as applied

to steel construction has exerted an influence from the economic

standpoint adverse to the rapid introduction of concrete construction.

Many have the mistaken idea that the factor of safety of four
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in steel construction means that the construction may be safely

loaded to four times the rated working capacity; but this is not the

case, since the yield point of steel is only about twice the working

load; hence the actual factory of safety is practically two against

the nominal factor of four.

In other words, the nominal factor of safety of four in structural

steel work is based on the ultimate carrying strength in tensi(m of

the metal which is al)out four times the working load, but after

the load has reached a little mon^ than double the working load the

yield point value of the steel has ))een nearly or cjuite reached and it

commences to stretch, pulling out in case of mild steel before break-

iug somctiuu's as nuich as twenty ])ercent or more of its total length.

Evidently when this plastic distortion comnumces in a l)eam or

cohnnn the meml)er is soon so deformed that we cannot figure its

strength in the frame, thus limiting the ultimate strength to practical-

ly a little more than twice the working load for this nominal factor

of four.

In ])roperly designed conci'ete construction the concrete is made
stronger than tlie steel, for on(> reason Ix'cause it is generally eccmom-

ical so to do, and hence the strength of the steel is the strength of

the reinforced concrete constructicm and it would not be reasonable

to ex]:)ect to subject tlu^ steel to higher stresses in the case of concrete

construction than is permissible in structural work; hence twice

the working load is a fair test for this ty])e of work. In reality, in

view of th(^ fact that the cement improves with age, if it will stand

this test at an age of from three to four months the o^\^ler can rest

assured that the factor of safety is greater than with structural

steel construction.

Referring to the sjiecifications for reinforcing bars, page (34),

it will l)e note(,l that for structural grade bars (recommended for

l)cams and bent work) the yield point is 33,000, or two and one-

fifth times the working stress of 16,000 pounds allowed by nearly

all building codes, while for hard grade, 50,000 pounds per square

inch is the yield point value. Accordingly, higher test loads can

be applied where the reinforcement is of hard grade steel than with

the soften' grade. However, greater care is necessary in bending

the hard grade metal; the structure is not so tough and the results

of the use of this grade of steel are more uncertain.

Excessive tests are not to be recommended, sitice some permanent

set and weakening of the structure mav result therefrom. Elastic
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deportment in accord with theory under tests of one and three quar-

ters to two times the working stress for heavy work should suffice.

13. Method of Loading for Tests. To secure results of scientific

value the material used for test loads sliould be piled in such a

manner that its action on the slab or beam under consideration shall

not l;)e masked by arch action.

A misleading ty])e of test is shown in Fig. 41, consisting of cast

iron piled up in a manner which enables it to arch readily to a large

Fig. 41. Test in which Arch Action occurs from Main Beam to Main Beam, giving

a Misleading indication as to the Strength of the Floor.

extent from main beam to main beam. In this case the construction

is practically iyipe I, with the joist girders five feet to six feet apart.

The load shown was actually 1,500 pounds per foot, but so far as

the girder on wliich it rested was concerned it was probably not

equivalent to more than 1,000 pounds uniform load placed in a

manner which would ])revent arch action from main girder to main
girder.

A material such as gravel in bulk may arch somswhat, jx'rhaps

to the extent of five to six percent. With cement sacks there may
be also a small amount of arch action, but in view of the fact that
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the material is not rigid in form, as in tlie case of pig iron, this action

can amount to very little unless special pains be taken to lay the

bags iji a manner to secure such action, and even with the greatest

pains it is doubtful whether the bags can be placed on a large panel

in such a manner as would make the arch action amount to more than

twice the above limits.

In considering the degree or amount of arch action which may
exist in a pile of material it may be noted in first place that the arch

action will be greater the greater the height of the pile as compared

with its base.

Fig 42. Test in whichr\ction is Eliminated using Pig Iron.

Thus a pile of gravel seventeen feet square field in by a wall

of sacks filled with gravel on each side eight feet high might reduce

the actual bending on the slab five to eight percent. If the pile

were one-third of this height probably the arch action would not

exceed one-half to three-quarters of one percent.

With a pile of pig iron carefully built the amount of arch action

might readily become large, since the pigs are rigid, and if laid up

carefully a quite perfect Hindu arch could readily be built which

would carry over half the load to the support or main beam without

straining the girder or slab which it is nominally the intent to test.

Fig. 42 is a test made at the St. Louis Exposition, using cast

iron, in which there can be no doubt as to the distribution of the

load.
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In general, the contractor desires to use for loading the materials

about the work which can be conveniently placed upon the panel

or area to be tested and he should, of course, be allowed to do this,

since the expense of making a reasonably conclusive test on a floor

will frequently amount to several hundred dollars.

Brick, cement in sacks, sand or gravel, stone, plaster, and the

like will freciuentl}' be used by the contractor if he has them at

hand, instead of carting in pig iron from a distance, unless there is

some object to be gained from a misleading test.

The area necessary to be covered in making a satisfactory test

of a building, will, of course, depend on the type of construction

and the unit which it is desired to investigate. In the case of the

slab between parallel beams, Type II, the loaded length parallel

to the beams, should be not less than two times the distance

between the beams in order to induce a condition of maximum stress

at the center of the loaded area approximately equal to that which

would occur if the full area of the slab were loaded.

In the case of continuous slabs, Types I and II, the most severe

positive stress is determined by loading placed upon single panels

or alternate panels.

In the Mushroom construction, the maximum deflection at the

diagonal center of the panel is secured by loading one panel only.

The maximum possible stress over the column for a given unit

intensity of load occurs when four panels are loaded, tho this being

a uniform stress all around the column it frequently is not in excess

of the unit stress in compression at the underside of the cap with

the unbalanced load of the single panel loaded, and as the steel is

usually in excess the test of four panels leads to no more know-

ledge of the deportment of the structure than would be obtained

by the single panel test.

In a flat slab on spaced supports, reinforced in two directions,

the maximum deflection at the diagonal center of the panel is obtained

when five panels are loaded, the panel under consideration and the

four panels adjacent to its sides. This difference in deportment is

brought about by the fact that the two way reinforced slab throws

the shear on the side belts w^hereas the four way reinforcement tends

to transfer it more directly to the column center. In other words,

while the mode of operation of the two types is substantially the

same as regards cantilever head and the character of the stress about

the diagonal center of the panel, it is otherwise with the distribution
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of shear in cross sections of the direct belts which act after the man-

ner of beams in both constructions, the two way reinforcement not

taking advantage of all of the advantageous characteristics of the

four way system.

14. Shears in Beams. Shearing stress at and near the supports

of a cantilever or continuous beam or slal) is an acti(m of an essen-

tiall}' different kind from the shear accompanying bending in a simple

beam. At the sui)port of a uniformly loaded continuous beam for

example, where the negative moment reaches its greatest numerical

value, the beam resists a sliding stress on its vertical cross section

equal to the load transmitted by the beam to the support. This is

accompanied by no horizontal shearing stress across this section,

and no diagonal tensional stress is called into i)lay by this sliding

shear, which may l)e otherwise designated as ])unching shear, never-

theless diagonal shearing deformation occurs here as Avill be shown

later.

We will now consider how it may be trtie that there is no hori-

zontal shearing stress in this cas(\ a conclusion which is entirely

opposed to the ])riiici])les underlying ordinar\- bending shear where

statical equilibrium requires the intensity of shear on vertical and

horizontal planes to be ec^ual at all j^oiuts of the nuiterial.

Jn l"'ig A let AB represent a

vertical section at the edge A of

the support of a continuous beam
at the k'ft of .1, while A'B' is a

neighboring vertical section of

the beam. This element of

length of the beam is subjected

to unequal tensile stresses on

those points of its vertical faces

lying above the neutral axis N'

and to unequal compressive

A A stresses on the faces below A^.

^''" ^ Let T represent the difference

of the tensile stresses and C =—T
the difference of the compressive stresses on the opposite faces.

This difference is greater per unit of length at the support than else-

where, as appears from the greater slope of the moment curve here.

These differences or resultant horizontal forces on the faces form a

couple which acts on the element ABB'A'. This couple is held in

equilil)rium l)v the couple arising from tlu^ vertical shearing stresses

B B'
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on the opposite faces AB and A'B'. The stresses T and C do not,

however, cause shears between the horizontal fibers but merely

cause differences between the tensions or compressions at their

extremities which determine the law of distribution of the intensity

of the total vertical shear S on AB and A'B' and make it increase

as T and C do, viz: proportionally to distance from the neutral

axis N.

So long as the reinforcement at the top or tension side of the beam
or slab at the support preserves the concrete perfectly intact it will

compel the concrete to act in the manner just indicated. We shall

designate this action as punching shear altho it does not conform to

the description of punching shear as used by the Joint Committee,

since the}' do not allow any compressions upon AB or A'B'. It is

doubtful whether such a state of stress is possible as that described

in the definition of the Joint Committee.

The diagonal tensional deformations of punching shear are

not the same as in ordinary

l)ending shear as may l)e seen

from the accompanying repre-

sentation. Fig. B. In this dia-

gram if a vertical shearing stress

of given intensity on AB will

cause DC situated at a distance

of one unit from AB to be dis-

i:)laced to D'C, then in homo-

geneous material an equal hori-

zontal shear such as occurs in

bending shear will displace AC
an equal amount, so that the

total diagonal displacement CC"
= CC V 2 is half of it due to each. Consequently a punching shear

in homogeneous materials not accompanied !)>' horizontal shearing

stress, causes a diagonal deformation only one-half as great as is

caused l^y bencUng shear where the intensity on the horizontal plane

is equal to that on the vertical plane. Hence only half as much
diagonal reinforcement would be needed to restrain diagonal elon-

gation in the one case as would be required in tli(> other. If the

mean unit resistance to horizontal shear, h()\v('\er, is less than to

vertical shear, the horizontal and vertical deformations CC and
CC" will be unequal, as well as their diagonal components CE and

EC". But they may be readily computed when ihv nuvan moduli

of vertical and horizontal resistance are known.

C C"
Fis. B
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Experimental determinations of the strength of concrete in resis-

tance to direct sUding shear not involving diagonal tension show that

in general it exceeds 50 percent of its compressive strength but its

strength is largely dependent upon the age of the concrete, especially

in I'esistance to punching shear at supports.

Taylor and Thompson* quote Spofford's Experiments on sliding

shear in concrete from 24 to 32 days old and say "these experiments

gave a shearing strength ranging from 60 to 80 percent of the com-
pressive strength of the concrete, which agrees substantially with

the experiments of Prof. Arthur N. Talbot in 1906."

In order that any such values of direct shear should exist in a

beam or slab the anchorage of the tension steel must be absolutely

secure and its amount sufficient. In this lies the difference between

continuous bc^ams and slabs where such anchorage exists, and footings

where anchorage is relatively insecure.

As stated previously, punching shear, which is the shear at or

near supports of continuous beams, is distributed on the vertical

section in such a manner as to be greatest at the extreme fiber and
it is entirel}^ unsafe to trust to the stability of unreinforced concrete

to resist it. Steel rods should always be put in both the top and
bottom layers of continuous beams, more in the top than in the

bottom and continued entirely across the top of the support and well

anchored at some distance into the next span. The direct shear of

such steel like that of rivets can be counted on with certainty, as

concrete cannot.

With a 1 : 2 : 4 mix, 28 days old, cured under laboratory condi-

tions and containing .75 of 1 percent of reinforcement, the section

may be counted on to resist safely a shearing stress of 6 percent of

the compressive strength of the concrete, and with over 2 percent

of tensile steel and two-thirds as much in compression, this may be

increased 30 to 50 percent. But no 28 day concrete should be sub-

jected to severe bending and shearing stress if it can be avoided.

Resistance to combined bending and shearing develops much more
slowly and much later than to compression. But when a beam has

been well cured for 90 days in good drying weather, the shearing

strength at the supports is much more than double that just stated

for 28 day concrete.

Under the conditions which have been outlined it is evident that

the integrity of the section is primarily dependent on the sufficiency

*Coacrete Plain and Reinforced, 2nd Ed., p. 382.
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and proper distribution of the reinforcing steel. It is necessary

therefore to introduce the reinforcement as a principal element of

strength into the computation of the safe vertical resistance to shear

at the supports of continuous beams, which has been done as follows

:

For reinforcement arranged as shown in Figs. 35, 36 and 37, so

that it has ample anchorage on each side of the support, when the

working stress in the concrete is assumed to be merely its resistance

to diagonal tension of 40 lbs. per square inch for a 1 : 3 : 5 mix, of

50 lbs. for a 1 : 2 : 4 mix, or of 65 lbs. for a 1 : Ih : 3 mix, the steel

in the upper flange may be safely counted on for a working stress

in shear of 10,000 lbs. per square inch, and that in the bottom for

half as much.

This method is illustrated in the following computations of the

allowable working stresses in the continuous beam in Fig. 21, illus-

trating the Minneapolis Paper Company building, tested after the

concrete was well cured for more than 90 days:

Area of Section in Square

Inches
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properly anchored. Failure from diagonal shear will occur in the

continuous beam nearer the points of inflection antl in the simple

beam a little way from the supports, dependent upon the arrange-

ment of the sloping reinforcing rods and stirrups.

In the construction of the simple beam type, the recommendations

of the Joint Committee quoted herewith are conservative, tho

these rules cannot be reasonal)ly applied in determining the shearing

resistance of scientifically designed continuous beams such as those

outlined

:

15. Shear and Diagonal Tension.
—"In calculations on beams

in whi(!h the nuixiniiun sh(>arinf; stress in a se(;tion is used as the

means of measuring the resistance to diagonal tension stress,

the following allowable values for the maximum vertical shearing

stress are recommended:
(a) For beams with horizontal l)ars only and without web rein-

forcement calculated by Formula (22): 2' ^ of the compressive

strength, (i. e. for bottom reinforcement only.)

(b) For beams thoroly nnnfortied with web reinforcement:

tho value of the shearing stress calculated as for (a), (that is, using

the total external vertical shear in Fornuila (22) for shearing unit-

stress), must not ex(!eed 6% of the comi)ressive strength. The web
reinforcement, exclusive of bent-up bars, in this case, shall be

l)roi)ortioned to resist two-thirds of the external vertical shear in

Formulas (24) or (25).

{('.) For beams in which i)art of the longitudinal nMiiforcement

is used in the form of bent-up bars distributed over a jjortion of

the beam in a way covering the reciuin^ments of this type of welj

reinforcement: the limit of maximum vertic^al shearing stress (the

stress calculated as for (a) ), 3% of the compressive strength.

(d) Where punching shear occurs, that is, shearing stress un-

combined with compression normal to the shearing surface, and
with all tension normal to the shearing plane provided for by
reinfoi-(;em(>nt : a shearing stress of 6% of the compressive strengt h

may b(> allowed."

But since we are of the opinion that these reconnnendations are

not applicable to columns, working stresses for columns will be

specially treated under that heading. The committee failed to

recognize the action of bond shear in colunm and multiple way

slab construction, which action is here regarded as an essential

factor in assigning their w^orking stresses. Such recognition was

perhaps not to be expected in view of the fact that this subject has

not heretofore been adequately treated in the literature of reinforced

concrete.

16. Working Stresses—General Assumptions: The following

working stresses are recommended for static loads. Proper allow-

ances for vibration and impact are to be added to live loads where
necessary to produce an equivalent static load before applying

the unit stresses in proportioning jiarts.

In selecting the permissible working stress to be allowed on

concrete, we should be guided by the working stresses usually

allowed for other materials of construction, so that all structures
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of the same class but composed of different materials may have
a{)i)roximate]y the same degree of safety.

The following recommendations as to allowaljle stresses are
given in the form of percentages of the ultimate strength of the
})articular concrete which is to be used; this ultimate strength is

to be that developed in cylinders 8 in. in diam jter and 16 in. long,
made and stored under laboratory conditions, at an age of 28 days.
In the absence of definite knowledge, in advance of construction, as
to just what strength ma}' be expected, the Committee submits the
following values as those which should be obtained with materials
and workmanship in accordance with the recommendations of this
report

.

Although occasional tests may show higher results than those
here given, the Committee recommends that these values should be
the maximum used in design.

TABLE OF STRENGTHS OF DIFFERENT MIXTURES
OF CONCRETE

(In pounds per square inch)

Aggregate 1:1:2 1:U:3 1:2:4 l:2i:5 1:3:6

Granite, trap rock 3300 2800 2200 ISOO 1-400

Gravel, hard limestone and
hard sandstone 3000 2500 2000 KSOO 1300

Soft limestone and sand.stone2200 1800 l.iOO 1200 1000
Cinders 800 700 600 500 400

Bearing: When compression is applied to a surface of con-
crete of at least twice the loaded area, a stress of 32.5'^e of the
compressive strength may be allowed.

.\xial Compression: For concentric compression on a plain
concrete column or i:)ier, the length of which does not exceed 12
diameters, 22.5' ( of the compressive strength may be allowed.

Compression in Extreme Fiber: The extreme-fiber stress of
a beam, calculated on the assumj^tion of a con.stant modulus of
elasticity for concrete under working stresses, may be allowed
to reach 32.5';

J-
of the compressive .strength. Adjacent to the

sup]Jort of continuous beams stresses 15
"/o higher may be used.

Bond: The bond stress between concrete and plain reinforcing
bars may be assumed at 4:% of tlie compressive strength, or 2'^f
in the case of drawn wire.

Reinforcement: The tensile or compressive strength in steel

should not exceed 16,000 lb. per sq. in.

In structural-steel members, the working stresses adopted
by the American Railway Engineering Association are recom-
mended."

Under the heading of Avorking stresses the report of the .joint

Committee deals only with permissible values for stresses in one

direction. Xow in concrete work constructed as a continuous

monolith the material is frequently strained in nuiltii)l(' directions

—

for example in Type IX floor construction the bottom portion of

the continuous slab near the colunm is under compression radially

toward the column and circumferentially al)out th(> colunm.

Morley in his excellent Avork on Strength of ^laterials has dis-

cussed the cjuestion of compound stress very fully. He shows that

failure in elastic materials under stress results not from balanced

hydraulic stresses but from the unbalanced shearin" stresses.
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Considere in a valuable series of tests of the compressive strength

of concrete cylinders found that the endwise compressive resistance

might be almost indefinitely increased by increase of lateral hydraulic

pressure. These tests were carried to the extent of increasing the

crushing resistance of cylinders endwise four to five fold. This

increase appeared to be limited only liy the amount of hydraulic

pressure applied laterally.

On this principle the safe radial compression in the lower part

of a continuous flat slal) may be very conservative!}' taken at values

double those for direct axial compression jirovided suital)le provision

is made for shear.

This view is borne out by practical experience with thousands

of such cases in which no evidence of weakness has been observed

with good concrete thoroly cured.

Shear and tension failures are, however, more liable to occur

on the under side of the slab near the cap than elsewhere when the

cement is partly cured and the forms have been jirematurely removed.

In this case th(> inspector's duty is to first investigate this zone for

soundness and remove and recast any damaged material.

As in the case of beams, full advantage of the maximum com-

pressive bending resistance can ])e taken to the limit only of a certain

ratio of thickness to span and proper reduction made for smaller

ratios as discussed in the treatment of permissible steel ratios and

shearing stresses for this type of construction.

17. Compound Tensile Strength. The same reasoning applies

to tensile stress that applies to compressive working stress when
the steel is distributed in the form of small rods closely spaced.

One of the facts in favor of multiple-way reinforcement in the natural

concrete types is that the direct tensile reistance of the concrete

is increased somewhat by strain in multiple directions. But in view

of the fact that the direct tensile resistance of concrete is only one

tenth or one twelfth its compressive resistance, an addition of forty

to fifty percent to this direct tensile resistance of concrete does not

render its dependable value of sufficient magnitude to be worthy

of consideration as a safe practical element of strength, and as in the

case of beams it should l)e disregarded for this reason.

Further the coefficient of expansion or contraction being .0000065,

it is obvious that a drop of temperature of 25 degrees will overcome

ordinary direct tensile reistance of concrete assuming both ends to

be rigidly restrained, and as concrete work in Northern latitudes,
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at least, is frequently subjected to a range of temperature much
greater than this below the temperature at which the concrete has

hardened, we are not justified in considering direct tensile resistance

as a depentlable element of strength even under the more favorable

condition under discussion.

It is a favorable condition in building construction that there

is more or less chance for adjustment of moderate temperature

effects and that columns give and bend in and out ])y small amounts

thus accommodating expansion and contraction of flooring, and the

same action occurs with walls, etc., otherwise the combination in

the same structure of different materials such as stone, brick, steel,

terra cotta, etc., having widely different coefficients of expansion

in the same ])uilding would not give satisfactory results.

18. The Reinforced Concrete Beam as a Mechanism. The

combination of the two elements, the concrete and the steel in the

beam constitutes a device consisting of two relatively constrained

parts which by certain predetermined intermotions serve to trans-

mit force and motion in such a manner as to produce the effect of

carrying the load to the respective supports wdiile the arrangement

of the metal in its position vertically and horizontally with reference

to the supports determines the general law of operation of the device.

This operation, nevertheless must conform to certain fixed or fun-

damental natural laws. These fundamental laws form the basis

of the theory of work which is well understood and generally applied

by the engineering profession in the treatment of bridge and frame

structures but which seems to have been to some extent ignored

in case of such a mechanical device as a concrete beam or floor.

The fundamental laws upon which the theory of work is based

are derived primarily from the general principle known as the law

of conservation of energy. This law is expressed in IMf^rriman's

Civil Engineers' Pocket Book, in the following statement

:

"If the system of bodies neither receives nor gives out energy,

then its total store of energy, all forms inclutled, remains con-

stant. There may be a transfer of energy from one })art of the

system to the other, but the total gain or loss in one part is exactly

equivalent to the loss or gain in the remainder."

We may also state the law in a general way as follows: Energy

can be transformed or changed in form but it cannot be destroyed.

When we load a floor, we hav{> an arrangement or device by

which the load placed on the floor is gradually lowered from its

original position to the lower position assumed ])y the slab as it
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bends, and if tlie slab is elastic tlu> actual mechanical energy developed

by the downward motion of the load under the law stated must be

stored as potential energy of elastic deformation within the substance

of the floor. This direct relation is ordinarily expressed in the

statement that the external work of the load is transformed into in-

ternal work of deformation. This principle is worked out in great

detail in designing l)ridg(^ structures to determine deflections by work

done, and is of the utmost value to the engineer in its various appli-

cations.

The above relation was expressed in 1866 in the theorem of

Clapeyron, (See Lame, "Lecons sur la theorie mathematiciue de

I'elasticite des corps solides," deuxieme edition Paris, 1866), and is

stated as follows:

"The exterior force uj^plied, iimlliplied by the difsplacenient

ill the (Urectioii of its point- ol' ;ii)i)iic;ilion, e(|uals the sum of all

the internal work of a body elastically deformed."

This theorem is a direct corollary of the fundamental law of

ccmservation of energy.

Ill ap]il\'iiig this iiiclhod of work, we of course consider only the

elastic deformation of the Ix'aiii relative to its ]:)oints of supi)ort.

When a newly cured beam is first loaded the deflections up to

a point where the nnnforcenu^nt is strained to as much as four or five

thousand pounds per sriuare inch, are about half or less than half of

the corresponding deflection for the same increment of load where

the steel is stressed from ten to twelve thousand ])ounds ])er square

inch. This difl'erence in meaemred steel stress and deflection under

the laws noted indicates a difference in the motle of operation of the

mechanical d(»vice with which we are dealing which it is now in order

to investigate. As the stress in the steel approaches four to six thous-

and pounds per square inch the direct tensi(m in the concrete cor-

responding to the stress in the steel ranges upwards of 250 or 360

pounds loer sc^uare inch, or approximately the ultimate direct tensile

strength of the concrete matrix. As the load is increased further,

a yielding of the concrete takes place and cracks begin to develop.

This yielding of the concrete results in a (hssipation or loss of the

mechanical energy stored by the elastic deformation of the concrete

and new energy is developed by the motion of the load thru increased

deflection until equilibrium is re-established, which energy is stored

up in a stable manner in the steel.

The action which we liave outline<l does not constitute a transfer
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of the stress in the concrete to the steel as some incorrectly may
consider it, but it represents the dissipation of energy thru the over-

strain of the concrete, the development of new energy by the motion

of the load thru increased deflection and the storage of this new
energy in the steel so that when the load is removed the internal

work then stored in the beam is only that stored Ijy elastic deforma-

tion which may he given back as the load is removed. For perfectly

elastic deformation then we may say that thru indirect stress there

is an amount of energy stored l)y lines of indirect tension and com-

pression emanating from ))ond shear at the surface of the steel ec}ual

to that stored in the steel and that the lines of principal stress in the

reinforced beam are for this reason somewhat analogous to those of

a beam of homogeneous material. When, however, energy is lost

or dissipated thru inelastic stretching or cracking of the concrete,

a different distrilnition of internal stress results.

The indirect stresses in tension are greatly decreased in this case

while those for compression are increased. The action of the combina-

tion of the steel and concrete then approaches more and more nearly

to that of the flat arch with the tie rod in the bottom in which the

lines of compression arch more and more from the end upward to-

ward the center, for those bars at least which are arranged in the

l)ottom of the ])eam thruout. If, however, there are a numl)er of

bars in the beam, part of which are in the liottom layer thruout

and other bars which bend upward from the ciuarter point or toward

the end of the beam, then we have an arrangement such that the

bond shears from the bent up bars toward the end of the beam l)ring

the upper layers of the concrete toward the end into direct compres-

sion and co-action, which the bars in the bottom of the ])eam cannot

effectively do. Hence in the l)eams in which there are bent-uj)

bars a higher percentage of steel can l)e used without overstraining

the beam Ijy indirect tension than is the case where the metal is

placed in the bottom layer thruout.

Stirrups in the form of small rods extending vertically from the

liottom of the beam to the to]i and crossing the lines of indirect stress

at an angle assist in resisting indirect stresses and add materially to

the shearing strength of the beam. This additional strength afforded

by the stirrups has l^een very thoroly investigated l)y the CJerman

firm of Wayss and Freytag, and the results have l)een giv(>n ([uite

completely in "Der Eisenbetonbau " by Emil Morsch, which has

been translated by E. P. Goodrich, and published by tlie Engivu^ering

News Publishino- Co. under the title ''Concrete Steel Constructicm"
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Fig. 43. Cottancin Beam Construction in the Church of St. Jean de Montmartre
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in which the reader will find an exhaustive discussion of these valu-

able tests.

The chssipation of energy in the combination oi concrete and

steel in the beam and the inequality of the deflections after the applied

loads stress the steel beyond 4000 ll^s. have been already noted as

due to the overstrain or checking of the concrete largely by indirect

tensions or bond shears. An arrangement of the metal in the web

may l)e made which so reinforces it that there is no loss of energy-

from this cause and in such manner that the bending resistance of

the steel may be largely increased if not indeed doubled. Since

every pound of pull on the bar is induced by bond shear it follows

that the energy stored by internal work of indirect stress in the

concrete is equal to that stored in the steel. When, however, yield-

ing of the concrete occurs and energy is dissipated thereby the stress

in the steel is found by experiment to largely increase until the

stress in the steel is substantially that which we compute on the

basis that the entire tensile resistance is furnished by the steel

element

.

In the Cottangin construction the entire web of the beam (which

is very thin) is reinforced by a net work of small rods in such manner

that this yielding of the concrete is prevented by thoro dissemination

of steel both vertically and horizontally, and any deformation of the

concrete brings this net-work of steel into action in such manner

that the indirect stresses from the bond shears of the vertical and

horizontal rods coact with each other, and deflection of the beam is

for all loads light and heavy more nearly proportional to the loads.

Marsh in his work on Reinforced Concrete has called particular

attention to this deportment of the Cottan^in beam construction

which he considers is based upon the theory of prevention of molecu-

lar deformation by sup})lying resistances of the reverse kind to

stresses on small particles which produce notably good results and

very light structures.

The mechanical operation of the Cottangin beam will become

apparent from more complete consideration of the action of the

bond stresses and the storage of energy of the internal work in the

web of the beam by the indirect stresses resulting from l)ond shear

in a scientific and stable manner which it is impossible to effect in

a one way reinforced construction lacking thoro dissemination of

the steel to resist web stress in such manner that the low tensile

resistance of the concrete mav not l)e over-taxed.
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The carrying capacity of the Cottan§in beam as Marsh lias pointed

out gives results not accounted for on the basis of the usual theory

but which may be accounted for readily when we consider the scien-

tific manner of reinforcing the web so that the indirect stresses are

provided for in a manner which does not over-tax the concrete and
so the loss of energy accompanying tlie inelastic deformation of the

ordinary beam is avoided.

The same general piiuciple differently ai)plied is brought into

Fig. 44. Cottancin Beam Const ruftion in the Church of St. Jean de Montmarte.

phi}' in multiple way slabs, where the arrangement of the metal

is such that the energy stored by indirect stress is stored in a depend-

able or stable manner.

In column construction this principle may l)e employed by a

proper combination of hooping and vertical steel. If hooping only

is used, the fireproofing or outside shell scales early under test,

whereas if the combination of vertical steel and hooping in proper

proportion and arrangement is used 85 percent of the ultimate

strength of the specimen may be developed before scaling and chipping

of the outside shell occurs. It is to l)e l)orn(^ in mind that the checking
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or cracking under load is an inelastic deformation accompanied In-

the dissipation of energy and followed b.y the development of new
energy by the downward motion of the load thru increased deforma-

tion before equilibrium can be reestablished. Thus the hooped

column, without verticals, is objectionable on the ground of excessive

deformation, whereas with a pro]5er combination of vertical steel

and hooping this excessive deformation is prevented since the energy

of internal work is stored in a dependable manner thru a scientific

arrangement of the reinforcement which induces coaction of the

indirect stresses in the concrete matrix which are generated on the

one hand bv the bond shear l)etween the matrix and the verticals

Fig. 45.

and on the other between the hooping and the matrix, as will be ex-

plained more at length in succeeding pages.

A fundamental principle of concrete design from the standpoint

of work, may be stated in the following words:

The most perfect design is one in which the ])otential energy of

internal work is stored in the most stable manner. Such a design,

from the commercial standpoint, will be economical in the quantity-

of material required and for a given depth of beam or slab will carry

a greater load with less deflection, and may be expected to ]:)rove

most satisfactory under severe conditions of repeated loading.

Indirect Stresses (ienerated bii Bond Shear (tnd the Laws of Distribution

(ioverninij These Mechanical Actions

19. Bond Shear in Blocks. Let 7? Fig. 45 represent a cylindrical

metallic rod embedded in a lilock of concrete B B in which it has
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been cast. Let it rest on a ring shaped support SS having a central

apperture somewhat larger than the rod. Then the weight W
apphed to the rod will induce a l)ond shear at the surface of the rod,

whose intensity will depend upon several factors, among which will

be the magnitude of the weight W, the diameter D of the rod, the

length L of the embedment, and the cUstance of the point considered

from the beginning of the embedment. Other things being equal,

the intensity of tli(> bond shear will l)e greatest at the point of em-

bedment nearest the ])oint of application of W, whether the rod

be in tension or in compression. 8ince the concrete which surrounds

the rod is in a state of shearing stress along the surface of the rod,

it is in a state of stress that may also b(^ defined otherwise by saying

that there is indirect or induced tension in the concrete along lines

sloping at 45° towards the axis of the rod, r(^presented on Fig. 45 by

the arrows with heads at the surface of the rod, and also compression

induced in the concrete along lines sloping at 45 away from the

axis, the intensity of each of these induced stresses at the surface

of the rod being the same as that of the bond shear at the surface

and growmg less at greater distances from the axis nearly inverseh'

as the distance. The arrows may be regarded as representing lines

of force or stress in the concrete in such a manner that the intensity

of th(» stress is proportional to their nearness to each other. The total

l)on(l shear ])etween rod and concrete amounts tb W, and is so dis-

tributed on the surface of the rod that it is small at the point of em-

bedment most distant from 11' and is greatest at the points nearest

to W. The bond shear at an>' i:ioint is the increment of the tension

in the rod at that point and th(>re is no element of tension in the rod

which is not balanced and transmitted to the concrete l\y a corres-

ponding equal element of bond shear.

The block tends to decrease in length by reason of the load thus

transmitted to it at the same time that the part of the rod embedded

in the concrete tends to increase in length, so that the point where

the first slipping will occur is at the point nearest to W. But if

no actual slipping occurs the distortion is greatest at this point.

This is the reason that the greatest intensity of bond shear occurs at

this point.

In the space where the arrows are represented it might at first

be thought that the radial components of the induced tensions and

compressions would neutralize each other. But such is not the

case because it is a fundamental property of stress in any material

that a shear in an>' plane (as for example the vertical plane in this
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case) in order to maintain equilil^rium is necessarily accompanied

by an equal opposite shear on a plane at right angles with it, so that

these induced vertical stresses act to produce radial shears of equal

intensity on each horizontal plane.

This horizontal shear in the block diminishes somewhat as the

radius increases but does not vanish until we reach the inner edge

of the ring SS. Beyond the inner edge of SS a vertical compression

exists in the block which causes a pressure upon the ring SS, whose

intensity is greatest at the inner edge of SS, but which diminishes

beyond the inner edge of SS in a ratio which need not here be con-

sidered.

The matter of importance in this discussion is the manner in

which the stress is transmitted thru the concrete around the rod,

Fig. 40

where the concrete has lines of stress in it similar to those in the web
of a built beam which cause the two flanges to coact as do the rod

and exterior part of the block in this case.

The induced tensions which have just been described are the same

as those frequently designated as diagonal tensions. Failure arising

from excessive stress of this kind would evidently give rise to cracks

nearly at right angles to the arrows representing the induced tensions,

i. e. to cracks along the lines of compression, but such cracks could

not occur without excessive elongation along the rod, nor would

they be expected to occur in a block at all under ordinary circum-

stances, because they would be preceded by slipping of the bond,

after which the diagonal shear would be relieved where the slipping

took place and transferred to some point further along the rod.

20. Bond Shear in Splices. Let Fig. 46 represent a splice in a

belt of reinforcing rods with laps of length L. The entire effective-

ness of the splice depends upon the bond shear at the surfaces of the
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belt rods in wliicli tlie action of the eniljeclnicnt is in many particu-

lars like that already discussed, l)ut has several new features especially

by reason of the dissymmetr}- of the embedment laterally, altho

longitudinally it has perfect symmetry such as the block did not

possess.

The lateral ai'i-ungenunit is s\icli that the stresses in the concrete

between the rods on the sides where they are nearest together is of

nuicli greater int(>nsity than elsewhere, so that the tliagram of the

stresses about a rod would be much like that shown in Fig. 45, except

that on on(> side of th(> rod the arrows would cover the space very

closely, while on tiie other side the arrows would be few and far

between. MoreovcM- the successive arrows would be just as near each

other at (me end of L as at the other end, but nearer together at each

end than nearer the middle of /.. The bond shear would fail first

T
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end nearest to it the total vertical .shear is W and the moment is

Wx, where .r is the distance of the point from the end nearest to it.

In such a beam where there is no vertical shear at any point of the

middle segment there is no horizontal shearing stress at any point

of this segment, consequently the bond .shear stress is zero thruout

this segment.

Let .V represent the position of the neutral axis. The concrete

above N is in direct compression and that below A' is sul;)ject to

direct tension along horizontal lines none of which are repre-

sented in Fig. 47. The entire length of the reinforceing rod R is

under tension, the central segment between the applied weights

being under a uniform tension thruout which will be determined

ultimately by the bending moment WL, for if the weights W are

sufficiently great or other contingencies such as rapid setting, or long

continued loading have occurred, enough vertical cracks will have

developed at the bottom of the beam in this segment to have prac-

tically destroyed its direct tensile resistance to horizontal force.

Provided there is sufficient horizontal reinforcement to safely resist

this horizontal tension and the concrete above A^ is sufficient to resist

the compression the existence of vertical cracks in this segment of

the beam at the bottom is not to be regarded as a sign of structural

weakness or ultimate failure of the beam. These may under these

conditions be regarded as harmless characteristic cracks. But in

case the reinforcement is insufficient, yielding will occur in this part

of the beam Avhere the moment is greatest and such }'ielding will

cause failure.

In the end segments of the beam the moment of the bond shears

N per unit of length of reinforcement represented by SJd must be equal

to the increment of the bending moment, i. e. e(iual to the total

vertical shear W provided it be assumed that the reinforcement

furnishes the entire direct tensile resistance and the concrete none.

Assuming that case for safe design, the bond shear is represented

in Fig. 47, in the same manner as in Fig. 45, viz : tlu^ arrows with heads

at the reinforcing rods represent the lines of indirect tension in the

concrete, and those with heads at the neutral axis A' represent the

lines of compression induced l)y the bond shear. 4'he concrete is

abundantly able to afford the necessary resistance to the indirect

compression, but ma,y be entirely unable to afford the necessary

resistance to the indirect or diagonal tension, which may conse-

quently cause cracks perpendicular to its direction, that is along the

lines of indirect compression, and at the same time pi-oduce rupture
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of the l)ond shear. In beams so heavily reinforced as to prevent

central yielclin,g, faihire clue to rupture of diagonal tension and rup-

ture of bond along the steel ordinarily occurs under overload. These

two accompany each other because they are of practically equal

intensity as noticed before, and the cracks due to slipping of the

steel are continuous with those due to diagonal tension. Additional

reinforcement to resist diagonal tension consists of stirrups and the

like, which are enabled to do this by thcii- own secondary system of

bond shears and anchorage.

The system of induced or diagonal tensions which have just been

treated are necessarily modified somewhat in amount and direction

by their combination with the direct horizontal tensicms in the con-

crete due to the bending wliere thes(» direct tensions are not elimi-

nated l)y vertical cracks. But the existence and effectiveness of

the induced tensions deix'iiding on the bond shear remains ]>ractically

unimpaired so long as the bond is intact.

It should be noticed that the distribution of the bond shear on

the surface of the reinforcement must be mow intense on the upper

sides of the rods b}' reason of the greater rigidity of the concrete

on that side, due to its backing above, and lack of backing l)elow.

In case of a beam carrying a load distril)uted differently from

that assumed in Fig. 47, there may be no segment of any finite length

where the shear vanishes, but such a segment of infinitesimal length

will exist wherever the bending moment is constant, i. e. wherever

it is a maximum or a minimum. Moreover the total values of the

bond shear per unit of length of the reinforcement, multiplied by

jd will equal the total vertical shear in case the reinforcement takes

the (>ntire direct tension. In such a case the characteristics of the

middle and end segments of Fig. 47, merge into each other somewhat,

in a manner not difficult to understand.

It will be readily seen that the mamun- in whicli the stresses are

distributed in any case of reinforcement dejiends entirely upon the

applied forces and the distril)ution of the rigidities due to the amount

and distribution of the steel, but that the coaction of concrete and

steel is brought about by stresses communicated from one to the

other thru the medium of bond shear which is vital to the discussion

of any such cjuestion, and that together the steel and concrete form a

combination or machine which has properties as a whole which are

different from the properties of either of the constituents. What
those properties may be in any case must be determined from a

careful analysis of the particular case under consideration.
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It should be further noticed that the hues of tension that origi-

nate or are generated in the bond shear at any given element of the

surface of a rod are to be thought of as physically independent of

the lines of compression originating at the same point in such fashion

that the tension starting at a given point a say, is held in eciuilijjrium

at the other end of that line by a tension at some point b, while the

compression which originates at the same point a, is resisted and
held in equilibrium Ijy a resistance to compression at some entirely

different point c. Moreover, it may be that h and c are on the

surfaces of entirely different l)odies, as frequently' occurs in case of

splices in a l^elt.

Fig. 4S.

22. Bond Shear in Slabs. Let Fig. 48 represent the crossing of

two reinforcing rods under tension in a multiple way reinforcement

as for example in a slal) where the shearing stress of the bond resists

any tendency of the rods to slip longitudinally in the direction of

the long arrows. Then the mutual action of the lines of tension and

compression arising from the bond shear is that represented in the

figure where the arrows with points against the rods represent lines

of tension and those pointed away from the rods lines of compression.

There exist other lines due to the bond shears besides those here

represented which are similar in their disposition and action to those

found in beam action which has l)een already discussed. But such

other lines are here omittcnl from discussion because by the principle

of rigidities the lines which are here represented as affording short

and direct connections thru the concrete are necessarily^ the ones

which include the predominant action of the bond shear. This

predominant action is h(>re seen to resemble in its general nature that
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of a splice, but has laws of distribution peculiarly its own by reason

of the relative situation of the rods in the concrete, which is such

that the intensity of the stress developed is greatly intensifi(xl in

the immediate vicinity of the point of contact of the rods.

The principle of rigidities here refernnl to as determining the

predominant action is one susceptible of exceedingly simple illus-

tration yet one whose final implications and applicaticms are of such

a nature as to make th(> layman think for tlu> instant that it is im-

possible to establish with certaiuty the definite conclusions that can

nevertheless be at once conclusixcly demonstrated.

To illustrate this point, lei there be two sj)rings or spi'ing-balances,

one of which is twice as stiff oi- I'igid as the other, and if side by side

they together support a gi\-eii weight, Ihe moi'e rigid spring will

carry the larger ];)roportion of the load, two ])ounds to each jjound

of the other. Just so in any sti'ucture where there are several ])arts

of the structure, each of which is to cai-ry its part of the load the

ciuestion as to how the load will be dixided between them is deter-

mined \)y their i-elati\-e ligiditx- oi- stiffness, that ])ait which lacks

stiffness and yields easily will carry little of the load and will leave

the brunt of tiie work to those parts that ar(> rigid and unyielding.

Furthermore, since the deformation multiplied by the mean force

(or half the final load) is the work done during deformati(m, it is

evident that for a given applied load the more rigid parts carry their

l)art of the load with less deformations than tlie other parts could

carr}^ it. Hence the work of deformation is less by this ari'angement

than it would be by supposing less rigid ])arts to carry it. This is

the princi])le of least work, which states that of all the vai'ious ways

in which a given elastic structure could be supposed to lie deformed

in carrying a load, the way in which it will actually be deformed is

that in which the load will ])ei'form the least work in deforming the

structure.

Fig. 48, showing, as it does, merely a ground plan of the lines of

force cannot represent fully the distribution of the points of attach-

ment of the lines of force which are generated all over the surfaces

of the rods antl start out everywhere like the quills of a hedgehog,

in greatest number at points where the two rods are nearest to each

other, until in the innnediate neighborhood of the point of contact

between the rods, the concrete grips the rods and holds them w^th a

firmness and strength that would seem incredil)le did not (experience

demonstrate its safety and reliability.

It is this dominant action which is greatlv increased in four wav
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reinforcement which distinguishes slab action from beam action,

and brings into play the dependable indirect stresses in the concrete

in contradistinction from the direct tensile stresses due to beam
action. A failure to understand the physics and mechanics of this

predominant action of slab reinforcement as depending on the

fundamental role which bond shear plays in this case has prevented

those who have discussed this subject from grasping the real relations

that here exist. It has been denied most vehemently that it is

possible for the stress in any rod to influence in any way the stress

in any rod that crosses it, whereas such action is not only unavoid-

able when bond shear exists on both, but is the key to the situation

and explains the otherwise inexplicable phenomena here observed.

The mechanism of lateral interaction between the rods in a slab is

such as to make the slal) have properties which imitate in many

respects those of a continuous ]5late, and the efficiency of this action

can be treated as in such a plate by help of a coefficient.

Why should anyone deny that a reinforced slab acts in a mamier

similar to a continuous plate? The only basis for such a denial is

the assertion that in order to so act the direct tensile strength of the

concrete will have to be relied on which cannot be relied on in a beam.

That assertion involves a fallacy. All that need l3e relied on to make

this action effective is the indirect tensile strength of the concrete

which is certainly relial^le for this purpose to the required extent

as appears from the fact that the bond does not in fact suffer rupture

in well cured slabs.

Any analytical method of dealing with the ]ihenomena of plate

action or slab action ])y which the stresses in ^-arious directions

affect each other depends upon the introduction of the so-called

Poisson's ratio to take account of this interaction, so that the num-

erous and emphatic denials in technical papers of the applicability

of this ratio to slab action show in fact an entire ignorance or mis-

understanding of what that action is.

It may in general l)e stated that stresses in steel reinforcement,

especially in slab steel are imi^ai'ted to the steel by the bond shear

and not l:)y any other kind of anchorage in the concrete, such as

occurs near the ends of simple beams. From this it follows that the

total stresses in the steel at any point must have existed previoush^

in the concrete. Since a given distril)uted force or stress considered

as a single thing has a certain magnitude thruout its length, at such

places as it is present in i\w concrete it is not ])resent in the steel
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and vice versa. The mean stress to be carried by the steel is con-

sequently diminished l)y that in the concrete.

It comes about, therefore, that the stresses in the steel are re-

duced by the action of the concrete, or the steel has less stress to carry

by reason of its embedment than if it supplied the total tensile

resistance itself. It is thus protected by the action of the embed-

ment from some portion of the tensile stress without calling upon

the embedment for such direct tensile resistance as is shown to be

liable to failure in lieams, but is calling instead merely for such

indirect tensile stresses as arc known to be safe and dependable

from what we know of splices and slabs. These two things then are

the basis of slab theory: the reliability of bond shear in slabs and

the reduction that it produces in the stresses that without it would

exist in the rods constituting the multiple way reinforcement. As

seen above this reduction may amount in certain cases to 50 percent

of the total force acting. A very instructive experiment in this

connection was made at the Minneapolis Court House of a slab 6

inches thick, and 7 by 10 feet horizontally, reinforced in two direc-

tions lengthwise and crosswise with | inch round rods 8 inches between

centers. When tested as a beam supported at the ends, the cross-

wise steel not being subject to bond shear or tensile stress, did not

increase the resistance to flexure, nor prevent the longitudinal

steel from receiving the full effect of the bending moments.

23. Mechanics of Embedment. The mechanics of reinforced

concrete under flcxm-c may Ijc summarized as follows:

The co-operatioD or coni])ined action of the two materials, con-

crete and steel, to resist bending, depends solely on the bond between

the two, which has been discussed briefly in a preceding article.

In the case of plain rods, this bond is in reality a shrinkage grip

which prevents the steel from slicUng thru the hardened matrix

in which it is embedded, and the resistance afforded by this bond

is subject to well defined laws which may be stated as follows:

The bond shear is zero wherever the tension in the steel is con-

stant. It passes thru zero where the increment of the moment

passes thru a maximum or minimum. It must be depended upon

whether the reinforcement is in one direction only as in a beam, or

in multiple directions in the slab.

Bond shear generates stresses emanating from the surface of the

bars which may be treated as lines of force. These lines of force

follow the general laws of distribution of force thru any medium,
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that is, their intensity is inversely as the square of the distance

from the surface of the steel on which they aie generated.

These general laws enable us to investigate or follow out the part

played by bond shear in the mechanics of a slab or beam. In the

case of a simple beam in accordance with the law stated, the intensitj^

of the bond shear is zero at the center for uniform load and a max-
imum toward the end of the beam, and it is to the bond shear or the

lines of force generated thereby to which we may attribute the

difference in the failure of an over and an under reinforced beam.

In the case of the beam with light reinforcement, failure takes

place at the center by the yielding of the steel. With heavier

reinforcement, on the contrary, failure is more liable to occur toward

the end ]:)y indirect tension induced by the bond shear w^hich is

greatest tow^ard the end of the beam and which may be resisted only

by the direct tensile strength of the concrete itself.

The deportment of the simple beam as affected by the stresses

set up by the bond shear is of interest. In a newly cast beam, in

the preliminary stages of the loading, the stress in the steel as deter-

mined by the extensometer is much less than that figured on the

assumption that the steel only resists tension. In fact, it is only

about half as great as we should compute the stress to be on the above

basis, until the steel is stressed up to four or five thousand pounds

per square inch. When this point has been reached, there is a rapid

increase in the stress in the steel with no corresponding increase

in the load until when the steel is stressed up to twelve or fifteen

thousand pounds per square inch, the concrete has relieved itself

of a large portion of its tensile resistance and the measured stress

in the steel corresponds closely to the computed stress in the steel,

assuming the steel not to be assisted by the concrete in tension.

W^ith the slab reinforced in tw^o directions, however, the phe-

nomenon differs from that ol)served in the beam. Take for example

the case of the slab reinforced in two directions, l^ent in such a man-

ner that the rods in both directions are brought into tension at the

same time. The indirect stresses generated by the two sets of rods

will under this condition react upon each other. Since the lines

of force diverge from each rod they may meet and coact thru the

concrete as a medium of transmission of the stress, which is not

possible in the beam with one way reinforcement, since in the beam
these stresses cannot coact with each other, there being one kind

only and not two kinds acting in different directions. This funda-

mental difference in the stress induced bv the bond shear in the case
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of a Ix^ani from that in a slab renders the two tjq^es of structure

mechanically different and necessitates their treatment in a manner

which takes into consideration the difference in the inechanical

operation of the indirect stresses referred to.

A crack would not materially interfere with the o])eration of

these indirect stresses in a multiple way reinforced slab, because

the paths of the lines of force will still l)e ai)le to find other passage

ways such as avoid the cracks. But a crack in a beam which is

normal to the direction of the steel would intercept the indirect

tensions induced by the bond shear at the section checked, and

prevent the accumulated resistances offc^nnl by the indirect stresses

from heins effective in direct resistance to moment.

In treating the combination of the two materials, it has been

customary to consider their combined action as determined by the

elastic properties of each taken separately, namely by the ratio of

the modulus of elasticity of the concrete in coni])ression and tension

to the modulus of elasticity of the steel in tensi(m and compression.

In a homogeneous elastic slab such as steel in the foi-m of a plate

there must needs be taken i]ito consideration in addition to the

modulus of elasticity of the metal in tension and compression in one

direction, the additional coefficient or modulus of lateral deformation

known as Poisson's ratio. This ratio, or lateral effect in a combina-

tion of steel and concrete which is sufficiently fine grained to be

regarded as acting as a homogeneous material, as is the case with

reinforced concrete, cannot b(^ correctly considered as an elastic

property of either the c(mcrete or the metal, but on the contrary

must be treated as a coefficient expressing the efficiency of the lateral

action of the indirect stresses induced by the bond shear in the cp,se

of multiple way reinforcement in the slab, which coefficient, for the

reasons above explained, must be zero in tlie case of the beam type

with reinforcement in but one dirc^ction or in case of the slal) in which

the reinforcement under strain runs in but one direction only.

Altho transverse reinforcement may be introduced in a Ix'am it can

perform no useful function in rcnlucing the stress on the carrying

rods since the indirect stress induced by one series of rods under

stress cannot converge to react upon another set of rods not under

stress, but can react with that set of rods only when ])()th are gen-

erating indirect lines of force from bond shear.

24. Bond With Deformed Bars. Morscli discusses the action

of deformed bar reinforcement thus:*

* Concrete Steel Construction p. 17.
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"In America various forms of reinforcement are employed
all of which are designed to prevent slipping of the rod in the
concrete. In the Ransome rod, this is secm-ed by twisting the
square steel bar; in the Johnson bar, elevations on the surface of
the rods are produced in the rolling; and the Thacher or knotted
bar is provided with swellings, while maintaining a constant sec-
tional area. The.se 'knots' may well have the desired effect when
the rod is anchored in a large mass of concrete, but they will act
in an opposite manner in the small stems of T-beams, especially
at their bottoms, where they will have a splitting effect anrl thus
cause premature failure of bond. It will be shown later that the
adhesion in the case of ordinary roimd rods with hooked ends is

ample to transfer all actual stresses, and furthermore, the arrange-
ment of the i^rincipal reinforcement may be so designed with
respect to the shearing stresses that no occasion should arise to
make up any deficiency through the use of those costly special bars."

As regards the mechanics of embechnent, the effect of the "knots"

as Morsch terms them, would cause slight irregularities in the inten-

sity of the indirect stresses, assuming that there was any over-strain

tending to cause the bar to slip and to bring into action the mechan-
ical bond. This variation from the condition of uniformity of

bond shear with the plain bars would not be material under loads

producing stresses not exceeding those which are safe, tho the dis-

advantage suggested by Morsch in the case of the thin ribs might

be looked for under loads approaching the ultimate strength.
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CHAPTER IV.

BEAM ACTION AXD SLAB ACTION COMPARED THROUGH APPLI-
CATION OF THE LAWS OF BOND SHEAR AND

THE THEORY OF WORK.

I. Introductory. The procedins discussion of tlic mechanics of

the indirect stresses ^c^nerated by l)ond shear iruUcate.s the laws

which govern the distrilnition of metal required in order to secure

effective continuous p'ate action in type I\' floors, i. e. flat slabs

supported by colunms.

At the diagonal center of a panel, the moment of the applied forces

passes through a maximum and the bond shear accordingly passes

through zero, hence an arrangement of narrow strips of reinforce-

ment on diagonal lines from column to column is of no uthity in

securing lateral efficiency by the operation of indirect stresses. Wide

spreading reinforcement covering substantially the area between

lines of infl(H'tion is the prime reciuisite for efficiency.

The force of this remark will be better appreciated from a de-

tailed considerati(m of the moment curve of the circular suspended

plate under uniform load.

The area of a floor of this type may be subdivided according to

deformation into three divisions:

a. Cantilever area about the columns convex upward and ap-

proaching spherical curvature for equal column spacing.

B. Susi)en(led circular plate concave upward about the diagonal

cent(>r of the [)anel.

0. Saddle shaped areas between the cantilever areas and the

suspended central plate.

Considering the suspended plate, the moment curve differs from

the parabolic curve of a beam uniformly loaded in that the center

of gravity of that part of the load transferred to the support is nearer

to the support than in the case of the beam by one third. This

renders the moment curve very flat at the center and the moment

increment at and for a considerable distance each side of the diagonal

center very small, and on the other hand it renders the moment

curve correspondingly sharper toward the support, and hence

effective lateral action of indirect stress must occur toward the

the outer edge of the plate since the intensity of bond shear depends
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on the moment increment. The moment increment being nearly

negligible for a considerable distance about the diagonal center and

zero at the center, the efficiency of a narrow belt is negligible from

the standpoint of plate action as will be shown experimentally in

tests to be discussed later of the Mushroom and Norcross type of

slabs.

In the cantilever area about the column the following significant

conditions are to be considered:

The critical section is at the support and the resisting section

decreases toward the support, hence the necessary radial rcs'stance

at the support should be reduced so far as possible by circumferential

resistance as the support is approached from the line of inflection.

Fortunately the shear at the line of inflection is about -ejauait^^

five percent of that at the support and, as the increment of moment

^Mo/v^O^ Curiae - F/<^/'p/<^fe c7/ ceo^^&
of p<3oe/

Moopeo!^ Cc/rye- Be<3/7) ao^Tornj/y /o<^c/ec/

Fig. 49.

depends on the vertical shear, effective action of indirect stress up
to the line of inflection is secured by the use of wide belts of rein-

forcement.

Thus the arrangement of the reinforcing steel laterally as well as

vertically vitally affects the characteristics of the structure in such

wise that when the belts of rods which run in multiple directions from

support to support are spread out sufficiently to make the metal

cover the entire area with crossed reinforcement permitting coaction

of bond stresses it imparts the property of plate action to the slab

in which circumferential resistance occurs in wide areas about the

columns where the metal is at the top and also in the central area

of each panel where the metal is at he bottom.

Without such wide spreading belts full and effective plate action

is impossible. Narrow belts, or belts part of them in the bottom
of the slab at the columns, do not realize results that compare
favorably with the success of the Mushroom structure.

2. Slab as a Mechanism. Treating the Mushroom slab as a
mechanism to carry the load to the supports, the result of its opera-

tion must be measured and compared with other structures in terms:
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First, of the amount of load it can carry with a given quantity

of material

:

Second, in terms of its deflection or stiffness under the given load

with a given amount of steel and a given depth of slab.

Clayperon's theorem that "The exterior force applied multiplied

by the displacement in the direction of its point of application

equals the sum of all the internal work of a body elastically deformed"

gives a basis for ascertaining the manner of the storage of potential

energy in a reinforced structure by which it is possible to demon-

strate the difference between the circumferential cantilever action

in a Mushroom slab with four way belts, Type IV, and linear can-

tilever action such as 1 hat of the Hennebique beam type. In making

this comparison let the same thickness of slab and cross section of

steel be assumed in the two cases and equal column spacing in both

directions.
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Take a circular arc of radius R about a colunui as a center, then
in case it has a radial deformation AR it will have a circumferential

deformation 2irAR which makes these deformations equal per

linear unit. But since the steel runs in multi]ile directions in the

belts of the Mushroom slab ^vith substantially uniform spacing,

equal deformations of equal reinforcement radially and circum-

ferentially requires the same work of deformation. Hence the work
stored circumferentially and radially is substantially the same.

This proof assumes the same unit deformation at all chstances from

the center such as would occur in stretching a perfectly flat sheet.

It will therefore be proper to give a proof by integration of elements

applicable to the case of a bent slab where the deformation is not

necessarily the same at different distances r from the center.

Referring now to Fig. 50, the position of the slab bent down-
ward about the column is shown in an exaggerated manner. An
elongation of the top surface or fiber of the slab is noted as AR,
for a radius R and an elemental sector included lietween radii making
an angle with each other r/ 6.

Treating the reinforcement as eciuivalent to a sheet of uniform

thickness, we deduce the relation l)etween radial and circumferen-

tial unit stresses in the following manner:

Problem: In case of uniform stretching of a circular plate one

unit thick, to compute the radial and the circumferential work
against the elastic forces having a final intensity of / per square

unit of cross section.

Resilience = (mean unit stress) X (cross section) X (elongation).

Mean unit stress during deformation = 5/.

a. Radial Resilience: By definition of modulus E,

R:AR::E:f,.:f= ^^^
R

Mean cross section of elementary sector = —
2

Hence the radial resilience of an elementary sector

2R 2

Total radial resilience of circular plate

^E^iARf ..vr^/
^ ^ "LEiARf

4 •'" 2
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b. Circumferential Resilience of elementary ring of radius r.

By geometry 2 tt r : 2 t: R ::2 tt A r : 2 t A H :: E : f, / . f= ^
R̂

Hence the circumferential resilience of elementary ring

EAR,,. ,, ^ ^ ,^^ r A R= X d r X 2 TT A r, but A r =
2R R

.'. Total circumferential resilience of circular jilate

^T_E_iARf Hi
, ^^

,_ -
j^

2

72^''° 2

.'. Total circumferential resilience = total radial resilience.

In considering the geometry of the convex areas over the head of

the columns, or the concave areas about the diagonal center of the

pane'.s, produced in a slab by loading it, we notice that the deflec-

tions in such areas are completely determined and measured when
we know the deflection of the meridian or radial curves of those areas.

The deflection of these meridian curves involve certain elongations

in the reinforcement in radial directions. They also involve lateral

or circumferential elongations. But while these lateral deformations

accompany the radial deformations, and are connected with them,

the defiections may be regarded geometrically as wholly independent

of them, and taken as dependent only on the radial deformations.

Now the energy of deformation stored in these areas under load

has been shown to be equally divided l^etween that done radially

and that done circumferentially; or that done longitudinally and

that done laterally. In beam action all the energy is stored longi-

tudinally, and we proceed to make a comparison of this kind of action

with the slab action which we have been considering, where it is

half longitudinal and half lateral.

Suppose a given amount of energy Q is stored in a wide portion

of a slab extending, let us say, diagonally from column to column,

and compare its deportment under load, by beam action, and by

slab action. According to beam action, this energy Q is due to a

certain load Wi, gradually applied to the beam, which has a mean
deflection of hi, say, so that Q = lWihi.

But if the same amount of energy be stored in this area regarded

as a slab, only half of it will be stored longitudinally so that the work

thus stored will be 2Q~i^V2h2, half of it in the steel and half in the

concrete.

But with half as much energy stored longitudinally, the stress
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in the longitudinal rods will be one fourth that in regular beam acticjn,

and the deflection also one fourth as great, or /^o^i^'i-

But if the deflection in the slalj is only one fourth as great

under the same load as on the beam, the load on the slab would have

to be four times the load on the beam in order to produce the same
deflection in both.

3. Relative Stiffness of Beam and Slab. The significance of

this result for slal3 theory may be set in a clear light by taking

account of the fact that a continuous beam is five times as stiff as a

simple beam, but a continuous slab is four times as stiff as a con-

tinuous beam, conseciuently a continuous slab supported on points

should be twenty times as stiff as a simple beam of the same cross

section on knife edge supports. But since it is not practicable to

support a slab on points we must take into consideration the diameter

of the usual liearing provided therefor.

Taking the breadth of the bearing into consideration would
have a tendency to increase the relative stiffness of the plate to more
than twenty times that of the continuous beam or plate supported

on parallel supports; but this will be referred to in due order.

Now consider further the circumferential action, which has such

a remarkable effect upon the deflection as that which has just been

deduced. In this treatment of the circumferential frames or the

belts of reinforcement, it was assumed that the rods were the equi-

valent of a sheet of metal of corresponding section. The actual

fact, however, is that they approach that when bound together in

the concrete matrix. Taking a diametral section across a column

head it appears that the pull in the rods across the section cut, es-

pecially in the portion of the l)elt inside the cap, is in position to resist

bending in the direction of these rods, and hence the rods forming

the frames outside the cap act largely in virtue of the bond values

of the concrete in which thej^ are embedded, to resist stresses in the

same direction as the radial rods parallel to them inside the cap.

This is confirmatorj' of the relation which is l)rought out by

comparing the reinforcement to an equivalent sheet of uniform cross

section.

4. Indirect Tension. The law of the combination of concrete

and metal to resist flexure may be stated in the following terms:

Every pound of tension or stress thruout the area of the cross

section of the reinforcement, is intluced in the bar by the indirect
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tension or bond value of the adhesion of tlie concrete to the bar,

which causes the rod to coact, or work with the concrete matrix.

Thus it appears that without calhng for any resistance to direct

tensile stress in the concrete, the embedment of the steel has induced

indirect tensions in the concrete matrix whose total amount is equal

in magnitude to the tensile stress in the bars of the circumferential

frames. This indirect tension is developed by the shearing bond
between the bar and the matrix, and these stresses are in reality shears

extending along the surface of the bar, equivalent to indirect tensions

and compressions at 45 thereto. These indirect tensions may be

thought of as lines of iorvo radiating from the surface of the bar

thru the mass of the concrete, and engaging in action with and

held in equilibrivun by similar forces generated at the bond surface

of some other system of bars reinforcing this zone of the slal) at an

angle to the first system. This indirect tensile strength differs from

direct tensile resistance in a most important particular, viz: that a

check or crack in the concrete does not seriously interfere with its

continued action.

It can only \)c destroyed l)y the complete disintegration of the

matrix, and thus it differs from the direct tensile strength of concrete

in the important particular that it is dependable and permanent.

The preceding explanation ma}^ not appear to be clearly estab-

lished without a comparison of the action of these indirect tensile

stresses with those occurring in the case of the slab reinforced two

ways and bent under load in one direction only, as a simple beam.

In a test of a two way slab made for the purpose, and as the result

of the test by simple bending on end supports it was found that no

appreciable interaction of indirect tension occurred between the

longitudinal bars and lateral bars. The reason for this becomes

evident when we consider the manner of the distribution of the lines

of force in the mass of the matrix. As they leave the surface of the

bar these lines of force are disseminated thru the mass, and can

only be engaged in action and held in equilibrium by similar lines

of force emanating from the .surface of another bar or bars also under

tension at an angle thereto, for the reason that as these forces pro-

ceed from the surface of the bar thru the mass, their intensity

decreases inversely as the square of the distance, following the usual

law of transmission of force thru mass. Thus the area of the

surface of a transverse bar not under stress is relatively too small

for these forces to act upon and coact with, when the bar is not

under tension, since it does not generate similar forces which can
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coact with the first set, except when it is itself under stress. It is

further evident that otherwise there is no reason for these forces

to converge, but every reason for them to continue to diverge as they

proceed from the generating surface.

The conditions existing in the concrete and steel of a simple beam
under small loads, amply justifies this conclusion. The indirect

tensile stresses emanating from the surface of the rods finds no other

resistance than the direct tensile strength of the concrete to react

against. Consequently, as the concrete itself is also elongated in

tension, cracks occur early, leaving these indirect tensions to coact

with, or react upon separated sections of the concrete relieved from

the action of direct tensions. The only function of the concrete

in the tension zone after these tension cracks occur, is to transmit

shears horizontally and vertically, and it can store up no other po-

tential energy except that of shear. The fact that the beam acts

as a beam at all shows that the horizontal shearing stresses essential

to beam action are in full operation. It is thus that the simple

beam retains its load resisting capacity under steel stresses far above

those under which the first cracks in the concrete appear.

This change of function of the concrete, differentiates sharply

between direct tensile stress in the concrete, which may not be relied

upon as an element of strength, and indirect stresses, which neces-

sarily exist in all reinforced beams and slabs up to the point of com-

plete disintegration of the concrete. Indirect stresses are the

necessary basis of beam action in all cases, and are depended on by

all constructors.

For example, it has been shown in numerous tests that a simple

beam can be loaded to a point where the computed stress on the steel,

disregarding the concrete, would be approximately nine thousand

pounds to the scjuare inch, with measured elongations in the steel

representing only five thousand pounds per square inch. But after

the concrete cracks under the direct tension, the stress in the steel

rapidly rises to the amount computed by the usual formula, and the

beam may be further loaded until the yield point vahu^ of th(> steel

is developed.

It thus appears that the useful energy stored up in one way
reinforcement by indirect tension is limited by the fact that these

tensions must react against, and be held In equilil)rium by the

direct tensile reistance of the concrete; whereas, in multiple way
reinforcement, on the other hand, these tensions react upon similar
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indirect tensions disseminated through the concrete and induced

by one or more systems of reinforcement incUned thereto.

During the period that the tensile resistance of the concrete in a

beam is in full operation, or, in other words, its modulus of elasticity

in tensicm remains constant, as much potential energy is stored up

by indirect tensions in the concrete as is stored up within the steel,

and also an additional amount by direct tension in the concrete.

Hence during this period the measured stress upon the steel is

less than half that computed according to the usual beam formula

by disregarding the tensile stn^ss on the concrete.

We may illustrate this point by reference to l^ulletin No. 28,

University of Illinois, by Talbot, Table 3, page 16, describing tests

of large reinforced concrete beams.

TABLE

Applied

T O'ld
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event, unloading the stress upon the steel which, because the steel

unlike the concrete not l,eing in a condition of overstrain, is the more
rigid element. This result, the shifting of work from concrete to

steel, is accomplished either by semi-plastic local stretching in the

matrix, or by actual cracking.

This test by Talljot lacks an interesting feature brought out by
tests we have recently had made, and that is this: that if a given

load be left upon the beam for a long time there is a leaking away
of the energy stored in the concrete, even vrith a perfectly quiescent

load of low intensity; since concrete cannot endure a stress much
exceeding twenty-five percent of its ultimate direct tensile strength

without some increase in strain with no change in the applied load.

This test beam of Professor Talbot was 25' 0" out to out and 2' 10"

deep, a larger ratio of depth to span than is usual, and the effects

above noted are less marked than would be the case with a beam hav-

ing a smaller depth relative to length of span.

The values observed for the three lower loads indicate the mask-

ing effect of shrinkage stress in curing rather than true elastic de-.

portment.

Returning now to the comparison of slab and beam action,

the difference in mechanical operation is such that the continuous

fiat slab, Mushroom type, requires the same amount of steel to carry

a given load as a beam construction having beams of a depth equal

to twice that of the slab. The slab construction has the further

advantage over the beam in that its reinforcement covers the area

of the floor while additional slab reinforcement is requisite to com-

plete the beam and slab floor. This relation gives the slab type

its greatest advantage for heavy loads, tho its utility is not limited

to heavy construction alone.

The deflections compared have l)een limited to that of a simple

beam supported on knife edge supports with that of the continuous

slab supported on points. The actual support must, of course,

have considerable breadth, usually about 0.22 of the span for

ordinary slabs. Such supports would reduce the net span to about

0.8 of the distance center to center of columns directly and to 1.214

times the direct span in a diagonal direction, the diagonal of the

square being 1.414 L less .2L, the net diameter of the cap.

Accordingh', on this basis the stiffness of the diagonal as compared

with that of the simple beam on knife edge supports, having the same

span as the diagonal of the ]:)anel, should be inversely as the cubes
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of the ratio of the spans. But it has already been shown that a

slab supported on points at the corners is theoretically twenty times

as stiff as a simple beam of span L. But the cap increases this

stiffness in the ratio of 1.414^ to 1.214^ or 1.58 to 1. But 1.58X20
= 31.6, hence the cap would increase the stiffness to nearly 32 times

that of a simple beam of span L, were it not for the disparity in the

resisting section as the support is approached in case of the con-

tinuous slab as compared with the slab of constant section. The
critical section for bending is at the support or around it where the

negative bending moment is greatest and where the resisting material

presents not a constant section as regards the concrete but one re-

ducing or growing smaller as the support is approached. With an

effective cap 0.2 of the span in diameter, the resisting section is

approximately 0.2tL = 0.63L in circumference and the resisting sec-

tion at the line of inflection taken roughly as circular is about 1.4

times the span in circumference which combined with the massing

of the steel at the support would re(}uire but a slight reduction in

this ratio of 32 to perhaps 27 in order to arrive at the true deflection.

A continuous slab, such as one of the JVIushroom type, is not in

a strict sense an imitation of a homogeneous plate because the steel

percentage varies through wide limits in different parts of the

slab. It approaches 1| or If per cent at and close to the column,

which is permissible on account of the manner in which the concrete

is strained under compression at the bottom as the support is ap-

proached, while it is reduced in the thin slab to the limit of .2 percent

at mid span in the side belts where there is one layer only of rods

and to .4 percent at the diagonal center, so that its moment of

resistance as regards reinforcement is varied thru wide limits

in order to proportion the steel to the total stress in the various

parts of the panel as required by slab action, and hence such a slab

is more scientific and economical than a mere imitation in the form

of a homogeneous plate of uniform thickness. This difference is

comparable to the difference between a truss and a beam of constant

section, a truss providing the most material where it is most needed,

while the beam of constant section is wasteful of material in that

it is not proportioned with reference to the stresses brought on it

by the applied forces.

5. Comparison of Deflections at Mid Span of the Diagonal

Belt and the Direct Belt. Having shown the manner of storage of

the potential energy of internal work in the cantilever portion of

the slal) and in the suspended circular plate al)out the diagonal of
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the panel to be such that it is equally divided so far as the slab

rods are concerned between radial and circumferential deforma-

tions, and having derived an approximate value for the deflection

at this point based upon these relations, and upon the reduction of

span by the diameter of the cap, it is in order to compare the rela-

tive magnitude of the deflection at mid span of the direct and

diagonal belts respectively.

Considerations of symmetry and equal width of belt for square

panels with the wide over-lap of these belts where their width is

7/I6 to 1/2 the length of span, would indicate substantially equal

division of the load in shear resistance between the four respective

belts and on this basis we may proceed to compare the deflections

at mid span directly and diagonally between columns. There is no

plate action by the indirect stress at the center of the direct belt.

The resistance, however, of the direct belt is largely augmented by

the over-lapping of the diagonal belts when they are of sufficient

width to intersect within or approximately at the edge of the direct

belt. Their assistance to the direct belt may be considered then as

the addition of an effective section which may be without material

error considered as in proportion to the extent of over-lap. Thus
with I L for the width of belt in a square panel, the over-lapping

of the diagonal belts may be considered to increase the resisting sec-

tion of the direct belt by approximately .7 while if the width of belt

is 7 / 16 L the increase in eft'ective section may be considered as .5

the section of the direct belt.

The formula for stiffness previously derived shows that the

stiffness for the same load is inversely as the cube of the span and

inversely as the cross section of the resisting steel. In the diagonal

direction plate action doubles the efficiency of the steel. Hence
we may compare the deflections of the direct and diagonal belts

on the basis of the cube of the diagonal span between lines of in-

flection, divided by the cube of the direct span between lines of

inflection over the effective steel sections for the respective belts.

The effective section for the direct belt as we have pointed out being

from 1.5 to 1.7 of the section of the cUrect belt, these ratios are

reduced approximately or roughly to that of the ratios of the squares

of the spans in the cUrect and diagonal directions. This gives us

as a rough computation a deflection at the diagonal center about

1.4 times that at mid span of the direct belts where the diameter of

the cap = .2 L and all panels are loaded and the amount of these

deflections we can figure from the ratios previously derived and com-
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pare with the computed deflection of the simple beam of constant

section. The deflection at mid span of a direct belt is not the same

when a single panel only is loaded, tho that at the panel center is

unchanged.

6. Bending Moments. The moment of the applied forces in

the case of a uniform load acting on an interior panel of a continuous

four way slab assumed to be supported on columns uniformly spaced

is determined as follows:

From the fundamental relations of moment magnitudes we know
that for luiiform loads half the sum of the moments over the supports,

plus that at mid span, equals a constant, WL /8. The division

of this moment between the supports and mid span depends on the

nature of the design in respect to the relative rigidity of the con-

struction at the support and mid span respectively.

The relative rigidities of these sections, (presupposing of course,

moment resisting capacity in the slab thruout) fixes the position of

the line of inflection which divides the cantilever ):)ortion from the

suspended span portion of the construction.

If now these relative rigidities are made such that the position

of the line of inflection is located the same distance from the support

as in a beam fixed at its ends, then the apparent moment over the

support is WL' /\2 and TFL'/24 at mid span. But if L denoting

the distance center to center of columns rather than the distance U
center to center of supports near the edge of the cap, is to be used

in the above expression then these coefficients must be reduced in

like ratio to the reduction of span by the cap diameter in order to

substitute L for L' in the moment values. Thus for an effective

cap of .2L these moments in terms of L, (the distance center to

center of column) become W L/15 over the support and W L/SO
at mid span, which values are to be modified in like manner for

other values of cap diameter.

It has been shown that the manner of storage of the potential

energy of internal work in the cantilever portion of the slab is such

that it is to be equally divided so far as the slab rods are concerned

between the radial and circumferential deformations, and this method

of distribution would require, under the above proportions of cap

diameter to span that provision be made to resist a moment in a

radial direction of W L/30 at the edge of the cap.

In proportioning the steel, the critical section for bending should

be taken as a circle about the capital and of a diameter for the
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effective cap on which the steel rests, of the diameter of the cap plus

If times the slab thickness minus 4 to 6 inches, depending on the

size of the panels.

The consideration of symmetry and equal width of belt for square

panels would indicate a substantially equal division of the total

load in the four belts respectively, and on this basis it is possible

to determine the resisting moment required of the steel at mid span

of the diagonal belt and the direct lielt.

On the basis of this division, the apparent moment to be resisted

by each of the belts at mid span is WL /l20 and the true moment of

stress in the steel times its lever arm is to be determined from the

apparent moment and the mechanics of indirect stress heretofore

discussed at length. At the center of the diagonal belts, slab action

doubles the efficiency of the true moment of the steel stress. Hence
the true moment of steel resistance at the center of the diagonal

belts is WL /240. The conditions to be met at mid span of the

direct belt still remain to be considered.

In referring to the diagram. Fig. 16, showing the plan of the

reinforcement of this type of construction, it is observed that the

diagonal belts over-lap the direct belts and increase by this over-

lap the efficiency of the direct belt by .5 to .7, depending on whether

the width of belt is 7 /l6 or | the span in width. If the efficiency

of the direct belt be increased by the over-lap of the diagonal belt

7, then the moment to be resisted by steel at mid span of the direct

belt is

WL/ 1.7X120, or WL

/

204

Whereas if the over-lap is less and increases the resisting steel

area in this direction only .5 then the moment at mid span is

WL / 1.5X120, or WL/ 180

The difference in assistance between the manner of coaction of

one diagonal belt with another and the coaction of the diagonal

belt with the direct belt in resisting moment at mid span should be

specifically noted. The coaction of one diagonal belt with another

is brought about by the coaction of the steel in one belt under

strain with the steel in the other belt under similar strain through

the indirect stress generated by bond shear while the assistance

rendered the direct belt by the over-lap of the diagonal belt at

mid span is largely the assistance rendered by the addition of

greater cross sectional area, two radically different methods of
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working together and yet each adding to the efficiencj' of the com-
bination structure.

Having explained the method of arriving at the stress at mid
span, and the stress over the support for uniform load, and different

diameters of cap, it is next in order to discuss the effect on the con-

tinuous beam of loads on single spans as contrasted with all spans

loaded uniformly.

In a continuous beam of indefinite length, the loading of alternate

spans has a very marked effect upon the condition of stress in un-

loaded spans. The top of the beam is heavily strained in tension

^Load5 = 100t

pDeH'. scales, 1 Bpace = 0.050 in. defl. 1 6pace=0.150 in. dffl. I 6pace = 0.10 in. defl.

All Stress scales, 1 space =4000 lb. per sq. in.

Fig. .')!. Showing Agreement of Curves of Measured Deflection and Measured
Stress, Mushroom Floor Slab.

thruout the unloaded span and the bottom flange is strained in

compression, the negative moment for live load being constant in

the top flange thruout the unloaded span and equal to the moment
at the support if the dead load of the beam itself be neglected.

This condition of strain results in a negative deflection at mid
span of the unloaded span in magnitude equal to a large fraction

of the deflection in the loaded span. Accordingly- a comparison of

the positive deflection of a heavily loaded span of Mushroom
construction with the negative deflection in adjacent panels will

bring out and show in strong contrast the difference in the me-
chanics of internal stress of a continuous beam and a continuous

slab supported on spaced columns.

The principle of conservation of energy fixes rigidly the relation

of proportion between stress and deflection at mid span regardless

of the method of reinforcement, as is discussed more at length in
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the comparative test of the Mushroom and Norcross type test slab,

Chapter VI and also illustrated in test in the diagram Fig. 51.

In the test of the Hoffman Building, Milwaukee, Wis., under a

load of one thousand pounds per square foot of sand restrained by

sacks in the outer edge, a positive deflection of 7 /l6 inch was

measured. The panel was 16' 8" by 17' 0", the basement columns
24" in diameter, the slab 8|" thick. Careful measurements were

made at the center of adjacent panels directly and diagonally and

no appreciable negative deflection could be observed.

Considering the negative moment of resistance at mid span in

comparison with its positive moment of resistance, it is obvious

that a negative moment should produce a negative deflection enor-

mously larger than would be produced by an equal positive moment,

because while the slab is well reinforced to resist positive moment
in the bottom layer at mid span, there is no steel at all in the top

at mid span to resist negative moment.

Accordingly, the conclusion is unavoidable in view of the test

data cited and many similar tests, that the effect of loading one span

is almost negligible upon adjacent spans; and that Mushroom slabs

must be consistently treated as acting in a large measure independ-

ently of each other as regards the transmission of negative bending

moment across column heads and sides into unloaded panels, thus

differing radically from a continuous beam construction. Such

tests do not, however, show that a considerable amount of cir-

cumferential and radial stress is not transmitted through the por-

tion of the slab around the head. This deportment of the Mush-

room slab permits the consideration of any panel as operating to

a large extent independently of adjacent panels. In other words,

panels connected integrally with the columns are far more nearly

self contained than are panels cast integrally with T-bcams.

In the treatment of beams attention was called to the fact that

the continuous beam cast integrally with the column, acts more

nearly as a restrained beam than a continuous beam on knife edge

supports. So the Mushroom panel acts in a larger measure as a

panel restrained at the columns than as one truly continuous, per-

mitting the design of all panels with much less attention to the

difference in continuity of the slal) than would otherwise be per-

missible.

Careful measurements of deflection show that when the concrete

work is old, and thoroly cured, little difference in the elastic deport-

ment is to be noticed between an end ])anel and an interior ]ianel.
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On the other hand, before the concrete has become thoroly dry,

hard and rigid, and in all cases where the forms are prematurely

removed, the rigidity of the end panel is much less than that of an

interior panel and special care should be exercised in conservatively

supporting wall panels until the concrete is thorolj' rigid and hard.

This consideration has led to the practice of increasing the steel in

the direct belts of wall panels longer than eighteen feet where half

Mushroom heads are used next to the wall by ten percent, and

wher(^ the wall end of the slab is framed into a beam or a wall an

increase in the direct belt of fifteen percent is made standard practice.

No increase, however, is needed in the diagonal belts shice the object

is to secure such a reduction of tlu^ deflections of those side belts

which are perpendicular to the wall as to reduce the trough of the

panel which is parallel to the wall in somewhat the same ratio that

the trough perpendicular to the wall has been reduced by the wall

itself, thus insuring ordinary i)lat(' or slab action in these wall panels

by the api)roximate ecjuality of the troughs crossing each other

in them.

The rigidity of the columns affects the deportment of both

the continuous beam and the continuous slab, as we have hereto-

fore pointed out. In a continuous slab, supported by columns

continuing upward for one or more stories above, the amount of

restraint is evidently greater than can be secured in a floor which

is merely sui:)p()rted by columns, since in the latter case the bending

resistance of the colunms is reduced fully fifty percent. Accord-

ingly, in the case of slabs thus supported it has been made standard

practice to increase the steel in the direct belts of such construction

by ten percent, making no increase whatever in the diagonal belts,

with a corresponding addition in wall panels dependent on the

manner in which they are supported, whether they are integral with

beams or with half Mushroom heads.

7. Continuity in Flat Slabs and in Thin Slab on Beams, Con=

trasted Experimentally. In a one-way slal) on continuous beams

freel>- supported, the negative moment at the support in the case of

alternately loaded panels is transferred across the column to the un-

loaded panel with no dimunition except that due to the positive

moment of the dead load. Where the continuous beam is of concrete

and rigidly built into the column this negative moment transferred

across to the unloaded span is not only reduced by the dead load

of the span not covered by live load, but is also reduced })y a

moment due to the stiffness and rigidity of the columns into which
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the beam is framed and acts as a monolith. This reduction in

the negative moment depends for its amount evidently on the

relative rigidity of the columns and beams.

In the case of the heavy warehouse, where the columns are large

and stiff, the negative moment transferred to mid span of the un-

loaded panel would be relatively small but where the beam is framed

into a girder the only resistance offered to reduce the transfer of this

moment at mid span of the panel is the twdsting resistance offered

by the girder, which is relatively small. Hence large negative

moments may be transferred from the loaded to the unloaded panel

in beam construction where the columns are light or the continuous

beam frames into girders. The modifying effect of these supports

upon the distribution of moments in continuous beams is in strong

contrast with that which occurs in continuous slab floors of either

of the natural types of reinforced concrete III or IV.

In the test of the Hoffman Building in Milwaukee, a load of 1000

pounds per foot on a single panel 16'8" by 17'0", or a total load of

142 tons, gave a deflection at the diagonal center of the panel of

7 /l6". No appreciable negative deflection, however, was observed

at the center of either of the panels adjacent to the loaded panel

laterally or diagonally. The supporting column in this case was 24"

diameter, reinforced with twelve 1-| inch rounds. Story height

from basement to the first floor was 10'6." The second tier of

columns were not connected to the basement columns, but a cast

iron base w^as provided to form a l^earing between the second tier and

the basement tier. The panel was reinforced with seventeen f

"

round rods in four directions and was 8|" thick, including one inch

finish coat.

It is evident that columns of this diameter and arranged in

this manner would be of insufficient rigidity to resist so great a

test load as this and prevent the transference of moment to the

adjacent panel if acting on the principle of the beam. Predominat-

ing circumferential action, however, prevents the linear transference

of moments in the continuous flat slab in the same mann(>r as in the

continuous beam, and this is the reason that no negative deflections

were observed at the centers of the panels adjacent to the loaded

panel laterally or diagonally.

Similar action occurs in scjuure panels reinforced in two directions

and supported on beams running from colunm to colunm in both

directions. A verj^ heavy test load placed upon a single panel has

little effect upon adjacent panels because the resistance is in a large
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measure circumferential, which prevents moments from being

transferred from one panel to another.

Bearing in mind that circinnferential stresses are coincident

with and dependent for their magnitude upon radial stress, it is

evident that stresses of this kind cannot be transferred from panel

to panel after the manner of stress transferred longitudinally in a

member, as in the case of a beam. Numerous tests of wall panels

and interior panels in two-way l)eam contruction ])y Turner prove

beyond question that substantially the same formula applies both

to an interior and to a wall i^anel of ty]5e 111, even where this wall

panel at one side is merely built into the brick side wall of the build-

ing. Further that a corner panel built into the brick wall in the same

manner exhibits the same degree of elastic resistance to deflection

under load as an interior panel forming one of a continuous mcmolith

extending for a number of panels each way and supported on four

sides by l)eams giving the same clear span as in the case of the wall

panel. While deflections of wall panels and interior panels are almost

identical, it does not follow that there is no difference in the dis-

tribution of stress in the two cases Avhich will l)e l)rought out more

at length in considering the deformations which occur in such cases.

8. Variation in the Position of the Line of Inflection in Con=

tinuous Flat Slab Construction. The law of rigidities previously

discussed fixes the position of the line of inflection, subject, however,

to the proviso that th(> slab Ix^ able to resist both positive and nega-

tive moments in the zone thru whicii this change takes place. But

wide variations in the positi(m of the line of inflection cannot occur

in continuous flat plate construction because its position is fixed

approximately by the amount of metal in the case of the Mushroom

system and by the dip or sharp bending down of the slab steel in

some other forms, so that the lines of inflection are near the points

where the belts cross from above to below the neutral axis. This

limits the possible variations in position of the lines of inflection to

relatively small distances.

However, the law of variation of the position of the lines of in-

flection with variations in the moments over the supports and at

mid span follow quite a different law in continuous flat slabs from

what it follows in beams. What this law is will appear by con-

sidering the magnitudes of the moments as expressed in terms of

the load w on unit area instead of expressing it in terms of the total

load W. The sum of half the moment over the support, plus that

at mid span is a constant, = Tr L /8. For a beam of breadth h this
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is u' b L"/ 8, but for a square panel it is w L^ /8. This addi-

tional power of L is introduced in the case of the continuous slab

with equal column spacing in both chrections because L is the

breadth of the panel, so that its load per foot of length is iv L, and

the total load w L^. Thus the ratio of the lengths of the sus-

pended spans between the lines of inflection will vary for given

applied moments as the cube root of the ratio of the given moments
determined by the relative rigidities. Thus in the preceding example,

if the moment at mid span be increased twenty-three percent, since

the cube root of 1.23 is 1.07 there would be a corresponding increase

in the length of the suspended span .577 L of approximately seven

percent or four percent of the span L, and a variation in position

of the line of inflection of two percent of the span L, a variation

which is not great, and one which in view of the fact that the line of

inflection is not clearly defined by a true hinge might readily occur.

In finding the moment magnitudes at the su])port and mid span,

we have made use of the fundamental relation of moment magnitudes

and assumed that the lines of inflection are located in the same

position as in fixed beams of constant section.

In the early constructions of Mushroom floors, the rolling mills

were not prepared to furnish small rods in long lengths and hence

all belts of rods, as a rule, were lapped or spliced over the column.

With such an arrangement of metal, there would be t%vice the sec-

tion of the slab steel over the column that would occur with long

lengths of rods and no splices at the support. This difference of

one hundred percent in slab steel area at the support is a variation

which may occur, and demands investigation.

If we over-reinforce the concrete at the support, the concrete

element determines to a large extent the relative rigidity of the

cantilever at the support. The shifting of the neutral plane would

be by no means in proportion to the increase in the percent of steel

as may be observed by reference to the k curves in the diagram shown

in Fig. 25. Accordingly a large excess of steel over and above that

necessary would add a relatively small amount to the rigidity of the

cantilever. On the other hand, however, the cantilever must be

so designed that the steel provided is not over-strained therein.

With the colunni cap api:»roximately 0.2 of the span length,

the applied moment of W L /IS in 180° at its edge may be considered

as a fair average value and the steel proportioned accordinglj', for

a slab of uniform thickness.
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9. Effect of Adding Finish to the Rough Slab. A finish coat

does not add to the resistance of the cantilever. But the finish

coat adds to the resistance at mid span, since it increases the effec-

tive depth of the slab and its corresponding rigidity, and it is now
in order to discuss the effect wliich this change in rigidity has upon

the distribution of bending moment.

Take as an example, a floor supi)()rted on cohmms of equal

spacing, say \7 feet center to center, with an 8 inch rough slab and

assume a thickness of finish coat of Ij inches added thereto. With

slab rods f inches diameter in four laj'ers, the distance from center

of the slal) st(>el at the support to the bottom of the slab would be

approximately 7 inches, while at mid span with the rough slab the

distance from the center of tlu> slab steel tothe top of the slab would

be about 7.3 inches, or with the finished slab 85 inches the relative

rigidit}^ of the central plate would l)e as the squares respectively

of 7.3 and 8.5 or as 49 is to "2.25, or a ratio of 1 .4". Now the moment
will be distril)ute(l ])etween mid span and the supports in such manner

that it is divided in proportion to the rigidities of tlie cantilever and

suspended span and in such manner that half the smn of the moments

over the sup])()i-ts, i:)lus the moment at mitl span is constant, and

equals WL 8. Consequently this change in relative rigidity

would reduce the api)lied moment and the unit steel stresses at the

su])i)()rt by twelve percent, and would increase the applied moment
to be resisted at mid si)an by approximately 23 jiercent. But this

incr(\'ise of the ap])lied moment at mid span would increase the

unit stress in the steed at mid span either not at all or very slightly,

because the increase of slab thickness due to the finish will not onlj'

increase d l)ut also j so that the arm jd of the steel and its moment
of resistance will be so increased as to leave the unit stress in the

steel suV)stantially the same.

10. Illustrative Example. Com])ute the Ijenfling moment over

the column in the case of the Northwestern Glass Company Build-

ing*, at Minneapolis:

Diameter of the basement columns 30 inches. Virtual cap 48

inches; extreme outside diameter 54 inches. Slab reinforcement,

four belts of fifteen f inch rounds each way, 7' 9" wide. The central

line of columns had no lap of slab rod belts

The diameter between liearings is 13' net. Net span equals

*Describe(l in a paper by H. T. Eddy, to the American Society of Civil

Engineers, Vol. LXXVII, p. 133S, 1914.
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.77 full span, center to center of columns. Therefore, the applied

moment at the support

= .77 TFL/120 = IF L/ 15.6

Radial moment is half the applied moment, = W L/31.2.

The load was 95,000 pounds.

M = 95,000X17X12 = 620,000 inch pounds.

31.2

The center of action of steel was 6.4 inches from the bottom of the

slab, and jd equals 5.5 inches. The heavy radial rods are four

1| inch rounds. Section of slab steel over the cap is four square

inches. Total eight square inches. 620,000/8X5.5 = the average

of 14,000 pounds per inch on the steel. The neutral plane is found

to be 2f" from the bottom. The center of the slab steel is 0.6 inches

above the center of action of steel stress, so that the mean slab steel

stress is as

2.75 : 3.35 or as 14,000 lbs. : 16,000 ll)s.

and the steel stress in the large rods is t(i the mean stress as

2.75 : 2. or as 14,000 lbs. : 10,300 lbs.

These computations are fair approximations within the limit of error

involved in the assumptions made, namely, that the coaction of the

large rods with the concrete is equivalent to uniform distribution

of their area about the circumference. This cannot be precisely

true because the stresses from bond shear are distributed thro

the mass in proportion to the square of their distance. This rela-

tion indicates an interesting variation of stress about the head. The
form of the neutral plane is no longer a true plane liut is scalloped

in form, approaching nearer the middle of the slal) under the large

rods and being further removed from the middle of the slab between

the large rods. Investigation of the error involved in the assump-

tion that the neutral surface is a true plane, how(n'er, will show that

the error is not large, making a reduction of not more than ten per

cent in the steel stress in the large rods, making a small increase in

the concrete compression and very little change in the stress in the

slab steel. The results above obtained check closely with ex])eri-

mental determinations.

Thus it is obvious that with full Ia]~)ping of every belt thvre is a

large excess of steel in the standard Mushroom type and this excess

of steel would throw the line of maximum unit stress in the slsih

steel to another ])oint than that wlieic the gr(\'itest moment to be

supported occurs.
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1 1 . Depressed Head or Drop. The variation in the moment at

the support by reason of the addition of strip fill and Ijy modification

of the diameter of the cap have been considered and it is next in order

to investigate the modification in the moment when the slab thick-

ness is increased at the column over and above that at mid span.

If the thickness of the slab be increased by some sixty percent

as is commonly done by a square l)lock, or drop head over the capital,

having a size of 0.4LX0.4L with little or no steel except the belt

rods without lai)s, then the rigidity is increased by reason of the

hicrease of thickness in such a way that the lines of inflection are

thei"eby removed somewhat from the colunm centers. The slab

belts should not be reduced in width below 7 / 16 L = 0.44L because

this width is necessary to make the reinforcement cover the panels

properly and they should be located at the top of the slal) as far as

to the extr(>me edge of the head, viz: as far as to 0.2L or 0.22L from

the column center. This will fix the lines of inflection at about 0.271/

from column centers instead of at ().22L or O.'I'AL as in the Mush-
room ])anel. Such a position of the lines of inflecti(m which en-

larges the cantilever areas will decrease the moments at mid span

and increase those at the edge of the cap. The thickness of the

slab at mid s])an may be safely reduced by ten percent for this reason,

but the ai)i)lied moments at the edge of the cap should not in this

case l)e taken as less than W L /\2, instead of W L ^15 previously

used for slabs.

With designs of this character little or no increase in steel has

usually been })rovi(led over and aljove the slab rod steel and such

designs are likely to show Aveakness over the cap. This weakness

has too freciuentl}' been assumed to apply also to the Mushroom
system which is almost invariably over-reinforced at this imjoortant

critical section.

The effect of moving out the line of inflection is evidently to

increase the bending moment brought upon the column by unbal-

anced loads and to decrease the toughness of the construction by

the introduction of a sharp angle where the depressed head, as it

is called, joins the body of the slab. As just stated, these depressed

heads or thickening up of the slab, are generally made about 0.4

of the span length in size in each direction and approximately .6

of the depth of the slab in thickness. They permit a reduction of

perhaps ten percent of the thickness in the main slab, which is

almost exactly off-set by the addition of concrete for the depression.
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The forms for this design will cost more than for the Mushroom
design, while some saving in steel can be effected where the columns

are of sufficient size, this saving in steel is more than off-set by
increased cost of centering and reduced toughness or ability to

withstand unbalanced load without serious over-strain.

The developments in this chapter are applications of the theory

of work to bring out the nature and characteristics of the predom-

inant mechanical actions in flat slabs. This method, while well

suited to elucidate the general nature of these actions and explain

their general properties, is lacking in precision in its present form

and is not so well fitted to be the basis for exact calculation of struc-

tures as analysis based on the equilibrium and deformation of the

elements of the slab. The following chapters will therefore be

devoted to a more rigorous analysis of the flat slab based on the

conditions of equilibrium and deformation of ats infinitesimal

elements.
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CHAPTER V.

THEORY OF THE STRENGTH AND FLEXURE OF THE STANDARD
MUSHROOM TYPE.

1 . The superiority of fiat slab floors supported directly on columns,

over other forms of construction when looked at from the stand-

point of lower cost, better lighting, greater neatness of appearance,

and increased safety and rapidity of construction, is so generally, or

rather so universally conceded as to render any reliable information

relative to the scientific computation of stresses in this type of con-

struction of great interest. Heidcnreich, in his Engineer's Pocket

Book on Reinforced Concrete, page 89, classifies this type as floors

without beams and girders
—"Mushroom System."

Since "mushroom," as applied to concrete, is an arbitrary or

fanciful term, and indeed, almost a contratlictory one, a word of

explanation as to its origin may l;)e of interest. The term was

originated by C. A. P. Turner, of Minneapolis, and applied to his

jlat jilate construction, more particularly because of the fancied

resemblance to the mushroom, of the column and column head

reinforcement of that particular form of his flat plate construction

which he seemed to prefer by reason of certain practical advantages.

Another fancied resemblance is the rapidity of erection, comparable

to the over-night growth of the mushroom. Here the resemblance

ceases, since the construction, once erected, is enduring and per-

manent.

The Mushroom System is a continuous flat plate of concrete

supported directly on columns, and reinforced in such a maner that

circular and radial tensile stresses concentric with the column are

provided for by metal reinforcement in the tension zone above the

columns, and similar provision is made for tensile stresses in the

lower portion of the slab concentric with the center of the panel,

diagonally between the columns. Since all forces in a plane may be

resolved into equivalent components along any pair of axes at right

angles to each other, it is possible to provide reinforcement to resist

any horizontal tensile stresses in the slab by various arrangements

of intersecting belts of rods at zones where these stresses occur.
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All arrangements of this kind are by no means equally effective.

A system of wide reinforcing belts from column to column com-

Fig. 53. Vertical Section of Standard Mushroom Head showing position of Radial and Ring
Rods, and Slab Rods, Vertical and Horizontal Sections of Spirally Hooped

Column, with Plain Bar Hoop Collar Band, Vertical Reinforcing
Rods and Elbow Rods.

Fig. .54. Plan of Reinforcement in Standard Mushroom System. Radial and Ring Rods, Collar
Band and Slab Rods. Diameter of Head =3 =r rila+b).

bined with a system of radial and ring rods to constitute a large,

substantial cantik^ver musiiroom head at the top of each column
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provides a very effective and economical arrangement for controlling

the distribution of the stresses in the slab, and furnishes the resis-

tance necessary to support these stresses liy placing the steel where it

is most needed. It not only has the same kind of advantage that the

continuous cantilever beam has over the simple girder for long

spans, but combines with it the kind of superiority that the dome has

over the simple arch by reason of circumferential stresses called into

play, which adds greatly to the carrying capacity of the slab.

In the standard mushroom type, which is quite fully discussed

in this paper, the heavy frame work, concentric with the column,

supports the slab reinforcement at a fixed elevation, furnishes a high

degree of resistance to shear, and secures a high degree of safety

during construction. It extends as a cantilever approximatelj^ one

fourth of the way to the next column as shown in Figs. 53 and 54 on

page 159. Arranged upon the radial rods of this frame rest two or

more large hoops and upon these rest the wide spreading belts of rods

which extend both directly and diagonally from column to column.

Over the columns these belts lie near the upper surface of the slab, but

they run near the lower surface as they approach points midway

between columns.

The cantilever slab thus formed, not only has the same advant-

ages for this form of construction that the cantilever construction

has for long span l)ridges, but it causes the slab to have greater

stiffness and gives it greater resistance to shear in the neighborhood

of the columns; it removes the locus of zero bending moment to a

much greater distance from the cohnnn than would otherwise be the

case, thus dimininishing the area of that ]xirt of the slab which tends

to become concave on its upper face and enlarging the convex area.

The cantilever frame-work further, not only moves the locus of

zero bending outward from the column, but it also fixes the locus of

zero bending moment at a known position so that it does not vary

with increase and decrease of the load or change of the load from one

span to an adjacent span as would be the case were the mass of

metal in the frame and its stiffness largely reduced. This is ac-

complished as follows:

The locus of zero bending moments is fixed by the dip of the

reinforceing rods as they leave the upper surface of the slab near

the edge of mushroom and pass below the neutral surface to a level

near the bottom of the slab. Such change of tensile resistance in

the slab necessarily localizes at these points the zero bending mo-

ments.
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In addition to the advantages just mentioned, which are

of so self-evident a character as to be readily appreciated even

by the layman, there is another of such an obscure and apparently

inexplicable a nature that it was for years denied as incredible and

regarded as non-existent by practical builders, and engineers as

well, unless they had opportunity to be convinced of its reality

by experiment. We here refer to the additional strength and stiff-

ness which is imparted to a belt of rods in a given direction in a

slab bj" another belt at right angles to the first belt, or at various

angles with it. This should be designated as slab action proper

in distinction from cantilever action. It depends for its amount
upon the value of Poisson's ratio of the lateral effect due to direct

elongation in the slab, and is the basis of the so called circum-

ferential stresses, which make the strength and stiffness of such

reinforced flat slabs much greater than they are estimated to be

when these are neglected, as they usually have been. This mis-

taken view has in the past constituted the most serious obstacle

to the adoption of this form of structure, and has been the ground

of conscientious opposition to its introduction on the part of con-

sulting engineers. It is the object of this investigation to remove

so far as possible all reasonable uncertaint}^ as to the rational theory

of this form of structure.

The following partial bibliography of this subject may be useful

to those unfamiliar with what has been done in this field.

Concrete Steel Construction, (305ppJ

Bv C. A. P. Turner, M. Am Soc. C. E.
Sfe Phoenix Bldg., Minneapolis, 1909.

Reinforced Concrete Construction, (259pp)

Bv Turneaure and Maurer, University of Wisconsin
Wiley, X. Y., 1907.

Concrete, Plain and Reinforced, (4S3pp)

Bv Tavlor and Thonijison,
Wiley,' X. Y., 1911.

Trans. Am. Soc. C. E.

Vol. LVI. .June 1906.

Engineering Xews:

—

Oct. 4, 190(5, J).
3(il.

Feb. 18, 1909, p 176.

Dec. 23, 1909, p. 694.

Engineering Record:

—

March 2^, 190S, p 374.

:\Iav 2, 190S, p 57o.
Oct. 10, 1909, p 411.

April 3, 1909, p 408.
April 10 .1909, p 492.
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Notation.

2. All lono'ths and areas are measured in inches, and all weights

in pounds.

A = ar(>a of cross section of steel i-(nnforcement per unit width of

slab, in case it ])e assumed to l)e replaced ])y a uniform sheet

of equal weight.

Ai = area of cross section of all the rods in one side belt.

A2 = area of cross section of all the rods in one diagonal belt.

a = one half the longer side of a panel from center to center of

columns.

b = one half the shorter side of a ])anel.

B = the shortest distance along one side of a panel from the edge

of a column cap to the edge of the next cap.

C'l and ('2 iirc constants depending on the relative lengths of the sides

of any ])anel, which reduce to unity for any square panel.

Dy = the deflection of the middle of the longer side of the panel

l)elow the etlge of the cap.

D2 = the deflection of the center of the ])anel ))elow the edge of the

cap.

d = the effective thickness of the slab at any point, being the

vertical distance from the center of action of the reinforce-

ment to the compressed surface of the concrete.

di = the vertical distance from the center of the rods in the side

belt at mid span to the top surface of the concrete.

d-z = the distance at the center of the panel from the center of the

rods in the second or upper diagonal belt to the top of the

concrete.

d:i = the distan(H^ at the edge of the cap from the center of the third

belt of rods from the top, to the compressed surface of the

concrete.

E or El, = Young's modulus for steel — 3 x 10'.

E,. — Young's modulus for concrete.

ei = elongation in steel parallel to long side belt.

62 = elongation in steel parallel to short side belt.

ei = elongation in steel parallel to diagonal belt
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F = modulus of elastic resistance to shearing.

/s — Ee = intensity of actual stress in steel.

/c = intensity of stress in concrete.

g = 7/16 (a+ 6) = the diameter of the mushroom head and width

of belts.

h = the total actual thickness of concrete slab.

id = vertical distance from center of tension of steel to neutral

surface of slab.

jd = vertical distance from center of tension in steel to center of

compression in concrete.

kd = vertical distance from neutral surface to compressed surface

of concrete, hence / + A' = 1.

K = Poisson's ratio of lateral effect due to longitudinal resistance

in reinforced concrete slabs.

Li = 2a = long side of panel between column centers.

Lo = 26 = short side of panel between column centers.

I = distance from collar band at top of column to edge of cap.

)Hi = true moment of resistance of the tensile stresses in steel parallel

to the long side per unit of ^ndth of slab.

W2 = true moment of resistance of steel parallel to short side per

unit of width.

nil and m2 = apparent moments per unit of width of forces applied

parallel to the long and short sides respectively.

n = the apparent moments per unit of width of the equal

twisting couples parallel to either side.

Pi = intensity of the forces applied parallel to the long side.

P2 = ditto for short side.

p = intensity of stress in extreme fiber of radial rods.

q = load on slab in pounds per square inch.

Ri and R-z = the radii of curvature of vertical sections of the slab

parallel to the long and short sides respective!}'.

Si and S2 = the vertical shearing stresses per unit of width of slab

respectively perpendicular to the long and short sides

of the slab,

s = the intensity of vertical shearing stress in radial

rods.

t = either of the equal horizontal tangential or shearing

stresses parallel to the sides of the panel.
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t

u and V

V
X y z

Az

Zi and Z2

8

8z

8x

= the thickness of a radial rod.

= deformations parallel to the long and short sides re-

spectively.

= total vertical shearing stress in radial rod.

= horizontal and vertical coordinates parallel to sides

of panel.

= difference of two vertical coordinates.

= deflections of radial rods.

= sign of partial differential.

= partial (hfferential coefficient of z with respect to x.

Fig. 55. Plan of Heinforcement Mushroom System. Square Panel, g^\L (as drawn).
Line of Ultimate Weakness.
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3. As preliminary to a general investigation of the rational

analysis of the flat slab, it seems desirable in the first place to

make a brief exposition of the relationship between the true bend-

ing moments and the apparent bending moments in the flat slab as

follows

:

The fmidamental equations of extensional stress and strain in

thin flat plates and slabs, established a generation ago and accepted

by Grashof'' and by all authorities on the subject since then, maybe
written in the forms:

Eei = pi — Kp2 I (1)
Ee2 = P2 — K.Vi )

(1 — K-)pi = E(ei + A'es) I (la)
(1 — K-)p2 = E{e2 + Key) /

in which pi and p2 are the external applied or apparent stresses per

unit of area of cross section of the plate, or of the reinforced slab,

which act parallel to the axes of x and y respectively if these latter

lie in the neutral plane of the slab; and ei and €2 are extensometer

elongations of plate or slab reinforcement per unit of length parallel

to X and y respectively. E is Young's modulus of elasticity, and K
is Poisson's ratio of the lateral effect due to hnear elongation. Any
piece of material which is subjected to stress, and is of such shape

that more than one of its dimensions is considerable, as compared

with its remaining dimension, must have its stresses and strains

considered with reference to the lateral effect produced. This is the

case in plates and slabs, as it is not in case of rods and beams.

In the above equations £"61 and£'e2 are the true stresses per square

inch of section of reinforcement acting along lines parallel to x and y
respectivel}', whatever pi and po may be. These latter are the cause

of true stresses, but are not themselves the values of the true stresses,

as they are in case of rods, etc., where one dimension only is large.

These equations show that the elongation Ci in the direction of

X is not dependent alone upon the tension pi applied in that direc-

tion, for it is diminished by any tension acting along y, but is in-

creased by any compression acting along y. It thus appears that

any tension p2 along y assists the piece in resisting elongation along

X and makes it able to endure safely a larger applied stress pi with

the same degree of safety, i. e., with the same percentages of elonga-

tion or true stress. But it is also equally true that any compression

of amount p2 reduces the safe value of pi which may be applied to

*Theorie der Elasticitat und Festgkeit, F. Grashof Berlin 1878.
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it. These jjrinciples are not in accordance with those which hold

in ordinary computations for rods and bars, whose lateral dimensions

are small compared with their lengths, and whose lateral stresses

are negligible. This divergence between the true stresses as shown

by actual deformations, and the apparent or applied stresses, is a

fruitful source of error in the attempted computation of slabs.

Equations (1) in their pres-ent form apply to simple extensional

or compressive stresses and strains but may be extended to apply

to bending of slabs in the following manner:

Take A as the cross section of the reinforccmcut per unit of

width of slab when the actual reinforcement is regarded as distrib-

uted into a thin sheet of uniform thickness, and let jV/ be the vertical

distance from the center of the reinforc^'uient to the center of com-

pressional resistance of the concrete regarded as a fraction j of d,

d being the distance from the center of the steel to the top of the

slab. Then

nil = A})\ jd, and lUo = A})_> jd, (2)

are the apparent bending moments ])er unit of width of slab, of the

applied a]:)]oar(nit stresses pi and ])2, tending when positive, to cause

lines which before bending are straight and parallel to x and y re-

spectively, to become concave upwards.

Again nii = Ee^ Ajd, and ///_> = Ee2 Ajd, (3)

are the true bending moments of the actual resistance stresses in

the reinforcement per unit of width of slab, as shown by extenso-

meter strains in the steel parallel to the axes of x and y respectively.

Multiply equations (1) thru l)y Ajd and sul)stitute the values

given in equations (2) and (3), from which we obtain the following

relations between the true and apparent bending moments in the slab.

nil = nil — KmoX
(4)

)H2 = nio — A'nii f

(1 — ^'^)n^i = '"1 + ^^'"'2 1 (4a)
(1 — K~)m2 = Wl> + Km

I J

These equations bring out in a striking manner the essential diver-

gence of the correct theory of slab action from that of beam action

in which latter case we have the well known equations

nil = '"]) and nio = ni2

i. e., in beams the moment of the applied forces is equal to the

moment of the internal resistance, which is not true in slabs.
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All attempts to base computations of the deflection of slabs

upon beam action are therefore necessarily erroneous. Such com-

putations are inapplicable and misleading, hence deflections and

stresses in slabs cannot be correctly computed by any form of

simple or compound beam theory.

Equations (4) show:

1st That at points where mi and m2 are of the same sign, (as

for example in the convex part of the mushroom near the columns

and also near the center of the panel) the true bending moments

Wi and m2, which determine the actual stresses in the reinforcement

are less than the apparent bending moments, which latter have been

ordinarily assumed, according to the beam theory, to determine

those stresses.

2nd That the compressive stresses in the concrete around the

column cap are determined on the same principles as the tensile

stresses and are consequently reduced in accordance with the value

of K by a considerable percentage below values corresponding to

nil and m2 of the beam theory.

3rd That at points where mi and m2 have different signs, as

they have for example in the middle part of the span at the side of

the panel directly between mushroom heads, the values of the true

bending moments are larger than the apparent moments as found

by the beam theory.

4th One deduction from this (which is also confirmed by

extensometer tests) is, that in slabs having equal side and diagonal

belts of reinforcing rods the greatest actual extensions and true

stresses in the steel occur at the mid points of those reinforcing rods

which run directly between the mushroom heads parallel to the

sides of the panel, and do not occur at the center of the panel where

mi and m2 have their greatest values. Further, the true stresses in

the reinforcement are not so large at the edge of the column caps as

at the points just indicated. Neither of these conclusions is in

accordance with the beam theory as implied in ordinary formulas

such as have been frequently adopted in practice in computing slabs.

5th In making any statement or specification respecting the

bending moments at any point of a slab, it is essential to state which

bending moments are contemplated, the true bending moments or

the apparent moments, with the understanding that the true bend-

ing moments only are to be used in determining cross sections and

stresses of steel. Any statement omitting this distinction is ambig-

uous, and any requirement seeking to proportion cross sections of

steel to apparent stresses and apparent moments is incorrect.
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4. Poisson's ratio K plays an important role in the theory of

flat slabs and plates, as is evident from equations (1) and (4). Few
attempts have been made to determine K by directly measuring the

amount of the lateral effect accompanying the elongation of

test specimens, and, were such measurements made, the relative

dimensions of the cross section of the specimen would need to be

considered as affecting in a very complicated way the true value of

K to be derived from observation. Reliable determinations of K
usually depend upon observations of Young's modulus of elasticity

E and the shearing modulus of elasticity F.

It is proven in the general theory of the deformation of isotropic

elastic solids that all the elastic properties of any such solid are

determined without excess or defect by its values of E and F, and

that Poisson's ratio is a function of E and F expressed by the equation

A' + 1 = \E/F (5)

There is evidence to show that for concrete K is approximately

0.1*. For steel it is known that K = 0.3 nearly.

Now it is evident that a horizontal slab of reinforced concrete,

in which the reinforcement consists of rods, differs from one in which

its reinforcement is considered to be a simple uniform sheet of metal

in this, that the former has much less shearing rigidity in resisting

horizontal forces than the latter, for in it all stresses transmitted

from one band or belt of rods to any other belt crossing it are trans-

mitted thru concrete only, as is not the case if the reinforcement

consists of a continuous sheet. It is evident therefore that the value

of K which must be employed in applying the foregoing equations to

reinforced concrete slabs must exceed 0.3, the value required in case

the reinforcement is a sheet of steel.

This analysis of the conditions affecting the value of K for a

reinforced flat slab differs radically from assuming at random that

because A' = 0.3 for steel alone and A = 0.1 possibly, for concrete

alone, that therefore some intermediate value of A may be correct

for these two materials combined in a slab. Such an assumption

is merely a blind guess and has no rational basis.

As already partly stated, the view here put forth is this: Since

in an}^ homogeneous, isotropic, elastic material the experimental

values of E and F perfectly define all its elastic properties, and since

we are evidently at liberty to assume our flat slab as sufficiently fine

grained in its structure to act nearly like a slab constructed of some

sort of homogeneous materials, it will be possible to determine

* Turneaure and Maurer's Reinforced Concrete Construction 2nd Ed. 1907, p. 210.
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certain mean values of E and F which will define its elastic proper-

ties. It is moreover evident that in a slab, where two kinds of elastic

solids are combined as they are here, the mean value of F for the

combination is much more affected by the concrete than is E, which

latter may be taken as that applying to the steel alone, and, conse-

quently as unchanged by the combination. It is otherwise, however,

with F, because the arrangement of the combination is such as to

require the assumption of a value of F lying somewhere between

that for steel and that for concrete. Since the latter value is much
less than the former, the mean value of F is smaller than for steel

alone.

This reasoning and other independent theoretical and kinemat-

ical considerations have led to the same conclusion, viz: that the

correct value of K for the slab is larger than 0.3.

Assuming E = 30,000,000, we may compute corresponding

values of K and F from (5) as follows:

—

If A' = 0.1 , F = 13,600,000

If A' = 0.3 , F = 11,600,000

If A = 0.5 , F = 10,000,000

Were a perfectly complete and accurate mathematical theory

of the flat slab at our disposal, we might consider every experimental

test of the deflection of such a slab, and every extensometer measure-

ment of its reinforcing rods as an experiment for determining the

numerical value of K, since deflections and extensions would then

all be kno^\^l functions of K. Having brought such a rational

theory to a somewhat satisfactory degree of perfection, we have

found that, in the light of all knowai tests of slabs, the value that best

satisfies all conditions is A = 0.5 (6)

It is possible that this value of the constant A for slabs may need

some slight modifications hereafter, but for the present this may be

regarded as substantially correct for mushroom slabs. It may be

found necessary to assume a somewhat different value for other forms

of structure, as for example, beam and girder construction. That,

however, must be determined later. Moreover it must be said that

this value of A applies to tests made upon slabs from 2 to 4 months
old, and under loads which have been applied to such relatively soft

concrete as this for a period of usually not longer than one or two
days, and of an intensity such as to cause a maximum stress in the

steel of from 10,000 to 16,000 lbs. per square inch. Less loads on
better cured concrete, or longer time under load, may show con-

siderable deviation from this value of A.
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How important a factor K is in slab theoiy is evident on con-

sidering equations (4) which show that in a square panel uniformly

loaded the true moments as shown by the elongations of the rein-

forcing rods at the center of the panel and over the centers of the

columns are only one half the corresponding apparent moments

derived from considering the moments required to hold the applied

forces in equilibrium, this being on the assumption of course that

K = 0.5. (See further remarks in Section 1, Chapter VII).

5. In order to derive the general differential equation of shears

and moments in any rectangular panel in an extended horizontal

plate or slab, take the axes of x and y in the neutral plane of the

plate and parallel respectively to the longer and shorter sides of the

panel with the origin at its center before flexure occurs, and assume

that they remain fixed with reference to the points of support of the

panel. Then during flexure the center of the panel and all other

points of the slab or plate not in contact with the fixed points of

support will attain some deflection z, of amount to be determined

later. Take z positive downwards.

Then bxbn is the horizontal area of an element of the slab

boundetl by vertical planes, and if d be the et!"ectiv(> thickness of the

slab or plate, the areas of the sides of this element which are respec-

tively perpencUcular to x and // are r/5// and dbx, while dbxby is the

volume of the element.

We proceed to obtain the ecjuatious of equilibrium of this ele-

ment of the slab as follows:

—

Let si and s^ be the total vertical shearing stresses per unit of

width of slab for sections x^erpendicular to x and y respectively. In

case these shears are variable, as they are in a continuously loaded

slab, they respectively contribute elementary forces tending to move

the element vertically, of the following amounts:

5 Si 5 S2

bybx, and 6.r5//

b x by

Assume that the slab carries a uniformly distributed load of q pounds

per square unit of area. Then the load upon the elementary area

bxby is qbxby, and the equation of equilibrium of the vertical forces

acting on the element reduces to this:

5 Si 5 S2

+ +g = (7)

b X by
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in which Si and S2 are taken as positive when they are such as would

be produced in the slab by the loading q in case it were supported at

the origin only.

Let nil and ni2 be the apparent moments per unit of width of

slab of the applied forces which tend to bend those lines in- the slab

which before bending are parallel to x and ij respectively'. Take

them as positive when the}' tend to make those lines respectively

concave upwards. These are the moments obtained b}' multiplying

the total applied tension per unit of width of slab by the vertical

distance jd from the center of the reinforcement of the slab to the

center of compression in the concrete as given in (2) . These moments
are not identical in a slab with the true resisting moments mi and yyu

in the same directions, which latter are the moments obtained by

nmltiplying Jf/ by the actual tension in the steel per unit of width of

slab, which last is to be correctly computed by taking the product

of the area of steel per unit of width and its elongation multiiilied

by E its modulus of elasticity as shown in (3).

Again, let n be the twisting moment per unit (jf width of ver-

tical section of slab cut by planes perpendicular to either x or y, and

acting about either x or y, which moment n is regarded as due to the

variation of the vertical shearing stress Sj when y varies, and to the

variation of S2 when x varies. The moment n is held in equili]:)rium

by horizontal shearing stresses in these same sections, which are

opposite in sign above and below the neutral surface. Let t be the

total horizontal shearing stress per unit of width of slab in the rein-

forcement on one side of the neutral plane, then:

n = i A j d (8)

At any point xy this horizontal shearing stress t must be the same

for the section perpendicular to x, as for the section perpendicular

to y, because in every state of stress the tangential components are

equal and of opposite sign on any two planes mutually at right

angles. Consequently the moment n is the same about x as about

y, as has been assumed in (8).

It is implicitly assumed in (2) and (3) that the concrete on the

same side of the neutral plane as the reinforcement is ineffective

and that its resistance is negligible, so that on'that side the resistance

of the reinforcement alone counts. This condition actually occurs

only after a state of quite considerable stress obtains, and of itself

affords a sufficient reason w'hy the formulas based on it fail of accu-

rately representing deflections and elongations at small loads and

low stress.
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The elementary couples acting on the vertical faces of the

element which are in equilibrimn Avith those arising from the shear-

ing stresses are :

—

(6 mi 6 n \ ^ ^
-\- I oxdy about y, and

d X 8 y /

/ 6 m2 6 n \
I -|- I oxoy about x;

\ 8 y d X /

while those arising from the shears themselves are:^

—

si 8x 8y and S2 8x 8y.

Consequently the equations of equilibrium of the couples acting on

the element reduce to the following:

(9)

5 nil
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neutral surface. In equations (la) replace pi and pz by values

given in (2), and ei and 62 by values taken from (11) and we have:

—

(1 — A'^)nii = E A ijd

(1 — Kyxio = E A ijd

But from the theorv of curvature

\R2 RxJ

(12)

1 ,
5^ s 1 ,

5^ 2— = ^ — , and — ^ 1_ (13)

Ri d x^ Ro d if

Also write for brevity / = A ijd' (14)

Then we have from (12j, (13) and (14):

t d' z \
+ K I

I / 8- z d'' z \]
[1 — A'-jnii = :LEI ' - * '

+ I d' z 8'

(1 — K^)nu = JLEI

\ 5 .1- 5 If /

(,z a^X
V 5 If 8 x' )

(15)

By the fundamental equations of elasticity we also have

/8u 8v\
t = Fe, = ^1t- +— I (16)

\ oy ox /

in\which F is the shearing modulus, e:j is the horizontal shearing

deformation of the reinforcement for two vertical planes one unit

apart horizontally, and

4_ 8z \ 8z
u ^ JLid— , V = ^i d~ (17)

8x 8y

are the deformations along x and y respectivel}', due to the vertical

distance id of the reinforcement from the neutral surface.

From (16) bj' help of (17) we have

8' z

8x8y
t = ^2 Fid (18)
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In (18) replace F by its value obtained from (5), and then sub-

stitute the resulting value of t in (8)
:—

we then have

E I d- z

n = •
-

(19)
1 + K dx8y

From (15) and (19) obtain values of the second differential

coefficients of the moments appearing in (10), which on being intro-

duced into (10), transform that equation into the required general

differential equation of deflections as follows:

—

d^ z 8' z 8^ z (1 — K^)

, +2 V ., + ~r = ? (20)
8 x' 8x'8!r 8 ]/ EI

which is a j^artial differential equation of the fourth order that must

be satisfied by the coordinates x y z oi the neutral surface of any

uniform plate or slab initially flat, when deflected by the applica-

tion of a uniformly distributed load of intcnisity q, and supported in

any manner whatever.

It may be shown that any deviations from strict accuracy by

reason of local stretching of the iHHitral surface (here neglected) are

small compared with corresponding deviations in beam theory.

7. The solution of the general differential equation of deflec-

tions (20) for the case of a horizontal slab carrying a uniformly

distributtnl load and supported on rows of columns placed in rec-

tangular array and having the ]3oints of support all on the same

level, will now be considered.

The integration or soluti(^n of (20) would, since it is a partial,

differential equation, introduce arbitrary functions of the independent

variables x and y whose forms would need to be so determined as to

cause the solution to satisfy the conditions imposed by the position

and character of the supports at certain points, or along certain

lines. It would be possible to expand these functions in terms of

ascending whole powers and products of x and y, and, in case the

supports are symmetrically situated with respect to the axes, the

expansions will contain no odd powers of x or y, because the value

of z must remain unchanged by changes of sign of either x or y, or

both X and y. Any form of polynomial expansion which satisfies

(20), and also all the conditions of any given case, must be the correct

solution for that case, for, the solution of any given case must be

unique.
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Instead therefore of carrying thru the tedious analytical devel-

opment involved in solving (20) mathematically and then applying

it to the case we are treating, we shall at once write down the form

of solution that applies to the case in hand and verify the fact that

it satisfies (2) and all the required geometrical conditions. It will

therefore be the solution sought for, which might also have been

obtained by the somewhat intricate anah'tical processes involved

in the intregation of such differential equations as (20).

Assuming at first that the slab is unlimited in extent and uni-

form thruout in the distribution of its reinforcement and loading,

and that the parallel rows of supporting columns divide the slab

into equal rectangular panels, we shall find a solution in which every

panel is deformed precisely in the same manner as every other.

Modifica,tions made later will render it possible to take account of

variations and irregularities in the distribution and arrangement of

the reinforcement, and to estimate to some extent at least the effect

of loading only one or more panels.

Let 2a be the length and 26 be the breadth of a panel; then the

equation of its neutral surface, referred to axes parallel to its sides

and to an origin fixed in space at the center of the neutral surface of

the panel before deflection, is:

—

48 EIz = q(l — A'-) \(cr — x^^f + (b' — iff] (21)

This is the correct solution of (20) not onl}' because it satisfies

(20), as it will be found to do by trial, (and just as many other func-

tions of X and y do also) but it also satisfies all the other conditions

required by the case proposed, viz. :

1st z = when both x = iL o and y = ~^ h\

because there must be no deflection at these jioints of support which

are on the same level as the origin.

2nd cfe/ f/.r = 0, when x = 0, and also when x = ^ a; as well as

dz/dy = 0, when y = 0, and also when y = ih 6; because straight

lines drawn in space to touch the slab across its edges, and across

its mid sections parallel to those edges, must all be horizontal by
reason of the symmetry of the slab on each side of its edges and mid
sections. That these conditions hold is evident from the following

equations derived from (20)

:

(22)

8z (1~K')— = qx (x
8x 12 E I
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It is of interest to note that the sections of this surface made

by all vertical planes parallel to the axes of 2j, i. e., by a; = constant,

are precisely the same except in position, since their equations differ

by a constant only. The same is true of sections parallel to x. It

thus appears, that, in a square panel where a = h, the surface may

be regarded as a ruled surface described by using the two of these

curves on a pair of parallel sides of the panel as directrices and a

third one of these curves as a ruler sliding on the first two in such a

manner as to remain parallel to the other pair of parallel sides.

The deflections at the center of the panel and middles of the

sides are:

At X = = y, 4.8E I z = q {1-K') {a' + b')

At .r = ± a, 1/ = 0, ^8E I z = q (l-iC") b^

At X = 0,y = ±b, ASE I z = q (l-K^) a"

so that in a square panel the center deflection is twice the mid edge

deflection.

Differentiating equations (22) we have by help of (11), (13),

(14) and (3):

ei

id ^
= — = +/,/

Co =
id

Ro
= + / rf

d' z

d x"

d' z

12E Aj d
q (Sx^ — a-)

( (23)

12E Aj d
q (3?/ - b')

mo =

(1-A'-)

12

12

q (3x^ — a'

q (3/ — 6")

(23a)

in which the ambiguous signs are to be so taken that mi and m2 in

(15) will be positive Sit x = = y, and negative at a: = +. a and

y = ±b.

From (23) it appears that extensions vanish and contra-flexure

occurs at lines lying in vertical planes whose equations are

x = ±iaV3 and y = ± I bVs (24)

It thus appears that the slab is subdivided by these lines (24)

drawn parallel to the edges into a pattern which consists of a rect-

angle occupying the middle part of each panel, of a size | aVz by
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f bVs, i. e., of the same relative dimensions as the panel itself, and

bounded by lines (24), which rectangle is concave upward thruout.

On all four sides of this central rectangle are rectangles of saddle

shaped curvature directly between the central rectangles of adjoin-

ing panels, while each point of support is situated in a rectangle

which is convex upward over its entire area, of dimensions

2a(l— 1 ^^3) by 26(1 — i \^3).

From (22) we obtain the equation

5^ z / hxhy = (25),

hence by (18) and (19) it follows that

t = = n, (26),

from which it appears that there is no horizontal shear in the steel,

and no twisting moment in vertical planes perpendicular to x or y.

This would be otherwise evident from considerations of symmetry.

It will be shown that this is not true of all other vertical planes.

(27)

Again from (15) and (23) we have

mi = I q [3x- - a' + K{'dy\- 6^)
]

11^2 =
12 ? [K{?>x'' — a") + 'iy — 6" ]

in which we have omitted the sign ih as superfluous.

From (9) by help of (26) and (27), we have

6m 1
5m2— Si = = ^ q X, and — So = = h Q V (28)

bx by

from which it appears that any strip of the panel parallel to x or y,

and one unit wide exerts a shear at its ends such as it would if it were

an isolated beam loaded uniformly with an intensity of \q per unit

of length. According to this, a total shear oi q a b, which is one

fourth of the total load carried by the panel, appears at each edge of

the panel, this total shear on each edge being uniformly distributed

along it.

It is seen therefore that the form of solution which we are

investigating implicitly assumes that at each edge of the panel there

is some auxiliary form of structure that will bear the shears coming

to it from each side and at the same time assume the curvatures and

deflections contemplated in (21). This will immediately engage

our further attention.
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8. In order to investigate more fully the deflections, stresses

and strains in the side belts of any panel directly between the mush-

room heads, let us consider the results just reached somewhat more

fully. .

The conclusion drawn from (28) was, that a panel with rein-

forcement distributed with perfect uniformity thruout would require

to be supported by a narrow auxiliary girder extending from column

to column along each side, and of such resisting moment as to take

on, under its load, the precise curvature required by the neutral

surface in (21), which curvature must be produced by a uniformly

distributed load oi 2 q a b, one half of it c<«ning from each of the two

panels beside it.

It seems then, that up to this point, we have in reahty been

treating the theory of the continuous uniform slab Avith specially

designed continuous beams supporting its edges, without as yet

investigating those beams in dc^tail. But since no such beams in

fact exist under the flat slab, it is clear that the side belts of the slab

lying directly between the extended heads of the columns must

discharge the functions which would be discharged by the auxiliary

beams just spoken of. Such functions must necessarily be added

to those already discharged by those belts in supporting the loading

which rests directly upon them. In order that this may occur in a

manner readily amenable to analysis, the extended stiffened head-

ings of the columns which constitute the mushrooms should in

general be approximately of the diameter required to support the

ends of a belt of reinforcing rods forming a flat beam which fills the

width along the edge of two adjacent panels between the two lines

of contra-flexure on each side of that edge, as given in (24).

This requires that the mushroom head should have a width of

at least (1 — | V'S) = .423 of the width of the slab between col-

umns. For reasons that will appear later, it is current practice to

make these heads not less than 1% = .437 of this width.

The lines of contra-flexure in (24) have a fixity of position, (in a

flat slab constructed with mushroom heads of this size and stiffness,)

under single panel loads, that does not exist in a uniform slab, or

where the headings are not so stiff. It may be readily shown by

Mohr's theorem respecting deflection curves as second moment

polygons, that where there are large sudden changes in the magni-

tude of the moment of inertia /, such as exist in this case at the lines

of contra-flexure at the edges of the mushroom, the lines of coiritra-

flexure remain fixed. But in systems where the diameter of the head

is smaller than given above, or its stiffness is much reduced, these
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lines may be removed to greater distances from the center in loaded

panels surrounded by those not loaded than when all are loaded,

thereby increasing the deflections and stresses in a single loaded

panel over that of a uniformly loaded slab of many panels.

The lines of contra-flexure in (24) separate the slab into areas

which are largely independent of each other, since no bending

moments are propagated from one to another. The only forces

crossing these lines of section are the total vertical and horizontal

shearing stresses. The horizontal shears (which are unimportant so

far as deflections go) will be considered later so far as may be necessary,

but the vertical shears found by (28) are of prime importance. Let

us then consider one of these side belts.

In any extended slab with its panels all loaded uniformly

thruout, the vertical shear must vanish at all points along sections

made by vertical planes thru the centers of columns at each side of

any panel, as appears by reason of symmetry of loads. Let the

edges of the side belts be situated at some given distances, say Xi and

l/i on each side of the centers of all the panels, where Xi and iji are

not necessarily the values of x and y given in (24), altho those

values are also included in this supposition. Then by (28) there is

a uniformly distributed vertical shear of intensity h Q. Vx along the

edge of the belt at ij = iji, even tho the reinforcement in the side

belt may be greater than that in the central rectangle, for the devia-

tions caused by the irregularity of its distribution may be regarded

as unimportant and practicably negligible.

It may then be assumed that any side belt parallel to x must

carry, in addition to that already provided for in (21), a total loading

of 3 Vi P^r unit of length, uniformly distributed along the two edges

that are parallel to x. Now since the width of this belt is 2(6 — y\),

the load already provided for in (21) is \q per unit of area, or q{h-yi)

per unit of length parallel to x, which added to that arising from the

shears just mentioned makes a sum total of g 6 per unit of length of

belt, which it will be noticed is independent of the width of the belt.

In other words, any such belt must support a load of one fourth of

the total load on the two panels of which it forms a part, or one half

of all that lies between the panel center lines which are parallel to

it on either side. The other half may be regarded as carried to the

heads by the diagonal belts. This in effect transfers the entire

loading of the slab to the side belts by the agency of the shearing

stresses. It does this in such a way that one half of the total loading

of the entire slab is carried by one set of side belts, and the other

half by a second set which crosses the first at right angles.
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In those parts of the slab area where these sets of belts cross,

forming the heading of the columns, the loading is superposed also.

The preceeding investigation of the shears at the edges of side

belts and their loading is independent of their width and of the posi-

tion of the lines of contra-flexure, but their width will be assumed in

what follows to be determined by the position of those lines as shown

in (24) on account of the independence of action of belts of their

width, as previously explained, where it was shown that no bending

moments are propagated across those lines.

The question now arises, how the vertical shears at the edges

of the side belts are distributed across their width and carried by

them. Since by symmetry of loading, etc., there is no vertical

shear at the edge of the panel where y = b, the shear must diminish

from each edge of a belt to zero at that line. If it be assumed to

diminish uniformly, that is equivalent in its action to a uniformly

distributed load on the belt, which may be assumed in computation

to replace the shears at the edges. Whether it will be so distributed

or not depends upon the stiffness of the mushroom head and the

smallness of its flexure. Extensometer measurements on the rods

of the side belt of the floor slab of the St. Paul Bread Company
Building by Prof. Wm. H. Kavanaugh show beyond question that

in the mushroom system the load is so distributed. Other exten-

someter measurements to which the writer has access also show that

in systems in which the heading of the column is not so stiff as this

the distribution of loading cannot be taken as uniform over the side

belts.

Now the lielt parallel to x was shown to carry a load per unit of

length oi q b and to have a width 2(6 — i/i), in general, or a width

26(1 — iVs) for the belt between the lines of contraflexure ; hence

the intensity of the loading on this belt is q 6/2(6

—

jji), instead of

q, as it would l^e in a uniformly loaded panel duly supported at its

edges by beams from column to column. Let SA, designate the

area of the effective right cross section of the steel in the entire width

of a side belt regarded as forming a single sheet of metal of the width

of the belt; then 2.4/2(6— iji) is the effective right cross section

per unit of width of l)elt, and we may write (14) in the form

I = ij d-i:A/2{b — yi) (29)

We shall consider admissible values of Svl later.

Since the deflection of the side belts may be taken independently

of the rest of the slab, let those values for the intensity of loading

and the moment of inertia (29) be introduced into (21).
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We then obtain an expression for the law governing the deflec-

tion of that part of the side belts parallel to x which lies between the

mushroom heads, and is bomided by lines of contra-flexure, viz:

(1 ~K^) qh
z = ^—-l (cr ~ x'f + {b' - iff ] (30)

48 E i j d^ ^A

with a corresponding equation for the side belts parallel to y, which

may be obtained by replacing q b in (30) by q a. Call this second

equation (31). Now (30) and (31) would hold thruout the entire

length of these belts from colunm to column were they entirely

separate from each other and from the diagonal belts where they

cross each other. It will be necessary later to obtain the equation

which holds true where these belts cross and combine with each other.

9. Practical formulas for the stresses in the steel and concrete

of side belts between the lines of contra-flexure will now be obtained

from (30) and (31).

In order to do this, consider the summation in (30) expressing

the effective cross section of the steel in the mid area of the side belt

regarded as forming a single uniform sheet, that mid area being

bounded on all sides by lines of contra-flexure.

It is to be noticed that the factor (1 — /v") of (30) takes into

account the fact that the lattice of rods forming the reinforcement is

less effective than the same amount of metal in the form of a sheet,

the onl}^ question left being this: Will the great irregularity of

distribution of the reinforcement in this area cause it to act differ-

ently to any noticeable extent from the manner in which the same

amount of metal would act were it possil)le to distribute it uniformly

over the entire area? There are strong reasons which go to sustain

the view that this irregularitj' of distribution is negligible in the

standard mushroom slab, at least for loads less than those that

stress the steel below the yield i)()iiit, or do not stress the concrete

for too long a time while it is im])erfeetly cured. On examining a

diagram of the reinforcing rods of a slab made with square panels

of such pr<)])ortions that the width of the belts is one half the distance

between colunm-^, then the pattern previously mentioned into which

it would be divided by these belts will be seen to consist of equal

squares whose edges are equal to the width of the belts, with one

central square in each panel concave upwards, and one half of each

of the saddle shaped squares which border it, also lying within the

same panel, and one quarter of each of the four convex squares at the
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head of each of the columns at the corners of the panel, also lying

within the same panel, see Fig. 55, page 164.

Each side square will be found in this case to have double (or

two belt) reinforcement over one half or its area, single belt rein-

forcement over a diamond occupying one fourth of its mid area, and

triple reinforcement over four triangular areas along its sides which

together cover one fourth of the square. This gives a mean value

of S^ = 2 Ai in which .4i is the total right cross section of the rods

in the side belt.

The belts in the standard mushroom are, however, not so wide

as this, since that system simply requires that the edges of the side

and diagonal belts intersect in a single point. Fig. 54, instead of forming

four areas of triple reinforcement on the sides. This makes the

width of the singly reinforced diamond sufficient to just reach across

the side belt. In this practical case we find that very approximately

2A = 1.5 .4i (32)

in which, as before, .4i is the total right cross section of the side belt

in square inches. It is evidently impossible for this single side belt

of rods which crosses the (hamond, to ("longate without a correspond-

ing equal elongation of the double reinforcement on all its sides, or

at least it is impossible for readjustments to take place in any short

time such as will make these direct deformations within the diamond

larger than those in the areas along side of it, or before somewhat

more permanent deformations have takfui place in the concrete.

In cases where the column lu'ads are smaller than the standard,

and the side b(4ts still narrower, not only may 2.4 become much

less than 1.5 ^i but the belt become so weakened near the central

diamond as to render it very questionable whether the irregularity

of distril)ution of steel in the area considered may be safely disre-

garded. Diminution of the size of the heading thus not only dim-

inishes cantilever action, but reduces the effective resistance of the

reinforcing steel. Not much diminution of the size of head would

be required to reduce the value of SA to an amount as small as Ai.

Introducing the estimate given in (32) for the standard mush-

room into (30) we derive by (23), (23a) and (3), for that part of the

side belt parallel to x between x = -\- ^ aVs and x = — la Vz,

f = ^ Ci = + ^ i (I - = ± (3.T^ — a'

8 x^ ISj dAi

(l—K^)
Ml - 1.5 A, j (If, = + q b (3x- — a')

12

(33)
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in which Mi is the total true moment of resistance of the side belt,

/s is the true stress per square unit of the reinforcement in the side

belt, and 1.5 ^i is the effective right cross section of the reinforce-

ment. This is independent of y as before noted, showing that the

values of /g and ei are the same for one rod as for another, but they

attain their greatest values at the mid length w'here x = 0. If units

be pounds and inches, and we assume j = 0.91 for the very small

percentage of reinforcement of the standard mushroom system, then

by (33) and (6) the practical formulas for design are:

3qa^ b W L
/s =-

4x 18x 0.91 f/i .4i 175 ch A^

W L
il/i = 1.5 Audi f^

=
128

(34)

in which /^ is the true stress in the steel, and Mi is the true Ijending

moment of the effective cross section 1.5 Ai of the steel in the entire

belt as shown by the elongation (at mid span) of the rods in a side

belt of length L, where L is either 2a or 26, and W = i q a h is the

total load on the panel in pounds, where rfi is the vertical distance

from the center of the rods in the single belt at mid span to the top

surface of the slab.

While the values obtained from (34) are conservative for J = 0.91,

corresponding to a percentage of reinforcement for one belt of less

than 0.25%, (34) should be regarded merely in the light of a speci-

men equation for that percentage, and any slab where the percent-

age differs materially from that assumed value should be submitted

to separate computation in the same manner.

Values of j are given for beams by Turnean'm^ana JNIaurer in

their "Reinforced Concrete Construction," page 57, for different

percentages of reinforcement on the straight line theory, which

latter is now accepted usage. As already stated, standard mush-
room design makes the percentage of reinforcement for warehouse

floors where the panels are, say 20' x 20', as low as 0.25% or less, at

the middle of the side belts, reckoned on the beam theory. But in

heavier and larger construction it may reach 0.33%.

We have taken the mean available steel in the belt as 1.5 Ai,

hence the mean slab reinforcement will not be less than 1.5 x 0.23 =
0.4% in the side belt areas between lines of contra-fiexure.

In case we assume the ratio of E^ for steel to E^. for concrete to

be 15, as is often prescribed, we find the above stated value of j as a
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good mean value, which will be less in cases where the percentage

of steel is greater. The small percentage of steel and great relative

thickness of concrete is one of the distinguishing features of the

standard mushroom design.

We may write (34) in the form:

W L W L
/s = , and Ml =A,jdf,= - .... (34a)

175 di Ai 192

in which M[ is the true bending moment of the actual cross section

Ai at mid belt. We have written this modification of (34), not for

use in design, but merely for the purpose of instituting a comparison

with empirical formulas obtained by Mr. Turner to express the

results of numerous tests made by him. On pages 26 and 28 of his

"Concrete Steel Construction" he has given equations expressing

the values of stresses and moments in mushroom slabs which in our

notation may be written as follows:

—

WL W L W L
Mi = Ai j df, = , and/, = =

. (35)

200 200 X 0.85 d.Ai 170f/Ai

in which he has assumed 0.85 as a mean value of j.

It is seen that equations (34a), obtained from rational theory

alone, are in practical agreement with (35), which were deduced

from experimental tests of mushroom slabs, where the numerical

coefficient introduced is entirely empirical.

As will be seen later, (34) is the equation which ultimately con-

trols the design of the slab reinforcement; so that the agreement of

these two entirely independent methods of establishing this funda-

mental equation cannot but be regarded with great satisfaction as

affording a secure basis for designs that may be safely guaranteed

by the constructor, as has been the custom in constructing standard

mushroom slabs.

The slal) theory here put forth diverges so radically from the

results of beam theory that we introduce here the following compar-

ative computation of the smallest values of true bending moment
and stress in steel, which can be obtained b}- beam theory for the

side belt parallel to .r, as follows:

—

That part of the side belt between the lines of contra-flexure is

simply supported at its ends by shearing stresses, and so may be

taken to be a simple beam resting on supports at these end lines.
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Hence the true stress fg and the true bending moment M at the

middle of this simple uniformly loaded beam may be computed from

the equation,

M' = Audf. = iW L' (36)

in which M is the total moment of resistance.

Ai is the total right cross section of the reinforcement, W is the

total uniformly distributed load, and L is the length of the beam.

The length of the simple beam in that case is evidently the distance

along X between lines of contra-flexure, viz, L = ^ aVs = I L V^3,

where L is the edge of the panel, and the total load at most will be

that already proven to be carried by the side belt viz, q b per unit of

length, or a total for a span L ' of W'=ghL' = ^qah Vs = ^WVs
where W = 4 qab is the total load on the panel, hence

W L
M' = A.jdh = (36a)

48

It thus appears that according to simple beam theory the true

stress, or the cross section of steel required in the belt, is four times

that obtained by slab theory as shown by (34a). Since (34a) is in

good accord with experimental tests, this comparison justifies the

statements made near the beginning of this paper respecting the

inapplicability of beam theory to the computation of slab design.

The floor of the St. Paul Bread Co. Building, jireviously men-

tioned,is a rough slab 6" thick, and has panels 16' x 15', Avith ten

3/ 8" round rod reinforcement in each belt, built for a design load of 100

pounds per square foot; constructed in winter and frozen, the final

test was not 'made until the end of its first summer after unusually

complete curing, such as might make the value of K given in (6)

not entirely applical)le. In one long side belt, extensometer measure-

ments were made at the mid span on three rods, (1) a middle rod,

(2) an intermediate rod and (3) an outside rod of the belt, with the

following values of /^ in pounds per square inch for the given live

load in pounds per square foot:

Live Loads
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The observed results are seen to be in excellent agreement with

those computed from (34) for the heavier loads, while any disagree-

ment is on the safe side. Agreement is not expected for light loads.

The accuracy and applicability of (34) and preceeding formulas

is dependent on the fixity of the lines of contra-fiexure (24) which

were previously stated to be practically immovable because of the

sudden large change of the moment of resistance of the slab at those

lines. That fact may be put in a more definite and convincing

form than has been done so far. Consider for a moment that form

of continuous cantilever bridge where there are joints between the

cantilevers over the suc(;essive piers (which are in the form of a letter

T) and the intermediate short spans which connect the extre^nities

of the cantilevers. At such joints the resisting moments vanish, and

they form in a sense artificially fixed points of contra-fiexure. The

same thing ap])r()ximately occurs at the edge of the nnishroom,

because there the reinforcing steel rai)idly dips down from a level

above the neutral j)laue to one below it, and the sign of the moment
of resistance changes thru zero at that edge.

Furth(>rmor(% it may be proper to state in this connection that

the foregoing theory has be(ni developed in consonance with the

general principles of elasticity, and that somewhat different condi-

tions and relations are thought to exist when the steel at the middle

of the side belts reaches its yield point, as it does in advance of the

rest of the reinforcement. As the yield point is reached equations

(34) no longer hold; for, as will be seen more clearly later, the single

belt of reinforcing steel, which crosses the circumference of an ap-

proximately circular area of radius L / 2 about the center of each

column, will everywhere reach the yield point at practically the same

instant, and if loaded much beyond this will develop a continuous

line of weakness there. The equations that hold in this case will be

approximately those due to the actual cross sectionA i
of the belt, in

place of (34), which contain the effective cross "section, viz:

3 q a^ h W L
fs =

4x 12x0.91 diAi 117 di A^

W L

128

(37)

which may be regarded as exjDressing the relations that exist at the

limit of the elastic strength of the slab and the beginning of perma-

nent deformation, tho not necessarily of collapse.
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The percentage of reinforcement in standard mushroom slabs

is small enough to make their elastic properties depend upon
the resistance of the steel. The stresses in the concrete may then be

be computed from those in the steel, but many uncertainties attend

any such computation. It is usage, fixed by the ordinances of the

building codes of most cities to require the application of the so

called "straight line theory" in such computations, not because that

will give results which will be verified by extensometer tests of com-

pressions in the concrete, for it will not, but because it is definite

and on the side of safety. Furthermore it is usually prescribed

that the ratio of the modulus of elasticity of steel divided by that

of concrete shall be assumed to be 15, where the moduli are unknown
by actual test of the materials. This is usually far from a correct

value. The consequence is that the results of computation of the

stresses in concrete are highly artificial in character, and should not

be expected to be in agreement with extensometer tests. With this

understanding the computed stress in the concrete at the middle of

the side belt will be found as follows

:

Let id be the distance from the center of the steel to the neutral

plane. (It happens to be more convenient in this investigation to

use this distance id here and in our previous formulas than to intro-

duce the distance from the neutral axis of the slab to the compressed

surface of the concrete, as is done by many writers, under the desig-

nation k d. These ciuantities are so related that / + A- = 1 ).

Then, as is well known from the geometry of the flexure of

reinforced concrete beams, in case tension of concrete is disregarded,

h Ef,

/c = -•-/. (38)
I E^

where the subscripts c and s refer to concrete and to steel

respectively.

Applying (38) to the greatest computed stress /^ = 19000 in

the St. Paul Bread Go's Building, gives a computed stress /p = 492;

but taking the greatest observed stress /^ = 17940 gives /f.
= 465 lbs.

per sq. inch, as the greatest computed compressive stress in the

concrete at the middle of the side belt, if 2 = 0.72.

The tensile stress across the middle of the side belt at the

extreme fiber of its upper surface is fixed by the curvature of the

vertical sections of the slab in planes that cut the side belt at right

angles. As stated previously all such planes make cross sections of

the side belt that are identical in shape. That is a consequence of
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the conclusion reached previously, that all the rods in the side belt

are subjected to equal tensions. The curvature of these sections

is controlled by the stiffness of the mushroom heads, which is so

great as to make the curvature very small. No considerable tensile

cross stresses are consequently to be apprehended; but in case the

stiffness of the head were to be decreased, stresses might arise such

as to develop longitudinal cracks over the middle rod of the side belts.

10. In order to obtain practical foi'mulas for the deflections and

stresses in the steel thruout the areas at and near the tops of the

columns where all the belts cross each other, and lying between lines

of contra-flexure, we shall have recourse to (30) and (31) which are

here superimposed on each other, and combined together. Were
there no steel here in addition to th(^ side l)elts, that superposition

could be correctly effected by writing a value of z whose numerator

would be the sum of the numerators of (30) and (31), for that would

superpose the loads of the two side belts, and thus place the total

required loading upon this area as jireviously explained; and then by

writing for a denominator the sum of the denominators of (30) and

(31), for that would superpose and combine the resistance of all the

steel in both belts. But such a result would leave out of account the

reinforcement arising from the diagonal rods, and the radial and

ring rods, which should also l)e reckoned in as furnishing part of the

resistance.

Supposing this additional steel to be distributed in this area in

the same manner as is that of the side l)elts, a supposition which is

very close to the fact, wt may write

(1 — K^) g (a + 6) ,

z = -^^ [(a^ - x'f + (6^ - ^m . . (39)

in which ILA is the cross section of the total reinforcement in this

area regarded as forming a uniform sheet, i and j stand for mean
values that have to be determined by the percentage of reinforce-

ment and its position, while d is the mean distance of the center of

action of the steel above the lower compressed surface of the con-

crete at the point xy.

We may conservatively assume in the standard mushroom
that the center of action of the steel is at the center of the third layer

of rods from the top, as will appear more clearly later. This defines

d, which we shall consequently designate by f/3.

It remains therefore to estimate the amount of the total rein-

forcement 2A, and then find mean values of / and ./.
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In case of reinforcing rods which are all of them continuous

over a head without laps, the percentage of reinforcement falls only

slightly below 4 times that at the middle of a side belt; but on the

other hand were none of them continuous for more than one panel

and each lap reached beyond the center of the column to the edge

of the mushroom, the percentage of reinforcement would not be less

than 7 times that at the middle of a side belt, and to this must be

added that due to the steel in the radial and ring rods. Thus the

percentage of reinforcement here may be varied not only by reason

of the larger or smaller number of laps over each mushroom, but by
reason of the length of the laps, from perhaps 3.75 to 7 times that

at the middle of a side belt. For standard mushroom construction

using long rods, it may be taken conservativelj^ as a 4.25 times that

at the middle of a side belt.

It is impossible to make an estimate that will be accurate for

all cases, but commonly the 8 radial rods of a 20' x 20' panel are

equivalent in amount to a single 1|" round rod, or a 1" square

bar circumscribing the area under consideration, that is to 4 square

inches of additional reinforcement to be distributed in the width of

a single side belt.

The two rings rod, of which the larger is commonly 7/8" round,

and the smaller 5/ 8" round, may be taken to increase the reinforce-

ment of this area by at least one square inch of cross section, giving

all told some five square inches of cross section additional, equiva-

lent forty-five 3/8" round rods, or twenty-one l/2" rods. It thus

appears that the increased reinforcement from this source reaches

from 2 to 4 times Ai, and we may safely assume a mean total rein-

forcement over this area of

S^ = 7.5^1 (40)

of which the center of action may be pretty accurate^ stated to be

at the middle of the third layer of reinforcement rods from the top.

In the standard design of mushroom floors for warehouses with

panels about 20' x 20', the mean percentage of reinforcement for a

single belt Ai bemg about 0.239c, may be taken by (40) for a rein-

forcement 7.5 A 1 as

7.5 X 0.23 + = 1.75% The corresponding value of.;' is 0.83,

and we shall have

ji: A = 0.83 X 7.5 .4i = 6Ai (41)

As previously stated, these equations (containing estimated mean
numerical values) are given as a specimen computation for the purpose
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of making comparisont?. In actual design, computations like these

should be made which introduce the exact values appearing in the

design under consideration.

We now derive from (39) and (40) by the help of (23) the follow-

ing equations for this area where the belts all cross:

—

/s = Eei = ±Eid-s
5- z ±(1 — K-) q{a -\-h)

Ml = 7.^Aud,f, =

8x^ 90jckAi

(1 - K')

i3x~ — a^)

12
q (a + 6) (3a:" — a )

,.(42)

in which j and r/^ are less than in (33) and (34), as has been stated

previously.

Apply (42) to find the stresses at the edge of the colunni cap

on the long side Lj.

Let B = 2x be the shortest distance along the middle of the

side belt parallel to x between the edges of the caps of two adjacent

columns, and introduce the values j = 0.83, K = 0.5, and W = 4iqah,

then;

W Ly (Li + L2) {W^/L\ —1
)

/s
=

M, = 7.r,Aud,f,=

800 ^3 A I U
W Ly (Li + L2){W/L\ 1)

128 U

(43)

in which 7.5 ^4i is the effective cross section of the steel in this area,

and Ml is the true resisting moment of the total steel derived

from the elongation, and ^3 is as stated after (39).

It has been found that the foregoing theoretical expressions which

neglect to take account of the local stresses induced in the slab just

outside the edge of the cap by reason of the rigidity of the cap it-

self are incapable of giving results in accordance with experimental

data.

Equation (43) implicitly assumes that the slab while supported

on the cap is nevertheless so separate and independent of it as to

have no great rigidity over the cap than elsewhere and is conse-

quently unaffected by the mass of the cap. But this assumption

is not in accordance with the fact because the cap is integral with

the slab and forms a nearly rigid boss on the slab which largely

prevents bending and stretching over the cap so that inside the
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edge of the cap much smaller extensions occur hi the belt rods than

would otherwise occur, and less than do occur in parallel rods out-

side the cap. But the total extensions of the several rods of a belt

from one line of inflection to another must accompany one another,

and those rods that cross the cap and have their extensions mostly

prevented inside the cap must suffer correspondingly greater exten-

sions in the remaining parts of their lengths by way of compensation

for this loss. This effect will be most accentuated just where the

rods cross the edges of the cap and will cause abnormal local exten-

sions especially in the rods along the middle of the belts that cross

the edge of the cap nearly- perpendicularly. It is just here that the

greatest stresses are olxserved as might be expected. The stresses

in rods tangent to the cap are less than these, and in the other rods

which are nearer the edges of the belts the stresses are smaller also,

partly by reason of the low level at which they are usually placed.

These circumstances all cons})ire to accentuate the stresses of the

rods at the edge of the cap.

It is not possil)le to make an exact mathematical analysis of the

resulting aljnormal stresses. But the form of (43) has suggested

an expression which will enable us to fix a limiting value to those

stresses with consideral)le assurance, since the greatest steel stresses

which have been ol^served around the cap in extensometer tests

do not exceed the values thus computed.

We feel sure that ample allowance for this increased stress is

included in the following amended expression for the greatest stresses

in the side belts at th(> edge of the cap:

W L, (Li + L2) (SLl/B' - 1)

./s

Ml = 7.5^i././3./; =

800 ds A I L2

WLi (Li + L2) (SLi/B^—l)

128 Lo

(44)

This equation gives the same values of /g and AIi as (43) at the column

center, i. e. when B = Lj. But at other points (43) and (44) diverge

from each other, for at any points between the column center and

the line of inflection (43) gives smaller values of /g and Mi than at

the column center, but (44) gives larger values for the stresses, and
thus makes allowance for abnormal stresses. Moreover (44) makes
the stresses greater the smaller B is and the larger the cap. It is

evident that these abnormal stresses should increase with the size

of the cap which causes them. But it should be stated again and

emphasized that the values thus obtained are an outside limit, and

that (44) may give values considerably in excess of observed stresses.
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(44) consequently should not l)e used to compute the amount of

reinforcement required in any proposed design. But with a given

design it is possible to say with considerable confidence that the

greatest stress will not exceed those computed by (44).

It should be further stated in this connection that abnormal

stresses in a few rods at the center of a belt at the edge of the cap

is a local phenomenon of no serious import for the stability of the

slab because such stresses if sufficient will cause a shght yielding

at the poiiit which will l)ring the other parallel slab rods into play

to assist them.

In the same way as (44) has been obtained from (43) and (43)

from (42), a similar expression may he obtained for the abnormal

stress in the rods of diagonal belts at tlu^ edge of the cap,* but the

numerical values thus obtained differ little from those resulting from

(44). This expression has therefore been omitted as unimportant.

Tests and long experience show that much higher compressive

stresses may be safely permitt(Ml in the concrete around column

caps where the compression is in two directions at once, circumfer-

ential and radial, than in ordinary direct one way compression.

Aside' from this additional resistance to these converging compres-

sions the Joint Committee has recognized a greater capacity for

resistance to compression at supports than elsewhere in recommend-

ing that in general "the extreme fil)er stress of a beam may be

allowed to reach 32.5 percent of the compressive strength," while

''adjacent to the support of continuous beams stresses 15 percent

higher may ])e used."

If we use no higher stresses around the cap than those allowed

by this recommendation for beams we ol)tain for a concrete whose

compressive strength is taken as 2000 11 )S. per square inch a work-

ing stress of 2000 x .325 x 1.15 = 747.5 lbs., or 822 lbs. for a con-

crete having a strength of 2200 lbs.

Now various published and unpublished extensometer tests

of slabs show that the unit deformation in the concrete immediateh'

adjacent to the edge of the cap designated by e^ has a mean value

of not more than seven tenths (0.7) of eg the unit deformation of the

steel in the top belt immediately above it, this ratio varying under

the heavier loads between 0.5 and 0.85. Hence the working steel

stress /s corresponding to a working stress in the concrete of

/c = 747.5 lbs. per square inch is

* See Proc. Am. Soc. C. E. Jan. 1914, p. 77.
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/^ = ^7e = lo X 747.0/0.7 = 16000 (45)

Ib.s. per .square inch.

It thus appears that ordinary working stresses in the steel at the edge

of the cap will be accompanied by safe stresses in the concrete. i\.s

a matter of experience, it has known that failure arising from com-

pression around the column is practically unknown in concrete that

has had opportunity to become reasonably hard.

It will be noticed that in order to make /^ and /^ as small as

possible in this area c/3 must be made as large as possible, i. e., the

steel at the edge of the cap must l)e raised as near the top of the slab

as possible. Neglect of this is to invite failure and weakness such

as has overtaken certain imitators of the mushroom system.

A final remark is here in place respecting the values of j and f/3

in this area. The stresses /^ and f^. diminish very rapidly towards

the lines of contra-flexure, where they vanish, and the fact that the

steel also rapidly increases its distance from the top of the slab at

the same time might be regarded at first thought as reciuiring some
modification of the assumptions we have made as to the values of

j and f/3, which are approximately correct at the edge of the cap

where the steel is placed as near the top surface as due covering will

permit. But the fact is this: the only consideration of importance

is the one respecting the position of the steel in that part of this

area where the moments and stresses are large. The effect of the

position of the steel near the lines of contra-flexure is negligil^le, and
the fact that the amount of reinforcement may be somewhat smaller

near these lines than elsewhere may also be neglected, so that the

mean effective reinforcement previously estimated is likely to be an

underestimate rather than the reverse. Further, the fact that the

slab is practically clamped horizontally either at the edge of the cap

or the edge of the superposed column, instead of at its center as

assumed in our formulas, renders the results given thus far slightly

too large.

Good average values of the size of steel used in the standard

mushroom system of medium span would make the radial rods

9/8" round, the outer ring rod 7 8" round, the inner ring rod

5/8" and the belt rods 3/8" round. The importance of having

the belt rods small is that for a given thickness of slab the smaller

these rods are the larger is d in both (34) and (43) and conseciuently

the smaller is /^ and .4 1

.

11. In attempting to consider the stresses in the diagonal rods

of the central rectangle between the side belts of a panel, it will be
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noticed, as stated before, that no true bending moments are propo-

gated across the vertical planes or lines of contra-fiexure (24) which

bound it, and since the vertical shearing stresses at these lines are

uniformly distributed along them, as already shown, (28), there are

no true twisting moments in these planes. The curvatures of this

rectangle will consequently depend upon its own loading and the

resistance of its own moment of inertia, regarded as uniformly dis-

tributed, independently of that of other parts of the slab.

Hence (21) may be correctly applied to this area, regardless of

the values which / (and q) may assume elsewhere, provided only

that the values of / in other areas may be assumed to have constant

values thruout those areas, and, further, that those areas are sym-

metrically disposed, so that all central rectangles have one and the

same given value of / thruout, all side belts also have one given

value of /, and the mushroom heads have a given value also, each of

these three sorts of areas being in<lependent. The truth of this

proposition has been heretofore tacitly assumed in applying (21)

to these latter areas as has been done.

It will be seen however, that the values of z obtained from such

diverse equations express deflections of any point xy on the supposi-

tion that all the areas considered have the same value of /; but these

separate equations, each with its own peculiar value of /, can be

used separately to find the difference of level z^ — Z2 between any

two points .Ti iji and a-2 y-i which lie in an area where / may be regarded

as constant. We shall return to this point w^ien we come to the

derivation of practical deflection formulas.

For convenience in computing stresses in the rods of the diago-

nal belt, let the direction of the coordinates be changed so that in

square panels they will lie along the diagonals which make angles

of 45° with those used thus far. In (21) let

X = \yl2ix' + y'), y = \^2{x' — y'), then

(1 - /V-) q g

24 E i j d^:iA
[a' - a'ix"' + y"') + x"V' + Hx'+y'f] • (47)

in which the panel is square and the axes of x' and y lie along its

diagonals, while the value of ^A/g is the effective cross section per

unit of width of all the reinforcement in this area regarded as a

single uniform sheet of metal, and g = 7/8 a, is the width of a

diagonal belt, and is equal to the diameter of the mushroom head.

In rectangular panels g = 7/lQ (a -\- h).
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From (34) we have

8z (1 — A'-) q g

bx 24:E ij d'^ XA
[x'(x"' + 3^'') — 2alr '] (48)

d~ z S^z (1 — iv~) q g
ei = 6-2 = —id -^ —id -— = [2a-~3(x"--\-ij"^]m)

bx" by' 24.Ejd^A

b'~ z (1 —A'-) qg x' y'

and -^
,
= (50)

bx by 4: E i j d" "LA

These expressions satisfy (20) as they shoukl, for (20) is inde-

pendent of the directions of the rectangular axes x and y.

From (49) it appears that e[ = = f^, on the circumference of

the circle a: ""+!/" = fa", which passes thru the points where the

lines of contra-flcxure intersect.

By (19), which holds for any rectangular axes, and by (50),

we find

n' = i(l— A) qx' y' (26)'

From (26) it appears that n sections by all vertical planes

parallel to the diagonals, the twisting increases uniformly wath the

distance from the diagonal.

Hence by (9) we have

,1
= ^qx

(birii bn \

(6m2 bn \

by' bx'

/

[
(28)

It thus appears that the same law holds for vertical shearing

stresses on planes parallel to the diagonals, as holds in (28) for planes

parallel to the edges of the panel.

In standard mushroom designs the edges of the diagonal belts

intersect on or very near to the edges of the side belts. That makes
the middle half of the central square to be covered by double belting,

and the remainder of it by single belting, so that ^A = l.oAo or

perhaps 1.6 yl2, and the mean value of ^4, the reinforcement per

unit of width of slab here, is to be found by dividing this by the

width of a belt, which is 7/8 a. We should then find A = 1.5 A2/
7/8 a = 1.7 A2/a. But this mean value of .4 is not its mean effect-

ive value for this area, because the reinforcement is so disposed as
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to furnish the larger values of I in the central diamond just where

the largest true applied moments and stresses occur. The mean

value of A in the central diamond is 2^2/7/8 a = 2.3J.2/a. The

mean effective value lies between these two extremes, probably

nearer the latter than the former. A similar question was discussed

in connection with (40) and (41). We shall assume as the mean

effective reinforcement in this central rectangle,

A = 2A2/a, and / = 2.42 ^ J d^/a

or in case (jf rectangular panels

/ = 4A2ijdl/{a -\- h) (51)

In case of rectangular panels the term 2a" in (49) should be replaced

by a^ + 6^ as a mean value to make it depend the dimensions of the

panel symmetrically, as it must. Making these substitutions in

(49) we have at a;' = = y' the center of the panel.

W (Li + L.) {Li + L',) Cy W Li
/s = Ee'

.(52)

1024 Li La A2 j f?2 256 A2 j ^2

W{Li + L.,) {Li + L;) Ci W Li
Mi = 2A2J d2U = =

512 Li L2 128

where d = \{L^ / L. + 1) (1 + LI/L^). Take j=0.89.

If 1 > Lo/Li > 0.75 then 1 < Ci < 1.042, hence Ci varies less than 5%
while L2/L1 varies by 25% between its extreme permissible values.

Ci may ordinarily be taken as unity, or may be found with sufficient

precision by interpolation between the values just given.

The steps by which these equations (52) were deduced may not

seem conclusive, since they are not rigorous. They need be only

good, working approximations for the purpose for which they will be

here used, viz, to show that the stresses at the center of the panel

are less than those at the mid span of the side belts in case Ai = A2.

The value of ^2 in (52) is less than d^ in (34), but always more

than 90% of it. We may define ^2 as the vertical distance from the

center of the second and upper of the two diagonal belts to the top sur-

face of the concrete. We may assume ^2 = 0.9f/i and j = 0.89 in

(52), and then we may compare these stresses for a square panel as

follows :

—

175

fs
=

f. (53)

205

where /J refers to the center of the panel. Even were the smaller
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value for the mean reinforcement, 1.7 A2/ a, used in deriving (52)

and (53), the stress given by these equations would not exceed that

given by (34). The compressive stress /c in the concrete at the

center of the panel may readily reach a dangerous value in case the

forms are removed too soon. It should therefore be carefully con-

sidered in each case. Here, we have an approximate value of i = 2/3

and (38) then becomes /c = /s/30 with no possible assistance from

steel reinforcement since that is all on the bottom of the slab. An
estimate that the elastic stress in the steel at the center of the panel

does not much exceed 80% of that at the middle of the side belt

cannot be far from the truth.

While this is undoubtedly the fact, it will appear on further

consideration that local stresses and strains which exist at incipient

failure are of such magnitude as to make the weakest points of the

diagonal belts to lie ultimately not at the center, but, instead, just

outside the diamond where they cross each other.

Take the standard case where the central diamond reaches just

across to the side belts. For square panels imagine a circle to be

drawn concentric with each column of radius L/2. Any circle at a

column will be tangent to the edges of four diagonal belts across the

tops of the four columns adjacent to it, and then the octagon cir-

cumscribing it, whose sides cut at right angles all the belts that cross

this column head, intersects but a single belt of rods as every point

of its perimeter. It is evident that, so far as reinforcement is con-

cerned, such a line or section cuts less steel per unit of perimeter

than any other regular figure concentric with the column and that

the reinforcement is entirely sj^mmetrically disposed about the

column center, so that in case of equal diagonal and side belts, it

would be impossible from their geometry to distinguish the one from

the other by anything inside the octagon. That fact would make it

inherently probably that the stresses and strains of the rods where

they cross any one side of this octagon should be approximately the

same ultimately as in those that cross any other side, whether they

be rods in a diagonal belt or in a side belt. And what will be at-

tempted to be shown immediately is that ultimately the stresses

and strains in these several belts approach equality. If that should

be established, it will follow from the conclusion already reached as

to the excess of the stresses and strains of the side belt over those at

the center of the panel, that ultimately those at the edges of the

ocatgon exceed those in the same rods at the center of the panel.

The qualification implied above in affirming that this is what

will occur ultimately, is for the purpose of conveying the idea that
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this is the approximate distribution of stresses and strains which

will take place when the slab is sufficiently loaded to bring the steel

at the middle of the side belt to the yield point. At less stress than

this there is so much lag in the distribution of the effect of loading

that it penetrates to the various parts of the slab unequally.

Taking up now the deferred proof that the diagonal rods where

they cross the edge of the octagon are subject ultimately to the same

local stresses and strains as the direct rods of the side belts; note

that these diagonal rods lie in a triangular area between two side

belts, which latter experience equal elongations ei in directions at

right angles to each other. The edges of the triangle in which the

single layer of diagonal rods lie are continuous with the side belts

and necessarily experience the same elongations, which are propo-

gated from the side belts into the triangle by the agency of horizontal

shears on its edges. Such equal elongations at right angles imply

the same elongation in every direction in the triangle, as appears

from the fundamental properties of equal principal stresses and

strains. Hence we have the same elongations along the diagonal

rods as along the rods of the side belts at the edges. The existence

of an ultimate stress and strain in the diagonal belt equal to that in

the side belt would require that the cross sections A2 and Ai of the

two belts should be equal, altho so far as the elastic value of /g at

the center of the panel is concerned Ao might be less than Ai, as has

been already shown in (52) and (53). The relationships of stress,

load, etc., for this ultimate condition, have been already given in (37).

Besides the stresses and strains in the diagonal belts, just in-

vestigated, those due to the local stretching (arising from the deflec-

tions themselves) exert their greatest effect on the rods of the diagonal

and side belts just in the region of the line of weakest section, and

partly because of that fact. While these local stresses may not exceed

10% in addition to those already present, their existence should

prevent any thought of taking ^A larger than A 1 in (37) when deriv-

ing the ultimate stresses at the yield point. Similar results may be

formulated to cover cases where g is greater or less than 7/16 L.

It is perhaps desirable at this point to consider a little more at

length the matter of local stretching in a slab. It is impossible for a

continuous flat floor slab to undergo the deflections which we are

treating, consisting of convexities, concavities, etc., without local

stretching to allow this to occur. A floor slab of many panels does

not undergo any change of its total linear dimensions which would

account for these corrugations. A continuous beam under flexure

would have its extremities drawn toward each other. But not so
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to any such extent with a slab. Such contractions are resisted by

local circumferential strains which result in true stresses. An
investigation of such stresses leads to the conclusion just stated that

in general they cannot exceed 10% of the ordinary stresses due to

slab bending when they are left out of the consideration. For this

reason a single panel alone will not function precisely in the same

way as a panel in a floor of inany panels.

12. Actual deflections are distances which any given points

of a slab sink down by reason of the application of a given load, and

their theoretical values are to be computed by help of the formulas

which have been developed for z in the various areas into which the

panel has been divided.

We shall now make a slight modification in our definition of the

level of the origin of coordinates, and shall take it at the upper or

lower plane surface of the flat slab before flexure, in which surface

the axes of x and y are assumed to lie. It is of no consequence

whether it be the upper or the lower surface which is assumed, the

equations will be the same in either case. The reason for this new
definition of the position of the origin is this: Each kind of partial

area into which the slab has been supposed to be subdivided has its

neutral surface at a different depth in the slab, and so it does not

furnish a single suitable level from which to reckon deflections, as

does the upper or lower surface of the slab. None of the equations

which have been derived in this paper will undergo any modification

by reason of this change of definition. It has been assumed that

each kind of area has a separate value of / which remains constant

thruout, so that the neutral surfaces of different areas do not join

at their edges. As pre\'iously explained this is of no consequence

mechanically by reason of the zero true moments that exist at these

edges. The modification just introduced avoids the geometrical

perplexities arising from this discontinuity of neutral surfaces.

Deflections in the side belt area between the lines of contra-

flexure (24) are to be found from (30), or (31), and (32). To find

the deflection or difference of level in the mid side belt between

X = 0, y = h, and x = ^ aVs, y = b, substitute these values in (30),

take i = 0.71, j = 0.91, K = 0.5 and subtract the value z at the

second point from that at the first point, which gives the following

value of the deflection of the one point below the other:

W Lf
A Zi = (54)

10.7xl0^V/U^
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in which rfi is the vertical distance from the center of the single belt

of rods at the mid span of the side belt to the effective top of the

slab, considering the strip fill or other concrete finish at its effective

value.

In the same manner take the difference of level in the central

rectangle bounded by the lines of contraflexure between the center

point at X = 0, ?/ = and the corner x = la V3, ?/ = i 6 v^3 by using (21)

and (51) and introducing the values i = 2/3, j = 0.89, etc., and

C2 = l/4(Li/L2 + 1) (1 + Lt/L\), then:

C2 W L\
AZ2 = 7^—. (55)

6.56 X 10^° dl Ao

in which A2 is the cross section of one diagonal belt and f/2 is the

vertical distance from the center of the upper or second diagonal

belt to the effective upper surface of the panel at its center.

On evaluating C2 above, we find

when l>Lo/Li >0.75

then l> C2 >0.77

hence we may with sufficient a(;curacy for practical purposes assume

C2 = L2/L, (56)

Deflections in the mushroom area between lines of contraflexure

(24) are to be derived from (39) (40) and (41) by introducing i = h,

j = 0.83, X = 0.5 and S.4 = 7.5 Ai. Assuming the diameter of

the cap to be 0.2Li we have, at its edge where x = 0.8a, y = b, from

(39)

W LUL,/L2 +1) /36\2
z = ( I (57)

19.1 X 10^%3^iVl00/

The value of z at the edge of the mushroom area, where x = § aVs,

y = 6, is to be obtained from (57) by replacing the last factor by

4/9; and the deflection between the edge of the cap and the edge of

the mushroom obtained by taking the difference of these quantities

is as follow\s:

W L\ (L1/L2 + 1)

A z, = -— (58)
60 X 10^" d^ A

I

in which Ihi is the vertical distance of the center of the third layer of

reinforcing rods over the edge of the cap above the bottom surface

of the slab.
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Similar expressions may be obtained for the values of z and /\z

on the side parallel to y, where x = a oX y ^ 0.86, and y = \ 6^3,
by exchanging Li and L2 in (57) and (58).

Take half the sum of (57) and the corresponding values so ob-

tained at X = a, y = 0.8b, as the value of z at the edge of the cap

where it is intersected bj^ the diagonal of the panel, viz.

W (Li + L2) (Lt + Lt) / 36
z =

10

I (LI + L2) /36\2
. (— ) (59)

38.2 X 10'" L

and subtract this from the value of z on the diagonal at the corner

of the mushroom area where x = ^ aWs, y = 3 hVs and we have

C2W Ll
A ^4

=
7^^ (60)

12.5 X 10^^ dl Ai

as the deflection along the diagonal between the edge of the cap and
the intersection of the lines of contrafiexure, in which C2 and h^^ are

as previously defined.

Expressions (58) and (60) somewhat exceed the true values of

these deflections l^ecause the slab has no slope at the edges of the

cap as tacitly assumed. A close estimate requires that the denom-
inators be increased by 60 percent on this account, thereb}" chang-

ing the factors 60 to 96 and 12.5 to 20 respectively. These amended
values of the deflections will be used hereafter instead of (58) and (60).

Let Di = A^i + A23I (61)
and D2 = Az2 + A^4 j

in which Di is the deflection of the mid point of the side belt below

the edge of the cap, and D2 is the deflection of center of the panel

below the edge of the cap.

The proportionate deflections of these points are obtained by

dividing by the spans, viz: Di/Li and D2/ ^L^ -(- Li.

13. Estimated proportionate deflections may be obtained from

(61) under such circumstances as to convej' reliable information

respecting Avhat may be reasonably expected. Let h = the total

thickness of the slab. The limiting values of the thickness of

standard mushroom construction are expressed as follows:

Ll /20>/i>Li /35, (62)

and assuming that the reinforcing rods are l/2" rounds with l/2"
covering of concrete we shall have from the definitions of dy, ^2 and

^3, already given
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(63)

(64)

h = f/i + 0.75 = ^2 + 1-25 = d-s + 1.75.

Substituting these in (62) etc. we have

Li/20 — 0.75 > (h > Li/35 — 0.75 ]

Li/20 — 1.25 > ^2 > i>i/35 — 1.25

Li/20 — 1.75 > fh > Li/35 — 1.75

If it be assumed that we are deaUng with medium sized panels

about 20'x20' (04), may be written in the form:

(1 —0.062) Li/20 > f/i > (1 —0.11) Li/35

(1 — 0.1) Li/20 >(l, > (1 — 0.18) Li/35

(1 — 0.15) L,/20 > (I, > (1 — 0.255) Li/35

0.94 di 0.89
or, > — >

20 Li 35

0.90 do 0.82— > ^- >
20 Li 35

0.85 d-i 0.745
> — >

20 Li 35

(65)

In (54), (55), (58) and (60) replace W L, by its value given in (34),

viz, 175 di Ai f^, and we have

A 2i =

A 22 ^

A z-s
=

A 24

Llf.

6.11 X 10'"^
r/i

C^d^LlA^U

3.75 X 10^ dl A2

d, Li {L,/L2-\- 1)/.

55 X 10^ dl

C2 dl Li fs

11.4x 10^ d^

(66)

in which /<, is the greatest stress in the steel, i. e., at the mid side

belt, employed here to express deflections instead of expressing them

in terms of panel load as was done previously.
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Introduce into (66) the numerical values given in (65) which

will then express limiting values of deflection for medium spans.

For simplicity let L^ = Lo then:

287 > - > 155
lO'^A^i

162 > > 81
lO'^A^o

1056 > > 498

440 > > 203
10''A 24

(67)

By (61) we have the proportionate deflection of the side and diagonal

belts as follows:

—

L287 1056J 10' Li Ll55 498j 10'

Ll62 440J 10'^ V2 Li V2 Lsi 203J 10'' V2

/s /s
: < <

^
225 X 10' Li 118 X 10^ I

/.

< <
Js

167.4 X 10'^ Li V2 82 X 10^

If /s = 16000,
1 2)2 1

< <
1046 Li V2 512

If /, = 24000,

If /« = 32000,

1 D2 1

()97 Li V2 341

1 D2 1

< T <
523 Li V2 256

(68)

(69)

Larger spans then 20
', or smaller steel than 1/2" round, or L2<Li

will reduce the alcove values somewhat, while smaller spans or
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larger steel will increase these values, all of which can in each case

be submitted to calculation by the methods here developed.

To recur at this point to the expression for the deflection D2 in

terms of the panel load W by help of (55), (60) and (61)

C2 W L\V \ IT
D. = —.^- — ,+ „ (70)

10^° ^1 L6.56 dl 20 <P, J

By (65) we find

90 do 82 4— < — < — , or 1 . 1 > ~ > 1 . 06
85 d:, 74.5 d;,

and using this inecjuality to eliminate r/3 from (70) we find after

reduction

C2 W L\ C2 W L\
< Do <

4.8xl0'%i^i " 4.7x 10'%/i^i

from which wv ]nay write as a mean value

Co W L\
Ih = "

,, 2 (71)

4.75xlO'VL4i

The empirical deflection formula given on page 29 of Turner's Con-

crete Steel (Construction, when written in these units, is

W L\
Do (72)

4.84x 10^°rfi^i

This is identical with (71) when C2 — 0.98, and diverges from it

slightly for other admissible values of €2- The practical agreement

of (71) and (72) affords a second confirmation of the theoretical

deductions made thus far, and this taken in conj miction with the

practical identity of formulas (34) and (35), the theoretical and

empirical expressions for the maximum tensile stresses in the rein-

forcement, furnishes what on the theory of probabilities may be

regarded as so strong a probabilit}^ of the general trustworthiness

of the entire theory as to exclude any rational supposition to the

contrary.

The various formulas for stresses and for deflections which have

been developed in this paper have been obtained under the express

proviso that the panel under consideration was assumed to be one

of a practically unlimited number of equal panels constituting a

continuous slab, all of which are loaded uniformly and equally. The
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question at once arises as to the amount and kind of deviations from

these formulas which will occur by reason either of discontinuity of

slab or loading, such as occurs at the outside panels of a slab or at

panels surrounded partly or entirely by others not loaded. The
answer to this question depends very largely upon the construction

of the flat slab itself.

In the standard mushroom construction it has been found that

the stresses and deflections of any panel are almost entirely inde-

pendent of those in surrounding panels. This is due to the fact

that the mushroom head is an integral part of the supporting column

in such a manner that it is impossible for it to tilt appreciably over

the column under the action of any eccentric or unequal loading of

panels near it. When single panels have been loaded with test

loads, no appreciable deflections have been discoverable in sur-

rounding panels, and no greater stresses and deflections have been

discovered than were to be expected in case surrounding panels were

loaded also. Future careful investigation of this may reveal

measureable effects of this kind, but they must be small.

A like statement cannot be made of other systems of flat slab

construction where the reinforcement over the top of the column is

not an integral part of the column reinforcement itself. Tests on

these systems have sho^\^^ clearly the effects of the tipping of the

part of the slab on the top of the colunm, and lack of stiffness of

head, in the increase of the deflection of the single loaded panel over

the deflection to be expected in case of multiple loaded panels, and
especially in the disturbance of the equality of the stress in the other-

wise equal stresses in the rods of the side belts. Such distrubance,

by increasing the stress in part of these rods, would necessitate larger

reinforcement in the side belts of such systems than would be re-

quired in mushroom slabs. The great stiffness of the mushroom
head is also of prime importance in taking care of accidental and

unusual strains liable to occur in the removal of forms from under

insufiicientl}^ cm'ed slabs.

14. In considering the design of the ring rods and radial

cantilever rods of the mushroom head, it should be borne in mind
that they occupy a position in such close proximity to the level

of the neutral surface as to prevent them from being subjected

to severe tensile or compressive stresses by reason of the bending

of the slab as a whole. Their principal function as slab mem-
bers is to resist shearing stresses and the bending stresses due to
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local bending. Their total longitudinal stresses are too small in

comparison to require consideration.

Let a cylindrical surface be imagined to be drawn concentric

with a column to intersect the slab, then the total vertical shearing

stress which is distributed on the surface of intersection is equal to

the total panel load W diminished by the amount of that part of the

panel load lying inside the cylinder. If the cylinder be not large,

the total shear may be taken as approximately equal to W itself.

It is evident that the smaller the diameter may be that is

assumed for this cylinder, the greater will be the intensity of the

vertical shear on its surface and that for two reasons : First, because

the tot?l load thus carried to the column will be greater the smaller

the diameter, and second because the; surface over which the total

shear will be distributed decreases with its diameter.

The result of this is that the dangerous section for shear is the

cylindrical surface at the edge of the cap. For cylinders smaller

than this the increased vertical thickness of the cap diminishes the

intensity of the shear. We proceed therefore^ to consider the manner

in which the total vertical shearing stress of approximately W in

amount is distributed in the material of tlie cylindrical surface at the

edge of the cap.

In a beam or slal) the horizontal shearing stresses due to bending

reach a maximum at the neutral surface. It is a fundamental con-

dition of equilibrium that shearing stresses on planes at right angles

shall be equal, and it is this condition that determines the distribu-

tion of the vertical shears, which are at right angles to the horizontal

shears resulting from bending the slab as a whole. From this we

have the well known fact that the vertical shear varies from zero

at the upper and lower surfaces to a maximum at the neutral surface,

and this is necessarily the manner in which the total shear is dis-

tributed at the edge of the cap. The top belt of rods will be sub-

jected to comparatively small shearing stresses, and successive

layers of rods will be under larger and larger shearing stresses by

reason of their greater nearness to the neutral surface, while the

total shear borne by the radial rods near the neutral surface ^vill be

much larger than that upon the others. The shearing stress in

the concrete will need to be considered also.

It is to be noticed that all the steel of the belts and mushroom

head act together without the necessity of supposing large com-

pressive stresses in the concrete to transmit vertical forces, because

the belts of reinforcement rest directly upon each other, and these

in turn upon the ring rods and radial rods, all in metallic contact
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with each other, in the mushroom head, and so they transmit and

adjust the distribution of stresses within the system to a very large

extent indepenflently of the concrete.

We can then safely assign moderate values of the shearing

stress to each of the elements that constitute the slab at the edge

of the cap, with the assurance that they will each play a part in

general accordance with the distribution which has been aheady

explained.

The mushroom is constructed of great strength and stiffness

not merely to effect the results which have appeared previously in

the course of the investigation but also to ensure the stability of the

slab in case of miexpected or accidental stresses due to the too early

removal of the forms, before the slab is well cured, at a time when

the only load to which it is subjected is due to the weight of the

structure itself.

The working load to be assumed in designing the mushroom
may be taken as the dead load of a single slab plus the design load,

provided sufficiently low values of the shearing stresses be assumed

in the cross sections of steel and concrete at the edge of the cap

for the support of this working load, as follows

:

For slabs having a thickness of h = L/35 a mean working

shearing stress of 2000 lbs. per square inch at the right cross section

of each reinforcing rod which crosses the edge of the cap, a mean
shearing stress of 40 lbs. per square inch in the vertical cylindrical

section of the concrete at the edge of the cap, and 8000 lbs. per

square inch of right cross section of each radial rod.

For slabs having a thickness of h = L/20 the intensities just

given maj' be safely increased by 50 per cent for reasons that will

be explained later. For slabs of intermediate thickness increase

the intensities proportionately.

These values are sufficiently low to enable the structure to sup-

port itself before the concrete is very thoroughly cured, and the

head so designed will be found after it is well cured to be so pro-

portioned as to carry safely a test load of double the live and dead

loads for which it was designed.

In this connection it seems desirable to investigate what takes

place in case of overloading and incipient failure of an insufficiently

cured slab, or one unduly w^eakened by thawing of partially frozen

concrete. Suppose that under such circumstances a shearing crack

were formed extending completely thru the head at the edge of the

cap, and we wish to investigate the stresses and behavior of the rods
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that cross the crack at which shearing deformation has begun to take

place. Designate the position of the crack by X.

The total vertical shearing stress on a radial rod at X is the

sum of two parts found as follows: First, the vertical reaction at

the top of a column is made up of the vertical reaction of the con-

crete core of the column and the reactions of its vertical reinforcing

rods. Call the vertical reaction of one of these rods Fi. The rod

is bent over radially and Vi expresses also the amount of the vertical

shear in that rod where it starts out radially from the column.

Between this point and X for a distance which measures usually

from 9 to 12 inches, the rod experiences the supporting pressure of

the concrete in the cap under it to a total amount which we will

designate by Vo- The total shear in the radial rod at X will then

amount to

V = Fi + 72 (73)

provided we neglect the weight of that small part of the actual load

of the slab which lies directly over this piece of the rod and may
be regarded as resting upon it. This portion of the radial rod of

length I is a cantilever fixed at one end in the top of the column, and

carrying a load V at the other end with a supporting pressure under-

neath of total amount V2 whose intensity is greatest at X and gradu-

ually decreases along I from .Y to the fixed end. The rod has a

point of contraflexure and zero moment at X. The portion of the

rod outside the crack has a fixed point in the slab at the place where

it supports the inner ring rod, at a distance from X which should

not exceed I as just defined. Similar conditions hold for this length;

i. e. there will be a total shear in the radial rod at a point just inside

the inner ring, rod due to its total shear outside this ring rod and to

the vertical loading imparted to it by the ring rod itself. To this

must be added the downward pressure of the concrete between the

inner ring rod and X. All these, together, constitute the total

^shear —V at X, in equilibrium with the reaction + V already ob-

tained at that point.

We shall discuss separately the action of Vi and V2 upon a radial

rod. A load Vi at the end of a cantilever of length I causes a

deflection of amount z^ = ^ Vi f /EI (74)

in which 1= tt /^/64 where ^ = the thickness of the rod.

Also Vi = si A , A= w t^ /4,

in which Si = the mean shearing stress per square unit of cross sec-

tion and A is the cross section of the rod. Hence

si - 3^1 E t-/lQ f (75)
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which shows that so far as Vi is concerned, for any given displace-

ment Zi the shearing stress carried per square unit of rod will be pro-

portional to the square of its diameter, and up to its permissible

limiting shearing resistance, each unit of section of such a rod will

be effective in proportion to the square of its diameter. For econ-

omical construction, this will require the radial rods to be few and

large, rather than numerous and small. The bending moment is

greatest at the distance I from X and amounts to Vi I. The stress

in the extreme fiber due to the bending moment T'l I in the rod is

p^ = Vil t/2I - 8.S1 l/t (76)

This equation shows that the stress in the extreme fiber is so very

large at the fixed end of the rod compared with the shear at X that

so far as Vi is concerned the rod will suffer permanent deformation

by bending long before there is any danger of its shearing. Vi is so

large compared with T^o that this conclusion will not be altered when

we come to consider the combined action of V2.

Incipient failure of this kind will therefore cause distortion and

sag without collapse. In case such sag as occurs in this case is

detected underneath the head around the cap, the slab should be

blocked up at once and the concrete picked out at all parts showing

facture. This should then be refilled with a stronger concrete

which will set rapidly. Such repair should not weaken the slab.

Whenever the intensity with which a radial rod presses upon

the concrete at the edge of a crack at A' passes the compressive

streng-th /^ of the concrete, it must begin to yield. At this instant

we shall have a pressure of the concrete against the rod which gradu-

ally diminishes as we pass along the rod from X to the distance I,

where it becomes zero. We shall assume that the pressure dimin-

ishes uniformly mth this distance. This may not be precisely cor-

rect, but cannot be much in error. If the shear Vo at X is the sole

cause of this pressure, then 1^2= 2 ^ Ifc, and ^ V2 I = ^ tl" fc

is the bending moment in the rod at the distance I, due to V2 at X
and the pressure distributed along /.

It will be found that these produce a deflection

Z2 = 3f, l^/20EI = 0.3 /' V2/EI (77)

a unit shear of

.§2 = V2/A = Z2E t'/4:.8 f (78)

and a stress on the extreme fiber at a distance I amounting to

p.> = V2 1
1
/SI = I6S2 l/t (79)
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It thus appears that the equations expressing the action of V2
are precisely similar to those for T'l, differing only in their numerical

coefficients, and consequently all the statements as to the resistance

of the radial rods under the action of T'l hold for the action of

Vi and V2 together in the case of given initial deformations,

Zi = Z2 at A".

While the preceding investigation has, in order to make ideas

explicit, ostensibly assumed a crack at X and an initial small shearr

ing deformation at A', the investigation applies equally well to the

elastic shearing deformation of the concrete at the dangerous

section in which case the total shearing stress will consist of an addi-

tional eomponenent due to the resistance of the concrete;, which

however may for additional safety be neglected. If the assumed

deformation be confined within limits so small that the concrete

is al)le to endure it without cracking then i\\v pre(^eding investiga-

tion may properly be a])plied to it. It is right here that the thick-

ness of the radial rods is able to render its most effective service,

for it appears from (75) and (78) that any permissil)le intensity of

shear may be developed in the radial rods by making them of suit-

able thickness, even tho the deflection be kept within the elastic

limits of the concri^te.

As already stated we must not overlook the fact that the major

stresses here are those under the head of Vi, which are due to the

direct metallic contacts of the steel rods resting one upon

another, where large stresses are transmitted and pass independ-

ently of the concrete except for the distortions of the steel which

meet resistance, and the secondary reactions such as have been

treated in a single aspect while investigating the action of V2.

It is due to this fact that large shearing stresses may be safely

borne by the slab at and near the edge of the cap, which the concrete

mostly escapes, it merely furnishing some lateral stiffening to the

steel. On this principle the outer ring rod should have a cross

section not much less than one half that of the radial rods on which

it rests. For, this arrangement provides for the transferal to the

radial rods of all the shear the ring rod is able to carry, it being in

double shear compared with the radial rod it rests on.

It is impossible to determine the cross section of the inner ring

rod, with the same definiteness as that of the radial rods, but

that is unimportant. Its position has already been fixed as not

more than I from the edge of the cap, where I is the distance from

the top hoop or collar liand of the column to the edge of the cap.
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The vertical shearing stresses may be regarded as sufficiently

resisted outside the mushroom by the concrete alone. The critical

cylindrical surface separating those areas where the shear may be

assumed to be safely carried by concrete alone, from those areas

where the steel may be relied on to carry as much of the shear as

may be required, should evidently be taken somewhat inside the

outer ring rod, but just where is of no particular consequence.

The supposition of the existence of a crack at X, either actual

or potential, on which our computation of the stresses in the radial

rods has been based, is sufficiently satisfactory so far as the rods

themselves are concerned ; but it seems desirable to consider in more
detail the phenomena attending the development of the stresses in

the concrete at and near the edge of the cap, especially in soft con-

crete when the limit of its compressive resistance is reached in this

region.

The horizontal compressive resistance of the concrete at the

lower surface of the slab is that alread}' treated in (38) , and it is our

present object to consider how that is to be combined with the

vertical supporting pressures under the radial rods, and with the

horizontal and vertical shears in the slab due to bending. These

latter are greatest in the neutral surface, as has been previously

stated, and according the general theory of stresses are equivalent

to, and may be replaced by, a compression and a tension in the mate-

rial respectively at 45° with the vertical (and mutually at right

angles) of the same intensity as the shear. It is evident that the

combination and resultant of these three compressive stresses

would form the dangerous element in the stress, since the single

tensile element would lie relatively unimportant, and it would find

assistance in its resistance from the steel running in a direction thru

the concrete such as to afford it substantial support. This direction

is that of the straight lines on the surface of a right cone whose

vertex is above the center of the column and whose slope is 1 to 1

.

Consider now two of the elements of the compression in the

concrete around the cap, viz, the horizontal compression which is a

maximum at the lower surface and zero at the neutral surface, and

that due to shear which is parallel to the sides of a right cone with

vertex downward, whose sides have an upward and outward slope

of 1 to 1, while its intensity is so distributed that it is zero at the

bottom of the slali and greatest at the neutral surface. It appears

consequently that the lines of greatest compression in the concrete

due to the combination of these two elements of compression would
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lie in vertical planes on a bowl or saucer-shaped surface that is hori-

zontal at the edge of the cap and inclined at a slope of 45" at the

neutral surface ; and if the concrete were to crush under these stresses

alone, the surface of fracture would have the shape indicated in-

stead of that of the cylindrical surface previously assumed. This

change would not, however, materially affect the computations we

have made of stresses in steel; it merely serves to fix more definitely

the position of the points of contra-flexure of the radial rods.

But there is still one further element or component of the total

compression in the concrete to be considered and combined with

those just treated in order to arrive at the resultant or total com-

pression. This componenent is that due to the concentrated press-

ures underneath each of the radial rods. These rods are at some

distance apart eirciunferentially and so do not exert a pressure that

is uniformly distributed circumferentiall\'. Any concentrated stress,

such as that in the concrete supporting a rod, diffuses itself in the

material in such a manner that its intensity rapidly diminishes with

the distance from the surface of the rod, in accordance the same law

as exists in case of centers of attraction. Since tlu^ supporting com-

pression unfler the rods is vertical, we can imagine the lines of great-

est compression in the concrete, when this component is combined

with those already mentioncnl, to lie in vertical planes on a bowl or

saucer-shaped surface which has as many indentations or scollops

around its edge as there are radial rods, at which indentations the

slope of the sides is such more nearly vertical than a slope of 45".

At such parts of the surface the intensity is also more severe, and

especially is this the case if the slal) is thin so that the concentrated

pressure has small oi)p()rtunity to distril)ute itself l)y radiating into

a considerable body of material Ijefore it reaches the l)ottom of the

slab. It thus comes alxjut that thick slabs are enabled to carry

safely larger intensities of shearing stress around the cap than can

thin slabs, which is in accordance with and in justification of the

statements already made as to permissible shears around the cap.

Th(^ resulting surface of fracture due to shear and compression

around the cap would l^e of irregular conical shap(> starting from

the edge of the cap and extending thru the entire thickness of the

slab, were this not interfered with in the upper part of the slab by

the mat of reinforcing rods, which are so tenacious as to tear to

pieces and fracture the upper surface to a considerable distance in

all directions whenever any such fracture occurs around the column.

Nevertheless such fracture as here describefl does not vmder
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any ordinary circumstances result in a dangerous collapse of the

slab, or one that cannot be repaired without much difficulty, for, the

radial rods and the reinforcing rods will at most have suffered some

individual deformation by bending and are still far from being

broken. This will become evident later where an experimental

attempt to load a full-sized slab to failure is described in detail, and

full account of the results reached is explained and illustrated.

It is stated on good authority that in experience with many
hundreds of buildings constructed on this system, no case of shear

failure or even of incipient shear failure or fracture has occurred in a

well cured slal) near the column and while a few cases of incipient

failure have occurred in floors where forms were prematurely re-

moved, no injury or fatality has resulted therefrom to any person.

It appears that the line of weakest section in the cured slab of

the standard mushroom type is that discussed previously in obtain-

ing (37) and shown in Fig. 55, page 164. This is brought out later by a

test to destruction of a fairly well cured slab. The line of weakest

section in a partly cured slab is on the other hand not definitely fixed,

but may be and sometimes is, shearing weakness near the column as

has been discussed and pointed out. Provision against such weak-

ness or carelessness is a safeguard which, while costing a small

amount in the matter of steel, is an insurance against serious acci-

dent well worth the investment involved. It is secured by making

the radial and ring rods sufficiently stiff and strong.

15. This section will be devoted to a consideration of the

mushroom system, and to several more or less si«iilar flat slab

systems, in order to comment on the modifications in mechanical

action that are produced by the particular modifications of the

arrangement of the reinforcement in these systems.

Fig. 53, page 159 represents the section of a standard mushroom
head by a vertical plane thru the axis of the column. In this the

elbow rods are shown, the vertical portions of which are embedded for

such distances as maj^ l^e necessary in the columns or are them-

selves column rods. One of these is represented separately at the

right side of Fig. 53. They are confined just under the elbow at

the top of the column by a steel neck band, and are bent over at

the elbow to extend radially into the slab. This bent over portion

is formed to scale as to length and slopes in accordance with the

size and thickness of the slab in which it is to be used, in such a

way that when the ring rods and four laj'ers of slab rods rest

upon it and are tied in place, the top of the upper layer will be
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0.75 inch below the top of the slab at a distance of the thickness

of the slab outside the edge of the cap, and at the same time the

extremities of the radial rods will be 0.5 inch above the bottom of

the slab. In order to accomplish this, the radial portions of these

rods must be nearly horizontal over the cap, and have a suitable

slope outside the cap as shown in Fig. 53, page 159.

Fig. 55, page 164, shows the ground plan of the reinforcement of

the mushroom slab when the panel is square so that L\ = L2 = 2a

= 26. In Fig. 55 the diameter of the mushroom head is assumed

to be of the extreme size g = L/2, a size which would increase the

cantilever beyond that in usual practice to an extent not adopted

except in the case of very unusual intensity of loading. It will

be observed that the areas where the reinforcement consists of a

single belt or layer are thereby rendered small, and the slab action

due to the mutual lateral action of belts which cross each other

exists over nearly the whole slab.

In Fig. 54, the dimensions of the rectangular sides are so taken

that L1/L2 = 0.75, which is assumed to be the limiting or smallest

value of that ratio for constructional purposes. Further, the

diameter of the nmshroom is made as small as will permit the rein-

forcing belts to cover the entire panel, viz. g = 7 (a + 6)/l6. For

example if L^ = 20, and Lo = 15, we have g = 7.65+. This may
be considered to represent standard practice, where the edges of

the diagonal belts intersect on the edges of the side belts. This

was the case assumed for treatment in depriving the formulas of the

preceeding investigations. Those formulas could be modified to

apply to larger values of g, by taking lines of contra-flexure at the

edges of the head nearer the panel center than given by (24), and

by taking larger values of the effective cross section of steel than'

those employed in (32), (40) and (51).

Now it is evident that systems similar to this may differ from

it in several waj's:

—

1st. The design of the frame-work at the top of the column

may be different from this without any change in the belts of re-

inforcing rods. It is hardl.y possible for any other form of frame-

work to be substituted for this which will exhibit the same rigidity

of connection between it and the column as do the elbow rods

embedded in the column and bent over radiallj^ in the slab so as

to make the column and slab integral with each other by means

of this common reinforcement. Any reduction of the stiffness of

connection between column and frame-work of head results in in-

creased tipping of the head under eccentric loading of the slab.
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Fig. 56

Eccentric loading is any loading of one panel differently from

another. Tipping of the head increases some deflections at the

expense of others, and increased stresses in some of the reinforcing

rods at the expense of others, and so requires some additional

reinforcement. Such a frame-work is illustrated in Fig. 56, which

merely rests upon the top of the column without the support of

metallic connection with the vertical column rods. It consequently

affords less resistance to tipping under eccentric loads than when

stiffened by such metallic connection.

2nd. The ground plan of the reinforcing belts may remain un-

changed but part only of the belt rods may be carried at the top

of the slab over the column head, while the rest of them are carried

thru under the head at the bottom of the slab. This modification

of design, when a sufficient number of rods go over the head to

resist the negative bending moments there, is very uneconomical

of steel, because in the case where they all go over the head, it is

the fact that altho the mean tension of the steel is not so great as

at mid span, nevertheless, by reason of the overlapping of the belts

in crossing, the stresses in the rods at the top reach a value not

much less than at mid span, and cannot be safely diminished in

number. It thus appears that the rods carried thru on the bottom

are largely superfluous. Of these two mats of rods at top and

bottom, one of them is necessarily in tension and the other in com-

pression. But it is a mistake to use steel to resist compression

when concrete can be better used for this purpose. The lower mat

is superfluous for this reason.
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Fifl. 57

There is still another and, if ])<)ssil)le, more serious objection

to this arrangement of rods to form a mat or double layer of rods

at the top and at the bottom of the slal) near the columns. This

is because they are too far removed from each other in the slab

for the elongations of the steel in one mat to be resisted by lateral

contractions in the other. The reinforcement does not therefore

conspire to produce the slab action expressed by Poisson's ratio,

which requires that the interacting steel concerned should lie approxi-

mately in the same zone or level.

This arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 57, copied from Taylor

and Thompson's Concrete Plain and Reinforced, p. 484. In this

design the size of the head is small enough to reduce the width of

the belts so greatly that not only are the areas where we have a

single layer of rods on the plan much enlarged, but we find that

nowhere do more than two layers lie in metallic contact with each

other, and the areas where even this occurs are limited to one

relatively small square over each column, and one of equal size

at the middle of each panel. The remaining areas are subject to

the law of single rod reinforcement, where we must assume lateral

action to be such as greatly to diminish K for the combination, a

fact very injurious to the efficiency of the reinforcement. This

as has been said, is due partly to the smallness of the head and

partly to the separation of the layers between the top and the

bottom of the slab.
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3rd. Another modification of design without change of ground

plan is that where the rods that are carried over the head at the

top of the slab are given a sudden steep dip at the line of contra-

flexure to carry them to the bottom of the slab at that line. This

is also illustrated in Fig. 57. Such sudden bends or kinks any-

where in the rods may give rise to very serious fractures because

of straightening out under tension, especially when the forms are

removed. Such bends give rise to great differences of stress in the

extreme fibers of the rods, thus diminishing their resistance also.

All sudden bends in rods embedded in concrete should be sedulously

avoided as tending very effectively to crack the concrete, whether

the rods are part of the belts or in the frame-work of the head, as

shown in Fig. 55, in which are many such angles and ell^ows unsup-

ported except by concrete, and therefore objectionable.

It seems fair to conclude that the cracks sho^vn in the plan

of the floor of the Deere & Webber Company Building, Minnea-

polis, tested by Mr. Arthur R. Lord, and occuring along the edges

of some of the loaded panels at the upper surface, where none usually

appear, were due to the elbows in the frame work of the head, like

that in Fig. 56, in conjunction with the comparatively small resis-

tance to bending in a vertical plane offered by the rods forming this

projecting elbow.

In the mushroom head the only bend permitted is that at the

elbow of the radial rods where a strong steel neck band prevents

any such bad effect as has just been pointed out.

Fig. .58
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4th. We may notice a form of design in which the diagonal

belts are omitted and the entire panel is covered by rods parallel

to the sides of the panel. This, while apparently very different in

ground plan from those just considered does not differ from it

materially in principle. It is clear that the lattice pattern of the

web in this case is in many parts of the panel not woven so close

as where diagonals exist, while in other parts of the mesh the num-
ber of layers in contact with each other has been decreased. Experi-

mental results do not as yet enable us to determine with certainty

whether Poisson's ratio for this combination is as great as for the

mushroom. ITpon that depends in part the relative efficiency

of the two arrangements. A form of this design is seen in Fig. 58.

The maximum deflections at the center of a loaded panel of

the system of Fig. 58, would occur when the panels touching its

four sides were also loaded. In this particular it differs from a

loaded i^anel iu a mushroom slab which Avould theoretically have

its deflection slightly decreased by loading surrounding panels,

tho this is too insignificant to have been observed as yet.

Deflections shown by tests of this system of two way reinforce-

ment are wholly inconsistent with simple beam theory, and can

only b(> explained on the basis of slal) theory. Nc^vertheless, some

of its advocates attempt to design its reinforcement and com-

pute its strength on the basis of beam theory, which actual de-

flections show to be untenable. Such attempts should be entirely

abandoned as erroneous and misleading.

All considerations which have been discussed under the three

previous counts are to be taken as applying ecjually to this plan

of arranging the reinforcing rods, especially as to carrying of

part of the belts thru on the bottom surface at columns.

5th. Another element of design is the relative number of

rods in the side and diagonal belts. We have previously adduced

reasons to show that in a square panel the same number of rods is

rec}uired ultimately in the diagonal belts as in the side belts, tho

for stresses less than the yield point of the steel, it would be pos-

sible to diminish the number of rods in the diagonal belts some-

what. Equation (34) shows that for equal stresses in the steel

of the side belts the number of rods should have the same ratio

as the lengths of the sides.

A different rule from this has been erroneously proposed,

viz., that the ratio of the number of rods in the side belts should

be equal to the ratio of the cubes of their lengths. The only foun-

dation for this rule is that according to the beam strip theory as
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developed in Marsh's Reinforced Concrete, p. 283, a rectangular

plate carried by a level rigid support around its perimeter, would

divide the load per unit of area which is carried by two unit-wide

rectangular strips that cross each other, as the fourth power of their

leng-ths, and hence would carry to the edges of the rectangle loads

proportional to the cubes of the lengths of those edges. Were this

so, the case of a horizontal rigid support around the entire peri-

meter of the panel is wholly different from support on columns

at the corners, and such a rule would be wholly inapplicable there-

fore to a floor slab so supported. This rule was, however, evidently

adopted in the design of the Larkin Building, Chicago, as shown

by a photograph of its reinforcement in place before the concrete

was poured, to which the writer has access and published in Cement
Era for February, 1913. The very exhaustive tests of this build-

ing made by the Concrete Steel Products Company of Chicago,

and published in the Cement Era, for January 1913, shoAV that this

ratio of rods caused the stresses for the larger loads to be more
than twice as great at the middle of the short side belts as at the

middle of the long side belts. This was assuredly an uneconomical

distribution of steel, since correct design would require these stresses

to be equal, when in fact one exceeded the other by 120 to 140 per

cent. This discrepancy would be largely rectified by making the

number of rods directly proportional to the lengths of the sides,

as required by (34).

It also appears that the diameter of the mushroom head and

the width of belts of slab rods in the Larkin Building is less than the

hmiting size in the standard mushroom system, viz. g = 7(a+6)/l6.

This makes the intersection of the diagonal belts fall nearer the

center of the panel than the edges of the side belts. The very

considerable effect of a very inconsiderable change of this width

has been mentioned on p. 182. The result would be that the steel

would for this reason be far less effective, and its resistance

would be more nearly in accordance with (37) than with (34), a loss

of perhaps 25 to 30% in its effectiveness.
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CHAPTER VI

CALCULATIONS OF STRESSES AND DEFLECTIONS VERIFIED
BY TESTS

1. Specimen Computations of Stresses and Deflections in

Several Slabs.

Ford Building, Los Angeles, Calif.

Li - 28 X 12 = 336"

Lo = 25' 10" = 310"

Thickness of panel tested varied from llf to 12f inches. Effec-

tive thickness taken conservatively' at llf inches = Li/28 = L2/26.4

By (56) C2 = L.2/L1 = 0.92 nearly.

Diameter of head g= 7 (L^ -\- L2)/32 = 141".

Diameter of cap L^ — B = 0.2Li = 67". B = O.8L1 = 268.8".

Each belt of twenty-five, 7/l6" round rods.

Cross section of each belt, A = 25 X 0.15+ = 3.76 sq. inches.

Depth of center of mid side belt with h inch concrete covering

di = 11.75 — 0.5 — 0.2 - 11".

Depth of center of second layer of slal) rods at panel center,

^2 = 11.75-0.5 — 0.64 = 10.6".

Depth of bottom surface below third layer of slab rods at edge

of cap with f" covering, ^3 = 11.75 — 0.75 — 1.1 = 9.9".

Design load per square foot = 150 lbs.

Dead load per square foot =130 lbs.

Total design load, W = 280 X 28 X 25 5 6 = 202,550 lbs.

Test load W = 300 X 28 X 25 5/6 = 217,000 lbs.

A maximum tension is found in the slab rods at the middle of the

long side belt, and is to be computed from (34) as follows:

,
217000X336 mn-nuL = = 10,OoO lbs. per sq. m.

175 X 11 X 3.76

Any other loading within elastic limits of the steel would produce

proportionate stresses.

The tension in the steel at the center of the panel is computed

by (52), as follows:

,
1.02 X 202550 X 336 ^,^, ,.

U = =8184 lbs, per sq. m.
256 X 3.76 X 0.89 X 8.86
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The radial tension at the edge of the caj) by (44) is less than

217000 X 336 X 646 (3 X 1.61— ]) ,,,_„ ,,f = ^ ^ = 19oo0 lbs.

800 X 9.9 X 3.76 X 310

per sq. in.

Hence by (45) the unit compression in the concrete at the edge

of the cap is less than

/e = 19550 X 0.7/15 = 912 lbs.

The compression in the concrete lengthwise of the longer side belt

at its middle is to be computed from /s and (38) as follows, by tak-

ing the percentage of l^elt reinforcement at 0.24%, the corresponding

value of I = 0.76, and E^/Ef. = 15:

0.24 X 100.50 ^,, ,,
/(.
= =211 it)s. ])er sq. m.

0.76 X 15

The compression at the center of the panel, where the percentage

of slab reinforcement may be conservatively assumed at 0.6% and

i = 0.67, may be computed thus:

. 8184 .,„.^ ,,/„ = = 2/3 ll)s. per sq. m.
2 X 15

If a test load of twice the design load, viz., in this case of 300

lbs. per square foot, be placed upon the slab, the deflections which

will be pl-oduced by the addition of this total load of 217,000 lbs.

may be computed as follows:

217000 X 336'^

By (54), A 21
=

-^ _ = 0.169"
10.7 X 10^*^ X 11^ X 3.76

0.92 X 217000 X 336'^

By (55), A ^2 = ; = 0.268"
6.56x10^^x10.6^x3.76

217000 X 336^ x 2.084
By (58), A 23 =

2 = 0.0485"
96 X 10'° X 9.9^ x 3.76

0.92 X 217000 X 336^

By (60), A 24 = = 0.101"
20xl0'°x9.9^x3.76

By (61), £>! = 0.22 inch, and D-. = 0.37 inch.

The observed deflection was | in. = 0.375 in. The deflection

computed by the less exact equation (71) is Z)2 = 0.378.

Z)i 1 £>2 1

and
Li 1530 ^Li^ + L2^ 1235
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Ally loading differing from this would produce deflections

proportionate to its intensity.

The observed results of quite a number of tests of niushrooni

slab floors are to be found on pp. 32 and 44 of Turner's Concrete

Steel Construction. These are there compared with results com-
puted according to Turner's empirical formula, which translated

into our present notation has been reproduced in equation (72).

The observed and computed results show a very close agreement.

The results given by (72) are in close agreement, as has been seen,

with those derived from (61).

Some of these test slabs present peculiarities of reinforce-

ment such as need to be individually considered in order to make
exact computations of their deflections. It is thought that the

specimen computation already given will afford sufficiently guidance

in the methods to be employed.

Having considered the stresses and deflections of a slab which

is near the minimum thickness for the standard mushroom system,

viz. Li/35, it will be instructive to consider a specimen or two
near the maximum thickness Li/20.

The Bridge Over Tischer's Creek, Duluth, Minn., is such an

example. See cuts opposite page 157 and page 220. It is supported

on three rows of columns crossing the gorge, at a distance apart of 27

feet center to center of columns, the two street car tracks being over

the side belt that lies along the center line of the ])ridge lengthwise.

Each of these rows consist of six columns lengthwise of the bridge,

at a distance apart of 26 feet from center to center, so that

Li = 27 x 12 = 324"

Lo = 26 X 12 = 312"

The size of the mushroom heads and width of the belts is 12 feet,

which is in excess of 7 (Ly + L2)/32 = 139 l/8" = 11.6', thus giv-

ing great stiffness. The object to be obtained by maximum thick-

ness and large head is to secure great stiffness and so reduce vib-

rations as well as decrease deflections. There are twenty 9/l6
inch round slab rods in each belt, or a total cross section in each

belt oi Ai = 5 square inches of metal. The slab is 15" deep at

its thinnest part at the gutter on each side of the roadway, and
the steel is kept down to that level throughout the slab, altho at

the cro^vn of the roadway under the tracks and over the center

row of columns the slal) is 5" thicker, or 20", with the same thick-
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ness over the side rows of columns where the sidewalks are. The

mean thickness is somewhat in excess of L2/2O. This makes

f/i = 19" for the short side belts, d^ = 17" for the long side belts

and r/3 = 14" approximately for the heads. The design load per

square foot = 150 pounds. The dead load of the slab per square

foot = 300 p(^unds. Hence W = 450 x 26 x 27 = 315,900 pounds.

The effective cross section of slab steel is so great by reason of large

heads that instead of (34) we mav take

/s-
W L

200 r/, .1

(34)'

For the long side belt this gives /^ = 0.033 pounds ])er scjuare inch.

The total load im])osed on the slab might l)e made six times as great

without causing the steel to reach its yield point, and the live

load might become 900 ])ounds ])('i- scjuare foot without causing /^

to exceed 1(),000 ])ounds.

This slab was tested as shown in the cut. page 220, by running

two construction cars loaded with 20 tons of rails each over the

bridiie at the i^Mwc' time along one track of the short side belt 20

VIEW OF REINFORCING STEEL

Flat Slab Bridge, Denver, Colo. Spans 43 ft. 6 in. Carries Heavy luterurban Cars
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feet long. Weight of each car = 60,DUO jjouiuls. Weight of rails

40,000 pounds. Total weight of train = 200,000 pounds extend-

ing over several spans. The deflections were too small to be dis-

covered bj' observations with level and rod. It is useless to attempt

to compute the deflection of this slab under the test load because

the four steel rails of the railway' tracks across the bridge were so

fastened to the steel cross ties which were embedded in the con-

crete as to make the rails a part of the reinforcement of the slab.

They furnish a cross section of reinforcement equal perhaps to

7 Ai, which would effectually bar the application of our deflection

formulas and reduce deflections to very small cjuantities.

In so thick a slab as this the action of any contemplated load

is ^^^dely distributed ])y the slab itself, and such loads, as well as

all shocks and viljrations are largely dissipated or absorbed by the

body of slab itself without causing observal)le local stresses as they

do in .steel structures.

The Curtis Street Bridge, Denver, Colorado, is one of four

bridges across Cherry Creek, sho\\ai by the cut on page 224, con-

structed on the mushroom system. It has three rows of three

columns each crossing the stream, the middle column of each row

in mid stream with spans of 42 feet between columns centers length-

wise of the bridge, thus obstructing the waterway* as little as pos-

sible. It has a width of 28 feet between column centers. The

slab is 17 inches thick at the gutters, 26.5 inches at the sidewalks

outside the gutters, and 21" over the center row of columns. The
sidewalk is stiffened wdth fourteen 3/8" round rods lengt.hwise

just below its top surface as supplementary reinforcement, and

there is an outside parapet giving added stiffness. There are

also three stiffening rods 24" apart across the bridge midway
between columns. There are three ring rods, and the width of the

belts is 16'. This is in excess of 7 (Li + L2) 32 = 183.75" = 15 5/l6'.

The heads are exceptionally stiff each having twelve 1 3-8" round

radial rods. Each belt has twenty-six 5/8" round rods, hence

Ai = 26 x 0.3 = 8 scjuare inches nearh'.

Li = 42 x 12 = 504" , L2 = 28 x 12 = 336".

The dead load per square foot = 300 pomids.

The design load per square foot = 150 pounds.

W = 450 X 42 X 28 = 529,200 jiounds.

(Ii = 20" for long side belt.

Compute the stress in the steel by (34) modified to (34)' by

reason of exceptional stiffness, and we obtain/^ = 13,320 pounds.
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Compute the central deflection due to a test load of 100 pounds

per square foot. Let dg = 16". Then in (71) L2/Li = 2/3: hence

€2= 3/4, and we have D2 = 0.125". This is probably considerably

in excess of the correct deflection, since the slab is stiffer than the

one considered in equation (71), which was derived for 20 foot spans.

More correct values are to be computed from (54), (58) and (61).

Moreover for such comparatively light stresses in the concrete,

the deflections, as we have seen previously fall short of those com-

puted by the formula, which agrees with exi)eriment for stresses

nearer the yield point of the steel. Do = 0.125" is less than

one four-thousandth of the span, and the deflection imder the

working load would undoubtedly be less than one sixth-thousandth

of the span.

A word is here in place respecting working stresses and the

factor of safety in the reinforcement of slabs, to the effect that

the same values of these quantities in slabs affords a greater degree

of security than in ordinary structural ste(>l construction, and that

occurs for several reasons:

1st. Steel rods such as are used in slal)s have a higher yield point

by perhaps 25% than the steel of other structui-al members. Fur-

thermore, it is quite possible and desirable to use a higher carbon

steel for these rods than the mild steel necessarily used in structural

work, where it must be manipulated in such ways that high carbon

steel cannot be used. But in these rods which suffer no usage

tending to impair their condition, there is good reason to use a steel

of higher yield point and greater ultimate strength. This yield

point may readily be 70% greater than that of ordinary mild steel

for structural purposes.

2nd. Rods embedded in concrete do not yield as do bare

single rods in a testing machine or elsewhere by the formation of

a neck and drawing out at that point. The concrete embedment

prevents that.

3rd. In a reinforcement consisting of multiple parallel rods

acting together, no single rod can become overstrained and yield to

any appreciable extent before bringing into play adjacent rods.

This makes the construction tough, and not liable to sudden col-

lapse, as well as obviates concentration of stresses thus ensuring

a high degree of security.

2. Further Calculations of Test Slabs. A verification of the

calculated stresses and deflections by discussion of test data in case

of several slabs appeared in the Trans. Am. Soc. C. E., for 1914,
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Vol. LXXMI, page 1338 to page 1453. Some of the more important

calculations and verifications are here inserted, but for details consult

the original paper.

Test of the Northwestern Glass Compan ij Building. Minneapolis,

made May, 1913, by F. R. McMillan.

Li = 17 X 12 = 204". L. = 16 X 12 = 192". Rough slab

8" thick.

Diameter of cap = 50"; diameter of head = 87".

Each belt consisted of fifteen |" round rods with no other laps

than merely splices. Standard Mushroom heads.

Design live load 400 ])ounds per square foot.

Test load taken to be equivalent to a total panel load of 200,000

pounds uniformly distributed.

The unit stress at mid s])an of the shorter side Ix^ts by equation

(34), page 183, is

200,000 X 16 X 12 .

Js = = 18000 lbs. per sq. mcli.
185 X 7.31 X 1.6567

Tavo of the observed readings were 17000 pounds, and it is prob-

able that if all the panels instead of only four of the slab had been

loaded at once each with a uniformly distributed load of 200,000

])ounds, all the rods in these side belts would have shown nearl}- or

or quite the foregoing computed values of /g.

The observed stresses at mid span of the longer side belts in this

test were somewhat less than at mid span of the shorter belts, a

divergence from (34) which seems to l)e due to the effect of the wall

support on the long side of th(> wall ]:)anels.

By equation (52), page 196, the unit stress in the middle rod of

the diagonal belt at the center of the panel is

, 200,000 X 204
^ . _,^ ,,

. .

/s
= = lo,o/0 lbs. per sq. mcli.

256 X 0.89 X 6.94 X 1.6567

The observed unit stress at center of interior panel = 14,200 lbs.

which was larger than in the rods on either side of it, as required l)y

theory, but the unit stress at the center of one of the wall panels was
20,500 lbs., probably due to the fact that there is less cantilever

support at th(> wall than is exerted by interior cohnnn heads.

The greatest stresses occur at the edge of a cap when the four

panels around it are all loaded. Such a distribution of load occurred

in this test when there was a load on each of the four ])anels whicli
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was assumed to be equivalent to l()G,2o() ll)s. The limiting unit

stress at the edge of the cap calculated by Equation (44) is 20,700

lbs., on the side belt and the similar equation for the (hagonal belt

gives 19,500 ll)s.

The two highest unit stresses observetl at the edge of the central

cap were in the diagonal belt on opposite edges of the cap and were

17,500 lbs. and 20,000 lbs. respectively. There was also an abnormal

unit stress of 22,400 lbs. in a middle diagonal rod of a cap at the edge

of the loaded area due to a forcil)l(> bending of a radial rod.

By equation (71) the deflection in the chagonal center of the jianel is

200,000 X 16 X (17)- X 1728 ,. ,_ .

Do =
77^

^

—

^ = 0.422 m.
4.75 X 10^" X 1.6567 (6.9375)"

While this load rested on tlu^ slab for 18 hours the deflection grad-

ually increased from 0.416 in. to ().45() in., so that the calculated

deflection is entirely satisfactory.

By E([uations ((51 ), (54) and (58), as corrected by the intro-

duction of 96 in place of 00 the values of th(> deflections at mid

span of the side belts are

:

At point 12: (^omputed 0.229 in.: Observed 0.22 hi.

At point 20: Computed 0.228 in.: Observed 0.20 in.

The observed side deflections of a single loaded panel are neces-

sarily less than where surrounding panels are equally loaded.

The defonnations and stresses observed in the vertical steel in

one of the colunms at a corner of a panel loaded with som(> 800 lbs.

per sq. foot, have by careful analysis given a jjrobable limiting value

of that part of the unbalanced moment due to this load which was

resisted by the colunm itself. The diameter of the column core was

27 inches and the column was continued to the upper stories. An-

alysis shows that of the total unl)alanced moment W L/V2 which

is to be resisted at a support only about one fifth took effect upon

the column so far as shown by differences of the deformations of

steel and concrete in the opposite sides of the colunm.

Test of the Deere and Webber Compruuj Building, Minneapolis,*

made by A. R. Lord, Nov. 1910.

Design live load 225 lbs. per scjuare foot.

Lj = 19'1" = 229 inches. Lo = 18'8" = 224 inches.

Slab 9 and 3/8 inches thick; concrete 40 days old at beginning

of test. All slab rods 7/l6 inch round, with 12 rods in each side

*Reported by Mr. Lord. Proceedings Nat. Assoc. Cement Users, Vol. VII
Philadelphia, 1911.
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l)elt and lo in each diagonal; all slalj rods 7| inches between centers,

so that the side ])elts may be taken to be 80 inches wide and the

diagonal nearlj^ 90 inches. The head was a rectangular diamond

frame wdth four rods extending entirely across it. Column caps

54 inches in cUameter. Mean size of cap = 0.24 L.

Take d^ = 8.5 inches, ^2 = 8 inches and f/3 = 7.0 inches. The

calculated unit stress at mid span 011 the short side by equation

( 34j under the test load of 350 ll:)s. per square foot or a total load of

350 X 356 2/9 = 124,678 lbs. is

,; = ^467^X^24 ^ j„ „y,, „,^^

175 X 8.5 X 12 X 0.15

The observed unit stress at one mid si)an was 10,400 lbs. and

at others somewhat less than 10,000, so that this is a satisfactory

determination of the greatest stress at mid span of the short side.

Equation (34) gives for the unit stress at mid span of the longer

side 10,220 lbs. The mean observed result was only 6600 lbs. There

was some reason in the arrangement of loaded and unloaded panels

to expect a result of this kind, tho larger stresses would hardly l)e

expected on the short side than on the long side unless the l^ulk-

head cracks in the slab had a considerable influence.

The unit stress at the panel center calculated In' equation

^'^^^ '-

,
124678 X 229 „....

,,
f^
= = /44() lr)s.

256 X 0.89 X 14 X 0.15 X 8

This is larger than the mean of four observed values, and larger

than all but one of them which has an appreciably abnormal observed

value.

The limiting unit stress at the edge of the ca]) by equation (44)

in case we assume a mean of 13 rods to a belt is

124678 X 229 X 453 /3 X 5244 1 _ , \ oo\ 5 ii,s
' 800 X 7.6 X 13 X 0.15 X 224 \ 30625 / " ^

The largest observed unit stress in a side belt was 20,000 lbs. A
similar computation for the diagonal belt gives 22440 lbs. There

were two observed stresses larger than this, one of 23400 lbs. and one

of 24,200, due no doubt to the lighter head used in this construction.

Applying Eciuation (71) to the calculation of the deflection at

the panel center we have

124678 X 224 X 229 X 229
,, ^., . ,

/)., = = 0.23 mches.
4.75 X lOio X 64 X 14 X 0.15

The mean value of seven readings was 0.224.
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The mean deflections of adjacent panels were 0.291, 0.271, or

0.306 inches, these all being somewhat larger because adjacent panels

were not loaded.

The interaction of contiguous panels across the column heads

was evidently of considerable amount in this slab, which differed

from mushroom construction in having no stiff connection with

columns such as is afforded by elbow rods. Where the greatest

stresses in steel and concrete occurred around the cap there appears

to })e a deformation ratio e^/cg, of 0.5 to 0.6.

Thd Larkin Building, Chicago, tested by A. R. Lord.* The

design of the belt reinforcement is of the usual four-way type em-

ployed in the Mushroom system, but the column heads omit much of

the steel and in place of it use a depressed head or "drop" to resist

shear and flexure, which is 8 ft. square and 6.75 inches thick, and

is placed on top of each column cap under the slab and integral

with it. The panels are 24'2" by 20', or L^ - 290" and Lj = 240."

The thickness of the slab is 9 inches except at the drop where it is

15.75 inches. The diameter of the cap = 60 inches. The width

of side belts is 90 to 93 inches and diagonals 105 to 108 inches. All

belt rods are \ inch rounds, 13 in each short side l)elt, 22 in each

long side belt and 21 in each diagonal belt.

(Ii = 8 inches. (I2 = 7.75 inches, r/3 = 14 inches.

The floor was designed for a dead load of about 120 lbs. per square

foot and a live load of from 225 to 250 lbs. with a maximum test

load of twice the sum of these, or actually 739 lbs. per square foot.

The total panel load producing stress was

W = 738 X 20 X 24 1/6 - 356,700 lbs.

By (34) the unit stress at mid span of the shorter side belt is

/g = 24,000 lbs. The observed stress was 24,200 lb. between two

loaded panels, which would be decreased slightly if adjacent panels

were equally loaded as contemplated in equation (34).

For the long side belt with 22 rods (34) gives the computed unit

stress /s = 17,000. No observed value was so large as this, because

all long sides were at the edge of the loaded area.

By (52) the calculated value of the unit stress in the middle

rod of the diagonal at the panel center is /„ = 14,070 lbs. The ob-

* The results of this test were presented by Mr. Lord to the Ninth General
Convention of Cement Users. Extracts from his ])aper appeared in the Cement
Era, .Jan. 1913, pii^o .53.
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served value is stated as 12,900 which is probably a mean stress in

the rods of the diagonal belt and perhaps less than the stress in the

middle rod.

To find the unit stress in the steel at the edge of the cap, it is

evident that owing to the drop the effect of the cap in causing abnor-

mal stresses at its edge will be much reduced. Assume that the

stress will not exceed that obtained from (43) at the column center

where B = Li, then

.. W Li (Li Lo + 1) 356,700 X 290 X 2.21 ^ . ^. . ,.

Is = = = 10,800 lbs.

400f/3.4i 400 X 14 X 19.25 X. 19635

in which a mean belt of 19.25 rods is assumed for })urposes of com-

putation because all the belts are intimately combined in their

action in the head. Under this test load no one of the columns

was completely surrounded by loaded panels, and this computed

stress would be approached only very exceptionally. There was one

observation, however, of 10,400 llis. and others of 7300 lbs. and
7000 lbs.

If, moreover, we suppose that no noticeable abnormal action is

to be looked for at the edge of the drop, then the stress would be

calculated by (43) by taking i^ = 290 — 96 = 194", and (^ = 7",

with a mean belt of 19.25 rods which gives /^ = 14,400 lbs. The
largest observed unit stress in any rod at the edge of the dro]5 was

14,500 lbs. in a side belt and 14,200 lbs. in a diagonal belt.

The test load for deflections was 618 lbs. per square foot. Hence

ir = 618 X 24 1 6 X 20 = 298700 lbs.

Bv (54) A z, = 2987<XM290)^ = n.2463".
6.56 X 10'^ (7.75)^ X 21 X .19635

Bv (o5) A ., = 2_mm>_xmi2mf ^ „.„,,,,
" 6.56 X 10'" (7.75)^ X 21X .19635

By (58, A ., = 298700 (290)» 2.21 ^
,, ,„^^„

96 X 10^" X 14"^ X 22 X .19635

By (00, A .. = 298700 X 240 (290)^ ^ „ ^3..

„

20 X HV" X 142 X 21 X .19675

By (61) D, = 0.265" and Do = 0.408".
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The correspoiuliiis observed values were 0.2(3" and 0.40", res-

pectively, an agreement which is surprising in view of existing cir-

cumstances as to reduction of steel in the head anfl displacement of

lines of inflection in this slab compared with the jNIushroom con-

struction for which the equations were deduccnl.

The St. Paul Bread Company Building. The fioor of the St.

Paul Bread Company Building is a rough slab, 6 in. thick, and has

16 by 15 ft. panels, reinforced with f in. round rods, ten in each belt.

The design load was 100 lb. per sq. ft. The slab, Fig. 59, was con-

structed in winter and frozen, but, as the final test was postponed

until August, 1912, the slab was very t'ull\- cuhmI, considerably more

so, in fact, than most slabs when subjected to test. The test was

made l)y Professor W. H. Kavanaugh, of the University of Minnesota,

in the followiu" iuann<'r:

DIAGRAM SHOWING LOCATION OF TEST POINTS IN FLOOR SLAB.

SAINT PAUL BREAD COMPANY BUILDING.
"TURNER MUSHROOM SYSTEM'!

Fig. 59
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First, extensometer measurements were made on seventeen 8 in.

lengths of slab rods, which were exposed under a single loaded panel,

three of these, Nos. 1, 2, and 3, being at the middle of three rods of

one long side belt at the edge of the load, and the remaining fourteen

distributed over the central area of one diagonal belt. Second,

measurements of deflections were made at two points, one at the

center of the panel and one near the middle of the interior edge of

one long side belt. Third, the embedment of the rods was tested.

Table 1 contains the observed elongations due to change of loading

at all the seventeen positions for each of the test loads, 108.4, 316.8,

and 416.8 lbs. per sq. ft., as well as after the removal of the load.

A comparison of the observed elongations at symmetrical points

reveals such discrepancies in the observations as to r(>quirc some

preliminary discussion.

Observations Nos. 5 and 6 were on a })air of diagonal rotls on each

side of and adjacent to the diagonal line of the panel, there being no

rod exactly on the diagonal, and situated just beyond the edge of

the other diagonal belt. No reason can be discerned for any differ-

ence between these elongations, but the wide difference that appears

must be due to some peculiarity in one of the rods, such as a crook

or bend, or some lack of homogeneity in the concrete. Comparing

Observations Nos. 5 and 6 with Nos. 4, 10, 15, and 16, wdiich, being

at about the same distance from the center, should, by Equation

(49), have about the same elongations, it is found that No. 5 is

abnormally large, and at the same time No. 16 is abnormally small.

No. 8 is another set of abnormal results, wdiich is evident from the

fact that, being midway l)etween Nos. 4 and 11, its elongations should

lie between them; it is larger than it should be, with a final com-

pression after removing the load. Nos. 7 and 17 should be the

same, and Nos. 4 and 17 should be aUke. The varying embedments

of the }:)ortions of this rod which were observed show that there

was probably a kink in it, which might account for the observed

discrepancies. It is possible, however, that some such differences

may appear when the loading is piled on one side of the panel before

piling it on the other. No such explanation, however, will fit the

case of Nos. 12 and 13, which are at the middle of the two rods ad-

jacent to the diagonal line at the center of the panel. There appears

to be no question that No. 13 is abnormally large, for No. 12 agrees

well with others, being only a little larger than those at the nearby

positions 9. 11, and 14, and the values at No. 13 are in wide dis-

agreement with them. The very considerable differences ])etween

results which should apparently be eciual makes it evident how in-
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TABLE 1

OBSERVED ELONGATIONS, IN INCHES PER MILLION INCHES
UNDER GIVEN LOADS PER SQUARE FOOT

Note.—Obtain actual unit stresses by multiplying by 30.
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stress ill each of the rods being practically the same, a fact that

speaks well for the stiffness of the head. The computed unit stress

at the center of the panel is

100,000 X 192
/s =

246 X 0.9 X 5 X 1.1

= 15,150 11). per sq. in.

The observed unit stress at No. 12 was 12 000 lb., tho at No. 13

the al)normal value of 19 600 11 j. was found.

As the observations of stresses and deflections were made when
only a single panel was loaded, and the computaticms assume that all

the panels are equally loaded, any very close agreement of Tal)le 1

with the observed results is not to be expected: nevertheless, com-
parison with that table shows that the computed results agree with

the observations far better than the observations agree among them-
selves at such synmietrical })oiiits as admit of any comparison.

The deflection at the center of the panel under a load of more
than double the design load plus once the dead load, namely, 316.8

lb. per sq. ft., was 0.32 in., which is less than 1 800 of the diagonal

span. To compute the deflections at the panel center, apply Equa-
tion (71), as follows:

100 000 X 180 X 192-
D.>

4.75 X 10'" X 5- X 1.1

= 0.50 in.

Com])utatioii of tlie deflection at the point near the middle of the

interior edge of a long side belt gives a deflection for a load of 100 000

lb. on (^ach panel of n])pr()ximately 0.4 in.

TABLE 2

Deflections, in Inches, Under Given Loads per kSquare Foot

Test Loads, in Pounds

108.4

Center of panel Observed . 077
" " " Computed 0.130

Edge of side belt Observed . 065
" " " " ......Computed

I

0.093

316.8 416.8

0.320
0.380
0.247
0.271

0.437
. 500

0.;332

0.357

0.155

0.124

As above stated, the somewhat large excess of computed over

observed deflections is due to two circumstances: first, and prin-

cipally, to the age and consequent stifl"ness of the slab; and secondly,

at the edge, to the fact of a single panel load instead of many, neither

of which circumstances is taken account of in the equations used.
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3. Comparative Test of Norcross and Mushroom Slabs. This

section will be devoted to a detailed consideration of a test to des-

truction of two slabs, 12' x 12' between column centers, con-

structed for experimental purposes. The tests were made by

Professor Wm. H. Kavanaugh. in November and December,

1912, and the results he obtained, together with a mathematical

discussion based upon them, will be here given. One slab was

constructed in accordance with the plans and specifications of the

U. S. Patent No. 698,542 issued to 0. W. Norcross for a slab for

flooring of buildings, and the other was a Turner Mushroom slab

under U. S. Patent No. 1,003,384. The test serves to bring out in

a striking manner not only how two slabs, which present a super-

ficial resemblance in the plan of arrangement of reinforcement,

differ from an experimental and practical standpoint, but it also

makes evident their radical divergence of action mechanically and

mathematically.

That two slabs of the same span, thickness and amount of

reinforcement should on test show that one of them was more than

twenty times as stifT, and more than five times as strong as the

other, and that the failure of the weaker one was a sudden and

complete collapse, with little or no w^arning to the inexperienced

eye, while the other gave way by slowly pulling apart little by

little, thus gradually getting out of shape without any final break

down, are phenomena that deserve the close attention of the de-

signer, and are of the highest interest scientifically as well as practi-

cally. The enormous differences in the deflections and in the

stresses in the reinforcement as shown by extensomoter measure-

ments, and in the character of the failure in respect of safety and

its relation to the line or zone of weakest section, as well as in the

difference of design loads and breaking loads amounting to 500%,

all illustrate what scientific design will accomplish and what results

are possible by an ingenious arrangement of the reinforcement.

These slabs were each of the same thickness, viz 6", and were sup-

ported by columns placed at the corners of a square 12' x 12' from

center to center of columns. The slabs projected 2' to 3' beyond

the centers of the columns on each side, and had precisely the same

number and size of reinforcing rods in each belt, viz eleven 3/8

inch round rods. The concrete was of a 1 : 2 : 4 mix, and while

only about four weeks old at the time of the test, it had been poured

warm and kept warm by steam heat under such unusually favorable

conditions as to have become well cured at the time of the test.

The steel used showed by test a stress at yield point of 51,000 to
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55,000 pounds per square inch, and an ultimate strength of 76,000

to 80,000 pounds, ^^^th an elongation of twenty to twenty-five per

cent.

The first slab was made in accordance with the specifications

of the Norcross patent already referred to except that belts of rods

were substituted for the netting mentioned by the patentee. This

design was selected as one of the two for this comparative test,

not because it is a good design, or one that an}- engineer would

to-day care to employ, but because it exhibits, according to the

express intention of the patentee, simple tension on its lower surface,

everj'^^iere between columns, and simple compression everj-where

on its upper surface between columns; this being in direct contrast

to the other design, which is arranged not onl}^ to resist direct ten-

sions over the supports, which the first does not, but also to resist

circumferential stresses both around the supports and around the

panel centers, as any truly continuous flat slab must.

This test may then be viewed in the light of an experimental

demonstration of the difference between a reinforced fiat slab con-

structed in accordance with the beam theory and one constructed

in accordance with, correct slab theory, where true and apparent

moments differ radically as showTi at the beginning of this investi-

gation, but are wholly contradictory to any form of simple or con-

tinous beam theory. This test may be regarded as settling once for

all the question of applying simple beam theory to a cantilever fiat

slab, reinforced throughout practically its entire area with a lattice of

rods crossing each other and in contact. It shows that it is impos-

sible to compute the deflections of such a slab by beam theory.

Furthermore this impossibility makes it certain that the stresses

in such a slab cannot be computed by beam theory, for to do this is

to commit an inconsistency such as has heretofore too often been

committed, but one which should hereafter 1)e carefully avoided.
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Norcross in his patent already referred to describes liis con-

struction as consisting "essentially, of a panel of concrete having

metallic network encased therein, so as to radiate from the posts

on which the floor rests The posts are first erected, and- a

temporary staging built up level with the tops of posts. Strips of

wire netting are then laid loosely in place on top of the staging ....

The concrete is then spread ui:>on or moulded in place on the staging

to enclose the metallic network. In practice I have sometimes

laid the concrete in layers of different quality, the lower layer of

the floor which encloses the wire being laid with the best concrete

available If the forces acting upon a section of flooring

supported between two posts be analyzed it will be found that the

tendency of the floor section to sag between its supports will cause

the lower layers of the flooring to be under tension while the upper

layers of the flooring will be under compression, these stresses being,

of course, the greatest at the top and bottom layers, respectively."

Fig. 00. Reinforcement of Norcross Slab
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Fig. 01. Norcross S^lab Carrying Load 3

^ '- ii' J.
S'- o' 4, ^'-d>'

Col. Cop Ploi-e 20^20'-^i
Se/M //'i ^ each \^oy

Fig. 1)2. Norcross Slab
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The number and arrangement of the reinforcing rods in the

Norcross experimental slab, (eleven 3/8" round rods in each side

and diagonal belt) is clearly shown in the view of Oct. 3 1st, Fig.60, which

shows the forms ready for pouring the concrete. Steel plates

20" X 20" X 0.5" carry the rods and rest on the tops of the columns,

which last in this case consisted of steel pipes about 5|" in dia-

meter filled with concrete and embedded at their lower ends in large

concrete blocks. A vertical central bolt in the concrete at the

upper end of each pipe permitted the plates to be firmly secured to

the tops of the columns. The view of Nov. 30th, Fig. 61, clearly

shows the manner of placing the pig iron on the slab for load 3.

This slab is 16' x 16'. The loading at first covered an area having

the form of a Greek cross whose central square was five feet on a

side with arms 5' 6" long, as represented in accompanying diagram

of loaded areas A, B, G, D, E, Fig. 62, and of amounts shown in

Table 3.

Fig. 63. Collapse of Norcross Slab

When 10,000 pounds had been piled on the central part of the

slab in addition to load No. 4, of 66,812 pounds, the slab suddenly

failed. In anticipation of such failure timber blocking had been

placed under the slal) to prevent its falling more than possibly ten

or twelve inches.
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Fig. (54. Collapse of Norc ross Slab

The two views of Dec. 2d, Fig. ()3 and Fig. (H, show the con-

dition of the slab after removing part of the final loading in order

to render the nature of the failure visible. Careful extensometer

measiu'cnients of the elongations of the steel rods at the middle

of the side and diagonal belts were made under the action of loads

1, 2, 3 and 4, and also similar extensometer measurements in the

concrete both on the top and the bottom of the slab along the center

line of the side and diagonal belts near those edges of two of the

steel plates which were nearest the center of the belts. Besides

these, certain other measurements of the concrete were made at

right angles to the diagonals. Deflections were also measured

under these loads at the middle of the diagonal belt and of two of

the side belts at V, W, X, Y, Z.

These measurements all show bej'ond question that the side

and diagonal belts act like simple beams in this form of construction,

since the stresses in the steel and concrete on the under side of

the slab in the direction of the rods is invariably tensile, while the

stresses in the same directions on top of the slab are always com-

pressive. It was the avowed intention of Noreross to reinforce

the slab in this manner since he regarded the upper part of the slab

as being subjected everywhere to compression and the lower part

to tension only, as stated in his specifications as already quoted.
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The following computation, Table 4, shows a good approxi-

mate agreement of the results of this test with the beam theory of

flexure, assuming for simplicity that the stiff steel supporting plate

and interlacing of the ends of the belts diminishes the effective

span of the side belts by 12", and the diagonals in the same pro-

portion, and further assuming that the loading was all applied at

the middle of the side and diagonal belts.

The extensometer measurements made were for a length of

8", consequently the stress in the steel per square inch would be

computed thus:

f, = l/8 (elongation in 8") x 30,000,000; (l)i

and, this being known from observation, it will be possible to com-
pute the load W carried bj^ the beam in which the given elongation

occurs, as follows

:

The bending moment due to a concentrated load W at the mid-

dle of a beam of length L is M = l W L, (2)i

and the equal moment of resistance of the reinforcement by which

it is held in equilibrium is M =A j d f^ (3) i

in which A is the total cross section of the steel in the belt =
11 X 0.11 = 1.215 sq. in., and the distance from the center of

the steel to the center of compressive resistance of the concrete

is assumed to be, j d ^ 0.9 x 5.75

when d = 5.75 is taken as the distance from the center of action

of the steel to the top of the slab.

Hence W = 4: A j d f,/L (4)i

is the load required to cause the stress /g in the steel. In the side

belts we assume the span L to be 132", and in the diagonals 132 V2.

In Table 4, which follows, it will be noticed that loading No. 1

is too small to develop sufficient elongations or deflections to

overcome the initial compressions in the concrete in which the

reinforcement is embedded, so that the load carried by the steel is

only about one half of the actual load, the other half being evidently

carried by the concrete in which it is embedded. This is in com-
plete accord with other similar experiments. But in case of loads

No. 2 and No. 3, where the steel is stressed close to the yield

point, the sum of the loads as shown by the stresses in the steel

is very close to the total actual load. It is assumed that these

total actual loads are carried by the various belts in the same pro-

portion as the computed loads, since there is no other way of

dividing the total load between the belts. This may be stated

mathematically, as follows:
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Let Wi = the computed load on a side belt,

and W'z ^ the computed load on a diagonal belt.

Let TFi = the actual load on a side belt.

and Wo = the actual load on a diagonal belt.

Then 4:Wi + 2TF2 = total computed load on slab.

and 4Wi + 2W2 = total actual load on slab.

4 Wi + 2 W2 wi W2
Then = = — (5)i

4:Wi-\-2W2 W, W2

from which Wi and TFo can be computed, Wi , W2 and 4TT^ + 4W2
being already known.

The distribution of load No. 4 is not such as to render this

method of computing it so applicable as to other loads. Having

found the actual distribution of loading W[ and W2 the center

deflections of the belts have been computed by simple beam theory

from the formula.

W' L"
D2 = 7- (6)1

48 ^ A i j d'

in which i d = the distance from the steel to the neutral axis and

the value of i has been assumed to be 0.69; W is the actual load on

the belt and L is its span as previously stated.

It appears from Table 4, that the effect of the reinforcement

is accounted for to a reasonably close approximation by consider-

ing the belts to act as a combination of simple beams, at least with-

in the range of loading near the j^ield point of the steel.

It appears that the steel reached its yield point under a total

load on the slab of from 15 to 18 tons and final collapse occured under

a total load of a little over twice the latter amount not distributed

uniformly but piled more in the general form of a pyramid.

It was observed that the application of the relatively small

loading on the corner areas F, G, H, I, had a very injurious effect

upon the slab, tending to break it across the tops of the columns.

The results of the test may be summarized in the Norcross

system as follows:

1st. This slab is of the simple beam type, and the test shows

no cantilever action and no circumferential slab action.

2nd. The narrow belts running diagonally leave large areas

without reinforcement, and there is consequently no provision for

resisting circumferential tensions as required in slab action.

3rd. The concrete showed compressive stresses on the upper

surface of the slab in the direction of all the reinforcing rods.
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4th. The concrete showed tension at the bottom surface in

the direction of all the reinforcing rods, in agreement with Norcross'

own analysis.

5th. This slab deflected 1.6" under 33 tons and then broke

dos^^l completely under 38 tons.

6th. The first crack appeared under a load of 15 tons and

deflection of 0.7".

7th. The slab, not being reinforced on the top surface over

the columns, inevitably cracks at a column when the slab is loaded

around the column.

8th. At failure the steel had passed its yield point. The

percentage of reinforcement in the diagonal belt if we regard the

belt as about 18" wide is very nearly 1%, but since a width of

concrete somewhat greater than that may be assumed to act with

this steel, the percentage of reinforcement is somewhat less than

1%. Similarily, the side belts of width 36" have a reinforcement

less than 0.5%. The full strength of the steel in both belts was

developed by the concrete, which fact demonstrates that the con-

crete was of high grade and well cured. The steel was also of

good standard quality, and the test was therefore in every way

fair to the Norcross slab, since it was so loaded as to cause the

stresses in the side and diagonal belts to be practically equal, thus

using the steel most economically. The slab failed because the

steel yielded near the middle of the sjians, thus causing the concrete

above the steel to crack and break.

The second slab was made according to the Turner Mush-

room System, under the patent already referred to.

Since all forces in a plane may be resolved into components

along any pair of axes at right angles to each other it is possible

to provide reinforcement to resist any horizontal tensile stresses

in the slab by various arrangements of intersecting belts of rods at

zones where these stresses occur. The combination of such belts with

radial and ring rods to constitute a large and substantial canti-

lever mushroom head at the top of each column affords a very

effective and economical arrangement for controlling the distribution

of the stresses in the slab, and it places the reinforcement where

it is most needed. It not only has the same kind of advantage

that the continuous cantilever beam has over the simple girder

for long spans, but combines with it the kind of superiority that the

dome has over the simple arch by reason of circumferential stresses

called into play, which greath^ adds to the carrying capacity of the

slab.
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Fig. 65. Reinforcement of Mushroom Slab

Column RoJs 6"/^*" D,om 5^
FIr. 06. ATijshrooni Shil)
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The mushroom test slab was six inches thick, and was sup-

ported on four 18" by 18" square reinforced concrete columns

distance 12' from center to center. These had square capitals,

42" X 42". The slab was appromimately 18' x 18', and the dia-

meter of the outer ring rod of the Mushroom was 66", while the

inner ring was 42". These were supported on eight 1-1/8" round

radial column rods.

Fig. 6 Mushroom Slab, Load 4.

This will be clearly understood from the view dated October

31st, Fig. 65, which shows the reinforcement and forms ready for

pouring the concrete. The remaining views are explained by their

accompanying legends.

The diagram of loaded areas for the mushroom slab Fig. 66, is

like that already given for the Norcross slab in every particular

except that the size of the mushroom slab being 18' x 18', while the

Norcross slab was 16' x 16', the arms of the Greek cross in the

mushroom slab are each 6' 6" long and 5' wide.
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Fig. 08. Mushroom Slab, Load 7.

Fig. 69. Mushroom Shib, Load 9.
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The accompanying Table 5, exhibits the loads per square foot

of each of the subsidiary areas shown in the diagram as also the

total loads on each of those areas. The view of Dec. 3, Fig. 67,

shows load 4, and that of Dec. 13, Fig. 68, load 7, while that of

Dec. 16, Fig. 69, shows load 9.

Elongations of steel were measured by Berry extensometers

in two of the side belts and in one of the diagonal belts until the

concrete began to fail under loads Nos. 7 and 8. Deflections

were also measured. In Table 6, these will be considered so far as

they relate to the middle points of the belts. Loads 8, 9, 10, are

of great interest as exhibiting the behavior of the slab under ex-

cessive loads, showing, as they do, yielding and large permanent

deformation without dangerous collapse.

By (52) the uniformly distributed load per square foot of

panel area when the stress in the diagonal belt is /g is found for a

square panel from the expression

256 j d2 A
144g = w = W/lU = f, (52a)

144 L

which applied to this slab gives us

256 X 0.89 X 5.125 X 1.215

w = /, = /•yi4.6 (52b)

144 X 144

The values of this uniforniily distributed load w is tabulated

in table 4, for each of the observed values of the /s in the diagonal

belts. The values of w so computed tend to become identical,

in case of the heavier loads, with the loads per square foot on the

central area C, as might reasonably be expected, ii) being the uniformly

distributed load which is equivalent so far as the stress on the dia-

gonal belt is concerned to the action of the actual loads which are

not uniformly distributed.

Now compute by (54), (55), (58), (60) and (61), the deflections

at the mid side belt and at center of the panel, due to a uniform load.

These results are given in Table 4, and accord closely with those

actually observed, as they should, because the irregularity of dis-

tribution does not produce deflections that differ much from the

equivalent uniform load as computed above.

In these computations it is assumed that f/i = 5.5", do =

5.125", d,, = 4"
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The double set of values under loads 4 and 5 is due to the

fact that readings were had under load 4, immediately after the

load was applied, and again 7 days later before applying load 5.

The second set of readings were the larger as shown. The second

set of readings under load 5, were taken four days subsequently

to the first set.

It appears from Table 6, that the observed results are account-

ed for by the slab theory to a good degree of approximation

so long as the concrete was intact.
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It will be seen from Tables 3 and 5, that the first three loads

were practically the same for both slabs. In the Norcross slab

load 3, of 18 tons, stressed the steel up to the yield point, but in

the mushroom slab the stress was so small, (being in fact less than

ten per cent of the former) as probably not to remove all the com-
pression from the concrete in which it was embedded. Indeed the

load on the latter slab became five times as much, 90 tons, without

stressing its steel out to the yield point, at which time it was carry-

ing about twice the load which caused the complete failure of

the Norcross slab.

Moreover the deflection of the Norcross slab under load

3, was twenty-two times that of the mushroom slab under the

same load. This result is in full accord with slab theory which shows
that the central deflection of a continuous diagonal beam with fixed

ends uniformly loaded with one sixth of the total load on the slab

and having the same thickness and reinforcement as the diagonal

belt, would have more than six times the central deflection of the

slab, while the stress in its steel would be three or four times as

much. This gives a measure of the effect of slab action.

By the phrase "slab action" we designate the increased strength

and stiffness of the slab by reason of its resistance to circumferential

stresses around the columns and around the center of the panel.

Furthermore, if this continuous beam be compared with a simple

beam uniformly loaded and having the same reinforcement, the

latter would have five times the deflection of the continuous beam,
or thirty times that of the slab, while the stress in the steel would
be one and one-half times that in the continuous beam, and six or

seven times that in the slab. This last exhibits the effect of canti-

lever action combined with slab action.

The apparent discrepancy between the observed ratio of de-

flections in these two slabs of 22 and the just computed deflections

of 30, is to be accounted for by the fact that the computation

assumed equal spans, whereas the Norcross span was assumed

to be diminished from 144" to 132" by the column plate. A re-

duction of the span of this amount will change the computed de-

flections in the ratio of 144'^
:
132'^

: : 30 : 23 which is in practical

agreement with the observed result of 22.
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By the phrase "cantilever action" we designate the increased

strength and stiffness which is due to the continuity of the beam
or slab at its supports so that it is convex upwards at such points.

While the concentration of the loading toward the middle of

the panel, such as was the case in this test, may prevent any pre-

cise agreement of these numerical estimates based on uniform

loading with the results of the tests, they cause the general agree-

ment shown in the tables and tend strongly to sustain our confi-

dence in the validity of the analysis from which these concordant

approximate estimates are obtained.

The amazing difference in the strength and stiffness of these

two slabs, which contain practically the same amount of concrete

and steel, is due to the difference of principle of their construction,

which may be summarized for the mushroom system by consider-

ing its slab action and its cantilever action uncUn- the following

counts, viz:

1st. Circumferential slab stresses around the column heads are

most economically and effectively provided for by the ring rods and

the octagonal interlacing of the slab rods.

2nd. The size of the mushroom heads is such as to make the

belts so wide as to provide reinforcement over the entire area of

the slab, thus securing slab action in the central part of the panel

where the belts lie near the lower surface.

3rd. The reinforcing belts cover a wide zone at the top of

the slab over the columns and nmshroom head, which thus provides

resistance to tension, and ensures effective cantilever and slab action.

4th. Concrete is thus stressed in compression at the bottom

of the slab for a wide zone around the columns.

5th. Under a load ecjual to the breaking load of the Norcross

slab, amounting to thirty-eight tons, the mushroom slab deflected

at first only l/8", but after exposure to rain and great changes of

temperature for seven days had somewhat softened the concrete

the deflection increased to l/4".

6th. The first crack appeared underneath the edge of the

slab across the side belt under load No. 5, of fifty-six tons, with a

center deflection of 0.4" and an average deflection at the middle

of side belts of 0.25".

7th. No cracks appeared on the upper side of slab at the

edge, nor were any seen elsewhere, until load No. 7, of 90 tons was

applied, when a center deflection of l/2" was reached.
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Fig. 71. Failure of Mushroom Slab.

Fig. 72. Failure of Mushroom Slab. Load Removed.
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8th. The slab carried its final load of over 120 tons for twenty-

four hours without giving way. It demonstrated the impossibility

of its sudden failure by gradually yielding until it reached a final

deflection of some nine inches, as seen in the views of Dec. 17th

and 24th, Figs. 71 and 72.

9th. While the slab steel in each belt was the same as in the

Norcross slab, the crossing of the belts increased the percentage

of slab reinforcement so much above that of the simple belt rein-

forcement that stress in the steel did not pass the yield point and

the failure was largely due to the giving way of the concrete around

the cap, but partly to some yielding at the line of weakest ultimate

resistance, both of which statements are confirmed by the view of

Dec. 24th, Fig. 72, where the removal of the loading permits the

irregular circular line previously mentioned to be made out at a

distance from the center of each column of somewhat less than L/2.

Less steel is required in this system than in the Nor-

cross slab for the same limiting stresses. Since the steel in this

slab did not pass the yield point any greater percentage of reinforce-

ment would be useless and would not increase the strength of the

slab. It lias been found that good practice requires a percentage

of steel dependent in the following manner upon the thickness

of the slab:

lid = L/35 the belt reinforcement = 0.2%

If d = L/24 the belt reinforcement = 0.3%

If (/ = L/20 the belt reinforcement = 0.4%

Comparision of the steel in the test slabs: Norcross. Mushroom.

Size of slab 16' x 16' 18.4' x 17.8'

Area of slab 256 sq. ft. 328 sq. ft.

Length of 3/8" rods in the slab 1188 ft. 1750 ft.

Weight of 3/8" rods in the slab 446 lbs. 650 lbs.

Weight of Plates or Heads in the slab. . . 228 lbs. 435 lbs.

Total weight of steel in the slab 674 lbs. 1085 lbs.

Weight of steel per square foot of slab.. 2.6 lbs. 3.3 lbs.

Area of Panel 12 x 12 ft 144 sq. ft. 144 sq. ft.

Length of slab rods per panel 638 ft. 638 ft.

Weight of slab rods per panel 239 lbs. 239 lbs.

Weight in plates or heads per panel 57 lbs. 109 lbs.

Total weight of steel per panel 296 lbs. 348 lbs.

Weight of steel per square foot of panel. 2.06 lbs. 2 5/l2 lbs.
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The results of this comparative test of two slabs lead to several

interesting applications of the principles previousl}^ cited under the

treatment of such slabs as a kind of mechanism amenable to

analysis by the theory of work.

The law of conservation of energy teaches that for elastic de-

flections the average stress for instance at mid span of a floor slab

of one kind compared with the average stress at mid span of another

kind of the same uniform thickness and percentage of steel at the

sections compared, will bear the same ratio as the respective deflec-

tions under identical loads producing these stresses. In other words,

a radical difference in mode of action brought about by a different

arrangement of the reinforcement in the slabs will not affect the

validity of this deduction. The experimental data supplied by the

two respective slabs, the Norcross and the Mushroom type slab, is

of interest in this connection.

Compare the loads which were applied in Greek cross form,

the areas A, B, D, E, loaded alike, but the area C loaded at

times, with approximately double the load on the arms of the cross

—the idea being to throw upon the respective belts crossing the area

C approximately the same load as on each direct l)elt as showai in

the following table:

TABLE 7.
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ments of the deflections and the measurements of the steel stresses

were not simultaneous, there being, however, some time effect as

indicated by the diagrams.

These tests show a surprising difference in stiffness for the same

cross section of steel in diagonal belts, and substantially the same

difference so far as its efficiency is concerned in direct belts. The

enormous difference in stiffness—the one being 22 times as stiff as

the other—is a difference little short of amazing, when we consider

the fact that a continuous beam is only five times as stiff as a simple

beam. Hence the test shows clearly that the mode of operation

must involve a far more radical difference than mere continuity of

reinforcement.

The difference tliat is most striking in tli(> arrangement of rein-

forcement in these two slabs, lies in the difference in the width of

the l)elts, the material in the Norcross type slab being concentrated

in narrow strips diagonally, while the material in the Mushroom

type is sjiread out from three to four times as wide, and covers

the area of the slab fully.

A comparison, then, of the average stress in the respective belts

at mid span, should Ijring out in a striking manncT, the difference

in mode of action, because of the difference^ in the width of the belts

in the two areas. This comj^arison should show the difference in

effect at mid span of s])reading the belts as against concentrating the

metal in relatively narrow diagonal Ix'am strips. The following

table of average stresses is submitted in order to show the ratio of

the stress in the diagonal l)elt compared to that in the direct belt:

NORCROSS SLAB

Load Stresses in Direct Belts

in lbs. per sq. inch.

3 34,650
4 42,800

34,690
42,050

Stresses in Diag- Ratio diag. to direct belt. Stress

onal Belts average.

35,213
45,880

1.02
l.OS

MUSHROOM SLAB

Load [Stresses in Direct Belts] Stresses in Diag- Ratio diag. to direct Belt. Stress
' in lbs. per sq. inch. onal Belts Average

9,677
25,380

12,627
31,490

3,977
13,713

.36

.484

The ratio of the diagonal belt stress to the direct belt stress is

what was to be expected in the Norcross type slab on the beam strip

theory; and this is to be accounted for by the unreinforced triangular

areas in the arrangement of the metal.
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The spreading out of the belt reverses the ratio found in the

Mushroom shil) and changes it so that the relative stress in the diago-

nal belt at mid span of the Norcross slab, when compared with the

stress in the direct belts is one to two hundred percent greater than

the similar ratio in the case of the Mushroom slab; and this striking

difference between the two, must account then, in a large part, for

the amazing difference in deportment of the two respective tests

slabs. It should be noted that the Mushroom test slab was at a

great disadvantage on account of the Greek cross type of loading

suggested by Mr. Eddy, which was very advantageous to the Nor-

cross type slab, since it would cause the greatest stress at that sec-

tion of the slab best able to resist the same; while in the case of the

Mushroom slab, a uniform load over the column areas woukl jiroduce

cantilever action which would tend to neutralize the stress at mid
span.

Refer now to the diagram in Fig. 70, page 253, where the deflec-

tions of the Mushroom and Norcross test slabs have been plotted.

The Norcross t^npe slab with the steel at the bottom is known bj^

the application of the law of rigidities to exhibit in its action the

predominant phenomena and characteristics of the simple beam.

If this deduction be correct, a rapid rise in steel stress should be shown

by the yielding of the matrix under the larger loads thru over-strain

by the action of indirect tensions combined with direct tensions.

The following table is instructive in regard to these ratios.

NORCROSS TEST SLAB

Load in Terms of Load L
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If the preceding theory of storage of potential energy l^e correct,

the storage reservoir of indirect tensile energy found in this case

should be dependable or without leak in the slab and a uniform in-

crease in stress and deflection with increase in loads should be the

phenomena found.

MUSHROOM TEST SLAB

Load in terms of

Load =15624
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slab deflection and stress at mid span. But increased slab deflection

and increased stress at the panel center involve increase of work
done on the slab and columns by the load, in greater amount than

merely in proportion to the increase of stress in the slab represented

by divergence noted in the increase in stress and in deflection. For

consider the analogous case of a beam fixed horizontally at supports.

If these supports yield sufficiently to cause it to act as a simple

beam, the deflection is increased five times, and the work done by

the load is multiplied by a somewhat larger number than that.

Similarly, when the columns supporting a slab yield somewhat by

tipping they must increase the central deflection of the slab and so

increase the energj^ stored in the slab, in addition to what they them-

selves absorb in the column flexure by tipping. The energy stored

in the column itself, like that of any beam, may afford a leak which

is a fraction of its energy of flexure, and tho it may not be a large

fraction of the total energy expended upon the structure, it may
nevertheless be the cause of some increase in the total energy of

deformation.

The jogs in the seven day period after Load 4, Fig. 70 and in the

four day period after Load 5, may be accounted for in part b}' the

fact that the ground was frozen and there was perhaps some

heaving affecting the ])ench marks at which the levels were taken.

In the curves of deflections, Fig., 70 the influence of the direct

tensions is observed in the slight curvature of the line between

Loads 1 and 3, and the small percent of loss from 1his source is in-

dicated by the fact that the curves of deflection continue parallel

and show little or no divergence in direction under higher loads

than under load of lower intensity, which is in strong contract to

curves of deflection of the Norcross test slal).

The views which have been put forth in the foregoing pages to

account for the radical experimental difference between the deport-

ment of beams and that of slabs by a rigid application of the funda-

mental laws wdiich have been already enunciated haw been vig-

orously opposed by an attempt on the part of certain members of

the engineering profession to explain the wide divergence of actual

slabs from the results of beam strip theory by a pretended belief in

the efficacy and sufficiency of the direct tensile resistance in concrete

as sufficient to account for the phenomena observed in the flexure

of slabs.

In order to determine what, if any, l)asis in fact there might be

for any such view, a test slab twenty-five feet square, and api^rox-
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imately five inches thick, was constructed, which was sui)porte(l

at its edges by walls and at its center by a masonry pier 20 inches

square and reinforced with wire netting radiating from the center

in the bottom of the slal). The netting was ordinary poultry netting

and 2 inch mesh, galvanized. The applied load was 15,000 pounds

in the form of concrete barrels partly filled with water and arranged

in circular formation at mid span around the central pier. When
the load was first applied the slab carried the load by tensile resist-

ance of the concrete without apparent over strain, no cracks of anj^

kind appearing. The load was left in place, and owing to the leak-

ing of the barr(>ls which were imperfect, gradually diminished by 25

or 30 ]:)ercent. In the course of about five days cracks began to

develop in the slal), these extending in the top radially and circum-

ferentially about the center pier and in the bottom of the slab at

approximately the same time from one corner along mid spans.

The slab was left undisturbed for six days longer, and these cracks

continued to increase until finally the whole structure collapsed

completely. The concrete was found, after the collapse, to be

nearly 5f" thick at the center as against 5 inches at the edge.

This t(^st is of value as showing somewhat the effect of time,

combined with t(>mperature changes upon the endurance of tensile

stresses in the concrete. The test was made in the fall of the year

and the drop in temperature from incan conditions under which

the slab was cured may be stated as approximately 35 to 40 degrees.

The reinforcement of this slab was designed with the purpose of

making it substantially like the wire netting of certain old floors of

similar span which had, however, a thickness of from 12 to 15 inches

the outside edges of these latter slabs being supported vertically

and laterally by heavy masonry retaining walls which formed sub-

stantial abutments and in their action as retaining walls caused a

certain amount of thrust to act upon the slab.

The great thickness of these floors relative to span caused arch

action to predominate rather than slab action and their permanent

stability in contrast with the slab tested is readily accounted for

on this principle, and sharply diflerentiates slab action from arch

action.

The predominance of arch action is dependent upon a large ratio

of thickness to span and vanishes practically in a thin slab of long

span.

Mr. Arthur R. Lord, in a paper published in the "Engineering

and Contracting," January 29, 1913, reports interesting data rela-
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tive to the test of the Larkin Building in Chicago, and concludes

that there is a marked degree of arch action in a slab the span ofwhich

is approximately twenty times its thickness. He reasons that there

is such action because where the line of inflection should be, he

observed compressions in the concrete both in the top and bottom of

the slab, and infers from this that these compressions are a measure

of arch action. Now, it is a fundamental principle of flexure that

the sum of the horizontal compressions must equal the sum of the

tensions at any section thru a plate in bending, if no arch action be

present. Examining the cross section of this design, we find the slab

rods, at the deflection line, crossing the neutral plane of the slab

at an angle, and turning downward at a considerable inclination.

Now since there is shear across this section, these rods must be in

tension at the line of inflection, by virtue of vertical shear, and the

horizontal component of the tension in the steel must be balanced,

to fulfill the laws of flexure, by compressions in the concrete ; and hence

this supposed arch action is thus reacUly accounted for as a phe-

nomena of flexure. Moreover the magnitude of the thrust was

wholly insufficient to account for the carrying capacity of the slali

in excess of beam theory.

4. Investigation of Structures by the Berry Extensometer and

Interpretation of Results. In the investigation of concrete struc-

tures with the Berry Extensometer, or similar instrument, it is usually

possible to secure measurements on one side only of the reinforcing

rod, and hence the measurement is primarily a measurement of

fiber stress rather than that of the average stress across the section

of the bar. Any kink in the bar, due to careless handling before plac-

ing in the structure, is liable to induce a bending stress under work-

ing conditions, which will mask in a large measure the character

of the average stress in the bar and its true mechanical action in the

structure. This difficulty might be obviated if we could get at both

the top and bottom of the bar, and take observations on both the

lower and upper fibers; but it is generally impracticable to do this,

and far better to check up the accuracy of the readings by careful

comparison with observed deflections.

The next difficulty in the experimental solution of the problem

of stresses in flat slabs by the strain gage lies in the masking of the

true action of the material by the stresses induced in the process of

casting. These stresses naturally vary thru a wide range, dependent
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on the temperature conditions at which the concrete was cast and the

temperature conditions, humidity and barometic pressure of the air

under which the concrete was cured.

In practical work, it is frequently the case that where the Work

is executed in hot weather, the steel and the concrete materials

are heated by the sun and are quite warm when the con-

crete is mixed, so that very rapid setting and hardening results.

Such hardening is accompanied in the chemical process of curing

with a considerable evolution of heat, and the steel is thus heated

to a temperature as high as 130° Fahrenheit or even more during this

process. If the hardening is sufficiently rapid to form a rigid bond

between the steel and the concrete during this stage of hardening,

(and it frequently does form such bond) the final result is that as the

mass cools down, the steel is thrown into tension by the cooling and

the concrete to a considerable degree into compression, this com-

pression being distributed over the cross section of the slab. The

result of the combined temperature and shrinkage stresses induced

in hot weather, is such as at times to cause the slab to be practically

self supporting and remove its weight largely or entirely from the

supporting forms so that these in hot weather are frequently found

to be really loose, and may be knocked out with little resistance.

This condition, to some extent, may, of course, be accounted for

by the shrinkage of the lumber forms which are wet in casting, but

this shrinkage is insufficient to account for the difference in condi-

tions observed in warm weather work contrasted with cold weather

work.

The presence of such shrinkage stresses in the material, cause

its apparent deportment to be materially different under loads of

low intensity from its action under loads of higher intensity where

the mechanical operation of the combination is not masked by

extraneous influences.

The effect of casting stresses and shrinkage stresses which have

been referred to above gradually disappears of course with time and

continuance of the chemical process of hardening, and under the

repeated changes in form of the structure caused by temperature

variations and changes of load. Accordingly it must be kept clearly

in mind that positive conclusions as to the mechanical operation

of the slab cannot be deduced under loads that are too small to per-

mit the character of the stresses induced by the load to be distin-

guished from stresses originally induced l)y the weather conditions

while casting.
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Measured stresses on newlj- cured work can be given weight,

accordingh', only after the loads applied become materially greater

than the working load. The true action of the structure commences,

then, to become dominant, because this action is not masked by the

influence above discussed. These influences have been, by some,

improperly credited to an impossible direct tensile resistance of

concrete.

Moreover, measurements of the deformations in the concrete

\)y the extensometer are frequently erroneously interpreted. In

the practical testing of a building applied loads remain upon the

concrete a considerable period of time, since a comprehensive survey

of the stresses in the slab cannot be executed short of several day's

continuous work. When it is attempted to interpret extensometer

measurements of the concrete which has been subjected to a given

load continuously for several days or a week on the basis or the

modulus of elasticity determined by measurements made on test

cylinders of concrete which are loaded with given loads for verj^ short

periods only a considerable error is involved in such comparison.

First, because an 8 inch cylinder 16 inches long cast at the same time

that the floor of the building was cast, has a better opportunity to

dry out and l^ecome hard and rigid before testing than the concrete

work of the practical structure. Second, because the short period of

time in which the load is applied to the cylinder in the ordinary

method of making tests does not correspond to the time element

involved in making tests of the work in the finished structure, and

neglect of these conditions involves a fundamental error lost sight

of frequentl}^ in the experimental determination of concrete stresses.

The correct method would be to determine the residual set of the

concrete prism under a continued load of the intensity which it is

desired to interpret, then deduct this set from the measurements

made on the practical structure and determine the true modulus

of the specimen l)y repeated loadings. Scientific results may be

thus secured which would be of value in checking the mathematico-

elastic theory.

The great difficulty with extensometer tests asid(^ from the

labor and expense involved, is due to the great uncertainty arising

from the causes which have been mentioned and to the fact that

measurements taken on corresponding rods at corresponding points

where like results would be expected differ so greatly as to show

that accidental differences of construction have so large an effect

upon the measurements as to make precise deductions verj' difficult.
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Such inequalities would, however, evidently not be dangerous to the

structure because overstrain on any rod would ultimately l)e relieved

by others coming into action nearby.

The measurement and interpretation of deflections under load

is not beset by uncertaintities and difficulties of this character. A
deflection is the result of the combined action of all the elements of

the slab and not of any single one exclusively and so has a degree

of reliability which cannot attach to any result derived from measure-

ments on single elements however mnnerous. If deflections and

stresses are mathematical elements of a comprehensive slab theory

the measurement of either one is sufficient to determine the other

just as in the theory of beams. When the profession shall have be-

come convinced of the validity and sufficiency of slab theory, there

will be little use for extensometer tests. Deflections are sufficient.
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CHAPTER VII

MOMENTS IN TWO-WAY AND FOUR-WAY FLAT SLABS

I. Simple Approximate Theory of Four-Way Slabs. In order

to investigate approximately the applied liendino; moments and
resulting stresses in a four-wa}' flat slab in a more elementary man-
ner and dispense with the use of higher mathematics, assume that

each of the four-way reinforcing belts supports one-fourth of the

total uniformly distributed panels loads W. This is very nearly

the fact in the central jiortion of the slab where the curvature is

concave upward and the side and diagonal })elts are to a considerable

extent separate from each other.

Assume that the central portion of each side l)elt for example

at least as far as the lines of inflection, is uniformly loaded with a

part of W /i proportional to its length and that the ])osition of the

lines of inflection is the same as would l)e found in a uniform can-

tilever beam, viz: at a distance hL , \3 = .288L each way fi-om mid
span. The assumption however that so far as the central portion

of the side belt is concerned the load W / 4 may be taken as uniformly

distributed is only a])proximate, for the load is concentrated some-

what toward mid span as may be seen from Fig. 73 where th(^ load

upon half a side belt of a panel may be taken as that resting on the

triangle A B B", and that upon half a diagonal l)elt as that on the

quadrilateral ABC B' . This assumes that there are no vertical

shearing stresses in the slab on the lines A 5, A B' etc., which would

not necessarily be exactly tlie fact, especially for oblong i)anels.
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But the lines of inflection have been assumed above to be at some-

what greater distances from mid span than occurs in a slab where

the caps have a (hameter of 0.2L or more, so that the api:)lied moment

at mid span of a uniformly loaded continuous beam of length L will be

approximately that of a side belt in a standard mushroom slab. It

should however be noticed that the position of the lines of inflection

is a matter which is determined by the designer and within practical

linjits is within his control, tho so far as known they are universally

assumed to occui' where they would be situated in a plate which

opposes to the ai)plied moment a uniformly distributed moment

of inertia. This is not the case with a reinforced cantilever slab,

any more than it is with a continuous cantilever bridge where the

nunnent of inertia is reduced to zero at the ends of the suspended

span by joints. The resisting moment of inertia is practically

reduced to zero in the reinforced slab at the lines where the rein-

foi-cciiH'ut (lijjs l)clow the iicutial axis and tiuis the lines of

inflection ai'c flxed at these loci.

Designs which have definite l)ends in the slal) rods where they

make a somewhat steep tlescent from the top to the bottom of slab

are to be avoided, for any sev(>r(> stress at such a bend is apt to make

cracks in tlu^ concrete, while there is nothing in slab construction

to forbid a very gradual dip from top to bottom of slat) at the lines

of inflection where the moments gradually approach zero.

But designs in which some of the belt rods di}) suddenly at one

distance from the column center, and others at a difterent distance

and still others at another distance, are especially reprehensible

because they mechanically obliterate any definite lines of inflection

and ])ut them in a different position for each different unbalanced

load, and so intrcxluce uncertainty in place of certainty in design.

Especially is this true in case of any accidental subsidence of column

under load where the same principles obtain as in a cantilever bridge

with joints, as compared with a continuous bridge, where the latter

is liable to dangerous stresses in case of subsidence from which the

cantilever is measurably free.

The designer of a slal) thus having control of the size of his can-

tilever and consecjuently of the position of his lines of inflection

naturally removes these lines as far as circumstances will permit

from column centers when by so doing the stresses in the concrete

around \\\v cohunn cap are not too greatly increased.
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Assume in the first place for the purposes of computation that

the part of the side belt lying brtween the points of inflection is a

simple beam of length 0.577L, loaded with a proportionate load

of 0.577PF /4, Then the applied moment at its center will be (as

in any simple beam) one eighth the product of these quantities, viz

:

(0.577)^ W L /32 =W L /96.

In order to derive from this applied moment the resisting moment
of the rods of the side belt the effect of the diagonal belts which cross

the side belts diagonally and increase the cross section of the steel

resisting the moment by about 50 per cent on the average must be

allowed for, as well as the mutual effect of the reinforcing rods

which cross each other under tension at the edges of the belt and
the embedment which have an effect to reduce the stresses in the

side belt, an effect which is dependent upon Poisson's ratio K.
thru the action of bond shear already discussed in this paper. As
already shown in Chapter V, both the stresses in the steel and the

deflection in the slab are reduced in general by the factor (1

—

K^) in

case of a Poisson ratio = K.

No direct determinations of K for such a composite material as

reinforced concrete are available, but every test for stresses or deflec-

tion may be regarded in the light of a determination of K provided

the formulas for these quantities are completely known otherwise.

A general value of K = 0.o brings a good agreement between

the formulas previously given and the observed data in a very

large number of tests, some of which have already been detailed

in Chapter \T entitled Steel Stresses in Flat Slabs. It is probable

that K would have somewhat dift'erent values for different arrange-

ments of belts with reference to each other. Now the value of

K = 0.o is one which would necessarily hold for any incompressible

solid i. e., a solid of constant volume, while K=l is a value which

would apply to a sheet of constant area without regard to thickness.

Great objection has been raised to adopting so large a value of K
as 0.5 but its total effect, depending as it does upon the factor

(l

—

K ), is at most to make the stress 75 percent of what it other-

wise would be and that is believed not to be an over estimate of

the effect of the bond shear which has been previously discussed.

Introducing therefore the effect of the increase of the amount of

reinforcement due to the overlapping of the diagonal belts, and also that

due to the lateral effect into the expression for the part of the resisting

moment exerted by the direct rods in the side belts it becomes

2 /3 (1—A'-) W L /9Q = W L /l92 (1)
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in which the first factor takes account of the fact that the direct

rods constitute on the average only two thirds of the tension rein-

forcement actually present, and (1—/v-)=0.75 if A' =0.5, takes

account of the reduction of stress due to the lateral action expressed

by Poisson's ratio. This is precisely the same result that was

reached in eciuation (34a) Chapter V, which was derived by the

application of exhaustive mathematical analysis to a continuous

uniform slal) square or oblong and sui:)ported at the corners, where

L is the length of the side belt under consideration.

There is on(> other question in this connection which needs con-

sideration, viz: the irregularity of the lapping of the belts over the

area of the side l)elts. The (luestion is as to what amount of irregu-

larity of distribution may exist without materially interferring with

or changing the action of the total amount of steel. All designers

and investigators agree that a belt of rods is practically equivalent

in its action lengthwise of the rods to a sheet of metal of equal

width and weight if all questions of bond be disregarded, and the

(juestion is whether other large irregularities of distribution such as

occur in th(^ over-lapping of side and diagonal belts may be disre-

garded, and whether the mean weight of metal present is the only

significant factor. 8uch would seem to be the fact within limits

of area which are comparatively small fractions of the total panel

area. This may be stated more convincingly perhaps by saying that

it is impossible to elongate the central portions of the side Ijelts with-

out at the same time elongating the steel of the diagonal belts that

lies along the edges of the side belt. Tests show what is otherwise

evident that the elongations in all the rods across the side belts are

practically the same. Hence the diagonal rods at the edges of the

side belts participate in the same elongations. And this is the

basis of the assumption of an average reinforcement of 50 percent

in addition to the side belts themselves.

Next compute the moments at the middle of the diagonal belts,

each under a total assumed load of W /4 uniformly distributed. If

the distance between inflection points on the diagonal be taken to

V)e 2 times that on the side Ix^lts, then the applied moment at the

center becomes W L \2 /96 and the resisting moment of the steel

at mid span in one diagonal belt may be written

\'\2{\—K-) W L /96 = TT L /l80 (2)

in which the factor h takes account of the fact that one diagonal

belt comprises only one half of the reinforcing steel present, and

(1

—

-K"^) takes account of the reduction of stress due to the lateral
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action expressed by Poisson's ratio. No account however has Ijeen

taken of the reduced concentration of the load at mid span of the

diagonals as shown in Fig. 73, which in fact makes the stresses at

mid span of the diagonal belts not only less than those computed
from (2) but somewhat less even than those computed from (1) for

the side Ijelts, a fact which is established by the observed results

of all available tests of four-way slabs in buildings. The same
fact appears mathematically from the results of the more exact

analysis given in Chapter V, so that with equal l)elts in four-way

reinforcement greater stresses occur at mid span of the side l)elts

than at the center of the panel in the diagonals.

Consider in the next place the applied moments at the column

heads. In a uniformly loaded cantilever beam such as has been

assumed for the purposes of computation, each sitle belt will have

an applied moment at each end which is twice that at mid span

viz. : W L /48, making a total applied moment for the four belts in

180 around the column center of W L /V2. Owing to the some-

what greater concentration of stresses in the center rods of the belt

by reason of their being at a level above those at the edges of the

belt, as well as by reason of the concentration of stress at the middle

rods of the belt at the edge of the cap due to its rigidity the decrease

of belt stresses arising from the shortening of the clear span by the

caps will 1)e disregarded in obtaining this roughly approximate

value of the stresses at the edge of the cap. Disregarding therefore

any reduction of the moment due to shortening the span by the

breadth of the support afforded by the column caps and assuming

that each belt is carried across the column as a continuous beam
the question arises as to what reduction of stress will arise from

other steel with which it is in contact by its coaction therewith.

Assume as a safe basis of computation that each belt coacts with

one other belt as do each of the diagonal belts at the panel center.

The resisting moment of each side belt at the edge of the caj)

will then be written

\ (1—A'^) W L /48=W L /128 (3)

in which the factor | takes account of the steel other than the belt

itself in assisting the belt, and (1

—

K^) gives the additional reduction

due to the lateral action in the slab of Poisson's ratio.

From this it is evident that with steel at the same distance from

the neutral axis, 50 per cent more steel would be reciuired according

to this computation in each belt over the colunm head than at mid
span, which increase is to be provided for by laps or otluM-wise in
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the belts over the head. But these laps need not be distributed equally

among the belts. Any or all the laps may occur equally well in two
belts only by extra rods placed between the belt rods which indi-

vidually extend several spans. The laps or extra rods will be more

effective the nearer they are to the top of the slab and also the

nearer they are to the middle of the belt, because the edges of the

belts are at a somewhat lower level than the middle of the belts.

The steel of the ring and radial rods has been left out of the

account in this rough computation as well as the breadth of the

cap, in order to offset the smaller arm with which part of the belts

act when cob piled one on another at the top of the column as well

as to compensate for the lower level of the belts at their edges.

2. Simple Approximate Theory of Two-Way Slabs. To investi-

gate in a similar manner the flat slab with tAvu-way reinforcment

suppose the lines of inflection to be situated as before at a distance

of .288L each way from mid span. Then the width of the central

area between lines of inflection is .577L and the width of the side

belts is .423L.

Let the loading upon each central area of a panel between the

side belts be transmitted symmetrically sidewise to the side belts

by the median belts. Each central median belt parallel to the sides

may be regQ,rded as (!onstituting a simple beam of length .577L and

carrying a uniform load of W /6 or half that on this central area

There will consequently be a positive central applied moment
in each median belt at mid span amounting to one eighth the product

of the load and span, which is

1 W L W L

The resisting moment of the steel in one median Ijelt at mid
span will l)e

I {1—K'')W L /83 = Tf L /222 (4)

Where the factor | takes account of the fact that one belt is only

half of the reinforcement present and (1

—

K"^) makes allowance for

lateral action of the other belt. This will give the mean stress in

the slab rods of the median belt. The middle rods of this belt

however have greater stresses than this. The negative moment
applied to the median belt across the edge of the panel at the middle

of the side belt will be one eighth of the product of its load W /6
by the width of the side belt regarded as the length of the simple

beam transmitting this load to the side belt and uniformly sup-
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ported by it. Hence the moment is

^ - .423L= ^^^ = .009 TFL.
8 6 112

This is also the resisting moment of the median belt at this point

because there is no steel in the top of the slab coacting with it.

This resisting moment is the greatest in this belt. It consequently

determines the cross section of the steel in the entire belt which

should not be less at the panel center since the stress in the middle

rods at the panel center is greater than at the edges. The effect

of the median belts is to transfer that portion of the load actually

covering the central area between the side belts, viz. W /Q, and place

it upon those belts, so that the load acting upon each side belt of

length L between columns is ^W, irrespective of its width and the

size oi the central area.

It will be assumed that this load is uniformly distributed along

the side belt, tho its apparent distrilmtion has a somewhat greater

concentration toward mid span, as may be seen by considering the

situation of the square areas included between the panel diagonals

of several panels, for on drawing these diagonals the square load

areas supported by each side belt have corners at column centers

and at panels centers. The median belts will have some effect to

transmit loads diagonally as well as laterally and it is not- far from

correct to assume uniform distribution of load upon tlie side belts,

tho that assumption reduces their central moments somewhat, as was

the case to a less extent for the side belts of the four-way slab. With

twice the load of the side belt of the four-way slab ujion each side

belt of the two-way slab the applied moment at mid span of each

side belt will Ije twice that in the four-way side belt, viz.: W L /48
at mid span of a side belt. This is also equal to the moments of re-

sistance of the steel in the side belt without the benefit of any assis-

tance from the steel that crosses this belt. There is no such assis-

tance here Ijecause the median steel that is in tension lies across the

top surface of slal) and cannot coact to any appreciable extent with

the steel of the side belt at the bottom, neither can it coact with

any steel that might be continued across the bottom in compression

as is sometimes done. The applied bending moment in each side

belt where it crosses the columii center may be assumed to be twice

that at mid span, viz.: W L /24 giving a total mom(>nt of W L /l2

in 180 about the column center.

The resistance afforded l)y the steel in each belt at the support coni-

l)ined with the lateral action of that crossing it at I'ight angles will be
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1 (1—a:') W L / 24 = Tr L /64 (5)

which is the same as that in two belts of the four-way slal). This

requires less steel in the l:)elt where it crosses the top of the column

than at mid span and permits a fraction of the side belts rods to be

carried thru on the Ijottom of tlie slal) at the column when so desired

It would not be good practice to reduce the total cross section of the

side belts at the columns, below that reciuired at mid span, whatever

theory may be accepted respecting shearing stresses in reinforcing

rods around the columns.

3. Weight of Steel in Tvvo-Way and Four-Way Slabs Com=

pared. In making a comparison of the weight of slal) steel reciuired

in a two-wa>' i)an(>l with that in a four-way i^anel of the same size

and tliickness, it will be noticed that the cross section of the steel

reciuired in each belt will be i^roportionl to its resisting moment and

its weight will he ])roportional to the ])r()(luct of cross section by

length.

Now omitting conunon factors of W and L the weights will be

proportional to the following numbers:

In a four-way ])ancl:

Two side belts together give by (3) 2 /l28

Two lapped belts half length give 1 /l28

Two diagonal belts give 2^/2 /12-8

Making a total of al)Out 1 /22

In a two-wa}' panel:

—

Two side belts together give 2 /48

Tw^o median belts together give 2/112
Making a total of 1 /l6 .8

exclusive of laps. This shows an excess of weight of belt rods in

the two-way panel of somewhat more than 30 percent over that

reciuired in the four-way panel, but does not take account of any

head steel used in su])porting the belts in the two-way panel over

the heads of the columns, nor of the Mushroom heads in the four-

way panel.

The above simplified analysis shows how this excess arises in the

main, viz.: from lack of suitable arrangements in the two-way

reinforcement to take advantage of coaction of belts, and besides

that the excess due to the round about indirect transmission of the

loads thru the median belts to side belts instead of direct transmission

to columns thru diagonals.
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The question of the weight of steel required in a 20' by 20' panel

designed to carrj' a total live and dead load of 300 lbs. per square

foot has been discussed recently by the writer*, and it is shown that

such a panel would require about 1000 lbs. of steel according to sev-

eral authorities on slab design, while several others who would

reject the foregoing slab theory as inadvisable and insist on beam

theory as alone applicalile to slabs and essential for safe design

would require about 2,000 lbs. of steel per panel.

It has been tacitly assumed in the foregoing computations and

comparisons that reinforcing rods across the top of the side belts

in four-way slaljs are unnecessary and superfluous, and that the cracks

occasionally observed extending along the middle of the side belts

do not indicate any structural weakness. Such is the fact, since the

necessary reinforcing steel to reisst the negative moment occurring

across the side belts is to be found in the parallel side Ijelts across

the colunm heads. The cracks where they exist allow sufficient

deformation and twisting moment to act in the slab to bring this

belt steel into play in this way. Cross reinforcement on top of the

side belts viewed from the standpoint of mechanics, only serves to

increase the load upon them and so increase the stress in them, and

at the same time relieves to some extent the stress in the diagonals,

thus making the method of slab operation to resemble the uneco-

nomical action of two way reinforcement.

4. Panels Reinforced Unequally Lengthwise and Crosswise.

The particular solution of the general i)artial differential equation

(20) of Chapter A' which was developed in that Chapter was one

that has special reference to slabs resting on separate sup-

ports or columns at the corners of the panels. It is a solution

in which the deflections at mid span of the sides of a sc^uare panel

are more than half as great as at the panel center, and one in which

the ratio of the deflections at mid span of the sides of a rectangular

panel varies as the fourth power of the lengths of the sides so that

for the extreme case of L2 / Li = .7d the deflection at mid span of

the long side would be more than three times that on the short

side. It is evident therefore that such a solution as that is entirely

ina])plicable to the case of a slab where the edges of the panels are

supported on walls which deflect not at all or on beams which are so

stiff that tlieir deflecticms are small com])are(l with slab deflec-

tions.

* Prof. Am. Soc. C. E., Muy, 11)14, j). l.")1.3.
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Grashof has proposed the following equation as the best he was

able to invent to represent the surface of the middle layer of a uni-

form rectangular plate fixed horizontally at the edges

:

2^EI(a'+b') z^q (a^~x^fib'—iff (7)

This equation was proposed by Grashof on the analogy of the equa-

tion for a beam with fixed ends, and not as a solution of the differ-

ential equation, which in fact it is not, tho it has often been quoted as

if it were in some way so affiliated with the differential equation as

to derive some validity from it. Such is not the fact however.

No solution of this differential e([uation of the fourth order can

contain terms of higher degree than the fourth, since otherwise

the last memljer would not l)e constant. We can dismiss Grashof's

equation as simply an invention of an ideal nature. He was aware

that the (Hjuation sought must contain the two quantities (o^—x^)^

and {b^—iff, and he in fact ]:)roposed that the result contain their

product as stated above. But as just shown, that is impossible

because the degree of the result would ])revent it from satisfying

the difTerential equation of which it jMuports to be a solution.

It can in fact Ix' readily shown that no exact algebraic solution

of this differential ('(juation is iK)ssil)le that will fit the case of a slab

resting on relatively stiff beams at the edges of the panels. In

equati(ms (9), (10), (11), (12), however, a novel solution is obtained

which will be used as a basis for approximate equations applying

to a slab resting on beams. It is evident since side beams are de-

signed of arbitrary cross sections to carry the slab, that their deflec-

tions which depend upon their design as to stiffness relative and

absolute is the determining factor not only of the slab deflections

but of the shears and steel stresses of the slab. Beams and slab

are consequently independent members of the combination and are

not readilj^ amendable to treatment as a simple system.

The general partial differential eciuation of the surface of the

middle layer of a continuous flat slab loaded uniformly is, see equa-

tion (20) Chapter V.

. fX+2,4^^.+^-=y=^ (8)
8x^ dx^dj/ di/ EI

in which x y z are the coordinates of the deflected surface, q the

intensity of the uniform loading, K is Poisson's ratio, E is Young's

modulus of elasticity, and / is the moment of inertia per unit of

width of vertical cross section of the slab in any plane parallel to z
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In deriving (8) it is assumed that during the small flexure, which

occurs by reason of the loading, z onl}^ varies, and that the coordi-

nates X and y of any given point of the slab remain unchanged, which

assumption undoubtedly is sufficiently in accordance with fact for

technical purposes.

A somewhat more general form of solution of (8) than that

given in Chapter \ ma.y be written as follows:

—

24£;/(ci+C2) z = q (1—/v-)[ci {x'—crf+c. (/—&')'] (9)

in which Ci and Co are any arliitrary constants whatever. That (9)

in fact satisfies (8) and is consequently a particular solution of (8),

may be readily verified by trial.

A form of solution less general than (9) is the following, which

involves but one arbitrary constant n in place of the two found in (9).

which is a form of solution especially applicable to the single panels

of a continuous slab divided into rectangular panels of size 2ax2b,

where the origin of coordinates is at the point occupied bj' the center

of the panel before deflection, and the axes of x and ij are parallel

to the edges 2a = Li and 2h = L.2 respectively.

It will be noticed that the corners of the panel, x = a and y^h,

are fixed points of zero deflection, whatever may be the load. These

consequently are points of support of the panel with reference to

which other points x y undergo the deflection z.

It is to be observed that solutions (9) and (10) differ in effect

from solution (21) Chapter A\ in introducing into the solution unit

moments of inertia which are not the same for .r as for y. For let

the solutions (9) and (10) be written in the following form:

^ ^ ry (1 - e) L_,
^g £ {(^' - o'f/U + (r - V' )V/.} (11)

which is identical with (9) and (10) provided

h = (ci + c.) I/2c, = (a-" + 6""
)
//26-"

h = (ci + c.) I/2c. = (rr" + 6-"
) //2a-"

Hence the modified moments of inertia /i and I2 of unit widths of

slab perpendicular respectively to x and // have th(^ ratio to each other
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h c; a-" 1 1 r 1 1 ]

- = - = —, or - = ---+- (2)

/, d b'"' I 2 [ /i /. J

in which 1/7 is the incaii of the reciprocals of the moments of inertia

1 1, and 1

2

For n>0 and a>b we have /i>/2, and the slab is stiffer length-

wise than crosswise. This decreases the deflections on the long side

compared with those on the short side more and more the larger

n becomes in snch wise that they are equal in case n = 2.

By sufficiently increasing n the case may be treated where the

stiffness along x is any required multi])le of that along v. Solutions

(9), (10), (11) then all refer to a slab which hi case n is positive is

stiffer and has more steel along x per unit of width of slab than along

y, a case which is inconceivable in a homogeneous i)late but per-

f(>ctly realizable in a slab, es])ecially in a slal) with two way rein-

forcement. As shown by e(iuation (13) the deflection on the stiffer

long side will be reduced so as to l)ecome equal to that on the short

side or in other woi'ds 2„i = ^oo when the stiffness aUmg x is so in-

creased that n = 2 or I1/I2 = b'^/a^; whereas in the mushroom

slal) in which I^ = I2 and n — we find the ratio of the deflections

at mid s])an to be Z02/ Zqi — b /a .

Assume that the longer side is 'Id. so that a>b; and designate

the deflecti(m at mid s])an on the longer edge where .r = and y = b by

2,11, and by 202 the deflection at mid span on the shorter edge where

x = a and // = Oas shown in the diagram Fig. 74 showing a plan of

a panel. Also let z^ be the deflection at the panel center where

x = = y. Then in case / has the same value at all points of the

slab, we find,

^"1 ~ -!,•>„ , 2n,4 ^0'

-02
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of inertia at the side belts was taken as somewhat less than its mean
value in those parts of the panel subject to the maximum applied

bending moments. This case of (10) where n = has been shown
by detailed tests to agree well with such a flat slab for panels of an

oblateness as great as b /a = 0.75.

In case /;=0 the deflection at the mid spans of the longer and
shorter sides of a uniform slab without stiffening l)eams are as the

fourth powers of those sides, so that for h /a = .75 the deflection on

the shorter side is not (luite one third that on the longer side, while

one fourth of the total load on the panel is theoretically carried to

each edge by the shears, regardless of the relative lengths of the

edges. Quite an important portion of the discussion of flat slabs

was devoted to the investigation of how this shear is distributed in

the beamless uniform slab without producing prohibitive stresses.

Now it appears frcjm (11) that in case /; = 1 /2 the deflections at the

panels edges are as the third powers of their lengths, just as occurs

in beams with ecjual moments of inertia loaded with loads of the same
unit intensity. It will be shown later that in case /; = 1 /2 the shear

at the edges of the panel is the same per unit of edge thruout both

the longer and shorter sides.

Tlie results just considered as well as those for intermediate

cases will be found together with other matter in Table 1, page 284.

The discussion of the theory of the beamless flat slab, alread}'

referred to, was rendered possible by introducing into the formulas

which were employed such values of the moment of inertia / as

were shown to exist in the various parts of the panel by reason of

the amount and ]:)()siti()n of the reinforcement, cm the assumjition

that the action of th(^ reinforcement could be replaced without

noteworthy error by a uniform sheet of metal of the same weight as

the actual reinforcement.

But, in case of a slab with stiffening beams, it would manifestly

be incorrect to assume that the effective moments of inertia may be

taken as approximately the same both along and across an edge.

Hence along edges the value of / will be large compared with / else-

where, and along the edges ij=-\-h the value of ix~—a^)~/Ii will

nearly or (luite vanish l)y reason of the largeness of /,, the moment of

inertia in the girder along the edge; and similarly along the edges

x^-\-a the valu(> of (?/"

—

Ir)"/!-, will also vanish. It is in this

manner that the slab becomes nearly level along the panel edges.

As previously stated, the effect of this stiffening of the edges will

need to be considered and allowed for in obtaining practical formulas

for deflection and stress in case of a slal) resting on side beams.
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If we compare the value of Zq in (11) in case n = with Zq in case

n = 2 we find the latter is the smaller when a>b. As will be seen

from (10), all sections of that surface made by vertical planes parallel

to an edge are curves that are identical in shape, and such that

2o = 2oi+2o2 in which 2:01 and ^02 may be regarded either as the mid

deflections of the edges or the mid deflections of the meridian curves

of the surface made by vertical planes respectively parallel to the

edges.

Now as II increases from to 2, the d(>flection z^, decreases some-

what, but the deflection ^oi of the longer side decreases more rapidly

than 2o, while the deflection 2,)2 of the shorter side, or the crosswise

deflection the short way of the slab actually increases. This appears

from inspection of Tables 1 and 2. This may be regarded as due

to the increase of the portion of the total load carried by the shears

to the longer edges, so that the loading of the crosswise reinforce-

ment increases with the increase of stiffness along x.

It
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Let I ^ ij d- A in which l/A = 1 /2 (l/Ai + l/yia) where 1/A
is the mean of the reciprocals of the steel areas

Hence ei = -\- i d—:,
=

and 62= + id'—^ =
hf QEAjd (a'"^ + 6'")

9(1-
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therefore n = by (17), and the only twisting moment in vertical

planes parallel to the edges is that due to the action just stated, viz.

that the steel required to resist negative moments is not to be found

distributed across the panel edges but instead is concentrated in

parallel positions at the edges of the panel. Such twisting moments

induce shearing stresses in steel and concrete in vertical planes

parallel to the edges, but in amounts and with a distribution such

as not to require investigation here.

Tlie intensities of the shearing stresses in (lU) per unit of width

of slab found by equations (9) and (15) Chapter V, are

~''= Ix = -
1 - K" Tx\ 5x' + ^ by' ) a'^ + b,„

8u

+
1=Z- 6A 677- + ^'

bx' ) "«-" + 6-" J

....(19)

Hence the shear at any distance .r from the center is indep(nident

of /y, and vice versa. The total sh(^ars at the edges x — a and y = b are:

on edge 2?), — 2 b <;,= 2 q a b
2n+l

/ + /r

on edge 2«, — 2 a So - 2 g
0""+^ b/(a-" + />"")

s.,/s, = (b/ay--\ as./bs, = (6,/'a)~"'

(20)

This distribution of shear on the edges when n > I is very dif-

ferent from tiuit occurring in the uniform slab supported on columns

wh(>re n = 0. The total shear on the four edges is in any case

twice the sum of the shears on one short and one long edge as just

obtained, and amounts to W = i q a b, the total load on the panel.

TABLE 1.

1%
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I:^

-5^ //

3,

Y

<8oz

3^

b

eoi
=¥- -A

The diagram in Fig. 74 shows a plan of a single panel arranged

to show the notation for deflections, shears and elongations in con-

nection with the formu-

las of this paper. Table

1 expresses the ratios of

the.se quantities for vari-

ous values of n between

and 2 inclusive, and

Tal)le 2 gives numerical

values of such ratios in

case 6/0 = 0.75. From

these the truth of pre-

vious statements as to

the relative magnitudes

of various deflections, shears, elongations, etc., will be apparent.

TABLE 2.

a/6 = 0.7o

/.

<3

Fig. Diagram of Xotatiun.

n
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While the same relative distribution of load would continue to

hold in case of the beams at the edges of a single loaded panel, the

total loads upon these beams would be reduced to one half those

of a slab loaded uniformly thruout. But the twisting of the beams

due to the unbalanced load on one side of the beam would induce

unequal stresses in the several reinforcing rods of the beam so that

the stresses in the rods next to the loaded area might experience

little or no reduction of stress from removal of load from all except

one panel.

In case of three adjacent panels loaded with their long sides in

common, the reduction of the deflection at their ends or short sides

to about one half of that in case of uniform loading thruout will

have some effect to increase the stresses in the longitudinal rein-

forcement to the relief of the crosswise reinforcement, which latter

will be shown later to be under the more seven* stresses. This case

therefore does not need special consideration, and the case of uniform

load thruout alone needs be provided for.

The fact that in case of full load on the slab all the side beams have

practically the same unit load is due to the pecuHar action of the

beams in producing a kind of flexure in the slab which is very different

in its nature from what occurs when it is supported on columns.

In case of column support and stiff heads, the surface of the slab

which is convex upward aljout the column center has a uniformity

of curvature that ensures cantilever action and concentric circum-

ferential stresses which are practically uniform completely around

the colunui. If any slight deviation from this actually occurs it may
be assumed to be represented by a slightly greater extension of the

cantilev(*r area along the diagonals than along the sides, but the

difference is practically negligible.

With deep side beams and a comparatively flexible slab all this

is changed under heavy loads. Large parts of what in case of no

side beams would be cantilever area is changed by the introduction

of beams into hollow valleys running up toward the column centers

at an angle of 45 degrees with the beams. The bending moments
across these valleys which in the simple cantilever slab were nega-

tive have changed sign, and this change has profoundly modified

the mechanical action of the slab. The surface about the column

center instead of being practically uniformly convex now has four

valleys and four ridges radiating from the column, and it is evident

as previously stated that no expression is possible which is of alge-

braic form merely, that will express such relations. It would require
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certain trigonometric expressions of multiple angle about the column

center to express this scallo]i-shape(l surface.

At the diagonal center of the panels, however, conditions are

sufficiently unchanged by the side beams to admit of approximate

algebraic expression of the mechanical and geometrical relations.

The condition of the slab may be regarded as having been brought

about from the initial condition of a uniform slab supported on

columns with the usual side and center deflections l)y the deforma-

tions which would be produced in it by stiffening or jacking up the

sides sufficiently to reduce their deflections by two thirds or three

quarters of their initial amounts. This would bend the edges up-

ward enough to form the valleys before mentioned, and at the same

time greatly reduce the width of the saddle across each side. These

reductions make radical changes in the nature of all the curvatures

near the sides which, as has been said, cannot be readily expressed

algebraically.

But certain aspects of these phenomena admit of satisfactory^

graphical expression. It is known from a considerable bod\' of

experimental work on slabs with wall supports or deep beams at the

panel edges that for heavy loads tlie valley lines will occur at angles

of practically 45 degrees with the sides regardless of the relative

lengths of the sides or of the continuity of the panels. The valley

lines are of necessity lines of maxinunn moments positive across them

and consequently define at the same time the lines of zero shear.

The loads that go to the sides may consequently be computed

approximately from consideration of these lines across which no

loads are transmitted.

Draw lines from the ends of the short sides of the panel at angles

of 45 degrees with, them thus forming two right angled isosceles

triangles. The apex of each of these triangles lies on the meridian

section of the panel made by a vertical plane midw^ay between the

long sides of the panel. The areas of these two triangles and the

two halves of the remaining area of the panel lying on either side

of the meridian section consequently show approximately the rela-

tive loads carried to the beams on the short and long sides of the

panel. The load on each short side beam will be W b/2a and on

each long beam W [b^ -|- 2 (a — b) b]/2 a b giving us a total load of

2 W on the four side beams of which W comes from the panel itself

and W from the surrounding panels. This distribution of loads may
be assumed to be exact in case of rigid wall supports and approximate
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for .stiff beams. The relative values of these quantities for vary-

ing proportions of sides are shown graphically in the diagram Fig.

75. Fig. 75 also shows the relative values on the assumption that

the panel loads are uniformly distributed along the four sides as

expressed in equation (21) given later.

f.O o.so.g as 0.7 0.6

l^t^/ues of i> -^ ^
Diagiani of Loads on Side Beams on N'arious Assumptions

Fig. 7.-,

The general agreement of these two assumptions with each other

is sufficient to enable us to adopt a uniform distribution on the

perimeter as a convenient and closely correct basis of distribution.

It might, however, at first be thot that the loads would be more
concentrated toward the middle of the sides, but the twisting mom-
ents such as have already been discussed in case of mushroom slabs

largely prevents such inequality. These twisting moments transfer

the applied negative moments along the sides even tho there is little

or no reinforcement in the top of the slab across the beams to resist

them and apply them to the side beams at the columns, which beams
are so stiff that it seems to Ije of little importance whether the

reinforcement which is carried across the side beams is at the top

surface or not. The exact distribution, however, is dependent to

some extent upon the relative stiffness of the side beams. The
assumption of a uniform (listnt)ution is, however, sufficiently exact

for practical purposes.
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It would seem appropriate at this point to refer to another pro-

posed distribution of loading which was put forth by ]Marsh in his

Reinforced Concrete, pages 282 et seq. wiiere it was attempted to

he shown on the basis of beam strip theory that the loads on the

sides are proportional to the fourth powers of the sides. This

result has been incorjiorated into building codes and text-books

almost universally. But in the opinion of the writers has not a

scintilla of evidence to support it either in correct theory or experi-

ment.

Any correct theory would have to find a separate equation for

the curvatures of the parts of the panel into which it is separated

by the valleys which are known to exist. These valleys are of such

a nature as to prevent continuity of beam action such as was assumed

to exist in order to arrive at these erroneous conclusions. Since it

has been sufficiently shown that no algebraic expression is possible

which will exactly express the relationship here existing it is clear

that were this result correct for the case of supporting walls it could

hardl}- hold at the same time for supporting beams also. The wide

divergence of this theory from the previous nearly concordant esti-

mates appears from the diagram in Fig. 75 where the relative beam

loads on this theory are shown in a manner comparable with the

unifonn distri)3ution here adopted. Such a theory would render

longitudinal reinforcement practically useless in any slal) whose

width is more than a few percent less than its length. The inherent

improljability of this may l)e regarded as a sufficient dis])roof of this

so called law.

This is evident, because the fact of the existence of 4o° valleys

at which maximum moments exist seems in itself to make it certain

that the steel stresses diagonally across these valleys, or in other

words the stresses parallel to the long and short sides of the panel

must be equal. This would recjuire practically the same reinforce-

ment per unit of width of slab lengthwise as crosswise of the panel

at the valleys where the stresses may l)e regarded as critical. It

would thus appear that the reinforcement instead of being largely

superfluous longitudinally should be practically of the same amount

per unit of width lengthwise and crosswise of the slab, a recjuire-

ment in the most striking contrast with the connnon but erroneous

theory just mentioned. As the loading of such a slab becomes more

severe and the point of failure is approached the stresses at the valleys

apparently increase more rapidly than elsewhere and the phenomena

accompanying them become more pronounced. This ultimate
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condition is the controlling condition and due provision for it is

essential in correct design.

If the unit shear at the edges of the panel be taken as constant

and the width of the beams be disregarded then the load that is

supported on each unit of length of a side beam of a panel in a slab

which is uniformly loaded thruout with a total load of W per panel

will be twice as much as comes to that side from the panel itself.

The total perimeter is 4 (a + h) and the total load on the sides is

2W. Hence w = W/2 {a + b) is the load per unit on the side

beams.

The total load on long side= 2aw ^Wa = 11 V// (a + hy

" " " " short " = 2bw =]!',, = Wb/(a + b)_

The deflection formulas for these continuous l)cams will be

24 E L,z,, = w (x' — a')- = W {x^ — 0^/2 (a + 6)

24 E h,z. = w (y' — Irf = W {if — b~f/2 {a + 6)

(21)

(22)

Let /.t and /b denote the moments of inertia of the long and short

side b(>ams respectively. J.et these side beams be of equal depth

as usually designed and let them have the same unit stress in the

steel. Then ijh = A.JAx, = a/lr (23)

since the moments of resistance are ]ir()])ortional in that case to the

cross sections A^ and .4), of the reinforcements and the apphed mo-

ments at mid s])an arc ])ro])ortional to the stjuarcs of the spans.

/a
«' h b^

Hence z^ —

and ^1, =

W (cr + b") jx' — erf

48 E (I,, + /,,) a' (a + b)

ir ((r + b~) (if — b~f

48 E (I,, + /b) b^ (a + b)

(25)

These equations permit us to compare the deflections at mid

span 2oa and ^ob with each other and with the deflections that occur

in mushroom slal)s at the same points.

In case, b/a = 0.75, we have Zdb/^oa. = 0.565.

Compare the deflection at mid span of the long side beam ^oa

with the mid span deflection ^ob in the long side belt of a Mushroom

slab having the same total load per panel and the same amount of
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steel in its four belts as in the two side beams, that is A,^ + .4b = 4^4 1.

By (30) Chapter V, the deflection at mid span of the long side of

the mushroom panel is

( 1
— A^-) W a^

^°' " ASEijdlQAi

By (25) above the deflection at mid span of the long side beam is

W {a- + b~) a'

''' ^ 48^tid'(A, + Ab) (a + 6)

2oi (1— K^)a(a -h b)d- (l+Wa^^4Y
(2e)

2(1+ b'/(r) \r/i/2oa 1-0 (a- + b-) d\

If d/di - 2.5, (rf/f/i)- - 6.25

" d/d^ = 3, (rf/f/i)- = 9.

" b/a = .75, then 2oiAoa = 0.56 {d/di)~

In case (d/di) = 2.5, then Zrji/zog. = 3.5.

" " (d/d,) = 3, " 0„iA,, = o.

from which it appears that the deflection of the side beam is from

one third to one-fifth that of a mushroom slab, dependent upon

relative depths of slab and beam.

It should be noticed that reinforcing steel of the slab which is

near by and parallel to either side beam lies at a level compared

with that in the beams at which it is able to offer resistance to the

negative moments in the beams near the columns. In particular

it largely prevents the propagation of moments across the column

heads due to unbalanced loads such as occur with single or alternate

panels loaded. It therefore assists that part of the beam reinforce-

ment which is near the top of the slab over the columns.

Having treated the side beams consider now the deflections of

the slab supported on side beams. It is evident from the preceding

discussions that while the curvatures of the meridian or central

sections of the slab by vertical planes parallel to the sides are greatly

increased near the sides the curvatures of these sections near the

panels centers are not so much changed. The changes which do

occur, however, are such as increase the curvature of the cross-

wise section and flatten that part of the lengthwise meridian section

which lies between the apices of the valleys. This is equivalent to
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increasing the ratio 2^,2 / 2:01, in (H) if we suppose that the same form

of (10) will approximately represent the actual surface for the cen-

tral portion of the slab. It is evident that the surface w = 2 will

not make sufficient allowance for the effect of the valleys, because

with n = 2 the surface would have the deflections at midspans of

the long and short sides equal, whereas the actual surface has a deeper

crosswise deflection than this by reason of reduction of its saddles

and also has a flatter central portion l)etween valley apices.

Designate the deflection of the panel center below the mid span

of the long side beam by 1) and assume, since ^oo from (13) is not the

total deflection of the center below mid span of the long beam, that

an approximate value may be obtained l)y increasing this value of 202

in the ratio of the sides (i b.

Assume that the central deflection z^Y^ for n = 2 will be increased

in this manner to

, (1 — A^') fj a' b-'

^ = ~^-^/^= 24^/(«^ + 6^)
^27)

an assumption that will uccmI to be vcrifled by experim(>nt as it seems

in fact to be so verified.

This approximate expression for the deflection 1) is intended to

express the difference of level between the mid span of the long side

beam and the panel center. It is not thot possible, however, to ob-

tain any closely approximate expression for the difference of level

between the mid span of the short side beam and the panel center

because of the great discontinuities of curvature that occur at the

apices or points of intersection of the valleys.

In order to obtain a practical and convenient form of this proposed

deflection formula in which the percentage of reinforcement parallel

to each side is assumed to l)e the same let

/ = ijd^A (28)

in which .4 is the cross section of one unit of width of a uniform

sheet of metal whose weight is ecjual to that of th(> reinforcing rods.

Take the case of two way reinforcement parallel to the edges of

the ])anel

Let w^i= the total across section of all the rods running the

long way of the panel,

and ^^40= the cross section of these running the short way across

the panel,

then w.4s= SAi-|- 2yl2= the total right cross section of slab steel

in square inches.
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Let Aq^ mean right cross section of slab steel per unit of width

of each single belt.

then AoL. = 2,4 1, and A^L, = 2.42.

Hence ^4o (Li + Lo) = 2,4^, and Li L^ = area of panel.

Again .4,, Lj Lo = total volume of steel in each belt,

and V = 2^4(1 Lj Li = total volume of both belts.

Therefore V /Lj Lo = 2,4 o = thickness of eciuivalent uniform

sheet.

But by definition A = T'/Lj Lo. hence .4 = 2.4o,

Hence ^A, = h A (L^ -\- L.^),

2^ A, 2.4,
or ,4 = (29)

Li + Lo a + h

Sub.stitute (29) in (28), and (28) in (27),

and put 4 (/ a 6 = ir, A' = 0.5, / = 2 3, ./
= 0.89, £; = 3 x 10', and

(1 +6 /a )/ {l-\-b/a)=b/a. This last is an approximate numerical

value, true for h/a=^ 1, and 6/rt=0.75. We then have the practical

deflection formula

W L2L\D = (30)
1.82 X 10'"r/''2.4,

an expression in which the numerator may also l)e written W C^ L\
where €-2 = Lo/ L^. The deflections D consequently vary directly

as €-2 = Lo/ Li = b/a.

The empirical formula in Turner's Concrete Steel Construction

pages 55 and 56 and found also on page 62 above gives practically

the same deflection as (30) in square panels, and slightly greater de-

flections for a>b.

Computed deflections may ])e compared with the following

test data 1, 2, and 3, taken from Turner's Concrete Steel Construc-

tion, ])ages 56 and 57:

Deflections

Building
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The Minneapolis Armory panel had one edge on a wall with a

wall above and three edges on beams with the steel raised slightly;

panels 20' by 20' from center to center of girders and 19' clear spans.

Thickness 5.25" at center, 6.5" at edge. Reinforcement | inch

rounds at 9" between centers. Load 40 jiounds per square foot.

Observed deflection f ".

D= 1^^>"^^ ^"^^^ = 0.657
1.82 X 10^° X 4.25 X 4.25 X 52 X .196

The discrepancy in case of this panel is due to several causes;

It was not built into the wall it rested on. Unusually large varia-

tions of thickness occurred in it. By reason of scant thickness it

was over reinforcerl and stresses in concrete were excessive.

The Nicollet Associates Building: Panels 20' 5.5"x24' 2.5". Thick-

ness of rough slab 7" and 1.75" stri]) fill. Mean thickness 7| inches.

Reinforcement 7/l()" rounds, hard grade high carbon steel, 7"

center to center in the middle third of spans, and 9" center to center

in the rest of the span. Load 200 jiounds per square^ foot. De-

flection \ inch.

^^ 99058x245.5(290.5)' ^ 2497"
1.82 X 10"' X 6.72 X 6.72 x .15 x 67

We consequently feel justified in asserting that (30) is in good

agreement witii exix'rimental data.

Now assume that by reason of the increased curvature the

greatest elongation ^02 at the panel center is increased in the same

ratio a/h as the center deflection. Then the greatest unit stress

in the cross reinforcement at the center deriv(^d by taking n = 2 will

be given by the expression

. w Li/L.2 wu/a,
or /s9

= = ~—
•" 57^2^, 57rfSAs

(31)

provided the same substitutions be used in deriving this final prac-

tical formula as were employed in obtaining (30).

The ^steel stresses obtain by (31) vary as l/C2 = i>i/^2 = «/^-
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Applied to the buildings previously mentioned in connection

with measured deflections, (31) would give

Building /s2 Computed by (31)

Minneapolis Paper Co 22500 lbs. per sq. in.

Smythe Block 4287 " "

Minneapolis Knitting Co 9190 " " "

Minneapolis Armory 15500 " " "

Nicollet Associates Bldg 8890 « "

The stresses computed by (31) are somewhat smaller than those

given by Turner's empirical formula for safe design in his Concrete

Steel Construction page 55, and also found on page 62 above.

It is not certain, however, that the stresses across the line joining

the apices as above computed are greater than or even so great as

those across the valleys at points near the apices. It is believed,

however, that any larger stresses at such points will l)y reason of

their concentration yield sufficiently to luring into play nearby rods

in a way that will afford relief from any dangerous stresses.

Without having been able to make exhaustive tests sufficient to

completely establish the practical accuracy of the theoretical evalua-

tion of stresses as here proposed the writers nevertheless have highly

corroborative experimental evidence in support of the substantial

correctness of equation (31) for stresses.

6. Steel Ratios and Minimum Thickness of Slab. Since

slabs should be so designed that the steel would yield before the

concrete, it is important to determine how large a ])ercentage of

steel may be introduced without passing this limit. This, however,

is dependent upon the relative thickness of the slal). In case of the

continuous slal), the ratio of the depth to side span involves some-

what diff'erent considerations from that of the ordinary l)eam since

the minimum thickness of the slab on a diagonal span is relatively

less than is permissible in beam construction. That part of the

thickness of the slab which serves as fireproofing and which is con-

stant for any given size of rods bears a greater ratio to the depth

than is the case in beam construction. Furthermore, the depth

necessary for pro]:)er embechnent over the support and the massing

of the steel at the support I'educes the effective lever arm of the

steel in the cantilever to ,///, which reduces it to a relatively greater

extent than at mid span where the effective depth becomes j\f/ as

it does in the cas(> of one way slab construction also. This reduc-

tion in effective depth for fireproofing, embedment and massing of
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the steel is, however, a constant for a given size and arrangement

of reinforcement and for the continuous shil) it is found that we
may accordingly take this constant as follows:

2 " for 3/8" rod reinforcement (or smaller sizes)

21" « 7/16" "

2i" " 1/2" "

3 " " ^/'8" " ''

The limiting ininimum Ihickticss of slab then may be stated as

L/48 plus the constant just tabulated for the various sizes of rods.

In case square twisted rods are used, the same constant should

be used for 3/8" square twisted as for 1/2" rounds, and for 1/2"

sfjuare twisted the same constant as for 5/8" rounds. This will

give us a satisfactory niininuun thickness of slab for all spans of

this type, L being the longer direct distance between column centers.

For square panels supported on beams or walls at the edges, the

constant for tlu^ various size of reinforcing rods should be one inch

less than that tabulated above, and the niiiiimum thickness taken

as L/48 plus this new constant.

Where the panel is rectangular and not s(|uare, and sui)i)orted on

the sides by beams, the same rules will hold 1)\' using 2 (a'^+/y^)/(a+6)

in ])lace of L for the si)an of the square panel, in which a and h are

the half spans in the two directions respectively.

Determination of reinforcement required in slabs. In case of beams

with different values of .V th(> ratio of dejith to span, the proper

values of the steel ratio p were obtained in ( "hapter III page 86.

In case of slabs the ratios so obtained should not l)e exceeded, but

in reckoning the reinforcement of slabs account must be taken of

the fact that the steel is in multiple directions so that the reinforce-

ment per belt will be only a fraction of the total permissible steel.

In the continuous slab with four way reinforcement and Mush-

room heads, having given the ratio of the thickness to span taken

center to center of columns, determine the percentage of steel from

the diagram for beams, page 86, and divide this by 2 to find the limit-

ing percentage of steel for each belt.

In the slab with two wa}' I'einforcement, supported on columns,

the side belt may be made a little heavier than in the four way
belt type, .6 of the percentage given for beams being permissible.

In slabs not reinforced with a supplemental cantilever frame,

but with a depressed head instead, the minimum thickness should

not be less than the minimum thickness allow(Ml for the former

type, but the steel ratio may be made .55 that for l)eams instead of

.5 which is permissible with mushroom heads.
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In square slal)s sup]:)ortoil on beams or walls the percentage of

steel in the strip occupying the middle third of the panel each way
should not exceed that for jjeams of similar proportions of depth to

span. In case the panel is a rectangular panel, the percentage of

steel should not exceed that for square panel having a side equal to

Zia}-\- h'-)/{a -\- h) which we have previously used in determining

the minimum thickness of span for this form of panel.

With the above interdependent limitations as to the minimum
thickness and maximum steel ratio in mind the designer has to deter-

mine how far in any given design he shall deviate for any reason from

them. By making A^ smaller and the slab consequently thicker he

will be able to reduce the deflection to such figures as may be desired

or required. But when such deviations are made the proper rela-

tionship between steel ratio and slab thickness is still to be deter-

mined from the diagram page 86 as has just been done for the

case of minimum thickness.

The erroneous requirement is made in some l)uilding codes that the

maximum deflection of a slab under test shall be a no greater per-

centage of length of span than that permitted or allowed for a deep

beam. A deep beam might he liroken and seriously injured under

a deflection which would do no damage whatever to a long thin

slab. A certain degree of stiffness, however, is required under work-

ing loads wherever there are partitions in a l)uilding which may be

damaged l)y undue deflections. The deflection in a thin slab should

not exceed 1/700th of the span under working load, and preferably

less. In an office building or an apartment house, where there are

partitions which might be cracked by deflection, the deflection should

be limited for working loads to l/lOOOth of the span.

The inappropriateness of any requirement limiting the deflection

to a given fraction of the span will a])pear from the following inves-

tigation of the elementary relations between the deflections and

stresses in the steel of reinforced beams, since similar considerations

apply to slabs. Using the notation previously employed we obtain

from the well known expression for the steel stress J^, the ('([uation

W L (1 — A-) r/ = n //„

in which 7i = 4, 8, 8 or 12 for four different cases, namely simple

and restrained beams carrying a load 11' either concentrated at mid

span or uniformly distributed.

Again the well known expression for the deflection I) gives us

the equation.
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W L^ = m BID
in wiiich m = 48, 76.8, 192 or 384 for the four cases mentioned.

By combining these equations to eliminate IT the folloAving

relation l>etween/s and D is obtained:

D = '^^^fs

m (l — k)dE

This shows that the maximum deflection J) in l)eams of different

depths d, and the same length and unit steel stress /^ varies as l/d
while the coefficient n and m make further wide variations, which

make it al)sur(l to limit the jx-rmissible deflection to any given frac-

tion of the s]ian.

For test loads, however, greater deflections are permissible than

for the working loads discussed ))reviously. Actual test under

common conditions of partial restraint shows that in a span of forty

times the thickness or depth of the slal) /. c, L — 40 d, a deflection

ecjual to L/2oO will not mat(Tially injure the construction. Con-

sequently in case L = 10 r/, a deflection of A 1000 should not be

exceeded.

Since a practical constructor desires to test only to safe limits

rather than to anytiiing approaching the ultimate limit he will not

ol)ject to regulations twenty percent more rigid than those just men-

tioned jirovidetl the time of making the test is not less than four

months after casting the concret(\

7. Size and Spacing of Rods in Flat Slab Construction. The
plate action which we have been treating, brought about by indirect

stress, depends for its efficiency upon the dissemination of the steel

through the mass of the concrete. Large rods and wide spacing

should accordingly be avoided. Where the steel percentage is very

small it sometimes happens that 5/16 or 3/8 inch rods, the smallest

practical sizes, will be spaced as far apart as eight or nine inch centers.

While reasonable results will be secured wdth such spacing where

the percentage of steel in the belt is as small as .22, where the per-

cent of steel is larger the spacing should be closer. Three-eighths rods

4" centers are ]ir(>ferable to 7/l6" rods at six inch centers and far

better than half inch rods at eight inch centers.

One of the common errors in flat slab design is the use of such

rods as l/2 inch or even 5/8 inch from eight to twelve inches be-

tween centers with the expectation of securing results in keeping

with a more scientific and uniform dissemination of metal.
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8. Rectangular Panels of Hollow Tile and Concrete with Two=
Way Reinforcement and Supported on Side Beams. This com-

bination has Ijeen usetl primarily with the idea of reducing dead weight

and of securing greater depth of slab. The construction consists in

reality of a network of narrow concrete beams or ribs filling the

spaces betw^een hollow tile blocks which usually are about 12 x 12

inches horizontally. These beams should preferably be not less than

five inches in width and should be reinforced with at least tw^o rods

each, one at the bottom thruout and lapping completely over the

supporting beams while the other is bent up over the top and given

a lap of at least a foot or two beyond the beams.

It is customary to put the same reinforcement in eacli of the ribs

regardless of its position in the slab, thus giving a uniform reinforce-

ment thruout the slab.

Such a construction will l)e properly figured as a beam construc-

tion, treating it as continuous so far as dead load is concerned pro-

vided it has ample laps, and as a simple beam as respects its live

loads.

In one form of two-way tile construction the ends of the hollows

in the blocks are closed by U-shaped pieces of terra cotta thus

leaving a rectangular net-w'ork of crisscross channels to be filled in

wdth reinforced concrete which also spreads over the entire top

surface in a layer several inches in thickness. This forms a rec-

tangular net work of T-beams or ribs, but the continuity of the lower

part of the slab is so imperfect as to transmit no more than a negligible

amount of indirect tensile stress from rod to rod, especially under

heavy loads. What it may do under light loads is of no account in

design. Tho some little coaction might possil;)ly occur thru bond

shear at the intersections of the ribs, the tile Ijlocks are as a rule

tW'clve inches in width which puts the reinforcing rods some sixteen

to seventeen inches apart so that the structure with this wide spac-

ing is not suflficiently fine grained or uniform in texture to a])])roxi-

mate in effect to the properties or characteristics of a homogeneous

plate. It seems conservative therefore to treat this combination

on the ])eam strip theory as provided in most building codes.

In case of a live load W^ uniformly distributed on a s(iuare panel,

consider the four triangular areas into which it is divided by the

diagonals. Two of these may be taken to l)e transmitted to the

sides by one set of ribs, and two by the other. Since the ('(niter

of gravity of each triangle is at a distance L/Q from the edgo and

its load is II\/4 the total applied moment across the slab at mid

section is
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i W, (L/2 — L/3) = ll'i L/24.

instead of TT'iL/Ki as would occur in case the load Wi/2 carried

by this parallel set of ribs were uniformly distributed along them.

The several parallel ribs do not resist this moment equally, but for

a considerable portion of the width there is littl(> difference in this

respect. The basis of computation, being that of a simple beam, is

so liberal that the applied moment W^ L/24 is ample.

Again, in case of a dead load of H^, on the panel the Ijuilding

codes of various cities prescribe that it shall be computed on the

same basis as the live loads. But since the results so obtained are

not thot to be in good accordance^ with (>x))eriment it would seem

preferable to ai)ply the ecjuaticms already derived for the case of a

concrete shil) su})i)orted on side l)eams to this caM-. Stiff side beams

cause the formation of valleys in this case as they do in any slab sup-

l)orte(l in this manner. But with tile the reinforcing rods in the

two directions act practically independently of each other at heavy

loads. It will therefore not be possible to assume that they in effect

form a single sheet of steel as has been done where belts of rods cross

each othei' in solid emlxHhnent. The steel will in this case therefore

be only one half as effective. Moreover the value of A' will be so

small that its scjuare is negligible'.

Make these modifications in equations (30) and (31) by first

multi]ilying them by 4/3 in order to remove the effect of the embed-

ment which was included in tlieni and then I'cplace 2.4^ by h ^ A^

because the helts act indej^endently, and we have

W^ L, Li

D = (32)

.68 X 10"'r7-2: .4,

U= (33)

24./r/2.4,

For a square it will l)e noticed that on this basis the unit stress per

pound of live load is twice that per pound of dead load in case of

Ai = A., = 7 ^ A^, because the former is taken to be carried b}'

simple beam action and the latter 1)>' l)eams that are mutually res-

trained.

We may then on analogy of (33) write the total unit stress as

follows

:

./«=ari + ^n/)-^^- (34)
12 J f/ 2 A,
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in Avhirh the effect of the relative length of the sides is introduced

for both live and dead loads in the same manner. It is not advisable

in this construction to make L2/L1 less than 0.8.

The observed deflections under a moderate test load of any amount

TF2 will be less than those computed from equation (32), and the

results observed will not reach those computed until the stress in the

steel reaches approximately eight-tenths of its yield point value.

9. Expanded Metal as a Form of Reinforcement for Slabs.

Expandetl metal is formed l)y slashing sheets of steel in such manner

that it may be stretched or expanded laterally to form a diamond

mesh. The junction of one mesh to another l^eside it is called a

bridge, and in forming the bridge the metal is not only distorted in

a lateral direction but twisted at the bridge. The diamond meshes

thus formed are usually exactly or approximately twice the length

of the short diameter of the mesh. This proportion gives a right

cross section of metal half as great laterally as longitudinally and

in view of the twisting the stiffness laterally is very small indeed

in comparison with the stiffness in a longitudinal direction. When
embedded in concrete expanded metal forms a very convenient means

of reinforcement for short spans and light loads. It must be placed

with the long direction of the mesh in the line of greatest stress

since if it were placed in a lateral instead of in a longitudinal direc-

tion not only would the effective cross section of the metal be reduced

one half but its efficiency would be further reduced one half because

of the unfavorable angle of inclination of the strand to the direction

of the stress and even this value is further much reduced because

the consecutive diamonds or meshes do not pull in line laterally on

account of the offset at the bridge. The net effect of the foi'm of

the mesh, the reduced section of metal resisting strahi hi a lateral

direction and the offset at the bridge, accordingly is to reduce the

lateral efficiency of the sheet as a means of reinforcement to less than

25% of its value longitudinally and probably to about ten or twelve

percent in view of the liridge. All catalogues published by manu-

facturers of expanded metal give explicit instructions that the long

dimension of the diamond shall be placed in the direction of the

greater stress wherever this material is used as a means of reinforcing

concrete slab construction.

The coaction of expanded metal with concrete differs greatly

from that of a diamond mesh formed of straight rods in two layers

crossing each other diagonally for the reason that in the case of the

rods shear resistance between the two layers is furnished by bond

shear between the concrete and the respective rods, whereas, in the
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case of expanded metal the bridge forms a v\^\d connection and this

shear is develojied largely, or almost entirely in the steel itself.

Thus the coaction of expanded metal with concrete differs radically

from that of rod reinforcement in the manner in which energy is

stored by the deformations of the concrete and metal. The bond

between expanded metal and the concrete is formed by interlocking

blocks formed within the mesh of the metal and as stress is brought

upon the metal in the direction of the length of the sheet these blocks

are compresscnl laterally and the tendency of one mesh to slide upon

another is prevented l;)y the rigid stcH'l section of the bridge.

Efforts were made early in 1901 to construct flat slab floors

reinforced with expanded metal. vSheets of expanded metal were

laid nearly covering the bottom of the slab from colunm to column

and sheets were placed at the toj) of the slab over th(^ colunms in

th(> form of a cross, and it is claimed that sheets wero also placed

in parallel position over column tops. Arranged in the form of a

cross the sheets were not effective as a circumferential cantilever

reinforcement. Since the ends of th(> sheets forming the cross were

arranged to project far beyond the over lai)i)ing area it was man-

ifestly impossible to approximate plate action in this manner so that

the few structures so erected developed no greater carrying capacity

than would be expectcnl on b(>am sti'i]) theor\'.

Expanded metal in coaction with the concrete, adds, however,

a greater increase in strength than the mere cross section and yield

point value of the metal would indicate. This would appear to be

due to the storing u\) of energy in the slab by the lateral compression

of the concrete thru longitudinal stiain in the mesh.

Wire woven fabrics also are often a most convenient form of

reinforcement and frequently the best possible to be used for wrapping

as reinforcement for beams, light slabs, roof work and the like, and

altho their cost per pound is greater than rods convenience in hand-

ling and placing may more than offset this difference. The fact

that thoro dissemination of metal in small units thru the concrete

is conducive to better results than the use of the same sectional area

in larger units makes their use for many purposes almost indis-

pensible.
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CHAPTER VIII

REINFORCED CONCRETE COLUMNS

I. General Considerations. The requirements for suitable

design for reinforced concrete columns in building construction

may be briefly stated as follows:

First, that the longitudinal reinforcing metal should be toward

the outer portion of the column in order to properly resist any

tendency to bend or deflect.

Second, that the bars should be banded or tied together to main-

tain them in their desired position and add toughness to the colmnn.

Third, that the bands or ties should not so cross the core as to

interfere with placing the concrete and securing a monolithic solid

core.

Fig. Type A, shows one of the old forms of Hennebique type of

column. In this t^^De the principal reinforcement consists of heavy

vertical or longitudinal bars tied across laterally from one to the

other by comparatively small ties. It will be noted that these ties

cross and recross the core of the column, and require considerable

care in filling to make sure that there are no voids in the finished

work.

Fig. Type A C'olvimn Fig. Type B Column
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Cases have occurred with this type where the concrete has been

arrested part way down in pouring the column and on removal of

the form an open space was found of perhaps as much as two feet

between the concrete above and below, so that the load above was

carried by the vertical bars only. Evidently such an arrange-

ment of metal is somewhat dangerous, l)ut with unusual care it may
prove satisfactory from the standpoint of strength if the work be

properly executed.

Fig. Type B, shows an improvcnl form of tying together the

eight vertical bars forming the vertical reinfon^ement with horizontal

ties in the form of squares, one inscribed within the other. The

advantage of this type over that previously shown lies in the fact

that the central core of the column, or inscribed square, is clear and

unobstructed thruout

.

Fig. Type C, shows a cuhnnn reinforcement consisting of four

vertical rods with wrapping or ties holding them together at inter-

vals. This is suitable for very light loads where the concrete is

more than sufficient to take the entir(> compression without excessive

stress.

Fig. Type D, shows a colunm section of the C'onsidere type in

which the vertical rods are hooped with spiral reinforcement. Con-

siderable work has been executed using hooped columns that omit

the vertical steel. This, as the authors view it, is a very grave

mistake.

i!
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Fig. Type D C'lihimn Considere Type. Fig. Type C Colunm Suit:il)lc for Light Loads Only.
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Hooping may be of two types: First, a spiral coil in wliicli

the wire is wound around the core of the column in the form of a

continuous spiral, and second that in which separate independent

hoops are placed at intervals and attached to the vertical rein-

forcement .

The strength of Types A, B, C, and D, all depend, first upon

the strength of the concrete, second, upon the amount of vertical

steel used, and, third, upon the amount of ties or hooping holding

the rods in position and ])ringing lateral restraint upon the concrete.

Theoretical formula based on the ratio of the moduli of elas-

ticity of concrete and steel alone cannot be depended upon for a

satisfactory solution of the problem presented l\v the third element

noted and we must depend largely upon experimental investigation

to determine reasonable and safe practical values to use for our

working stress.

In deciding upon these values we need to consider the column,

first, from the standpoint of its ultimate strength in the finished

l)uilding, second, from the standpoint of its strength and safet}'

during construction, and third, from a consideration of the relative

values of the various types in securing strength at a minimum cost.

Type D, with a proper proportion of vertical steel combined

with the hooping ranks first, from the standpoint of safety and

economy.

Type B, second.

Type D, with hooping Init with no vertical steel third; and types

A and C fourth.

It may be stated that tyjie A is now rarely used and discussion

concerning it ma}' l)e omitted.

For TjqDe C, the allowance permissible for working stress on a

1:2:4 concrete is 350 pounds per inch of the core area Ijetween rods,

and 10,000 pounds per square inch on the vertical steel and besides

this the volume of metal in the ties is to be treated as forming im-

aginary verticals with a working stress equal to that allowed for the

vertical bars, the ties to be spaced not further apart than ten times

the diameter of the vertical bars in case the bars are one inch sec-

tion, but where smaller bars are used the spacing should not exceed

9" nor the size of the tie to be less than one quarter inch round.

Type B. The allowable working stress for a 1:2:4 mix is

GOO pounds per square inch on the concrete of the core, 10,000 pounds

on the vertical steel, and one and one half times the volume of the

ties treated as imaginary verticals. These ties should not be spread
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further apart tlian !)", and, if they are to be eonsidered of value,

they should l)e put not more than ten diameters of the vertical bars

apart.

Type D, the Considere type, is by far the most economical type

of column reinforcement that has been invented. It was brought

prominently to the attention of the public In- Armand Considere.

The principle involved is this: by restraining the concrete

laterally its strength in compression is greatly increased. Just as

an ordinary piece of stove pipe filled with sand will carry a load

several times greater than the pipe itself would be able to do, so will

a hooped column owing to the fact that the metal is strained in

tension, while the filling held in position by the restraint of the pipe,

carries the weight of the load. For strength see Section 5.

There have been ciuite a number of experiments on hooped con-

crete using spiral hooping only. In these experiments it has been

found that after the ultimate strength of plain concrete has been

develoiKHl, s])litting and scaling of the outside shell occurs, combined

with a larg(> vertical deformation and coiisidcrable lateral bending

before ultimate failure.

2. Considerations of Safety Determining Carrying Loads.

If it is expected to develop the core of the concrete to a point beyond

its normal strength we must evidently prevent its lateral distortion

or bulging and also the sliding or flow of the concrete between

consecutive bands or turns of the spiral, hence a certain proportion

of vertical steel must be used hi connection with the hooping to secure

the l)est results.

In determining tlie degree of safety of the various types of column

design, an investigation of the manner of failure of the respective

types is in order as to whether it occurs suddenly and without

warning, or gradually, accompanied by indications of approaching

failure long before failure occurs, and there is the further question

as to whether the conditions of strain in the column are proportional

or comparable between the column under ordinary working stresses

and the column as it a]:)iiroaches the breaking down point and

ultimate strength. The following general observations may be

made as to these ciuc^stions:

In columns shown in Fig. Type C, the failure occurs with little

warning, the vertical bars bending outward and the ties yielding.

In the hooped column without vertical steel, when it is loaded

from forty to fifty percent of its ultimate strength, the portion of

the concrete outside the hooping commences to check and crack,
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and later to scale. From this point, the rate of deformation with

addition of the load increases rapidly owing to dissipation of energj^

by the cracking and scaling of the shell. Further loading is ac-

companied by large lateral deformations up to the final failure. Such

a column gives ample warning but the point at which the outer shell

or fire protection commences to fail is but little higher than the

point at which the ordinary vertically reinforced column fails, so

that little advantage in the way of increased working stress is

secured unless the hooping is combined with vertical steel.

The well hooped column vertically reinforced shows a large

increase in strength over that of the vertically reinforced column

w'ith ties and a great increase in toughness. Its failure is not sudden

and without warning as in the former type, while the point at whicli

checking and scaling of the outside shell occurs is raised to eighty

or eighty-five percent of the ultimate strength, thus giving a large

margin of safety to the fireproofing between the working load and

the load where the failure of the shell is in evidence.

3. Experimental Data. A partial report on tests on full sized

columns, made at Phoenixville, Pa., for C. A. P. Turner, engineer,

by Mason D. Pratt, is given in the following tal)le:

Test No. 1

Marks on colunm: Xone.

Reinforcement: Eight Ig inch round vertical bars.

Bands: Spaced 9 inches vertically, h inch rivets, cross section

If X ^ inches, inside diameter 14 inches.

Hooped with 7 32 inch wire spirals, about 2 inch pitch.

Total load at failure, 1,360,000 lbs.

Remarks: Point of failure was about 22 inches from the top.

Little indication (jf failure until ultimate load was reached.

Some slight })reaking off of concrete near the top caj), due

possibly to the cap not Ijeing well seated in the column itself.

Test No. 2

IMarks on columns: Box 4.

Reinforcement: Eight 1|- inch round vertical bars.

Bands: Spaced 13 inches vertically, ^ inch rivets, cross section

If X J inches, inside diameter 14 inches.

Hooped with 7/32 inch wire spiral, about 3 inch pitch.

Point of failure: About 18 inches from top.

Top of cast iron cap cracked at four corners.

Ultimate load: 1,260,000 lbs.

Remarks: Both caps apparently well seated, as was the case

with all the subsequent tests.
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Test Xo. 1

iShowiiiK Cohinui us it Came froin TostiiiK Macliiiic.

Test No. 3

Marks on column: 4-1).

Reinforecnient : Eight 7/8 inch round vertical l)ars.

Bands: Spaced 13 inches vertically, h inch rivets, cross section

If X 3/16 inclies, outside diameter 14 inches.

Ultimate load: 900,000 ll)s.

Point of failure: About 2 feet from top.

Remarks: Concrete at failure, consideral)ly disintegrated, prob-

ably due to continuance of movement of machine after failure.
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Test No. 4

Marks on columns: Box 4-c.

Reinforcement: Eight 1 inch round vertical bars.

Bands: Spaced 8 inches vertically, h inch rivets, cross section

If X J inches, inside diameter 14 inches.

Hooped with 7/32 inch wire spirals, about 3 inch pitch.

Total load at failure: 1,260,000 lbs.

Remarks: First indications of failure were nearest the bottom

end of the column, but the total failure was as in all columns, within

2 feet of the top. Large cracks in the shell of the column extended

from both ends to very near the middle. This was the most satis-

factory showing of all the columns, as the failure extended over

nearlv the full length of the column.

Column Xo. 4, after Test

Test No. 5

Marks on column: None.

Reinforcement : Eight | inch vertical bars.

Bands: Spaced 10 inches vertically, | inch rivets, cross section

If X J inches, 14| inches outside diameter.

Hooped with 7/32 inch wire spiral as before, 3 inch pitch.
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Load at failure: 1,100,000 lbs.

Ultimate load: 1,130,000 lbs.

Remarks: The main point of failure in this as in all other col-

umns was within two feet of the top altho this column showed some

scaling off at the lower end.

This set of tests were not conducted with any considerable

degree of refinement but were a practical test of ultimate strength

and the yield point value of specimens of full sized members,

which lends greater value to the determination tlian lal)oratory

tests on small specimens.

The concrete mixture^ was one part Portland cement, one part

sand, and one and onc'-half ])arts buckwheat gravel, and three and

one-half parts gravel ranging from cme-quarter inch to three-

(piarter inch in size.

It should be noted that in these tests the cracking of the shell

(lid not occui' until the hoops were over-strained, and that the

strength of the hooi)ing closely defined the ultimate strength of the

column with the ])roportions of vertical steel used.

1. In these columns, pressures were develo])c(l on the core more

than three times the ultimate strength of j^lain concrete at 2600

pounds per square inch.

2. Incipient failure occurred only by the stretching or bursting

of the bands.

All columns Avere approximately octagonal in shape, 10'6" long

and 18" diameter. Final failure occurred toward the upper end of

the colunm. ]\Ir. Pratt accounts for the regularity with which the

columns failed at the upper end on the ground that the concrete

at the lower end was more dense, owing to its being under consider-

able hydraulic pressure, while setting. The rods were all shorter

than the concrete shaft. Examination of the columns after removal

from the testing machine showed in all cases a bulging out of the

vertical reinforcement at the principal point of failure with the

nearest hoop ruptured and in every case the wdre spiral was broken

in one or more coils at the point where the vertical rods were bent

out. The vertical bars in nearly every case bulged as a column

with fixed ends. Where the hoop spacing was six to nine inches,

the deformed length of the bar would extend over the space of

two hoops. Where the hoop spacing exceeded nine inches the

deformed length of vertical bars was confined to the space between

one pair of hoops.
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It may be well to review at this point two series of carefully

conducted tests upon plain and reinforced concrete prisms. Fig. 76,

shows the dimensions and reinforcement of a series of prisms tested

by Bach* for Wayss and Freitag. These specimens are Type C
columns.
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Test Spec/'/v^O^
Fig. 7(i Showing Dimensions and Reinforcement.

The first table for elasticity test of Type C colunms, shows the

reinforcement, tie spacing, and elastic deportment under different

loads.

The second table for Type C colunms, shows the breaking

strength of this series.

*See Het Cement-Ijzer, Saunders, p. 91.

Eisenbetonbau, IMorsch.
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It will be noted under the table showing the l)reaking strength

that the specimens with 1 3/l6 inch round verticals and 4.6 per-

cent reinforcement, do not show as great an increase in strength

as the specimens with 1.14 percent reinforcement, but with much
closer spacing of the ties, the specimens with the large rods having

ties four times as far apart as the specimens with the small rods.

COL. TABLE I

Elasticity Test of Columns (Bach)
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This series of tests show conclusively that where the vertical bars

do not bear directly upon the face plate of the machine and the load

is brought upon the reinforcement under the usual condition of the

column in the reinforced concrete structure, that is the steel is

strained by the load brought on it thru the concrete, that a formula

which does not take into consideration the amount and spacing of

the ties fails to account for the deportment of the column both as

regards elasticity and ultimate resistance. That is, merely an

increase in the total cross section of the longitudinal reinforcement

does not produce an increase in the breaking strength to the extent

which would l)e expected by the formula

P =/e04e + ^?.4,)

Hence in inexperienced hands, this formula may produce unsafe

designs by increasing the percentage of longitudinal reinforcement

disproportionately in order to secure columns of small diameter.

This procedure gives a column with a calculated margin of safety

which it does not possess.

When the increase in the resistance is compared for equal longi-

tudinal reinforcement, there being a difference in the number of

ties, it is shown by these experiments that the steel used as ties is

much more effective than the longitudinal steel. As noted, however,

the columns reinforced with vertical steel and ties do not develop

that degree of strength which is secured by columns properly rein-

forced vertically and hooped with bands or spirals. Hence their

use has been largely discontinued where loads are at all heavy and

is confined to those cases where loads are relatively light and some

slight saving may be made in the use of ties over the cost of spiral

hooping.

4. Reinforced Columns Classified by the Manner in Which

Loads are Applied, ^^'e have called attention to the type of prisms

which were tested by Bach in which the steel was cut short at the

end of the concrete prism so that the load applied to the prism was

brought upon the longitudinal steel thru the bond shear between the

steel and the concrete. This is the common mode of arrangement

of the steel in the reinforced concrete column in the practical build-

ing. Sometimes, however, in order to secure relatively small columns

for heavy loads very high percentages of vertical steel are used and

the load is brought largely upon the steel by direct bearing of steel

upon steel. Evidently the coaction of the elements of the composite

structure differ widely under these radically different conditions and

correspondingly different fornudas nuist be applied to these different

conditions.
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We have cited the interesting series of tests by Bach on rec-

tangular prisms, plain and reinforced with longitudinal steel and

ties and we may profitably consichn- the corresponding series of

tests on hooped and longitudinally reinforced prisms.

Fig. 77 gives the dimensions and tyi)e

while table III shows the results of the tests

of reinforcement used

'^i^

^̂

-=(=
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Fig. 77 Dimensions of Columns and Type of Heinforcenient.

As in the first series the longitudinal steel was cut short of the

ends of the prisms so as to secure normal coaction between the steel

and the concrete. Percentage of hooping varied thru a wide range

and the pitch of the spiral hooping was also varied l^etween wide

limits. Unfortunately the series is lacking in a corresponding varia-

tion in the percentage of vertical steel.

On the whole, these specimens corres]wnd approximately with

results indicated by the Considere formula and exceed these results

for those specimens which ap])roach desirable proportions in point

of spacing of the spiral and relation of the vertical steel to the hoop-

ing.
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Specimens XIII and XIV, in which the pitch of the spiral was

exaggerated gave results less than the formula, pointing to the

necessity for closer spacing.

In specimens II, III, IV, VIII, IX, X, XI and XII, the sec-

tional area of the longitudinal rods was small and the results were

consequently indifferent, but the greater the total weight of spiral

reinforcement the higher were the values.

The tests show that when the spirals are increased in strength,

their pitch must be decreased and the cross section and number

of vertical rods must be increased, for with the increase of spirals the

concrete is in a condition to resist heavier pressure and its tendency

to force its way out l)etween the longitudinal rods and the spiral

bands increase.

Examining the ta))le of the values obtained, the increase in

strength and yield point value i)cr one percent of total steel is found

to be greatest in column specimen V, in which the spiral reinforce-

ment is .88 percent and the vertical reinforcement was 1.75. In

columns XII and XIII, with the spiral reinforcement 6.82 percent

and the vertical reinforcement 1.56 percent, the increase percent of

total reinforcement at the yield point was only 87 pounds and the

increase of the ultimate strength per percent of the ultimate rein-

forcement 286 pounds per square inch, showing an improper propor-

tion of the spiral and vertical reinforcement.

On noting the pitch of the spiral it is quite noticeal)le that the

s]iecimen with a small pitch gives the highest resistance per percent

of steel. In none of these specimens, however, are the longitudinal

rods of sufficient size to secure the best results. Had 5/8, 3/4 and

1 inch rods been used in place of l/4 inch, 7/l6 and l/2 inch,

much higher values would have resulted from the stiffness of the

verticals which must act as beams from coil to coil in resisting out-

ward or bulging pressures.

The following table gives the percentage of vertical steel and

hooping in the Phoenixville tests, see Section 3.

COL. TABLE IV
Phoenixville Column Tests. Specimens 3 mo. old

1
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From these tests it may be ()])served that the best results are to

be secured when the vahie of tlie vertical steel as an element of

strength is approximately the same as the hooping according to

Considere's formula, Section 5. In other words, the reinforcement

should be so proportioned that the volume of the hoojnng for this

type of column should be between the limits of 35 and 45 percent of

the volume of the vertical steel to secure the best results in increas-

ing the yield point and ultimate strength of the column. Between

these limits the yield i)oint value of the columns should vary from

75 to 85 percent of the ultimate strength of the specimen, so that

due warning of approaching failure is given by the member while

ample margin exists between the safe working stress and that point

at which the fire])roofing will commence to scale and chip.

5. Considere Formula. As we have pointed out, the Con-

sidere formula is conservatively applicable to the vertically rein-

forced and hooped colunms provided that the hooping and vertical

steel are properly pro])ortioned. With no vertical steel, the yield

point value of the colunm is not sufficiently raised to warrant very

material increase in safe working stress over that of ordinary types

notwithstanding the fact that there is an increase in the ultimate

resistance and large deformations occur before ultimate failure.

The Considere formula for column resistance is as follows:

P = 1.5.4,/,+ (,/«.4, + 2.4/Uj
in which A^ is the area of the core, A,, the area of the longitudinal

steel, A's is the area ol^tained l)y dividing the volume of the hooping

by the length of the column. The coefficient 1.5 is a coefficient which

Considere considers represents the effect of the hooping in increas-

ing the strength of the core, and that this coefficient is a maximum

at 1.5 and that it is less than this value for a percentage of hooping

which does not furnish a resistance equivalent to 700 pounds per

square inch lateral pressure on the colunm.

Morsch, however, and also Saunders, in discusshig the Bach

tests where the percentage of steel was low, seem to treat this co-

efficient of Considere as the ratio of the core to the total area of

the column (fireproofing and all). In most building ordinances this

coefficient, however, is taken as unity. 2.4 times the volume of the

hooping is figured as the effect of the stress on the hooping in increas-

ing the crushing resistance of the core by the lateral pressure brought

about by the stress in the hooping and represents th(> resistance

which would be developed were the hooping in the form of cylinders

and filled with a granular mass such as sand subjected to i)r(>ssure.

Hence 2.4A',, equals the cross section of the equivalent imaginary

verticals.
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Le Genie Civil, Feb. 9, and IG, 1907, reiM)rted a very extensive series

of tests by Considere on 260 columns with lengths varying from

3.15 in. to 13 ft. 1^ in. and diameters from 1.8 in. to 27.5 in. The
percentage of reinforcement varied from 1 to 14, various methods, of

si)iral reinforcement, including concentric spirals were tried. The
effects of richness of mixture, age, percentage of water, ramming and
irregularities in workmanship were also studied. One specimen

having 12.9 percent spiral and 1.2 percent longitudinal reinforce-

ment, and made from a mixture containing 1830 lb. of cement per

cu. yd. of sand sustained 25,(500 Ib./in.^ at rupture. A similar

specimen having only 6.6 percent of spiral reinforcement failed at

17,200 lb./ in." at rupture, with a deformation of 12 percent. From
these and previous tests Considere (knluced the conclusions that

the rupture load of a spirally reinforcd concrete cohunii exceeds the

sum of the three following factors:

1. The strength of the plain concrete times 1.5.

2. The strength of the longitudinal rods stressed to their yield

])oint.

3. The strength of a longitudinal reinforcement of 2.4 times

the weight of the s]iiral sti'essed to its yield point.

Turner, in the design and guarantee of^rengt h for|w()rkinj several

hundred thousand columns has used the Considere fornnila slightly

modified,allowing 800 jiouuds pvr square inch on a 1:2:4 mix, 12,000

pounds per square incii on the vertical steel, 16,000 pounds per square

inch on the hooping, treating the spirals as imaginary verticals having

a volume 2.4 times the volume of the hooping. For these values

the ratio of the length of the column to its diameter should not exceed

12. For a longer column increased vertical steel should be used to

resist flexure. Where the vertical resistance of the concrete developed

by the hooping exceeds 2000 pounds per square inch the proportion

of the mix should be increased from l:2:4tol:H:3, and extra

care should l)e used in the selection of the stone aggregate to see that

it is hard and satisfactory. Screened gravel is preferable where high

working pressures are used in the columns. To be efficient, spiral

hooping should not exceed a 4" ]iitch when combined with not less

than four vertical rods and these should be limited to a minimum
diameter of 3/4 of an inch for columns carrying moderate loads,

or to a pitch not exceeding 3" if the full value above recommended

is to.be used in considering the hooping. A reduction of the allow-

ance on the vertical steel should be made where the spacing of the

vertical bars exceeds 9" center to center in proportion to fifty percent

of the increase in spacing of the bars.
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6. Safe Ultimate Limit of Compression. A woinlerful degree

of strength which may l:>e developed by properly hooped and longi-

tudinally reinforced concrete columns is established by the Considere

experiments and it l)ecomes a question as to how great values it is

permissible to use. Turner has found it permissible, where small

diameters are desired, to use as the approximate limit of safe design

a working stress as high as 4000 pounds per square inch of cross

section of the core including the vertical steel. Under these ulti-

mate conditions it is recommended that the column should have

Fig. 78. Cut showiiif; reinforcciufiit if column carrying working pressure of lOOO pciumi.s per
inch on the core.

enough vertical steel to carry the entire loatl at little more than the

yield point value, say at 50,000 pounds per square inch; that there

be sufficient hooping to develop the value of the load figured at

40,000 pounds per square inch on imaginary verticals corresponding

to 2.4 times the volume of the hoojiing; and that the gross area of
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the column inside the fireproofing should be sufficient to carry the

load at 4000 pounds per square inch.

7. The Mode of Operation of the Reinforcement in Concrete

Columns. In a practical concrete structure, as a rule, the load

is brought on the column thru the beams or the concrete of the slab

and the load is transferred to the vertical steel thru the medium of

the concrete by the Ijond between the concrete and the steel.

In the tests l)y Withey and those of some other American inves-

tigators, the load on the test specimens was transferred directly

to the steel by direct l^earing between the longitudinal reinforce-

ment and the face j^late of the testing machine. This makes an

important ditf(M-ence in the mode of operation of the column. The

v(>rtical steel is a more rigid element under compression than the con-

crete and if th(> load b(^ not a])plie(l directly to the steel but be brought

on the steel thru the surrounding matrix, the coaction of the two

materials is brougiit about by bond shear and indirect stress gen-

ei-ated In' the bond shear between the steel and the concrete. Now,

since tliere is no slipping of the steel in the concrete within the yield

l)()int of the colunm, the same amount of potential energy or work

of deformation is storcnl up l)y the indirect stress of the bond shear

l)etween the concr(>t(^ and the steel as is stored directly in the steel.

Hence it ap])ears that in this case the steel l)y help of bond shear

<)]ierates to store energy more efficiently up to the point where cracks

and checks occur in the concrete than a mere comparis(m of the rela-

tive moduli of steel and concretf^ would indicate.

This phase of the co-operation of the steel and the concrete in

the colunm requires, for its grc^atest efficiency, a strong, rich, con-

crete, in order that the most dependable bond may be secured.

If, however, the load be brought upon the steel by a rigid bear-

ing between the face plate of the testing machine and the steel of

the longitudinal reinforcement and in like manner on the concrete

core, such a bearing makes the elastic deformation of the steel the

same as that of the concrete thruout, and no elastic efficiency by

coaction of the concrete and metal exists, such as occurs in the

practical structure.

8. Effect of Hooping. The crushing of solid bodies cannot

take place without lateral swelling. Therefore, by resisting any

such swelling, the compressive resistance of the column is increased.

In the practical column this resistance to lateral bulging or swelling
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is furnished by tlie hooping in which the spacing should be Umited

generally to four inches for light pressures and closer spacing for

higher pressures. As the hooping is brought into play by lateral

swelling or bulging, the degree of restraint furnished by the hooping

alone is not uniform and this lack of uniformity causes the concrete

to check and crack outside of the hooping under pressures as large

approximately as the ultimate strength of plain concrete.

The addition of vertical steel distributes the bulging pressure

from band to band or hoop to hoop to such an extent that the ver-

tical steel which has been added forms beams spanning the spaces

between coils or bands and does so to an extent measured by the

more or less close spacing of the vertical bars. In other words,

the vertical reinforcement receives lateral pressures between the

hoops and transfers it to the hoops as supports. This action des-

troys the equilibrium of uniform pressure outward upon the hoops

and tends to deform the configuration of the circular hoop from

circles to polygons having apices at the point of bearing of the ver-

tical steel against the hoops. This action between the vertical steel

and the hooping induces indirect stresses between the hoops and

the vertical bars similar to those in the slab with two way reinforce-

ment.

The outer shell of the concrete is subjected to direct compression

vertically and circular tensions horizontally, brought about by the

bulging tendency. These circular tensions are reduced between

verticals l^y the compression brought about b.y the tendency to

change configuration in the hooping just mentioned, while the ring

tension opposite verticals is increased by this action. The lateral

reinforcement by its compressive action exerts a powerful effect

to resist bulging and to prevent circumferential elongations so that

the reinforcement (both lateral and longitudinal), enables it to

withstand much greater deformations without cracking or checking

than would be otherwise possible.

Let us review the action of the column as the load is applied with

reference to the manner in which the potential energy of internal

work is stored within the structure. As the load is gradually applied

we have a certain elastic deformation and the internal work is the

mean weight times the deformation. If yielding of the material

occurs or scaling of the shell, a certain amount of energy is dissiijated,

equilil)rium is destroyed, and new energy is develoi^ed ])y downward
motion of the load thru increased deformation until a new condition

of stability of equilibrium in established.
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Scaling and cracking of the shell means a loss of potential energy

stored and correspondingly larger deformations which are inadmis-

sible in the practical structure. The addition of vertical steel

])revents this checking and scaling and dissipation of energy because

it provides a storage system of energy which is stal)le and in which

the storage of energy l^y indirect stress can be depended upon.

Coaction between the hoops and the vertical steel reduces the

deformation and hence the ciuantity of potential energy stored for

a given load and correspondingly increases the efficiencj^ of the

structure as a load carrying mechanism.

9. Comparison of Test Data. Having ])ointed out in detail,

the difference in action between these two kinds of columns, it is in

ord(n- to comi)are test data. Column Table V, gives the reinforce-

nunit, i)ercentage of steel, and test i-esults by Withey* of a series

of vertically reinforced and hooped colunms with vertical steel

flush with the ends and resting against ])earing plates. These may
be compared with the tests by Bach, and the tests at Phoenixville.

Taking U]) the coinparison, first, with the series by Bach, the fol-

lowing point of difference is noticeable. The test results obtained

l)y Withey can be substantially accounted for by considering the

influence of tiie concrete and veilical steel alone. The test results

by Bach, cannot be accounted for in this manner. Both series show

that hooping adds toughness. Both indicate that larger vertical rods

have more effect in raising the yield i)oint than rods of too small

diameter, which offer little resistance to lateral bending. The
Bach tests, where the spiral pitch of is not too great, and where

larger vertical rods are used with close spacing of spirals, are in

good accordance with the Considere formula; while the tests by

Withey are not in agreement but are in more close agreement with

a different formula, which considers the manner in which the load

is brought uj^on the steel, namely, by direct pressure instead of

by bond shear as in usual operation of the column in practical

building.

Comparing the tests by Withey wdth those at Phoenixville, the

longitudinal reinforcement of the columns, in specimens, J, N, P,

0, R, and Q, is substantially the same; while the hooping in the

Phoenixville tests was much greater. The increase in ultimate

strength in the Phoenixville test, for one percent of total steel, ranges

from two to three times as much as in the tests by Withey. This

*Bulletin of the University of Wisconsin, No. 466.
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COL. TABLE V

Withey's Tests of Hooped Columns Longitudinal Steel Full Length of Shaft
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the materials as the load is brought upon the concrete during

erection.

That a column constructed by lapping the bars, so that the natural

relations between the reinforcement and the concrete are con-

served, that is, that indirect stress of the bond shear may be effective,

substantially doubles the efficiency of the vertical steel; and hence

this detail of reinforcing should be used. If this efficiency is to be

counted upon, the diameter of the vertical bars should, for like

reason, be limited preferably to 1| inch diameter, or in special cases

of heavy work to Ij inches to If inch roimd bars.

That the hooping should not be spaced further apart than four

inches for light pressures, and closer spacing should be used for heavy

pressures.

That the spacing of the vertical bars should not exceed nine

inches between centers, but if spaced further apart their efficiency

should be considered to be reduced by fifty percent of the relative

increase in spacing.

10. Formula for Columns, where the Load is Brought upon

the Steel by Direct Bearing on Metal. Tests of this type of column

show, up to the yield point, so-called, that the effect of the hooping

is relatively small; that beyond the yield point the hooping is brought

into play, giving the column a degree of toughness and ability to

stand increased load without sudden failure, altho accompanied

by considerable deformation. Neglecting the circumferential rein-

forcement and the concrete outside of it,

Let A = area of core occupied by concrete and longitudinal rein-

forcement having a steel ratio of p, so that

As = pA = cross section of longitudinal steel.

Ac = (1 — p) A = cross section of concrete core.

W = total load to yield point that column would carry without

circumferential steel.

€i = .0012.5" = average deformation per unit of length at

yield point of column.

W = (As Es + A, E,)ei. Let EJE^ = n, then

10 = w/A = Es ei [ (1 — p)/n + p]

is the load at yield pcint per unit of cross section of concrete.

Let Es = 30,000,000, and n = 15; then

10 = 37,.500
[ (1 — 7;)/L5 + // ] = 2500 + 35,000 p
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The point here designated on the diagram of unit deformations

and load is at intersection P of the tangents to the two slopes of

the curve, Fig. 78.

Equation (1) is in good agreement with

the series of tests made by Professor M.
O. Withey, C. E., in 1910, at the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin,* with longitudinal

reinforcement from 1 percent to 10 per-

cent and circumferential reinforcement

from 0.5 percent to 2 percent, given in

Col. Table V. Professor Withey has

written empirical formulas for several

different percentages of circumferential re-

Fio- 78 Diagram Showing iuforccment whicli differ slightly from this
Elastic Curve of Column

^^^^j ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^j^^^.. ^^^ ^^^^ ^j^ ^^^ ^.^_

fer precisely to the point P as above defined, but to a slightly

smaller value of W . The point P does not actually fall on the test

curve of unit deformations and loads, but is so related to it geometri-

cally as to make its use advisable. The actual deformation at this

load will be somewhat in excess of the assumed value oi Ci.

On page 49, in Bulletin 466, University of Wisconsin, the follow-

ing conclusions are drawn from the results of these tests regarding

the behavior of columns with rigid metallic liearing for the longitud-

inal reinforcement built of concrete similar to those tested by Withey.

1. "Closely spaced spiral reinforcement will greatly increase

the toughness and will considerably increase the ultimate strength
of a concrete column, but will not materially affect the yield point.

The ultimate strength under dead load will doubtless be some-
what less than the value obtained from a testing machine. Since

si:)iral reinforcement should be employed principally as a factor

of safety against sudden collapse, more than one percent does not
appear to be necessary. On account of lack of stiffness in columns
made from this grade of concrete and reinforced with spirals only,

it seems necessary to use some longitudinal steel.

2. "Longitudinal steel in combination with such spiral rein-

forcement raises the yield point and ultimate strength of a column
and increases its stiffness. As was shown in Bulletin No. 300
columns reinforced with longitudinal steel only are brittle and
fail suddenly when the yield jioint of the steel is reached; but
they are considerably stronger than plain concrete coliuims made
from the same grade of concrete.

3. "From behavior under test of the columns reinforced with
spirals and vertical steel and the results comi)uted, it would seem
that a static load equal to 30 to 40 percent of the yield point would
be a safe working load."

Bulletin No. 460.
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These tests are conclusive as regards the deportment of the column

without vertical steel. Spiral reinforcement gives a large increase

in the ultimate strength and while providing safety against sudden

collapse, does not increase the yield point at which the fireproofing

commences to scale, and hence does not permit material increase

in the working stress over that of the vertically reinforced column

types with ordinary ties.

II. Working Stresses, (a) The nisr of no direct nuiallic bcar-

ings. In the vertically reinforced and lioojx'd column, in which the

hoojiing follows closely the percentage of the vertical steel recom-

mendetl j)reviously, namely, .35 to .45 of the volume of the verticals,

and the verticals are not less than three (|uarters of an inch in

diameter, and spaced approximately as reconnnended, the yield

j)oint of the colunm may be tak(m as eighty percent of the ultimate

strength. This would give a yield ])()int value, for a column to

which the Considere formula is ajiplicahle of .80 x 1.5 = 1.2 times

the crushing strength of the concrete times the core area, plus

eighty percent of the yield point value of the steel in verticals and

hoops.

Since a column of this character may he depended upon with

certainty, if ordinary care is used in erecting the work, the factor

of safety of 2.5 may be employed. This would give, in round

numbers, 800 ])()unds per square inch for the concrete of the core,

12,000 ))()unds ])er inch on the verticals, and 1(),000 pounds per square

inch (m the hooj)ing, treated as imaghiary verticals, for the

working stress, the hooping being assumed to be a drawn wire, and

possessing a higher yield point than the material of the verticals.

With a 1:1^:3 mix, twenty percent higher values may be

assigned to the core.

{h) Metallic hearings. Where vertical reinforcement is used,

and the load is brought on the vertical steel by bearing on metal,

there is much less certainty of uniformity of joint action between

the matrix and the reinforcement than where the longitudinal bars

are lapped; and hence a somewhat higher margin of safety should

be allowed. Taking this margin of safety as the reciprocal of 3^,

the writers would recommend a working stress not exceeding 700

pounds per scjuare inch on the concrete plus 10,000 i)()unds ]ier square

inch on the vertical steel for this type of colunm with rigid end

bearing, limiting the percentage of hooping to not less than one

half of one percent nor less than twenty percent of the vertical steel,

and the vertical steel limited to not more than eight percent of the

column area. This factor of safety is based on the yield point value

of the colunm.
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12. Structural Columns Filled with Concrete. As steel is more

rigid than concrete, the higher the percentage of the steel the less

the assistance we may expect the concrete to be to the steel, and

while the formulas given heretofore for the column in which the

vertical steel is loaded in large part by direct bearing of metal on

metal agrees with tests closely, it should be noted that the per-

centage of steel in these specimens was not high. Accordingly,

it would seem conservative to reduce the allowance on concrete in

cases where the percentage of steel exceeds eight percent of the

combined area of the concrete and steel in proportion to the in-

crease in steel above this percentage.

13. Concrete Columns Compared to Structural Steel. From

the Phoenixville tests, it would seem that there is a higher degree of

uniformity in the tested strength of reinforced concrete columns

made with ordinary care and with well designed reinforcement

than with average structural steel columns. The reason is

that in the concrete column, we have a solid core. The larger the

column the greater the strength, in strong contrast with some struc-

tural steel columns. In the structural steel columns, we have the

uncertainty due to the form and make-up of the section. In the

make-up of most small struts and columns constructed of steel and

iron, we have a specific ratio of the area of the web and flanges con-

sisting of channels, or in other forms, a complete circular or box

section, such as the Phoenix column or the box made up of two chan-

nels and two plates. The semi-empirical formula for struts has

been worked out for the radius of gyration of those forms of sections

which are comparable in the case of laced channel struts to a certain

distribution of metal between the web and the flange and a certain

ratio of flange width to depth, which ratios, under standard sections,

are comparable to the box and Phoenix sections. When there is a

wide variation from these proportions, the formula based on the

radius of gyration is inapplicable as is proved in the original design

of the columns of the Quebec Bridge. In this case the area of the

flange as compared to the web was about one tenth of this standard

proportion between the area of the web and the channel, and th(>re

is no experimental data in existence covering the action of the lat-

ticed bars and secondary stress for such a coni])ination.

In concrete work such uncertainties are eliminated by the

uniform solid core. With ordinary care there can be no doubt

about securing a solid casting, if the type of reinforcement selected

is that reconnnencted in this chapter, namely, one in which there is
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no obstruction whatever in the core to prevent the concrete from

flowing freely and filUng the same completely and so securing a

solid casting. Improper handling of the concrete might lead to

consideral)le reduction of the strength of the section, but the damage
which might occur thru bad workmanship is if anything much less

in concrete work than in steel construction and the confidence in the

l>uilder in the integrity of his concrete work should be correspond-

ingly greater.

14. Wall Columns and Interior Columns in Skeleton Con=

struction. Wall colunms differ from the interior column in that

tiie load comes to them from one side instead of equally or approx-

imately equally from all directions as it does under a uniform load

on the floors.

Whether the floor is beam and girdcn* construction or flat slab

construction supported directly upon colunms in view of the mono-

lithic connection between the floor and the columns certain eccen-

tric loads or l)ending stresses are brought upon the wall columns to

a greater extent than is the case with interior columns.

The amount of bending induced in the column will depend, first

on the rigidity of i\w floor, and second, upon whether the resistance

of the floor to deformation is furnished by beam action or circum-

ferential slab action. If the resistance is by circumferential slab

action, the effect upon the column is far less for the same deflection

than it would be in case of beam action, because the slab tends to

twist from all directions and so in a large measure the effect of the

load in producing bending and deformation of the column is counter

balanced by the loads coming to the column from the sides instead

of being augmented by these loads so much as is the case in the beam
action of one-way reinforcement.

Favoring Conditions. Th(^ walls of a luiilding are made vertical

and as the number of stories increases, the columns are reduced in

diameter, but kept flush or vertical on the outer face. This produces

an eccentric application of the column load from the upper stories

upon the columns of the lower stories which in some large measure

off-sets and holds in equilibrium the bending moment of the floor

loads.

Little attention is usually paid to this difference in conditions.

The wall column is commonly made approximately the same as the

interior column except in the upper stories where it is possible to
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carry the wall columns up for the last three stories without reduction

in size, making thereby a provision for the columns of these upper

stories which would be most affected by the eccentric bending

moment referred to.

Good practice would limit the dimensions of columns to sixteen

inches as a minimum size in office buildings and in warehouse con-

struction, eighteen inches as a minimum.

Provision of material in the beam to take the entire bending

resistance figured as simply supported at the wall column and con-

tinuous over the interior columns will in no wise eliminate this bend-

ing stress in the column itself, and does not excuse failure to make

such provision.

In fact if the beams are treated as beams fixed at the inner ends

and free at the outer end, and the five rod type of reinforcement

used in the Turner beam is adopted, the positive moment provided

for near mid span is W L/14.4 nearly, or .07IF L, while the max-

imum positive moment in the beam freely supported and continuous

over a number of spans in the end span requires a coefficient of from

0.07 for two spans to .08 for three spans, and .077 or .78 for a greater

nmnber, so that in this type of design there is nearly sufficient pro-

vision without considering the stiffness of the wall column. Never-

theless, in the view of the authors the provision recommended should

be followed in practice.

Bending from Wind Pressure. In view of the monolithic charac-

ter of reinforced concrete construction, wind has much less effect on

a structure of this kind than is the case with the steel frame, since

each floor forms a monolith of enormous lateral rigidity causing

columns all to act in perfect unison. Where the building is narrow

the columns should be fully spliced at the floor level which doubles

the resistance of the column to flexure. Where the buildings arc

broad and only six to eight stories in height, provision of this charac-

ter is unnecessary except in wall columns which should be well

spliced.

15. Temperature Effect on Columns. Changes in temperature

cause expansion and contraction of the concrete floor. This is

taken up by bending in the column and the in and out motion of

the walls where they are above the ground line. There is, however,

a tendency for the basement walls to crack every thirty or forty

feet because of the restraint of the surrounding earth. There is a

further tendency for brick walls to crack where there is expansion
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if brick piers are used in place of well reinforced concrete piers in a

long building. In a building over 300 feet in length, no dependence

should be placed upon either a plain brick or a plain concrete pier

without reinforcement to withstand temperature stresses of expan-

sion and contraction of the floors since unsightly cracks and checks

will very likely occur from this cause. In a building over 300 feet

in length either a full, well reinforced concrete skeleton should be

]:)rovided or if l)earing walls are used the building should be cut at

250 foot intervals so that it will allow expansion and contraction

without damage to the brick work or undue strain on the concrete of

the floors and columns.

16. Economic Column Design. With reinforcing steel in the

column figuretl at 2^ cents a pound and concrete at -fCJ.OO per cubic

yard, we may estimate the proporti(m of steel and concrete needed

to obtain the most economic support from the standpoint of cost.

Since a cubic foot of concrete weighs 150 pouds and a cubic foot

of steel 485 pounds, a cube of concrete weighing one pound would

have a volume 3.2 times as great as a cube of steel of the same

weight, and have a face nearly one and one-half times as great. On
this basis, for (Hjual cost in carrying load, /s//c = 37, but in a fairly

rich concrete // = 10 to 15, so that a load can be carried with less

cost on a c(mcrete pier than upon one of reinforced concrete, but in

carrying the load in this manner, the diameter of the columns are

greater, which is objectionable in that they occupy valuable room.

Unbalanced bids are sometimes received on this basis. One puts in a

bid using a column of a small diameter as specified, thus using more

steel, but saving space; another makes a column larger by two or

three inches and uses less steel and puts in a lower price. The

owner is frequently persuaded to accept the large columns without

giving the regular l)idder an opportunity to revise his bid on the same

basis.

It should be noted that the efficiency of the hooping varies as the

diameter of the core, while the core area varies as the square of the

diameter; hence a small increase in the diameter of the core permits

a large decrease in the amount of hooping and vertical steel. Hoop-

ing costing 1 .6 times as much as the vertical bars in a column in place

has an efficiency 2.4 times that of the same cost of metal in vertical

steel. On the other hand, certain relative proportions between the

amount of the vertical steel and hooping are necessary to secure

the best results, and these proportions should be adhered to if the

formulas recommended are to be applied.
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CHAPTER IX

FOUNDATIONS

1. Bearing Value on Soil. In a building the floor loads are

carried to the columns, or to the walls in case bearing walls are used,

and the weight is concentrated on small areas of ground at the foot-

ings of the columns and walls. Evidently if we are to avoid settle-

ment the weight must be distributed over a sufficient area. The
following are suggestions for safe loading for foundations where

the material can be clearly defined.

Ordinary ledge rock, such as good shale, limestone and the like,

twenty to thirty tons per square foot. Granite, trap where the ledge

is not shattered, fifty to seventy tons per scjuare foot. Hard pan,

seven tons per square foot. (Jravel. five tons. Clean, coarse sand,

four tons. Fine sand, wath a little clay, three to three and one-half

tons. Hard clay, three tons. Clay, such as is to be found in Regina,

which is rather soft, not over one and one-half tons. Blue clay

of Winnipeg, two to two and one-half tons.

In each case, however, it is well for the engineer to look into the

conditions carefully unless thoroly conversant with the localit}-.

His judgment as to the bearing power of the soil should be checked,

if doing business in a strange city, by a careful examination of the

buildings resting on similar foundation and general inquiry among

experienced members of his profession. This caution may prove

of value to the engineer doing business over an extended area,

particularly if he is acting in a consulting capacity for a contracting

firm assuming responsil)ility for the design.

In cases where there is filled ground, marsh, Cjuick-sand and

the Uke it is frequently necessary to use a pile foundati(m or distribute

the weight over the entire area. In general in reinforced concrete

construction, it is economical to use a comparatively thin footing

and thoroly reinforce it and make the concrete a rich mix.

2. Column Footings and Method of Figuring. Fig. 80 shows

a form of footing which seems somewhat ol)jectional)le for the reason

that as usually placed the concrete is worked rather dry in order to
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make the slope without top forms, and the contractor does not

ordinaril}' get it in place so that it can be depended upon with

certainty.

A preferable form is shown in Fig. 81, in which the footing is

^ ,. II ^-r// l| *• I

Ilk--?

Fig. 80.

made in two layers. 'I'he bottom layer is cast with the rods at the

bottom, then the column assembled and the top layer cast with the

column. Its advantage from a j^ractical standpoint is first, that

mlm
PR-TftW

t^->~f-—
-^-rr-r rrf.r;

Fig, 81.

the upper layer of rods assist the footing in resisting the shearing

strain of the column which tends to punch thru the footing and secondly
it also assists in distributing the load out over the lower plate. The
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l^ottom plate being cast with a wet mix we can depend with certainty

on the bond between the steel and the concrete by the shrinkage

of the wet mixture as we could not in the footing first mentioned.

In computing the lower plate, the cross sectional area of the steel

should be such as to provide for a bending moment of the upward

pressure on the under side of the plate distributed imiformly over

it with the column as the point of support.

The arm of the total pressure either side of the center may be

taken roughly as five-eighths of the half diameter of the footing, hence

the actual bending moment is 5 / 16 Wb. The metal acting as a

fiat plate would be as we have shoAvn for the square panel twice as

efficient as single way reinforcement and as the sectional area of

each bar comes into play on each side of the center of the footing

we can use four times the area of all rods crossing the footing times

.85 of the total thickness of the two layers times the working stress

on the steel as the resisting moment.

The amount of steel placed in the top layer is more a matter of

practice than that of exact computation. The rods are generally

made the same size as those used in the lower layer and no time

is wasted in computing the stresses thereon. It is preferable to

take long rods and bend them hair-pin style for the footings rath(n-

than to use short rods.

There is a further advantage in ordering the rods this way, that

in case the steel for the footings is delayed stock steel can be used

while the steel ordered for footings may be used elscAvhere in the

building later.

3. Pile Foundations. Where piles if used will be continually

wet and there is no possibility of changing conditions from that

to alternate drying out and wetting, there is no type of reinforced

concrete pile that can compete with timber piles. However, where

the piles are liable to be above the permanent water line or it becomes

necessary to excavate thereto, then and there concrete piles become

an economic method of building up the foundation.

Practical concrete piles may be divided into two classes, one,

those which are made up first and driven afterwards, and secoml,

those in which a core or form is used and the hole filled in witli

concrete reinforced or otherwise.

4. Driven Piles. Hennebique was one of the first to use rein-

forced concrete piles that were made up separately and then driven.

*In this notation b is the breadth or diameter of footin";.
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In design they were similar to his columns Avhich have been pre-

viously illustrated, with longitudinal reinforcement coupled with

either of several arrangements of lateral ties.

Considere in his pile design, shown in the accompanying Fig. 82,

commonly made use of spirals for lateral reinforcement in place of

Hennebique's ties. His form of piles is used to a large extent on

the continent and is similar as regards the point at its lower extremity

to Hennebique's.

In driving, it is customai y to us(> a water jet for loosening up the

sand or earth at the bottom and ra]) or jar the pile into place with a

Fig. 82 Showing Reinforrcinent of the Considere pile.

hammer. A steam hammer should l)e used in driving concrete piles

rather than a drop hammer, since with the heavy ram and short

stroke of the steam hammer there is less shock.

5. Piles Cast in Place. Coming under the second class are

the Raymond and Simplex piles.

The Raymond piles are made tapering to secure greater resis-

tance against settling. The manner of constructing Raymond
(concrete piles is as follows: A steel pile-core the size and shape of

pile desired is encased in a thin, closely fitting shell. The core and
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shell are then driven into the ground by means of a pile-driver in

the usual manner. By a simple and ingenious device the core is

collapsed or shrunken slightly, so that it loses contact with the shell,

and is easily withdrawn, leaving in the ground a clean, perfectly

formed hollow tube of the size and depth required, which has only

to be filled in with the best Portland cement concrete to complete

the pile.

Fig. 83, shows the Raymond pile expanded ready to be driven.

Fig. 83. Raymond Pile Core. This core is used to drive to rock and tapers from

20 to 13 inches. The out shows core full sizi' as it is driven.
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Fig. 84, shows the core in the leaders witli the shell on the right.

Fig. 84. Pile Core Collapsed or Shrunken, and partly witlidrawn from the shell.

The core is expanded when driven and collajised to be withdrawn

from the shell.

The relative merits of the various kinds of piles would apparently

depend on outside conditions. A pile like the Raymond pile should

be most suitable for a clay soil where the consistency or cohesiveness

of the clay is such that the pile core can be driven and the shell

omitted.
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Raymond piles are made of various lengths, tapering generally

from 20" at the top to 6" at the botton, making a symmetrical cone

affording material resistance to soil penetration by friction.

For the Simplex pile a casing is first driven, and then as the casing

is pulled up, concrete is deposited and rammed in place, forcing it

out to a somewhat greater diameter than the shell that has been

driven.

Figs. 85 and 86, show the make-up of the Simplex pile.

With the steel casing is driven a point, either of steel or concrete,

and afterwards the shell is gradually withdrawn and the hole filled

with concrete as the shell is filled up.

u= n'

¥
ul ['

y
Fig. 86 Fig. 85

Simplex Pile.

For use in earth that is reasonably firm in its texture and free

from water, the preparatory removable pile, (see Fig. 85) is used.

This pile form consists of a length of extra heavy wrought iron pipe,

fitted with a suitable driving head of oak, and a conical steel point

of a somewhat larger diameter than the pipe, and fitted with an

automatic air valve. This preparatory tube is driven into the ground

to the required depth, and then withdrawn without difficulty, and

the hole so produced is filled with well rammed concrete. This

form of pile can be constructed of any desired length, as the pre-

paratory tube can be driven and removed with but a fraction of

the force required in the planting or removal of the ordinary pile.

It can also be driven thru ground of a density quite impenetrable

by any wooden pile and to almost any desired depth, as there is no

appreciable frictional resistance, as the depth increases, either in

driving or withdrawing the tube.
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The raniminji; process forces the hirger pieces of the aggregate

into the sides of the hole, materially adding to the frictional hold

of the pile on all parts of its surface.

Where the earth is soft, marshy, or where quicksand or water

is encountered, a detachable "point" of concrete, (see Fig. 87) is

substituted for the fixed one of steel. This concrete point is driven

to the required depth, and as the pipe is being lifted off, concrete

is gradually filled in and rammed home thru the pipe, care being

taken that a head of the concrete be maintained inside of the pipe

while it is being thus gradually withdrawn. By this system all

water is displaced and the possibility of the sides of the aperture

closing in is entirely rcinoNcd.

Fig. 87. Concrete Points for Simple.\ Piles.

Corrugated piles have been ]iatented by Frank B. Gilbreth.

One of the claims advanced in their favor is that the corrugations

assist in jetting the piles into place.
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Fig. 89 shows a driver handling one of tlie corrugated piles.

Fig. 89. Driving Corrugated Concrete Piles.

Fig 90 shows the cushion cap used in (h'iving the pile.

Vertical Sect.o

rior, Sei-tionA-B. WooOer Bunec *

Fiir. '.»). Cushion Cap used in drivins; the corrugated concrete pile.
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Concrete piles have this advantage over wood piles; they do

not decay, are not subject to destruction by insects and furnish

a durable foundation regardless of soil conditions; they can be used

in dry filled ground as well as in wet soil, which may dry out and

cause wood piles to decay.

A pile foundation generally tends to prevent settlement by the

packing and settling of the soil in the vicinity of the pile, frequently

rendering the bearing value of the soil around the piles materially

greater. See Fig. 91.

Fig. 01. A Trench Filled with Concrete Piles.
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Fig. 92, gives a fair idea as to the advantage of a reinforced con-

crete pile foundation over the wood pile which must be cut off in

the vicinity of the low water.

Rfinforced Concrete Piles. Wood Piles.

Fig. 92. Showing the advantage of concrete over
wood pile foundations.

6. Safe Bearing Loads for Piles. Two cases are to be dis-

tinguished; that of piles, the lower end of which rests upon a hard

strata and that of the ordinary pile which is supported largely by

skin friction of the material into which it is driven. The capacity

of the former is determined by the strength of the pile as a column

thru the upper or soft strata while the bearing power of the latter

is some function of the ]ienetration under a given drop of a ram of

a given weight.
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Many formulas have been proposed, but the only formulas in

anything like general use are known as the Engineering News

Formulas. They are:

2 W h
For a pile driven with a drop hammer P =

2 W h
For a pile driven with a steam hammer P = —

,S+0.1

to which P is the safe load in pounds, W the weight of the hannner

in pounds, h the fall of the hammer in feet, and »S the penetration

or sinking in inches under the last blow, assumed to be at an approx-

imately uniform rate. They are deduced for wood piles; but are

the best there are for concrete piles.

Morsch gives the Brix formula as usually emi)lo3'ed on the

Continent

:

2f (Q+,;)-

wherein // is the fall of tlu> hammer;

Q the weight of the hammer;

g the weight of the pile;

e the penetration of the pile under the last blow;

p is double the safe allowable load for the pile.

The quantity- e will natm'ally be the average of the last few blows.
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CHAPTER X

ELEMENTS OF ECONOMIC CONSTRUCTION AND COST OF
REINFORCED CONCRETE WORK

1. Introductory. Reinforced concrete construction of buildings

presents problems which from an economical standpoint are so com-

plicated that they cannot well l)e investigated as questions of max-

ima and minimia by means of equations which show the cost of the

several varialile items and determine their proper relation by mathe-

matical treatment. For this reason it is necessary to pursue the

investigation along simpler lines, by taking up questions of general

arrangement, column spacing, spacing of beams, choice of type of

reinforcement, cost of centering for each kind, cost of aggregate, etc.

2. Column Spacing. Eighteen feet center to center of columns

in each direction usually costs less than for shorter spans while the

increase in cost with increase of column spacing up to twenty feet

is very little, if the loads are heavy, and the building high. In whole-

sale hardware buildings, the customary requirement is that of lines

of shelving and boxing about twelve feet centers. For such a build-

ing, diagonal spacing of columns with fiat slab construction, making

the columns about seventeen feet between centers, will provide

the desired spacing in a multiple of twelve feet for the boxing and

shelving, i. e. twenty-four feet in directions parallel to the sides of

the building.

3. Floors. In treating the strength of floors by comparison

on the principle of proportion it has been noted that the coefficient

of bending with continuous flat slab type is smaller than the corres-

jionding coefficient for beam construction. This advantage is off-

set for light loads l)y the disadvantage of the smallness of depth

which is a factor in the moment of resistance. Further, stiffness

varies as the square of the depth, but the coefficient for deflection

is smaller than for simple Ijeams. Hence it is evident that for stiff-

ness under light loads, lower percentages of steel are requisite than

in the beam type of construction. Where the loads are heavy the

continuous fiat slab type becomes more and more economical com-

])ared with other types of floor as the depth of slab increases by reason
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of the relatively small coefficient of bending. A little computation

as to the cost of concrete and steel shows that considerable variation

from the exact economical proportions of the two materials for a

given strength will make comparatively little difference in the ulti-

mate cost, whereas in the flat slab types using a smaller amount of

steel and more concrete does make a large increase in the stiffness.

Flat slab types have the advantage of simpler centering and lower

cost of placing the steel, but aside from that they possess little

advantage over the two-way beam system for light loads, tho requir-

ing less material both of concrete and steel for heavy loads and mod-

erate spans up to twenty-five or thirty feet, and they compare

favorably for greater spans where the loads exceed five hundred

pounds per square foot.

Slabs reinforced in one direction, being supported on two sides

only, are at a disadvantage, since the coefficient of bending is three

times as high with one-waj^ reinforcement, as it is for the slab rein-

forced in two ways and supported on four sides.

In comparing Types III and IV, it should \)v ol)served that

if the beams of Type III are of twice the thickness of the slab of

Type IV, the same weight of reinforcement is required in the beams

of Type III that is required in the whole floor of Type IV.

Usual proi)ortions would be a depth of beam equal to three times

the thickness of the slab of Type IV requiring two thirds the steel

for the beams.

The apparent moment to be resisted in the slab supported on

four sides Type III is but two thirds that to be borne by slali of Type

IV. Hence a slab may be used of less thickness than with Type

IV tending to equalize the concrete quantities and leaving the dif-

ference in cost of forms and steel to be considered.

Type II is frequently made of a combination of hollow tiles and

thin reinforced concrete beams between the hollow tiles, in order to

secure economic depth and reduced weight for long spans, with

decreased deflection under load. Where this type is used, the

cost of centering is kept down to a figure approaching that of the

fiat slab types but extra care is required in placing the steel and the

labor of putting tile in position and the cost of the tile is added.

Where tile is low in cost and concrete material is high in cost, tile

and concrete for a light building may be more economical. On

the other hand, the risk of erection is greater with this type on ac-

count of the brittleness of tile and the character of failure of one
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way reinforced slabs as pointed out in the discussion of beams.

For heavy loads, however, this type cannot compete with the natural

concrete tj-pes, III and IV.

4. Centering. As we have noted, centering is one of the

important considerations since the cost of centering runs to twenty-

five to thirty-five percent of the total cost of the ordinary floor.

In the selection of the type of floor to be used, the cost of center-

ing is so large an item that it should be given careful consideration

in any approximate solution of an economic design.

Where the spans are long and the loads are light and the cost of

concrete materials, stone, gravel and cement are very high, flat

slab types cannot compete with the beam type. T}T3e III as a

beam and slab type is more economical than other beam types for

heavy loads and jianels of sixteen to eighteen feet. Where the

columns are equally spaced, the economy is greatest. Where the

spacing is such that the panels are rectangular and one side is less

than six-tenths of the longer side, its economy disappears and it

is preferable to use an intermediate l^eam, thus dividing the slab

into panels more nearly scfuare.

For joist and girder construction surmounted by light slabs, the

spacing of the ribs is governed by the character of the centering

used. If the centering is arranged in panels so that it is easily

handled as such, six to ten foot spacing of beam joists works out

very economically. Considerable increase, however in the cost of

centering is brought about by the additional framing of the joists

to the main beams or girders.

No exact rule can be given covering all cases, as the conditions

of the problem, such as size of the building, manner in which it

divides up for the purposes intended, etc., fix so many of the condi-

tions that any rule disregarding these conditions might readily be

misleading. The number of stories figures largely in the cost of

centering. The cost of framing beam boxes as a rule must be

figured for three stories. Additional stories, if the framing is worked
out so that the same boxes can be used over and over again reduces

the cost per foot greatly and these are conditions which must be

taken into consideration in any practical comparison of different

types.

5. Columns. The hooped column is the safest type to erect

and where the loads are at all heavy the most economical tj^ie to

adopt. The economy of the reinforcement depends largeh' upon the
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adoption of the proper proportion of hooping and vertical steel.

The hooping adds to the toughness of the column and to its ultimate

strength but does not raise the point where the column shell com-

mences to scale and chip unless the hooping be combined with the pro-

per proportion of vertical steel. When this has been done, very high

values indeed can be safely developed. The carrying capacity,

however, of the column is secured at a minimum cost by concrete

rather than by reinforcement. Still a certain amount of steel is

necessary to secure toughness and resist flexure. Again, considera-

tion of the value of floor space frequently limits the size of the column

which the architect or owner is willing the designer should employ.

As to what may be done with the reinforced concrete column,

Turner has used a twenty-seven inch core, heavily banded and re-

inforced vertically, for working loads from eleven to twelve hundred

tons. This pressure being a little over 4000 pounds per square inch

of core area. The development of such high working values by heavy

reinforcement, tho unobjectional)le from the standpoint of safety

and desirable from the stand])oint of occupying small floor space

is not economical from the standi)oint of first cost of providing a

post of proper capacity for a given loatl. A rich concrete is more

economical than a lean mixture, and where the loads are heavy a

1 : 1 1 : 3 mixture is recommended in place of the usual 1:2:4
employed under ordinary conditions.

6. Bearing Walls or Full Concrete Skeleton. A very im-

portant tiuestion in economic design is the question as to whether

bearing walls are to be preferred to a full concrete skeleton.

For such a low building as four to five stories, bearing walls are

generally cheaper than a full concrete skeleton. For buildings

higher than five stories a full concrete skeleton with curtain walls

costs less than heavy bearing walls.

In putting up a concrete skeleton, the additional cost involved

in making provision for two or three additional stories is generally

so small that it is advisable for the owner to make this provision

if there is a reasonable probability that he may use the additional

floor space in the future and the value of the real estate warrants

such investment.

7. Concrete, or Brick Exterior Walls. In some cases where

the concrete aggregate is cheap and union brick layers' wages are

high it is better to use a concrete exterior wall. Generally, however,

exterior walls may be constructed much more cheaply of brick, or
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of some material that can l)e laid up without the necessity of using

forms, since the forms for exterior wall construction run into money

quite rapidly.

8. Rich Mixture. Economic construction in reinforced concrete

requires a rich mixture. This is a necessity, first, from the stand-

point of certainty of computation, second from the standpoint of

quick hardening which enables the early removal of the forms with

economy incident to repeated use of the same form lumber, and

from the standpoint of economy due to the fact that we can use less

material of good quality which we can absolutely depend upon than

we can of material of an inferior quality and uncertain character

which is liable to be discredited by reason of its slow hardening

through the lack of necessary amount of cement. Further, where

the material used has been of good quality the construction can be

increased in strength to any desired degree by the addition of more

good concrete tho the strength so secured will not be at so low a

cost as if the original design was for heavier construction.

9. Economy in Selecting Aggregate. Good bank gravel when

obtainable makes an excellent aggregate. Its adaptability for the

purpose should be determined by screening out the sand and pebbles

which are under | inch diameter and comparing the volume of sand

with the volume of coarse aggregate. If these proportions depart

from those desired, that is, one cement, two sand, and four of the

coarse aggregate, then the cement content must be increased to make

the mortar of the proper proportion, or else crushed stone must be

added to the mixture.

Where the expense of securing crushed stone is high and the cost

of cement is low, the addition of more cement to keep the mortar

a true 1 : 2 mix is cheaper than the addition of stone, and in a way

preferable, because with the excess of mortar there is less liability

of voids and poor work. Sometimes crushed stone and gravel is

not available and a good hard furnace or smelter slag may be secured.

Slag should be examined for chemical impurities which might injure

the cement and for hardness which determines its fitness as a good

aggregate.

10. Cinders. Cinders are sometimes used as an aggregate

for concrete. Cinder from the soft Iowa coal is generally verm-

in jurious to the cement. In fact it may be stated as a general rule

that the only cinder fit to make a permanent concrete is that

which is a hard or more or less vitrified clinker such as generally

results from burning soft coal with a mechanical stoker. Too great
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care cannot be exercised in this respect as upon the character of the

aggregate and its freedom from sulphur or other injurious chemical

elements which would damage the cement, depends the permanence

and integrity of the work.

In general a clinker concrete should not be used where a high de-

gree of strength is required. It is desirable to use it for such work as

roof work where the spans are short and it is desired to nail a tile

or slate cover to the concrete roof slab. For such purposes the

concrete should not be mixed too rich, otherwise it will be difficult

to nail into it.

II. Adaptability. Reinforced concrete is not adapted for long

spans and light loads. For instance, in a span of fifty or sixty

feet in a shop or factory building, having only a light roof load,

reinforced concrete is not an economical material to use. Struc-

tural steel costs far less and is generally employed. For bridges of

long spans and light loads reinforced concrete is not economical in

first cost. Where the loads are heavy, as for a city bridge, and the

grade such that there is opportunity for ample rise, a reinforced

concrete arch may be built at a cost not greatly exceeding that of a

good structural steel bridge and when the maintenance charges

are considered the concrete will be the least expensive.

For office buildings and ordinary business blocks reinforced

concrete will in general save the owner from one-half to three-quarters

of the cost of a structural steel skeleton.

Reinforced concrete is particularly well adapted for school

buildings. The difi'erence in cost between the ordinary timber

floor and a reinforced concrete floor will frequently not exceed ten

or fifteen cents per square foot. With this fact in mind it is really

astonishing to observe how freciuentlj^ dangerous fire traps are

erected to serve as school buildings on which expensive and orna-

mental exteriors have been used when plainer buildings with fire-

proof construction could be erected for the same money.

The architect for a school building, in order to make a show,

frequently specifies a fancy brick exterior, terra cotta or stone

trimmings and other external frills and then economizes in the

interior construction of the building by the use of timber joists

1 1 or If inches thick by 16" covered with | inch rough floor and

I inch hardwood finished floor, with wood lath and plaster on the

under side, electric wires, heating flues, etc., between the joists.

This is a construction in which if a fire once started there would be
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hardly time for the occupants of the buildmg to escape before

the collapse of the floor with the probable loss of life incident thereto.

The Collinwood disaster well illustrates this fact. The state of

Wisconsin has passed a law making it compulsory to build school

buildings of fireproof materials and other states may well follow her

example.

For buildings subject to the vibration of heavy machinery

concrete steel construction has man}- advantages. Properly designed,

the joints (connections of floor to columns) are far more rigid than

in any of the old types of construction, hence a rigid building costs

least in concrete steel.

The Forman-Ford Company, plate glass dealers, etc., make
the statement that twenty-five percent more work is done in their

cutting and polishing department in their new concrete building

with the same men than in the old timber framed structure

previously occupied owing to the increase in rigidity of the structure.

Impact or shock at any point of a steel structure is propagated

longitudinally along elastic members extending in a linear direction

from the point and it goes practically undiminished to the far ends

of these members where it is subdivided among other members and

propagated still further. An allowance up to eighty or ninety per-

cent is usually added for impact to the static effect of a moving load

in bridges.

Impact, or the dynamic effect upon any point of a reinforced

concrete slab, however, is entirely different from this. In the first

place, the effect of the blow does not travel in one direction only

but in all directions radially from its point of application, so that

in a very thin slab its effect at any other point would l)e inversely

as the distance and in a very thick slab inversely as the square of

the distance. This would make the allowance for impact in the

thick concrete floor of a bridge or building very small in comparison

with that inevitable in steel construction.

Secondly, the effect of impact must be inversely proportioned

to the weight of the body receiving the blow. Now in monolithic

concrete construction the mass affected is of far greater weight than

would be the case in a steel frame which is made up of independent

steel members and tile as in the old style buildings and for that

reason the effect of impact on a monolithic concrete floor would be

reduced by a large percentage.

Third, the continuity and stiffness of the floor greatly reduces
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its vertical, lateral and torsional cleforniations below those of the

steel structure. The work done during an impact and its effect

depend on the anijilitudes of the deformations. In particular the

horizontal resistance of the slab is many thousand times that of the

steel members in a structure. The vibratory energy absorbed by

the slal) during impact is consequently small.

Fourth, the small amount of energy which is absorbed is not

transmitted (as it is in a highly elastic and resilient structure) to a

considerable distance in the slab, but owing to the nature of the

concrete, is dissipated near its source, transformed into heat, and

rapidly absorljed.

Fifth, concrete slabs are tough and not brittle, like terra cotta,

for example, so that, in cases where great weights have fallen on them,

little effect has been produced, whereas lirittle slabs such as those

of concrete and tile have Ix'cn smashed under such circumstances,

and have failed.

The concrete of the compression zone is such a shock-absorljer

as to protect the tension zone from jarring and vibration, both as

regards steel, in tension and the bond of the concrete to the steel as

well.

For all these reasons th(» shock which a rolling load imparts to

a slal) is inconsiderable, and is absorbed and dissipated so readily

that it is a negligible factor, rendering reinforced concrete adaptable

for use in railroad structures and in l)uildings where the service

is most severe from shock of machinery such as Ijeater floors in paper

mills and hammers in stamping and working metal.

As illustrating these statements, an interesting accident occurred

in Winnipeg where a heavy cornice block of hard Tyndale lime-

stone, weighing between a quarter and a half ton, was dropped

seventy feet, striking a 5| inch concrete slab 19 feet square in the

center. The effect of this blow was a small dent half inch deep where

the corner of the stone struck the slab and the stone itself was

badly broken and shattered. The slal), however, was uninjured

and showed no cracks or evidence of over-strain.

In Minneapolis, a steel water-tower failed under wind pressure

and a fifty ton tank dropped ten feet on a light roof slab of concrete

reinforced after the manner of the Mushroom system in four direc-

tions. The slab was approximately 22 feet by 23 feet clear span,

seven inches thick, reinforced with 7 /l6 inch rounds averaging

eight inches centers in two directions with diagonal belts of fourteen
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7 / 16 inch rounds. The shock of the fifty tons falhng ten feet dented

the slab down about eight inches and produced some shear cracks

but it carried the load and caused the contents of the tank to fall

outside of the building, demolishing two freight cars and the awn-

ing over the loading platform. The toughness of this slab saved

a wreck of the side of the building and the elevator machinery.

Other interesting cases might be cited, but it is thought that these

unusual examples illustrate the remarkable toughness and dependa-

bility of concrete reinforced in multiple directions and its great

adaptability from the standpoint of capacity to withstand severe

usage with high degree of safety for all purposes when scientifically

designed and pro])erly executed.

12. Rapidity of Erection and Ease of Securing Material. No
type of building can be so rapidly or cjuickly designed, detailed and

erected, as the natural types of reinforced concrete construction.

If we take Type I\', for instance, a single computation is sufficient

for a panel and where panels are tabulated for various loads two

hours' work is sufficient to make the computation for a given size

of factory building or manufacturing plant, including an estimate

of the cost of reinforcement, quantities of concrete and centering

with sufficient pi-ecision for Ijidding purposes.

In no type of building construction can the materials be secured

so promptly as for the reinforced concrete structure. An ordinary

four or five-story building can sometimes be erected complete in

the time ordinarily required to get out the shop details for a struc-

tural steel frame. Especially where the building is irregular in form

there is this advantage with reinforced concrete, that the joints are

made with the cem?nt in plastic form, that the rods can be lapped

more or less over the supports, avoiding the necessity for the large

amount of figuring required for the skew connections of structural

work, hence the engineer's end in this line of building construction

is greatly simplified.

The accompanying figure shows the rapidity of construction of

the Bostwick Braun Building; its condition August 1st showing the

sea wall and adjacent footings incomplete; November 11th, showing

the centering nearly completed for ihc roof, or eight stories in place.

This is merely a usual example in the construction of a large

l)uilding. A floor per week of the concrete skeleton and rough

slab can easily be erected under favorable weather conditions.

The is little difference between a large building and a small build-

ing in this respect, sinc(> with a larger building it is possible to rig up in
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fiteajauij!:?

Aug. lit, Showing Seawall and Adjacent Footings Incomplete.

iilSlil 111'
«***>!>

Nciv. 1 ith, Showing Centering Nearly Complete for the Root, Eight Stories in Place.
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a manner that will facilitate the handling the work more rapidly.

In fact where there is a large area it permits the employment of more

men and makes it possible to keep them at work on the various

features such as centering, pouring concrete, placing steel, in one

continuous operation, centering going ahead for one floor as the

steel is being placed, the concrete men in turn following up those

placing the steel. When the carpenters are thru with this floor they

immediately proceed to erect the forms for the next on that portion

of the floor where the concrete has been cast.

Where the amount of work to be handled runs eight to ten thou-

sand yards, it pays well to rig up with overhead bins and mixing

plant and to arrange for the use of half-yard dump cars in placing

the concrete. Where the yardage is much less the wheelbarrow

or two-wheeled truck and scale hoist becomes an economic method

of handling material. The later mixers are arranged with a charging

device which saves wheeling material up an incline as was customarily

done in earlier work.

13. Analysis of Items of Cost. In arriving at a detail estimate

of cost we have the following items to consider:

Basis of Labor

Materials and cost of handling:

Cement
Sand

Stone

Water

Common labor

Cost of plant

Cost of metal

Cost of unloading

Labor, cost of bending (union or common)

Labor, cost of placing (union or common)

Cost of lumber

Cost of framing beam boxes, columns, etc.

Cost of erecting and rehandling

Slab forms, beam forms and column forms.

Concrete,

Unit price

Steel

Centering

or gravel

>Quantities and base prices.

Season of the year.

Floor finish or strip fill.

Dead expense.

General data on costs per foot of floor and items entering into it.
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14. Labor, Unit Prices, Quantities of Material. Under the

general heading of labor the contractor must consider, first, the

wages per hour; second, the character and efficiency of the labor,

whether the labor is union or non-union, probability of strikes and

delay of work into th(> unfavorable season when artificial heat must

be used.

Where trade unions are strong the specialist in reinforced con-

crete can never tell when his work will be tied up by some disagreement

between master plumbers and walking delegates or other trades

with which he has no relation whatever further than that a sym-

pathetic strike may be called without notice or grievance at an>

time and his operations brought to a standstill.

This condition means idle equi]iment and sometimes cost of

heating materials and may mean readily an additional cost of five

to ten iier cent in the work.

In (Uiicago the Ijricklayers' union demands that the contractor

shall keep emiiloyed an extra brick foreman who is supposed merely

to watch the placing of concrete wherever there may be brick work

on the job.

While a labor union should |)rovc of benefit to employer and

employee alike in case its motto is efficiency and skilled service,

it loses both public sympathy and sui)])()rt when it cultivates ineffi-

ciency and loads the work u]) with men who are useless as is the case

with an extra foreman. In many cases concrete is used for exterior

walls in place of brick where, wei-e it not for this short-sighted

policy, brick would be used from an economic standpoint.

For purpose of discussion and comparison we will take the

following costs: Comm(m labor, $2.25 per day of ten hours; car-

])enters, $3.00 per day of eight hours; steel to be j^laced by comnton

labor at $2.25 to $3.00 per day.

Unit Price of Concrete

1:2:4 Mix

Material for one cubic yard of concrete, wet mix:

Cement H 1jI)1s.

Crushed stone 9 cul)ic >ards.

Sand 45 cubic yards.

Where a crusher run, including dust of good hard crystalline

stone is used the sand may be readily reduced to one-third yard.
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The above amounts required to make a cubic yard of wet mixed

concrete in place may vary somewhat on the character of the crushed

stone or gravel, but for estimating purposes they are conservative.

1 :lj :3 Mix

Material fcjr one cubic yard of concrete, wet mix:

Cement 2 bbls.

Sand 43 cubic yards.

Stone 85 cubic yards.

1:3:5 Mix

Material for one cul)i(' yard of concrete, wet mix:

Cement 4| sacks = 1.125 bbls.

Sand 52 cubic yards.

Stone 85 cubic yards.

Labor of Handling

Given an ordinary equipment such as a half-yard Smith, Cube

or Ransome machine the labor cost of handling concrete may be

stated as follows:

Wheelbarrow gang, from $1.25 to $1.50 per cubic yard, including

cost of coal or gasoline for the engine. In walls, footings or where

there is quite a mass this may be reduced to $1.00 per cubic yard.

On a large job where one-half yard cars are used and overhead

l)ins for handling the aggregate by gravity, the labor cost may be

reduced to 35c to 40c per cubic yard. To this must be added,

however, the cost of fitting up the plant which will increase this

figure to sixty or even seventy cents per cubic yard.

The labor costs will increase or decrease as the price of conmion

labor is above or below twenty-two and one-half cents per hour,

figured upon.

Cost of cement varies with the market and distance of the work

from the nearest mill from eighty cents or a dollar per barrel to two

or three dollars.

Cost of crushed stone varies with the locality and distance of

the work from railroad or crushing plant.

In Minneapolis and St. Paul, from $1.25 to $1.75 on the work.

Milwaukee, $1.25 to $1.59. Washed gravel, Ohio river points,

$1.00 to $1.25.

Cost of carting and hauling must be investigated in each indi-

vidual case. In many of the smaller towns good concrete gravel

can be secured as low as thirty to fifty cents per cul)ic yard and in
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order to give a clear idea as to the general questions of cost these

variables must be carefully considered and investigated by the

bidder if figuring reasonably close.

In securing this essential information the conservative business

man will secure quotations in writing, especially when not personally

acquainted with the reliability of the parties cjuoting; then if the

work is secured he may at his option hold the bidder to his price or

seek redress by suit.

In giving the foregoing average values it should be noted that

the cost of placing varies eight to ten per cent with the character

of the reinforcement. Where there are numerous beam boxes and

stirrups and increased work of puddling the concrete, the cost

may readily run five or six per cent above the average while where

there is a plain flat slab such as the mushroom system the cost will

readily run fiv(» or six per cent lower than the average given.

15. Cost of Steel. Medium Steel, Open Heath or Bessemer,

Manufactur(>rs' Standard specification is at i)resent writing at $1.20

base, Pittsburg.

The base price is given in all the engineering and iron trade

papers. All bars from f" rounds to three inches are base. Smaller

bars are sold at base plus card extras.

The following is the standard steel classification:

Extra

3/4" to 3" Base

5/8" to 11/16" 05

1/2" to 9/10" 10

7/16" 20

3/8" 25

5/16" 30

1/4" to 9/32" 35,

1 to 6"x3/8 to 1"
. . Base 1 Flats and heavy

1 to 6"xl/4 to 5 /16" 20j bands.

The above are full extras and such sizes as we can ordinarily

use to advantage in concrete steel construction.

In figuring, take base price plus extras plus freight to destination.

Freight rates to all points in the United States and the Dominion

of Canada are given in compact form in a book published by the

American Steel & Wire Company.

Cost of deformed bars rolled to standard specification at the

Rounds or square.
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present writing, one dollar per ton above plain bars. Special rein-

forcement sold with design from eight to twelve dollars per ton

additional.

16. Cost of Bending. Medium steel with proper equipment

rods for the mushroom system can be bent cold for fifty to sixty

cents per ton; where high carbon steel is used and rods are heated,

one and a half to two dollars per ton for bending.

Beam rods, such as are used in Turner beam system, can be

bent for from two to two and a half dollars per ton; where more

complicated bends are employed, from two and a half to three and

a half per ton.

Cost of placing steel, including handling and bending, in Mush-

room flat slab work has run from six to ten dollars per ton. With

a beam system in l)eams spaced four to six feet centers a cost of ten

to twelve dollars would be a fair basis upon which to figure.

17. Cost of Hooping for Columns. Spirals made at the shop

can, at the present time, be furnished at a less cost than they can

be fabricated in the field, except in parts of Canada where this

statement may not be true. Shop work is better done than field

work and should be preferred other things being equal.

18. Cost of Centering. No item in concrete construction is

so generally underestimated as the cost of false work for reinforced

concrete. In fact, so generally is this the case that the contractor

inexperienced in this kind of work is more than likely to underbid

those possessing both equipment and experience by reason of under-

estimating this item of cost.

Cost of the centering per foot of floor, including columns and

beams, will vary anywhere from six to more than twenty cents per

square foot, depending on the following items

:

1. The number of beam boxes, whether they fraine into each

other or into column boxes only.

2. The number of columns for a given floor area.

3. The number of stories or floors that are alike.

4. The rapidity with which it is desired to push the work and

whether the weather conditions are favorable for the ]:)rompt removal

of the forms.

Where the building has a full concrete skeleton, centering costs

generally are a third more than where bearing walls are used.

Evidently the greater the number of stories the more times the lumber
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may be moved up and used over. Where the work is to he rushed

rapidly in cold weather a larger amount of lumber is required.

The practical constructor is inclined to check his estimate of

cost on the l)asis of so much per foot of floor for centering for rein-

forcement and concrete, and estimating in this rough way will

generally detect any error of more than four or five per cent in an

elaborate detailed estimate.

Attention may be called to the following elements necessary in

any estimate:

1. Lumber required, nails and fastenings.

2. Carpenter labor of framing beam boxes, colunm boxes, etc.,

per thousand feet.

3. Labor of setting plain slab forms.

4. Labor of taking down forms and moving up to upper story

per thousand feet B. M.
o. Waste of lumi)er and value of old (-(^ntering.

Under 1, the amount of luml)er required, it should be observed

that the amount will vary with the type of design. In such a type

as the Mushroom system. Type IV, Fig. 14, there must be for the

sheathing approximately one foot B. M. for each flat foot of floor

area. For the joist, f of a foot B. M. per flat foot of floor area.

For ledgers, one-third of a foot, B. M. for each flat foot of floor.

For uprights, f of a foot B. M. for each flat foot of floor. For col-

umns, spacing 18' centers, from one-third to one-half foot B. M. for

each flat foot of floor. Total, aV)out three and one-quarter or three

and one-half feet B. M. per foot of floor.

If the work is to l)e pushed rapidh' it is necessary to figure,

under favoral)le conditions for centering, not less than two complete

floors of centering plus waste. If the weather conditions are un-

favorable there should ])e enough lumber for centering for three to

four floors. On a liuilding having eight stories we would ordinarily

figure enough centering for three floors, plus waste. With the

flat slal) system there is no waste with the joists as they are simply

lapped by and the waste in the boards would amount to about two

per cent each time they are used. There will be some waste in the

uprights if the stories are of different heights, which must be figured

in each individual case.

Where a beam system is used the waste will \)e nmch greater as

the loss from breakage and cutting the lumber to the size of the panels

will generally run the waste up to ten to twenty per cent of the
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lumber in each floor, and sometimes much more than this. Also

the surface contact is increased by the area of the sides of all beams

requiring additional lumber.

Cost of Framing. Labor for framing beam boxes, column

boxes, etc., will generally run about twelve dollars per thousand

feet B. M. Labor of placing plain slab forms, carpenter's wages,

being figured at 37^c per hour, will run about five to six dollars

per thousand feet. The cost of taking down the forms and moving

them up should run about three dollars per one thousand feet B. M.,

for the fiat slab type and five to seven dollars per thousand

where there are a large number of beam boxes, etc. Nails and

fastenings are generally a small item.

Where sheet metal is used for the sheathing the cost per foot

of laying it and greasing it with paraffine is about one-third the cost

of ])lacing })oards. altho the first cost of the metal is considerabh'

higher.

Mr. L. C Wason, president of the Alberthaw Construction

Company, of Boston, at the fifth annual convention of the National

Association of Cement Users at Cleveland, Ohio, presented a paper

on costs from which the following table is condensed, giving the

cost of handling and some very interesting costs of centering. It

would be well for the reader to look up this paper which is reprinted

in part in the Engineering News, January 14, 1909, and a number
of the other engineering papers.

The following table, condensed by the Engineering News, from

the original paper, is given as a fair indication of the variation in

cost of different designs and different conditions. The author

states that only typical cases are given where the items of cost

were accurately knowm. Enough are given for a fair average except

in the case of long span flat slal) which appears to him by comparison

a recent type of construction.

By reference to the general averages on form work in the accom-

])anying tables the cost of forms per square foot of surface contact,

namely: Columns, $0.13; floors with reinforced concrete beams,

$0,116; flat floors without beams, $0,111; short span slabs between

steel beams including the firei:)roofing on the side of the beams,

$0.05; walls exposed to view above ground, $0,093; the writer be-

lieves are all higher in price than usually believed to be a fair cost

by most builders. It is upon the success of handling forms that

good results financially depend. In regard to concrete, labor is
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TABLE 1. -SHOWING COST OF FORMS AND CONCRETE ON VARIOUS MEMBERS IN
REINFORCED-CONCRETE STRUCTURES

PLAIN CONCRETE COLUMNS

Location

Office building, Portland, Me.
Coal pocket, Lawrence, Miss.
Mill, Southhridyc, Mass
Mill, Attlchorn, Mass
Mill, Southhridtrc. .Mass
Coal pocket., Hartford Ct....
Garatje, Briicikline, Mass. . . .

WarclKjuse, Portland, Me ...
Textile mill, Lawrence, Miss.
Highest
Lowest
Average of 9

Forms per sq.

Carpen- Nails
ter Lum- and

Labor ber Wire
.133
.057
.097
.093
.080
.098
.071
.118
.061
.133
.057
.082

Concrete per cu.

Con- Gen-
crete eral Ce- Aggre-
.abor Labor ment gate

$.039
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Table 11 is an exact copy of a "master card" which gives the

complete financial history of the job, when it is finally completed.

The first column, which is blank, is occasionally used for an estimate

of the first cost, the proposal including the profit as w^ell as the esti-

mated actual cost. It wall be seen that on some items, a loss was

incurred, as well as a profit on others, showing that it is difficult to

reach the right price on everything, even on work on which a companj-

is fairly experienced, and also that when slight changes are made
by the owner or architect they often entail heavy loss even though

the changes appear to be extremely trivial. Take the case of the

external walls. The owners furnished the window frames and

sash, which were all of metal. The original design was for a frame

with two sash, which could easily be put into a six-inch wall.

TABLE II.—TYPICAL "MASTER CARD."

Total
Excavate
Footings and Fn

.Job No. 747. Date, May 24th,
Proposal

$35,164.55
790.00

1,7.38.00

1906. Mill, Tappan Bros.
Actual Cost Per cu. ft.

Attleboro, Mass.

Exterior walls
Wall and Fn. centers

.

Floors 6| ins. thick .

Roof 5j ins. thick .

Columns, 20 ins. x 20 ins

.

8tairs

Tool surface
Ornaments and cornice.
Ventilators on roof. . . .

Set windows and door frames.

Interior partitions
Bolts and iron work . .

Stair railing and grill.

Screeds and settings
2-in. Spr. plank and laying

.

i-in. maple
Motor shaft
Motor shaft found
Roofing and conductors . .

Paving
Retaining wall centers, per sq. ft

Retaining wall, concrete per c. ft

Painting
Steel footings and walls
Plant, frt., etc
Bond
Extras .

1,9.55.00

1,.520.00
8,883.00
2,869.00

832.00
883.00

469.00
348.00
44.00

852.00

1,770.25
2.53.00

387.00

1,086.00
2,839.00
l,7.3S.O()

370. .50

itS.OO

1,2.55.00

1,009.00

429.00
400.00
.300.00

1,860.00
100.00
77.80

.131,330.48
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change, which did not appear great at the time, when the job was

entirely complete showed that the concrete of the walls showed an

actual loss instead of profit because the form work cost more than

twice what was originally estimated that it should cost.

19. Season of Year. The season of the year has to be con-

sidered in its relation to the cost of reinforced concrete work. In

the summer season when the concrete dries out rapidly the forms

may be removed every ten to twelve days, while in the fall and early

s])ring during frosty weather the water must be heated or the forms

left in place longer, requiring more lumber for centering. In the

winter when the materials must be' heated by artificial heat and

artificial heat used in sweating out the concrete, the cost of work

will be increased from ten to twelve per cent. Additional cost of

merely heating the water is of course small. In the chilly weather

of fall or spring good results maj^ be frequently obtained merely

by turning the exhaust steam into the water barrel and warming

the water up so that the concrete W'ill set quickly notwithstanding

the chilly temperature.

20. Dead Charges. No contracting firm can do business with-

out a considerable general expense, which must be distributed over

all work executed by them. This expense includes office expense,

advertising, soliciting work, estimates on not only the work taken

but the work w^hich the concern fails to secure, depreciation of the

])lant, freight, storage and equipment, the cost of keeping the organ-

ization together in slack periods. This expense may readily vary

with various concerns from five to seven per cent of the cost of the

work executed. In addition to this dead expense and the actual

cost of labor there must be included the item for liability insurance

which the contractor cannot afford to neglect to carry. Frequently

the owaier requires a surety bond for the faithful execution of the

work and the payment of bills, the cost of which must be added to the

incidental charges in the estimate of cost.

21. General Data on Cost. The architect is in the habit of

figuring the building as so much per cubic foot. For heavy ware-

houses with the plainest kind of finish and large size the cost per

cubic foot may run as low as six and one-half to seven cents up to

ten and twelve cents for the smaller size of buildings with office

fixtures, plumbing and the like. No approximate cost per cubic

foot of any value can be given for office l^uildings, hotels and the

like, since this item would vary greatly wath the character and differ-

ence in the quality of the finish, fittings and the like.
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For the concrete end of the building, liowever, a rough approxi-

mate estimate can be made very readily by figuring a unit price

per square foot of floor area. In a large building of six or seven

stories having a floor area of twenty to thirty thousand feet, panels

approximately eighteen feet square, labor as outlined, sand at

$1.00 per yard, cement, 81.20, crushed stone. 81.40, capacity of floors

three hundred pounds per foot; rough slabs, columns and footings

may be erected at an approximate cost of the contractor of about

forty cents per square foot of floor area. Where the l)uilding is

narrow and there are more colunms in proportion to the floor area,

on the same basis fifty cents p(>r square foot would be a reasonable

price.

Reducti(jn in the floor load carried makes a relatively small

reduction la the cost of the construction, since the centering would

be the same for the light and the heavy building.

Where the load is increasetl fifty per cent above these require-

ments the additional cost would be increased over eight per cent.

While doubling the load would not increase the cost over about

ten or eleven per cent.

This is the general type of information the shrewd contractor

carefully figures out for himself and which enables him quickly and

accurately to check up estimates made by his assistants or even to

take work on an approximate estimate of this kind without going

into details. Turner, when pressed for time once took a 860,000

contract on a twenty-minute estimate based on a computation

only of the floor area and a knowledge of the conditions covering

labor and cost of materials.

Where there are i^lain reinforcetl floors resting on walls and the

panels are of large size such as in court house work and many other

public buildings and where gravel can be cheaply obtained the cost

per foot of floor may run as low as 30 cents per square foot. In

other localities forty cents per foot under less favorable conditions

would be a reasonable figure.
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CHAPTER XI

I. Fireproof Properties of Concrete and the Protection of Steel

from Heat. The value of concrete as a fireproof material has been

pretty well demonstrated in a large number of severe conflagrations

and also in many fire tests by the building departments of various

cities. In fact, it may be stated that concrete ranks as the best

fireproof building material and it is to this quality together with

its low cost that the enormous increase in its use is due.

Intense heat injures the surface of the concrete, but it is so

good a non-conductor that if sufficicnitly thick it ])rovides ample

protection for the steel reinforcement and the interior of the mass

is unaffected ev(>n in unusually severe fires.

For efficient fire protection in slal)s under ordinary conditions

with one-way reinforcement the lower surface of the steel rods

should be f" above the bottom of the slab. With two-way rein-

forcement this may be reduced to V', for in case one layer of rods

should become overheated the upper layer is still amply protected.

Structural beams, girders and colunms should have at least

2|" of good concrete for efficient protection. In beams having

large rods the thickness of the concrete coating outside of the rods

should never be less than Ij" nor less than the diameter of the largest

rod used m the beam. In colunms the shell outside the reinforce-

ment should be considered as fir(> protection and no dependence

placed upon it in figuring the streng-th of the section, in carrying

the working load.

These limitations are sufficient for ordinary purposes. Where,

for example, a factory building is to be erected in which there will

be scarcely any inflammable materials to be stored, it is a waste

of money to provide a thick concrete protection to resist possible fire.

On the other hand, where the ])uilding is to be used for storage of

material capable of creating not only a hot fire but an intense heat

of long duration, special provision may be made by using an excessive

thickness of concrete for fire protection tho in such a situation a

sprinkler system would be preferable.
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A most severe practical test occurred in a fire at the Pacific

Coast Borax Refinery at Boyanne, N. J. This building was a four-

story factory built entirely of reinforced concrete except the roof.

The contents of the Ijuilding, the roof and interior wood trim were

destroyed, but the walls and floors remained intact except where

an eighteen ton tank fell thru the roof and cracked some of the

floor beams. The heat was so intense that brass and iron castings

were melted to junk. A small annex built of structural steel frame

was completely wrecked and the metal bent and twisted into a tangled

mass.

In general, the fire resistance of Portland cement concrete is

governed or affected by the character of the aggregate and the

amount of cement in the mortar.

First, we may state it as a general rule that the richer the mortar

or the greater the amount of cement used the greater the fire resist-

ing properties of the concrete. Rich mortar makes a stronger

concrete better able to resist severe temperature stresses while the

high proportion of cement when dehydrated on the exposed surface

makes a very perfect non-conducting material, preventing the

uninjured parts from further or rapidly progressive injury.

Second, as regards the aggregate, the smaller the stone the better

the fire resisting qualities.

Trap rock will make a concrete offering greater resistance to

extreme heat than limestone or granite.

In a series of experiments to determine the efl^ect of very high

temperatures on concrete, with the acetylene oxygen blow-pipe,

interesting results were secured. The heat of this flame is approx-

imately 6500° P'ahr. Applied to concrete paving block 2 inches

thick and five years old, made of sand and gravel, the heat under

the flame was sufficient to melt the silica sand and form a little

puddle of glass. Pebbles of feldspar or granite under this intense

heat popped, but the little puddle of glass once formed did not

seem to increase under the continued application of the flame and

hardened up as soon as the flame was removed.

This series of experiments was continued by using a concrete

of silica sand mixed with a higher percentage of brine and it was

found with such concrete ]:)ossible to glaze the surface in this manner,

while the concrete back of the glazing did not seem to be mat(>rially

injured in point of strength. Whether a concrete block of selected

materials can be glazed in this mamier uniformly is, of course, open
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to question, l)ut any effort to cut concrete by intense heat as steel

is cut, was proved by this woriv to be impracticable.

2. Fire Tests. Building de])artnients sometimes recpire fire

tests of the finished construction. A test reciuired in the Railway

Exchange Building, Denver, Colo., is of interest from the fact that

two tests were made, one on thoroly cured concrete and the other

on concrete not well cured nor dried out. The first test was a fire

consisting of a cord of pine wood split in faggots about two inches

square and soaked with oil, api)lied to the under side of the first

floor slab. The fire gave a ver>' intense heat and as it dried down

a fire hos(> was turned <»ii the white hot surface. The damage to

the slab consisted in the spalling of an area about two feet in diameter

to a tlepth of al)out one and one-half inches. Spallhig was accom-

panied by reports described as Ix'ing as sharj) as pistol shots. The

cause of this spalling was at first somewhat i)uzzling. An examina-

tion of the aggregate showed it to be a good hard sandstone which

had ])een at some ]ieriod metamorphosed l)y heat. There were,

howev(n-, nujnerous porous veins running thru tlu^ stone and it seems

that these veins having absorbed considerable water in mixing the

concrete which had not been dried out in the curing, offered an

opportunity for the generation of steam in the small cavities under

the heat of the fire resulting in the bursting of the stone with a

sharp report. The fractures noted were clean cut. as would be

expected from siu'h a cause.

Allowing the slab to thorol> dry out for an additional period of

five weeks, a se(;(m(l test was made, similar to the first, with abso-

lutely no spalling and no api^arent injury to the slab. Cut showing

this test is shown in Fig. 93.

3. The Theory of Fire Protection. The theory of fire protec-

tion is given by Mr. Newl)erry as follows:

'Two principal sources from which cement concrete derives

its capacity to resist fire and prevent transference of the heat to the

steel are its combined water and porosit>-. Portland cement takes

up in hardening a variable amount of water, dej^ending on surround-

ing conditions. In a dense briquette of neat cement the combined

water may reach twelve per c(Mit. A mixture of cement with three

parts sand will take up water to the amount of about eighteen per

cent of the cement contained. This water is chemically combined,

and not given off at the boiling jioint. On heating, a part of the

water goes off at al)Out five hundred degrees Fahr., but the dehydra-

tion is not complete until nine Inmdred degrees Fahr., is reached.
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3()S STONE AND CINDKK CONCRETE COMPAKED

In regard to cinder concrete it may he added, first, that it

is not a desirable material to use from the standpoint of strength.

Second, that as usually employed, insufficient cement is used to make

a good fire resisting material. Thus Prof. Norton compares the

action of stone and cinder concrete in the Baltimore fire as follows:

"Little difference in the action of the fire on stone and cinder

concrete could be noted and as I have earlier pointed out the burning

of bits of coal in poor cinder concrete is evenly balanced by the

splitting of stone in the stone concrete. I have never been able to

see that in the long run either stood fire better or worse than the other.

However, owing to its density, the stone concrete takes longer to

heat through."

Perlui})s if the n^lative pr()i)()rti()n of cement were the same in

each, the (dnder concrete, if t\w cinders are real clinker, would

prove the lietter fire resisting material as Mr. Newljerry assumes.

This point cannot be too much emphasized.

A concrete nuist l)e rich in cement to make a first class fireproof

material and for this reason alone a leaner mixture than 1:2:4
should not be allowed in an important building.

Thus far our attention has been primarily directed to the fire-

proof qualities of concrete as such. In considering the fire resisting

properties of the composite material known as concrete steel or

reinforced concrete, the effect of the unequal heating of different

parts of the construction must be considered. It has been pre-

viously noted that the coefficient of expansion of steel and concrete

are practically identical. Their coefficients of heat capacity and

conductivity, however, differ widely and for this reason the dis-

tribution of the metal in the form of small bars rather than in large

units will give a more satisfactory result from the fire]5roof standpoint

.

4. Terra Cotta and Tile Compared with Concrete. The dif-

ficulty with the combination of tile oi- terra cotta and structural

steel as a fire resting material lies largely in the fact that the

coefficient of expansion of the two materials is (Ufferent.

This is well illustrated in Fig. 94 showing the effect of heat in

breaking and cracking tile between steel beams after exposure to a

severe fire.

Professor Norton, in his report on the Baltimore fire to the Insur-

ance Engineering Experiment Station, states:

"Where concrete floor arches and concrete steel construction

received the full force of the fire it appears to have stood well,

distinctly better than the terra cotta. The reasons I believe are
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Fig. 94. Efff'i-t ot Fire on Tiie Construction.

these: first, l)ecaiis(' the concrete and steel exi)aii(le(l at sensil)ly

the same rate, and hence wlien heated do not subject one another

to stress, but terra cotta usually expands about twice as fast with

increase in temperature as steel, and hence the jiartition and floor

arches soon become too large to be contained ])y the steel members
which under ordinary tem])erature properly enclose them. Under
this condition the partition nuist buckle and the segmental arches

must lift and break the bonds, crusliing at the same tim(> the lower

surface member of the tiles.

"When brick or terra cotta are heated no chemical action occurs,

but when concrete is carried up to about 1,000 degrees Fahr., its

surface becomes decomposed, dehydration occurs, and water is

driven off. This process takes a relatively large amount of heat.

It would take about as much heat to drive the water out of this

outer quarter inch of the concrete partition as it would to raise that

ciuarter inch to 1,000 degrees Fahr. Now, a second action begins.

After dehydration the concrete is much improved as a non-conductor

and yet thru this layer of non-conducting material nuist pass all the

heat to dehydrate and raise the temperature of the lay<'rs below,

a process which cannot proceed with great speed."
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In the composite material of concrete and steel in the form of a

continuous concrete monolith there are severe temperature stresses

set up by the unecjual heating of different parts of a floor during a

fire and the manner in which the material will withstand these

stresses will dejiend in a large measure on how thoroly the steel is

disseminated thru the concrete to enable it to take up the tensile

stresses induced by this unecjual expansion in the various parts caused

by the unequal heating, hence that type of construction which is

reinforced practically in all directions is best calculated to with-

stand the severe stresses so produced. Further, since the concrete

is injured or disintegrated on its surface the smaller the surface

exposed the less will be the damage, and the fewer irregularities in

the form of the construction, the less it will be injured.

Looking at the question from this standpoint then, the fiat slab

type of construction would rank first from the firejiroof standpoint

and Type III second. In other words, the natural concrete types

which are in no wise imitations of older types of construction are

far better ada]>ted to resist the severe conditions of a conflagration

than those types which are merely imitations of older forms of

construction.

In reporting to the Chief of Engineers, U. S. A., regarding one

of the reinforced concrete buildings which passed through the Balti-

more fire, Capt. Sewell writes:*

"It was surrounded by non-fireproof buildings, and was subjected

to an extremely severe test, probably involving as high temperature

as any that existed anywhere. The concrete was made with broken

granite as an aggregate. The arches of the roof and the ceiling

of the upper story were cracked along the crown, but in my judg-

ment very slight repairs would have restored any strength lost here.

Cutting out a small section— say an inch wide^—and caulking it

full of good strong cement mortar would have sufficed. The exposed

corners of columns and girders were cracked and spalled, showing

a tendency to round off to a curve of about three inches radius. In

the upper stories, where the heat was intense, the concrete was

calcined to a depth of from j to f inch, but it showed no tendency

to spall, except at exposed corners. On wide, flat surfaces, the

calcined material was not more than j inch thick, and showed no

disposition to come off. In the lower stories, the concrete was

absolutely unimpaired, tho the contents of the building were all

*Eng. News, March 24, 1904.
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burned out. In my judgment, the entire concrete structure could

have been repaired for not over twenty to twenty-five per cent of

its original cost. On March 10th, I witnessed a loading test of this

structure. One bay of the second floor, with a beam in the center,

was loaded with hearly three hundred pounds per square foot super-

imposed, without a sign of distress, and with a deflection not exceed-

ing J inch. The floor was designed for a total working load of 150

pounds per square foot. The sections next to the front and rear

walls were cantilevers, and one of these was loaded with 150 pounds

per square foot, superimposed, without any sign of distress, or undue

deflection."

In concluding the subject of the fireproof qualities of concrete

it may be well to call attention to the stock argument of the burned

clay advocate.

A small specimen of burned clay or terra cotta if subjected to

a temperature of 2,000 degrees and then immersed in water will

remain undamaged.

A small sample of concrete subjected to similar treatment will

be totally disintegrated. Hence the burned clay advocate argues

that concrete is not a suitable fireproof material.

The fallacy in this plausible argument as has been pointed out

in an excellent editorial in the Engineering News lies in the fact

that the conditions in a building during a fire and in the furnace

are radically different.

In a fire in a building the concrete is not exposed to heat on all

sides, nor is it exposed continuously for any long time to very high

temperatures. The greatest heat is generally near the ceiling when
the surface, as noted in Capt. Sewall's report, may be dehydrated

slightly and protect the material back of the injured portion. The
net result is that less damage results than to the terra cotta or

hollow tile, since the latter does not expand in unison with the

sujiporting steel frame, and is crushed and broken by the severe

temperature stress resulting from this cause.

Combination structures of hollow tile and concrete are open to

the same criticism from the fireproof standpoint, namely, the com-

bination of two elements in a composite structure having radically

different coefficients of expansion. Evidently the expectation that

the combination will, under severe conditions, prove satisfactory

cannot be realized.

5. Rates of Insurance on Concrete Buildings and Contents.

Boards of fire underwriters representing the older line companies.
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have been somewhal slow in r('('o<j;nizing concrete as a fireproof

material and it seems to Ihe concrete constructor frequently that

they do not recognize the great differences that exist in this material

as dependent on the character of the mixture and dissemination of

the metal reinforcement.

The position that some of these l)oards have taken in rating the

mill building with a sprinkler system lower than a concrete l)uilding

without a sprinkler is a position hard to explain except that

possibly members of these ])()ards are financi;ill\' interested in

sprinkler system e(iuii)ments.

On the other liand, the invitual c(jm})anies api^ear to have been

more progressive and are writing policies at rates tliat appeal to

the constnictor as far more consistent and rational.

Comparing the lowest rate wiiich lias come to the writer's atten-

tion for a timl)er building, mill construction, used for mercantile

purposes, equi])ped with sprinkler syst<^m, A. 1). T. watchman

service, etc., with the lowest rate which has come under his notice

for a reinforced concrete building similarl_\' e(iuip))ed with a sprinkler

system, the rate for the concrete building was less than one-half

that for the timber l)uilding, being a six-cent rate for the concrete

structure against a twelve and one-half-cent rate for the timber

building. The advantages from the fireproof standpoint may be

.stated as follows:

(1) A well designed reinforced concrete building offers security

against disastrous fire and total loss of structure.

(2) It reduces the danger of damage to the contents l)y i)re-

venting the spread of fire from fioor to fioor.

(3) It prevents damage to the contents by water from story to

story.

(4) It renders sj^rinklers unnecessary- in buildings whose con-

tents are not especially inflannua))le.

(5) It reduces tlie danger of ])anic and loss of life incident

thereto among emploj^es or occupants of the building.

Evidently in order to prevent the s]^read of fire from fioor to

fioor, the fioors should be continuous, or have openings properly

protected by automatic shutters or doors. Thus, if we are to protect

the goods or contents on the floors above from fire below, it is

necessary to have the elevator shafts protected by automatic fire

doors and stairways cut off in a similar mannei-. This can be done

at a comparatively' small expense.
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Protection from exterior exposure may be readily made by

the employment of wire glass, metal frames and the like, in ])lace of

wood frames and ordinary "iass windows.

A good concrete floor is practically waterproof and a slight

pitch with suitable scuppers would practically eliminate water

loss in floors below from flooding a floor in which fire has broken

out in the contents or goods stored thereon.

In the ordinary factory or mercantile building with wood fioors,

loss from water is frequently greater than the loss ])y actual fire

where an incipient blaze has been extinguished.

In the concrete building, on the other hand, each fiooi- Ix-comes

almost a waterproof roof. P'recjuently a tenant moves into the lower

stories of a concrete building before the u]))ier ])()ition is complete,

the floors above acting as a roof.

According to Mr. Kunhardt. vice-pre.sident of the Boston

Manufacturers Mutual Fire Insurance Company, these mutual

companies take a business-like stand regarding the extent of fire

protection recjuired in each individual case. While the value of

the automatic sprinkler is recognized and the general rule specifies

its installation the Factory Mutual Companies do not recjuire it

in the concrete building except where there is sufficient inflammable

material in the contents to furnish fuel for a fire.

An essential feature in good factory construction includes not

only con.sideration of the building Init protection adequate to its

needs only. The extent to which the above is faithfully carried

out will eventually be the determining feature in the cost of insurance.

Mr. Kunhardt gives the following table:

Brick Mill Wood Mill ! |_ ||
.\11 CoiKTote Construction Construction

or or
Open Joists Open Joists

P3 X dffi'-

Bldg. Gout's Bklg. ' Conts' Bklg. Cont's ^^ 11?

General Storehouse 20c
Wool Stoi-ehouse 20c
Office Building loc

Gotton Factory 40c
Tanner}' 20c
Shoe Factory '2'n-

Wollen MilL 3()c

Machine Shop 1 ")c

General Merchandise Bldg o'lc

45c
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These costs are based on the absence of automatic sprmklers and

other private fire protective appUances of the usual completely

equipped building. They are not schedule rates, but may be an

approximation to actual costs under favorable conditions based on

examples in various ]:)arts of the country.

As illustrating the value of fire protection, Mr. Kunhardt states,

that in the Boston Manufacturers' Mutual Companies, the average

cost of insurance on the better class of protected factories has now
for some \'ears averaged, (excluding interest, less than seven cents

on each hundred dollars of risk taken, and on first class warehouses

connected with them, one-half of this amount. These figures can

be compared with the tal)le as illustrating the gain by the installation

of proper safeguards for preventing and extinguishing fire.

In these same ])rotecte(l factories nwd warehouses the actual

fire and water loss is less than lour cents on each $100 of insurance

and he regards it ])ossible to reduce tliis loss materially, practically

along the fines al)ove outlined.

Where sprinkler systems are installed in concrete buildings,

and in particular wher(> these buildings are of the flat slab type

which does not interfere with the most perfect operation of the

sprinkler, rates ciuoted as low as 10 or 12 cents for the building

and 15 cents for the cont(mts are not uncommon at the present

time (1914), providing that 80 i)ercent of the insurable value of

the building and contents is covered nnd fin'ther that the policy is

written for the term of five vears.
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CHAPTER XII

1. Protection of Steel and Iron from Corrosion by Portland

Cement. Deterioration of steel by corrosion or rusting is one of

the difficult problems in nearly all structures intended to be per-

manent.

Paint of linseed oil combined with some pigment is ordinarily

used for the protection of structural steel and its efficiency depends

on the complete removal of rust before painting. Further, this

coat of paint must be renewed at frequent intervals.

Fortunately in concrete steel construction we have in the cement

itself the most perfect protective coating known for iron and steel.

If bars that are somewhat rusty be placed in wet concrete and re-

moved after one week they will be found to be perfectly clean, the

rust having been chemically destroyed by the cement.

The bond between cement and steel is formed better with

bars that are somewhat rusty when placed in the concrete than

with bars new from the mill. The reason seems to be that a small

amount of rusting removes the black mill scale and allows the

cement to come in contact with the solid bar. Paint, oil or grease

tend to weaken the bond of the concrete.

Bars, removed from cement after over twenty years' exposure

of the specimens to the elements, have been found bright and as

good as when first placed in the work.

This protection however is dependent entirely on the thoro

covering of the steel by the wet concrete and hence the imi)ortance

of using a plastic mixture, or one that will flow slowly and thoroly

surround the steel, and require only puddling rather than tamping

to secure sul)stantial work.

It may be noted incidentally also that exactly the same kind

of mixture is essential if we are to secure smooth work, neat in ap-

pearance, that is, work without ragged patches, and showing no

rough stone that expose voids not filled with mortar.

A. B. Newl)erry states the chemical theory- of i)i-()t('ction of iiou

embedded in concrete as follows:
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''Tlie rusting of iron consists of oxidation of the metal to th*-

concUtion of hydrated oxide. It does not take place at ordinary

temperatures, in dry air or in moist air free from carbonic oxide.

The combined action of moisture and carbonic acid are necessar3\

Ferrous carl)onate is first formed; this is at once oxidized to ferric

oxide and the liberated carb(m dioxide acts on a fresh portion of

metal. ()nc(^ started the corrosion proceeds rapidly, perhaps on

account of the galvanic action between the oxide aiid the metal.

Water holding carbonic acid in solution, if free from oxygen, soon

acts as an acid and rai)idly attacks iron. In lime water or soda

solution the metal I'cmains bright. The action of cement in pre-

venting rust is now apparent. Portland cement contains about

sixty-three j)erc('nt lim(\ By the action of water it is converted

into a crystalline mass of hydrated calcium silicate and calcium

hydrate. In the hardening it ra]iidly abs()rl)s carbonic acid and

becomes coated on the surface with a film of carlxjuate. Cement
mortar thus acts as an efficient jirotector of iron and captures and

imprisons every carlxmic acitl molecule that threatens to attack

tlie metal. The action is, therefore, not due to the exclusion of the

air, antl even tlio the concret(> be porous, and not in contact with

the metal at all points, it will still filter out and neutralize the acid

and ])revent its corrosive effect."

2. Permanence of Concrete Construction when made with

Proper Materials. The best grade of Portland concrete made with

the first class cement selected aggregate, properly mixed and cured

is indeed a most p(n-nianent material, fully justifying all that can be

said in its favor. It will withstand the action of the elements as

well as granite and (juartzite, and will withstand the heat of fire

})etter than granite, while in small sam]iles is not equal to the granite

in point of strcnigth, in large masses it may be said that it may
be de])end(Hl u))()n with great certainty because there are no seams,

flaws or planes of weakness such as are liable to be found in masses

of natural stone.

A good concrete increases in strength with age and grows harder

and stronger as time continues. The increase in strength is rapid

for the first three months and continues at a gradually decreasing

rate for the next six or eight months, and then very slowly as time

goes on, perha])s tlu'u a period of twenty-five years or more.

Where the concrete, however, is not made from suitable aggre-

gates, is not properly mixed and cured, it is l)y no means a permanent

material when exposed to the action of the elements. Concrete
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having for an aggregate a soft stone, sucli as some of the ooUtic

limestones, shale or one which is made with sand which is fine and

containing considerable clay will inevital)l>' be affected materially

by frost in the severe climate of the north.

Concrete Made with Improper Materials. In building woi'k

concrete is under cover and in the main protected from the ele-

ments, and hence some contractors have an idea that this being

the case almost anything can be utilized as aggregate. Thus
cinders in which there is quite a large percentage of ash, partly

burned coal and the like, have l)een us(>d in some cases and with

exceedingly l)ad results.

In one case where the concrete had been made from cinders from

Southern Iowa coal, the concrete after it was cast in the form of

slabs expanded to such an extent that it pushed the face brick out

of the side of the building and the slabs checked and cracked to a

considerable extent owing to this same action.

The following is from an articles l)y ]\Tr. D. R. Butler in the

Engineering Record.*

"EXPAXSIOX OF CONCRETE MAL:)E WITH COKE
BREEZE."

"On uccouiit of a number of failures of roof and floor slabs, made
of coke breeze concrete, which were called to his attention, Mr. D. B.
Butler undertook a series of experiments to determine the expansion
of such concrete since an examination of the faulty structures
indicated that such action was responsible for the failures. His
conclusions were jiresented in a paper before a recent meting of

the Society of Architects, England, from which these notes are tak(>n.

"In nearly all samples of so-called breeze concrete examined by
Mr. Butler, a very considerable quantity of material other than
pure coke was noticeable in the aggregate, such as clinkers, stones,

shale and ashes, together with, in some instances, a noticeable
amount of coal. Whatever may be the disadvantages of other ex-
traneous material found in breeze, coal is not, in Mr. Butler's opinion
a desirable constituent for concrete; in the first plac(>, on account
of its smooth, shiny surface, the adherenc(> of th<> cement would be
extremely i^oor; in the second place, it is worse than useless as a

fireproof material, an account of its tendency to decompose on
heating. The cjuestion arose, however, whether apart from being
undesirable for the reasons aforesaid, either coke breeze or coal was
in any way dangerous as being likely to cause (>xi)ansion of the
concrete.

"The first (>x|)erim(Mit was of a somewhat rough and ready nature,
and was made with coal. An ordinary bitinninous house coal was
crushed and sifted about the fineness of standard sand; with this coal

a 1 to 3 mortar was made, and two small 2-ounce glass bottles

filled with the mixture; one bottle was filled quite full, and the other
was filled to within a quarter inch of the top and sealed down with
a paste of neat cement, the object of the sealing being to asc(n'tain

whether the imprisonment of any hydrocarbons set frrc from the coal

*.Iune 19, 1909, page 7(i7.
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would have any burnt ing effect. P'or coinparative purposes similar

bottles were also filled with a past(> of neat cement and 1 to 3 mortar
of standard sand.

"The whole of the bottles eventually cracked, with the exception

of one filled with standard sand-cement mortar. But while those

entirely filled with the coal mortar generally cracked within two or

three days, and with a very few exceptions continued to expand
until the bottles burst away into several pieces, those filled with the

neat cement and the sand mortar frequently did not develop any
cracks whatever till several months, and it was the excei)tion rather

than the rule for them to continue expanding sufficiently to burst

the bottle. Both the neat cement and sand cement mortar bottles

remained perfectly sound after eleven months and then only develop-

ed very minute cracks, whereas the coal mortar bottle was cracked
in twelve days and burst right off in forty two days. This suggests

that the cause of the cracking after such protracted periods might
l)e due to unequal expansion of th(> glass and the mortars at varying
1emi)(>ratures.

"'I'he subsequent experiments were made with rectangular

l)ars too mm long and 22 mm square in cross-section, the expansion

and conlracfion of which were accurately measured in the Bausch-
inger micrometer calliper ai)i)aratus. By 1 h(> use of this a minute vari-

ation of O.OOonun, or 0.005 \wr cent in Ihe length of the i)ri.sm, may
be detected.

"Eight bars or prisms were maile with satisfactory (;ement, four

being made with neat cement antl four with 1 to 3 standard sand
cement mortar. Two of each series were ke])t entirely in air and two
placed in water after twenty-four hours and kept therein diu'ing

three months. The test ))ieces numbered 300 and involved r),000

measuremeTits.

A noticeable feature of the exi)eriments in that many of the

specimens which show very markeil expansion when placed under
water as soon as .set expand very nuich less when left entirely in air.

It therefore seemed a point worth d(>terniining as to whether ex-

posure to damp or moisture would in any way affect these air-set

specimens at the end of the three months' t(>st, after they had be-

come thoroughly seasoned. One of the duplicate air bars from
each series was therefore i)laced under water, the time elapsing

between the date of moulding and placing under water ranging from
91 to 292 days. Immersion had jiractically no effect upon those
specimens which had previously showTi no expansion which kept
under water, but it (;aused almost innnediate expansion of a very
serious nat ure with those fractions of breeze which had previously de-

veloped expansion when placed vmder water in the first instance.

This clearly shows that the expansive agent, whatever it may be,

is more or less dormant in the dry air-set block, and only requires

to become damped to constitute a serious element of danger.

"Taken as a whole, the experiments as far as they go seem to

point to the fact that as regards subsequent expansion there is not

much danger to be apprehended from good, cleam coke or clinkers, or

or even anthracite coal, but that some kinds of ashes and furnace

refuse are highly dangerous, while any considerable quantity of

bituminous coal is absolutely fatal. One noticeable feature of the

experiments, however, was, that most of the coke-breeze mortars
had a tendency more or less seriously to attack the iron moulds,
causing them to rust during the short space of twenty-four hours be-

tween the moulding of the specimens and their removal from the

moulds. Mr. Butler is unaware if such results have been found
to any ai)i)reciable extent in actual ])ractice, but samples of breeze

concrete sent him for examination a short time ago showed distinct

marks of considerable rusting having taken place where the concrete

ha<l been in contact with the rolled joists."
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Mr. Butler's experiments quoted above coincide Avith our obser-

vations. In general, cinder, if fit to use, should be free from ash

and should be well burned stoker clinker. Concrete made from

good hard clinker has proved a good and sul^stantial fire proofing

material.

There is this difficulty in its use, however, that the contractor

too frequently furnishes cinders rather than hard clinker.

3. Concrete Mixed Dry and Tamped. Concrete mixed dry

and tamped in the old fashioned way is more or less porous, and liable

to disintegrate under severe conditions of exposure, as for example,

whenever the concrete is soaked with w^ater, frozen and thawed

repeatedly. Such conditions may occur in an aggravated form in

retaining walls.

The government sea wall at the ship canal, Duluth, made in

the old fashioned manner, mixing the concrete dry and tamped is

.showing the effect of exposure to a far greater degree than we should

expect had the work been executed in accordance with the present

standard practice.

In this sea wall it should be noted that in the cold season the

wall was alternately wet and dry as the waves washed against it;

that moisture is alternately frozen and thawed in the exposed

surface, and owing to the fact that the method of mixing leaves the

concrete slightly porous some disintegration naturally results.

In general, the best concrete to withstand such severe conditions

is that which is most dense, is strongest, and made from the hardest

and most durable stone as an aggregate and with clean, coarse sand.

Where brick or building stone is made of a fairly dry or moist

mixture and is not exposed to the severe conditions above describe*!

it proves very durable material.

4. Hair Cracks, Map Checks and Crazing. In troweling a

finished surface on concrete the moisture is brought to the surface

by the working of the material, resulting in somewhat unequal

conditions of moisture. The exposure promotes the rapid drying

out of the surface and causes what is known as hair cracks, map
checks and the like. These are generally only of very slight depth

and mean little as to the permanence of the material, providing the

concrete is made of good cement and a first class aggregate is used.

A peculiar fact concerning this defect in concrete finished sur-

faces is that on some blocks it will not appear at all, Avhile others
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made undei- almu.st identical conditions will l)e badly affected.

Perhaps the difference in part may l)e accounted for by the thoro-

ness with which the concrete has been mixed, the time expended in

mixing;;, as well as the conditions of dryinji; and curing.

Concrete which has been thoroly mixed in a machine for double

or triple the ordinary time will l)e a little stronger than concrete

which has been mixed for only fifteen or twenty revolutions. If

the mixing is continued for twenty minutes there will be less tend-

ency towards rapid setting and shrinkage and the development of

checks and cracks, much on the order of the results obtained l)y

skilled mechanics by retemjiering c(Mn(>nt mortar in patching old

work.

In the treatment of concrete which is finished with a troweled

surface to jirevent checking it is desirable, where it is exposed, to

k(>ep it protected by burlap soaked in water and to keep the direct

rays of the sun from it by an additional cover of canvas. In this

way steps and similar work may be executed with the least trouble

from this source, ]:)rovided care has been used in the selection of both

sand and stone used as aggregates.

In the manufacture of cast stone tliis difficulty is one which the

worker in this field is forccnl to meet and it is essential that the

mixing should continue without intermission until the material is

run into the mold.

In general, cast stone made l)y the sand mold process will keep

its color better than such natural stone as Bedford, altho it

may discolor in streaks and blotches known as crazing. Efforts

made to overcome crazing may be summarized as follows:

First, by the addition of other ingredients to the cement in

mixing with the intent to render the material more perfectly water-

proof and more uniform in setting.

Second, to coat or waterproof the material after it has been

cast, with a compound repellent to moisture.

Third, to remove a thin layer of the surface of the stone and

concrete and get below the depth of the hair lines or depressions

which form in casting and cause this peculiar marking or discolora-

tion when exposed to the weather.

The first two methods have apparently })een. successful in some-

what mitigating this difficulty, while the third method has been

successful as practiced by the Roman Stone Company, of Toronto.

Their method is to use a car})orundum wheel, dressing and tooling

the surface therewith.
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5. Temperature Effects. Changesof temperature cause changes

in the volume in concrete as in all materials with which we have

to deal. The difficulty which is encountered is the cracking of the

concrete as it is brought into tension by change in volume. Massive

walls, unless cut at intervals of thirty feet or thereabouts will crack

thru from this cause. Where openings, such as windows, are cut

thru a solid wall of concrete cracks are liable to develop at the corners

unless the concrete is well reinforced by steel rods crossing the

corners in such a manner as to take care of this tension and prevent

the development of cracks.

In slabs reinforced in one direction there should be used not

less than eight-hundredths percent of metal for temperature stress

if it is expected to ])revent the development of unsightly checks.

6. Disintegration of Concrete by Oil, Grease, etc. In factory

buildings, machine shops, etc., oil and grease are liable to come in

contact with the concrete and it is important to know what effect

it will have upon the material. Certain kinds of oils are known to

be positively injurious to concrete in the earlier stages of hardening

a,nd to disintegrate it to a considerable extent. Where, however,

the concrete has had ample time to harden there seems to be little

if any damage resulting from lubricating oils such as are ordinarily

employed in a factory or machine shop. Where it is desired to use

a fioor which has not had at least two months in which to thoroly

harden we would recommend coating the concrete with some good

waterproofing com]iound or fioor paint, thereby protecting it until

after it has had opportunity to become thoroly cured and hardened

thruout.

The question of disintegration of Portland cement briquettes

and experiments to prevent it have been quite fully discussed by

Mr. James D. Hain, Assoc. ]\I. Am. Soc. C. E., in the Engineering

News, March 16, 1*^05. His conclusions may be summarized as

follows

:

1. Most oils penetrate concrete mortar, whicii makes them

dangerous.

2. Concrete is more liable to l)e disintegrated when saturated

with oils and fats if not thoroly set.

3. A good (luality of concrete is less liable to be damaged by

oil than a poorer quality', such as a porous, poorly mixed or im-

properly seasoned concrete.

4. Ordinarv concrete work is rareh' sul)jected to continued
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doses of oil. It is more often only occasionally spattered. Dis-

integration under the latter conditions seems remote, especially

in the case of the first class, well seasoned concrete.

Last, even tho subjected to the equivalent of continued satura-

tion, this disintegration would be long drawn out if the concrete

were properly made and well set. Even under ordinary conditions

it seems desirable to use a wash for oil spattered concrete to preven t

tlie oil from ]>enetrating it.

Mr. Hain in his experiments tried the following wash: Five

per cent solution of alum and a seven percent solution of castile

soap, and also experimented with paraffine. None of these proved

satisfactory where the briquettes were immersed in oil.

The following talkie shows tho result of some of these experi-

ments of Mr. Hain:

No. Bri-

quettes
made

Class of
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Silicate of magnesia, sold under the name of fluate, has often

been used as a wash to protect concrete against the action of oil.

When this wash is applied to concrete, silica is liberated and fills

up the pores. The magnesium fluate acts as a Ijinder, and the ce-

ment becomes excessively hard after a few months. Limestone

and building stone have been treated with this material in Europe

with great success. This compound is, however, expensive.

7. Disintegration of Reinforced Concrete by Electrolysis. Labor-

atory experiments Ijy Toch, Knudson and Langsdorf in 1906 and 1907

show that under certain circumstances passage of direct electric

current from the reinforcing metal into the concrete gives rise to

corrosion of the metal and to cracking and splitting of the surround-

ing concrete which seems to be Ijrought al)out by the mechanical

pressure developed Ijy the oxides which occupy a volume over twice

as great as the metal from which they are formed.

The conditions under which reinforced concrete may be seriously

injured by electrolysis are fortunately exceptional rather than the

rule. That it may be injured even in exceptional cases presents a

problem of importance which requires a statement of the conditions

under which injury may occur and the method of controlling them.

The conditions under which electrolysis may occur and the

concrete suffer by electrolysis are moisture and difference of potential

between the electrodes and contact with the mass of the concrete.

Perfectly dry concrete below grade level is seldom found, while there

are few places in our cities at the present time where some appreciable

differences of potential cannot be found between two points which

are more than a few yards apart. On the other hand, concrete has

to be very wet in order to possess a maximum of conductivity. Any

reduction of the moisture content below the saturation point causes

an increase in its resistance and consequent decrease in the current

which will flow thru the concrete under a given potential difference.

The resistance of ordinary air-dried concrete is usually about ten

times that of wet concrete, and for this reason concrete above grade

level is less susceptible to electrolitic damage than if located where

it is permanently wet. While air-dried concrete is not immune

from electrolysis troubles, difference of potential due to stray

currents is rarely sufficient to produce trouble and in the absence

of special conditions electrolitic damage to concrete at any level

above grade is extremely rare.

Special emphasis should l)e laid upon the conditions that are

liable to produce damage by the flow of the electric current between
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electrodes in contact with the concrete. The conduction being

electrolitic the reactions take place only at the electrodes and in

the absence of such electrodes no reactions occur within the concrete.

The only effect therefore would be the slow removal of the consti-

tuents which are soluble in water and hence the effect on plain con-

crete would not be essentially different from that of slow water

seepage.

Sources of Stray Currents. The sources of potential differences

in concrete structures may be classified under two heads: those

due to direct contact between conductors of direct current lighting

or power circuits in some part of the building and those which have

theii- origin in stray currents from electric railway's or other grounded

power lines.

The former may happen in any l)uilding containing direct current

electric wires thru defcH'tive insulation. It is not necessary that

both sides of the line Ix' grounded in the l)uil(ling itself, since if one

side of the line is grounded on the l)uilding and the other grounded

in some remote quarter of the system those portions of the l)uilding

near the wire may be subjected to a considerable diff(M-ence of

potential. If the wire be grounded directly on the concrete and

not on the reinforcement the comparativ(4y small section of the

path of the current near the point of contact between the concrete

and the wire will cause most of the total drop of potential to the ground

to occur within the restricted region near the wire and it is only

here that any damage may ])e exj^ected, and since the current will

be small the damage if any will be small.

Ultimately in case both sides of the line are not grounded in the

structure any current that leaks from the wire would pass into the

earth thru the footings and foundations and thru pipe systems

entering the building. The cross scH'tion of these paths is so large

in the aggi-egate that the potential gradients would be insufficient

to raise the temperature appreciably and no apprecial)le damage

is likely to occur, since the corrosion above referred to occurs in wet

concrete only and not to any considerable extent until at least a tem-

perature of 113° Fahr. is reached. According however, to determina-

tions made by the Bureau of Standards, if the power wire be grounded

directly on a portion of the reinforcing metal the condition is more

serious. The extent of the damage will he greater if such large

area of the reinforcement is in metallic contact with the electric

wires, as to reduce the resistance across this area to a small amount.

In case the ground is on the positive side, the potential gradient near

the reinforcement may become high enough to cause rapid corrosion
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and consequent destruction of the reinforcing metal. If on the

other hand the reinforcing metal be the negative electrode a softened

condition of the concrete would be developed near the surface of the

iron which would tend to destroy the bond and this would probably

be the more serious condition of the two since it will not manifest

itself by producing local cracks in the concrete and might not be-

come known until a large portion of the building had become

weakened.

While such a condition as this might possibly' occur, and if

neglected might become serious, it is nevertheless a trouble that

can be readily guarded against.

The other source of current that, under certain circumstances,

might possibly give rise to trouble is the grounded current of electric

railways. Various electrolysis surveys show that a potential dif-

ference exceeding two volts due to stray currents Ijetween any two

parts of the building is extremely rare and this would almost in-

evitably be distributed over so great a distance that the potential

gradient would not be great enough to cause apprecialjle trouble.

Stray currents may enter a building thru water pipes, gas pipes, lead

cable sheathes and the like. Differences of potential considerably

larger than two volts may be brought about between the different

portions of the building in this manner or between parts of the

building and the earth. If the pipe sj'stems come in contact with

the concrete only and not with the reinforcing metal any damage that

may occur wall be slight and confined to the immediate vicinity of the

pipes or cables, but if the pipes come into metallic contact with the

reinforcement the latter comes to the same potential as the pipes and

may become anode or cathode according to the direction of flow in

the circuit. Cases may arise where a difference of potential of

serious magnitude may be produced in this way.

Conclusions from Laboratory Experiments. Laboratory experi-

ments show that the corrosion of iron even in wet concrete is very

slight at temperatures below 113 degTees Fahr. For any fixed

temperature the amount of corrosion for a given number of ampere

hours is independent of the current strength. The rapid destruction

of anode specimens of moist concrete at high voltage (60 to 100

volts or more) is made possil)le mainly by the heating effect of the

current which raises the temperature above the limit above stated.

If the specimens be artifically cooled no appreciable corrosion occurs

and no cracking results. The potential gradient necessary to produce

a temperature rise to 113 degrees Fahr., wdth consequent corrosion

was 60 volts per foot in the specimens tested by the U. S. Bureau
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of Standards. For air dried concrete it is much higher. This in-

dicates that under actual conditions corrosion caused by stray

currents may be expected only under very unusual and special

conditions.

Specimens of normal wet concrete carrying currents increase

their resistance 100 fold or more in the course of a few weeks which

fact further lessens danger of troul)le. The presence of a small

amount of salt greatly increases the initial conductivity of w^et con-

crete thus allowing more current to flow and it also destroys the

passive conditions of iron at ordinary temperatures increasing the

rate of corrosion and consequent tendency of the concrete to crack.

Concrete structures built in contact with salt w^ater or in salt

marshes are more susceptible to electrolysis than concrete not sub-

jected to such influences.

Conditions may arise in i)ractice which give rise to damage due

to stray currents but the danger from this source has been greatly

over-estimated. While precautions are necessury under certain

conditions there is no cause for scn-ious alarm.

It may be here noted that alternating currents have largely

disi)laced direct currents for lighting and power purposes because of

reduced transmission losses in alternating circuits. It should be

further noted that office Ijuildings with structural steel skeletons

which have passed thru the period during which direct current was

used almost entirely for lighting, have suffered little or not at all

from this cause and it may be stated that there is little or no reason

to expect electrolysis troul^le in remforced concrete buildings gener-

ally, and that only in special classes of buildings such as ice cream

factories, cold storage plants, packing houses, and the like, where

steam and ammonia or acid fumes come in contact with the floors

may serious trouble Ije expected from this cause.

Protective Measures. In all cases it is conservative to forego

the use of salt or chloride of calcium in winter on reinforced con-

struction below grade level regardless of the character of the building

This would demand greater care in protecting the work and heating

material for this part of the structure. Also careful attention should

be given to the insulation of gas pipes, water pipes and soil pipes

from all contact with the reinforcement. Proper insulation of the

wires should be provided so that any leakage to reinforcement may
be prevented. Finally in that class of buildings in which the con-

ditions are favorable to damage from electrolysis, alternating cur-

rents for lighting and pow^r should preferably be adopted. In

bridge work for carrying electric lines and power lines fiber conduits
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are to be preferred to metal conduits. Any possible damage from

alternating currents maj' be considered insignificant or negligible

in comparison to that by direct currents transmitting the same power.

Mr. H. P. Brown, Engineering News, June, 1911, offers the

following suggestions in regard to electrical currents in damp rein-

forced concrete buildings:

Do not deiiend for insulation upon even the best rubber covered
wire nor upon japanned conduits in rooms .subjected to fumes
and vapors.

Do not permit the grounding of the intermediate wire in three-

wire sy.stems.

Do not permit any grounding of the secondary circuit of a
transformer.

In the vicinity of electric power houses or substations use

wooden pipe for gas or water serving pipes from the street mains.

Use insulating tubes around the gas, water or steam pipes whei-e

they pass thru concrete floors or walls.

The following are recommendations from Bulletin No. 18, U. S.

Bureau of Standards on "Electrolysis in Concrete" by E. B. Rosa,

Burton McCollum, and 0. S. Peters.

In order to insure safety of reinforced concrete from electrolysis

the investigation shows that potential gradients must be kept

much lower in structures exposed to the action of salt waters,

pickling baths, and all solutions which tend to destroy the passive

.state of iron.

All direct current electric power circuits within the concrete

building should be kept free from grounds. If the power supply
comes from a central station the local circuits should be periodically

disconnected and tested for grounds and incipient defects in the

insulation. In the case of isolated plants ground detectors should

be installed and the .sj'stem kept free from grounds at all times.

All pipe lines entering concrete building should, if possible,

be provided with insulating joints outside the building. If a pipe

line passes thru a building and continues beyond, one or more
insulating joints shoukl be placed on each side of the building. If the

potential drop around the isolated section is large, say, 8 or 10

volts or more, the isolated portion should be shunted by means of

a copper cable.

Lead-covered cables entering such buildings should be isolated

from the concrete. Wooden or other nonmetallic supports which
prevent actual contact between the cable and the concrete will

give sufficient isolation for the purpose. Such isolation of the lead-

covered cable is desirable for the protection of the cable as well as the

building.
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CHAPTER XIII

1. Floor Finish. The rough concrete slab in a warehouse,

factory or office Ijuilcling may be finished in a variety of ways. The

requirements for factory purposes and office Iniildings frequently

demands a wood finished floor, while in a warehouse and some classes

of manufacturing Ijuildings, the concrete finished floor is preferable.

2. Strips and Strip Fill for Wood Floors. Preparation of the

rough slab is made for the wood floor as follows: Parallel strips

are laid at about sixteen inch intervals, embedded in concrete and

the flooring nailed thereto. The better time to apply the strip

fill is immediately after the rough slal) is suflficiently hardened to

work upon for tlu^ reason that at this time the strips can be readily

spiked down to the partly hardcnied concrete and wedged and

aligned to the proper level without difficulty. Then the strip fill

can be put in with the same equipment that has l)een used to cast

the floor slab. For the reason that a hartl stri]) fill adds materially

to the strength and stiffness of the slab it is ]ireferable to make the

mix approximately the same as that for the slab except where the

loads are light and strength is no object. Then a 1 : 3| : 4 mix is

ample for all purposes. In this mix, however, the coarser aggregate

should be in the form of gravel in size from f inch down, or crushed

stone from h inch down.

No natural cement or lime should be used in the mix since where

it is used troul)le almost inevitably results l)y reason of its slow hard-

ening. The moisture in the strip fill swells and expands the wood

flooring to such an extent that it springs away from the fastenings

to the strips necessitating the entire relaying of the floors in many

cases.

Strips are economically and conveniently made by splitting up

old centering lumber, such as 4 by 4s, ripping them thru the center

and then ripping the 2 by 4s with a beveled cut giving a strip 1^

inches wide at top, 2j inches wide on the l^ottom and If inches deep.'

This is a good way to work off the old lum])er.

3. Width of Flooring. Narrow widths of maple flooring are

preferable to the wider Avidths. Two and one-half inches is as wide
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as can be recommended where the floor is | inches in thickness.

Where Ij or If thickness is used 3j to 3^ inches is the preferable

limit.

4. Cement Finish Coat. In no part of concrete construction

has there been so much difficult}' in securing first class and satis-

factory work as in putting down concrete floor finish. A good bond

is desired between the finish coat and the concrete of the rough slab.

To secure this bond, some endeavor to apply the finish integrally

with the rough slab. The difficulty attending this method is the

shrinkage of the body of the work, checking and injuring the top

coat together with the fact that if this finish is applied while the rough

slab is still plastic the hardening of the surface in getting its initial

set will be slow. This means that some partly hardened cement

will be broken up in troweling and the finish will be lirittle and will

dust badly altho it looks w^ell when the work is first completed.

Again, working on the finish before it has sufficient time to dry

in placing the centering thereon for the succeeding stories is quite

likely to scratch and mar the finish and leave it in bad shape when

the building is done.

A further difficulty occurs froin unecjual moisture conditions

about the base of the column, ^^'hen the columns for the next story

are cast the excess of water in the mix wets dovai and swells the

concrete surface about their bases and expands it and as this dries

more slowly than the rest of the slab shrinkage checks and spider

web cracks will very likely be found in the finish aljout the column

bases when it dries, if the work has been executed in this manner.

The application of the finish coat before casting the succeeding

story has this advantage: The dripping from the floor above

does not coat the rough slab and prevent securing a good bond

thereto, as sometimes happens where this dirt and cement wash is

not removed before the application of the finish. The troul^le

of cleaning the floor thoroly is thereby obviated.

If it is desired to lay the finish before carrying up the next story,

it is recommended that after the concrete has stiffened up and before

it is thoroly hard, the surface be roughened with a rake to secure

a better bond for the finish, and that the rough slab be then allowed

to stand for not less than twenty-four hours in good drying weather

and longer where the weather is chilly so that the rough slab be-

comes thoroly rigid. Then the finish may be successfully applied,

cutting it back from the foot of the column in squares at least a

foot from the column l)ase, and apjilying this part of the finish at
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a later date. The surface then should be ])r()tected preferably by

sawdust thoroly wet down, while the centering for the floors above

should be well supported on planks so that the finish coat will not

be abraded during the process of curing.

If the finish is to be applied after the rough work of the building

is complete, which is the usual manner, the surface of the slab should

be first thoroly cleaned of dirt, and the drippings from the ui:)per

floor removed. It should then be ]ire])ared to receive the finish,

by thoroly soaking with water.

5. The Mix of Finish. The mix of the finish should preferably

be one part Portland cement, to one and one-half parts clean coarse

sand. A good siliceous sand is a better aggregate for this ]iurpose

than crushed granite.

The finish coat should t)e tlioroly mixed as a stiff paste, screeded

to the proper level as it is applied, and as soon as it has taken its

initial set, troweknl and rul)l)ed to a smooth surface.

The cause of nuich of the difficulty with floor finish is due to the

mistaken idea that it recjuires a very wet mix to secure a good bond

to the old concrete. With this sloi)])y mix more or less separation

occurs and the inert material and laitance comes to the surface.

Then when it is leveled off the workmen are obliged to wait until

some of the cement has attained its final instead of its initial set

before they can proceed to trowel off the finished surface. The ce-

ment in the finish that has attained its final set is broken up and does

not recover its strength while that which has not progressed so far

hardens in a normal manner. The result is that the portion of the

cement which has attained its final set combined with inert material

brought to the surface by troweling forms a dust which is readily

rubbetl up on the finish. The condition of the floor finished in this

wise is better or worse dependent on the following conditions

:

Where temperature conditions are such that the cement hardens

very slowly, as in the fall of the year, and the finish is allowed to stand

five or six hours before it gets sufficiently hard to work upon, the

resulting finish is most inferior. Where, however, the temperature

conditions are such that the cement sets more rapidly, a much better

surface results, sometimes one that is fairly satisfactory.

6. Hardening Compounds. A number of compounds have been

placed on the market to harden floor finish and render it tougher

under wear. Good results with any of these compounds depend,

as in the case of the cement finish, upon proper workmanship and
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attention to the mixture, and that particularly in the cool season

a stiff mixture is used. Steel filings and a small percentage of car-

])orundum in the proportion of 1(3 pounds to the sack of cement

produce good results.

7. Treatment of Floors. A concrete floor may be treated in

a manner somewhat similar to a wood floor. It may be shellaced

and waxed or varnished and painted if desired. Where a floor has

been put down and the finish is unsatisfactory from the standpoint

of dusting, if not too bad the trouble may be remedied by a coat of

floor paint made with a thin varnish as the base. The thinner the

paint of the first coat the greater its penetration and the better

the result from the standpoint of reducing the tendency to dust.

Where, however, the surface is unusually l)ad there is no remedy

except by rubbing it doAm with the carborundum wheel in a manner

similar to that in which the finish is secured in terrazzo floors.

8. Concrete Stairs. Reinforced concrete provides an inexpen-

sive means for building stairways which are far more nearly fire-

proof than any other type which can Ije constructed.

The accompanying typical detail of reinforcement Fig. 95,

shows the usual method of reinforcing employed for this purpose.

For ordinary runs, such as twelve feet, |" rounds, 6" on centers

are ample for the inclined slab. The inclined slab is generally built

4j or 5" thick for ordinary runs and the horses are cast on top of

the incline. Where fancy treads are desired they are sometimes made
of white Portland cement and crushed quartz. This makes a

very durable tread and a material which in its good appearance

ranks next to marble and will wear somewhat better.

When marble or slate treads are used they can be readily Ijcdded

on the concrete horse and the riser brushed up, rubbed and painted

or varnished as preferred. Frecjuently it is desirable to sus])end

stair platform supports from above. This can very readily be

done b}^ dropping the slab rods down to the level of the platform

from the slal) above on one or more sides and encasing the suspender

rods in an ordinary 2" partition of cement plaster for fire protection.

Fastenings for metal hand rails can be readily cast in the end or top

of the stair treads as the work is placed.

9. Insulation of Roofs. Those not familiar with reinforced

concrete frequently make the mistake of designing roof slabs in a

cold climate without insulation. The result is that the moisture

in the warm air.m the room, below t-Ke • roof' •S'^b'iSi con-densed on
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the underside of the cold slab and drips continually whenever the

slab is colder than the air within the room. This is readily remedied

by a cinder filling from four to six inches thick. In fact, we fre-

quently recommend to our clients that instead of putting on a roof

slab proper the ceiling slab be cast level which may at some future

date be used for a floor should a story be added and on this slab to

buikl up with cinders sufficiently to give the standard pitch-and-gravel

LV-g"o.c, g"aS-/g Q.c.

Fig. 95. Typical Detail of Koinforfemcnt Concrete Stairs

roof the usual slope. This slope should preferably be in the neigh-

borhood of 5 /l6 to 3/8 inch to a foot of run. On the top of the

cinder insulation a one inch coat of cement mortar mixed about

one cement to three sand is spread which forms a good base for the

pitch-and-gravel roof. In place of the cinder filling a false roof is

frequently built up using old centering lumber. Where this is done

all openings thru the ceiling and roof should be encased or protected

by a concrete fire;v\alij,t^^®^^'"'^>o i^urthfp daiuage cg^i occur than the
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burning up of the comparatively inexpensive false roof should the

same catch fire from above. The ceiling slab, should the roof

burn away, would protect the goods or business carried on

beneath it until the false roof could be replaced.

Insulation is of the utmost importance in concrete roofs in the

climate of the United States, north of Southern or Central Kansas.

We would hesitate to allow any work to be executed with our

guarantee against this difficulty in latitudes north of this. On the

Pacific Coast insulation may be omitted as far north as Portland

without serious difficulty.

10. Protection and Provision for Plumbing. In plumbing

fixtures a considerable amount of lead piping is used. This should

be either entirely eliminated where it comes in contact with concrete

or well protected by a heavy coating of tar or asphalt paint since pieces

of lead piping uncoated when removed from concrete are often found

transformed almost completely into red oxide.

Cast iron, wrought iron or steel and brass fittings are not in-

juriously affected.

In general, provision should be made in the pouring for all large

fixture pipes, since digging large holes in the concrete should not be

allowed because frequently these come at points where they may

seriously weaken the construction.

Cases have occurred where the plumber thotlessly dug a hole

right thru the center of a beam, leaving an insignificant amount of

concrete each side of the hole to take care of the shear and, in doing so,

cut one of the main beam rods, thus forcing the slab to carry a load

provided for safely only by the portion of the beam cut away.

11. Placing Electric Conduits, Gas Pipes, etc. The most

convenient disposition in reinforced concrete work of pipes, conduits,

and the like, is to bury them in the middle of the slab with outlets

at desired points. So buried, conduits if of moderate size, in no

wise weaken the construction. They should not, however, be placed

beneath the reinforcement. This is a mistake that is too often made.

Sometimes conduit pipes are placed right along on top of the

centering with perhaps f" of concrete under them in the finished

work, and reinforcing bars resting on top of the conduit pipe dip

doA\aiward in the slab on each side of the conduit to a greater or less

extent. Then, as soon as the centering is struck and the strain comes

upon the rods, there is a tendency to straighten out under pull, and
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to cause the slab to deflect or sag and open up large unsightly cracks

near the bottom of the conduit pipe. The reduction in strength

due to this position of the pipe may be as much as from ten to twenty-

five percent of the strength of the slab. In the ceiling the crack, from

the standpoint of appearance is unsightly and leads to somewhat

unwarranted suspicion of extreme weakness. This should be avoided.

Standard outlet boxes as furnished by electric supply com-

panies are unfortunately usually nuich too shallow. They should

be deep enough so that the pipe connections can be readily made
without interference with the reinforcement. The writer has

frecjuently had wood plugs turned up and i)ut in these boxes in order

to keep them at the proper elevation and give an opportunity to

place the conduits without bending and kinking them as they enter

the box.

Provision for openings in floors for steam pipes, soil pipes,

leaders and the like, may be made most economically by placing

thimbles of sheet metal (filled with sand) on the forms in the de-

sired location, thus saving the expense of cutting later.

When holes have to be cut thru the slab the cutting should com-

mence from the bottom. If the hole is cut thru from the top, as soon

as the drill or chisel strikes the bars a large unsightly chunk will

be broken out of the underside of the slab. Since it is quite difficult

to patch these places with plaster the architect should not allow

the work to be done in this manner.

12. Plastering on Reinforced Concrete Work. This is a feature

of concrete building construction which is of considerable interest

to the architect. It is decidedly annoying for a client to come to

the architect and state to him that a large section of the plaster

has dropped off from certain sections of his building. This happens

far more frequently than the advocate of reinforced concrete likes,

to admit, altho when the causes of the failure of plaster to adhere

to the work are fully investigated and the work properly executed

there is little trouble from this cause.

Plasterers are in the habit of plastering on wire lath, wood lath

or the like. With such a base upon which to work there is ample

opportunity for a lean mortar to clinch in a firm and satisfactory

manner. When plastering on concrete, however, plaster is held

to the concrete by adhesion only. There is little or no chance for

efficient clinch or mechanical bond such as occurs when plastering

on lath or wire cloth. The materials, the concrete and the plaster.
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which do not have exactly the same coefficient of expansion are held

together by adhesion between the two, and evidently this will

be greater the richer the plaster mortar. It will be greater when
the surface of the forms used for centering are rough sawed lumber

than with surfaced lumber. The tendency to drop off will be less

the thinner the plaster coat and less damage can result from the

fall of any given section of plaster; hence, a thin coat of plaster is

to be preferred to a thick scratch coat and finish coat thereon.

Lime mortar well gaged with Portland cement just before use

will adhere better to reinforced concrete than the gypsum or patent

plasters. Any plaster will adhere to concrete best when the concrete

is thoroly set and dry. Troul^le almost invariably results from the

attempt to plaster on concrete before it has had a chance to thoroly

dry out and set hard, as it seems that the moisture from the concrete

prevents the plaster from drying and setting properlj\

Washing the surface of the concrete before plastering with a

solution of one part vinegar to three parts clean water greatly

improves the bond between the two materials, since it removes

the inert matter from the surface of the concrete.

Some plasterers prefer to coat the concrete work with R. I. ^\.,

or other tar paint in advance of ap]:)l>-ing the plaster in order to

secure a more satisfactory bond.

Considerable trouble has occurred with plaster upon reinforced

concrete, tho in all cases, on investigation, it has been found either

that the plaster was applied upon partially cured concrete or

improperly put on.

Sometimes the plasterer will endea\-or to ])ut on a thick coat,

get air bubbles be-tween the -new jjlaster and the concrete and these

expanding' and contracting with each change of temperature will

gradually loosen up quite a large area of the plaster coat and after

six or eight weeks it will drop ofT in large chunks.

The remedy for this difficulty is as follows

:

First, see to it in centering the floor that the rough side of the

lumber is placed next to the concrete, giving a rough surface rather

than a smooth surface for the plaster to stick to.

Second, see to it that the concrete work is thoroly dried before

attempting to plaster it.

Third, thoroly wash the under side of the surface of the slab

with the vinegar solution recommended.

Fourth, see to it that a rich mortar is used.
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Fifth, make the finish as thin as possible, a skin coat 1 /l6 to

1 /32 inch thick being ample to make a good finish.

Sixth, avoid the use of soap, grease or benzine to prevent the

concrete from adhering to the centering.

Nearly all of the patent gypsum plasters will, when applied wet

to steel or iron, l)adly corrode the metal. Fortunately this corrosion

seems to continue only until the plaster sets but it is sufficient to

stain the plaster badly in the vicinity of the metal. It may be

prevented in the manner recommended for the protection of lead in

concrete.

13. Suspended Ceilings. Frequently a slab is put up where

it is desired to suspend a ceiling below, either to conceal pipes,

flues and the like, or as insulation for the roof. This is readily

arranged in the following manner:

Take ordinary \" round wire, make a 3" loop on the upper end

and drop it thru a hole in the form. It will then be anchored in the

concrete as soon as the concrete is cast, and the free end may be used

to tie up angles, tees or groove irons which are to be used for the

ceiling frame.
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CHAPTER XIV

ARTISTIC AND COMMERCIALLY PRACTICABLE CONCRETE
SURFACE FINISHES.

1. Stipple Coat. It is found that by applying a stipple coat,

either rough or smooth as desired, a very pleasing effect can be readily

obtained. An example of this treatment is showm in the figure of

the Sm\'the block, Wichita, Kansas. The writer has adopted this

finish for most of his bridge work, as it gives a greater appearance

of strength, readily covers up the minor imperfections in the cen-

tering, and affords a pleasing contrast with the highly ornamental

stone railings with which he prefers to finish his work.

The stipple coat is usualh' applied with a broom-corn brush

and consists of a thoroly mixed grout of a neat cement one part,

and sand one part. Treatment of the surface should be as follows:

Wet down the face of the wall thoroly with a hose. Then appl}'

the stipple coat, spattering it on. This method of treatment is

being adopted to a large extent by architects in the finishing of

exterior cement plaster walls for residences. A very neat effect

indeed is obtained in this manner at a low cost. Expanded metal

wire lath is nailed to the studs, plastered with a Portland cement

mortar mixed usually with same ten percent, of hydrated lime,

the mixture l:)eing practically one cement to one and one-half sand

and finished with a stipple coat as outlined.

Failure of cement plastered walls may be attributed in the main

to failure of the contractor to use enough cement. Too many
workmen put forward the argument that the concrete will not

be good if it is made too rich, while as a matter of fact it requires

a rich, strong mixture to withstand the frost and severe climate in

all northern states. Plaster work which would stand without injury

in Cuba and Arizona would fall to pieces in short order in ^Minnesota

or Manitoba. A properly applied cement coat of a rich mortar,

however, will stand the climatic conditions in the north while in the

south also a rich mixture is to be decidedly preferred.

2. Plaster Coat on Rough Cast Concrete. A very expensive

effort was made to secure a good surface finish on the Grand avenue
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viaduct in Milwaukee. Tlie specifications required that the inside

of the forms l)e lathed with expanded metal and plastered with a

Fi^. 00. Stipple finish of Smythe Block, Wifhita, Kiins. Louis Curtis, Architect.

mixture of plaster of Paris and lime. This plaster coat was to be

oiled in advance of placing the concrete and the concrete to be placed

and tamped in layers. On removal of the forms, notwithstanding

the greatest care on the part of the contractor, the line of demarka-

tion between the several layers was jilainly visible and it was found

impossible to put up the w^ork without blemish as required in the

specifications.
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The work was finally carried out by removing the forms on the

exposed surface as soon as practicable and plastering with a thin

coat of rich cement grout. This is a practice which is not to be rec-

ommended because wherever the mass of the concrete has had time

to get fairly hard this plaster coat is liable to check and scale off, tho

occasionally it has been applied with a fair degree of success before

the concrete has had time to thoroly harden.

3. Finish Obtained by Brushing and Washing. Mr. Henry H.

Quinby of Philadelphia appears to have been one of the first to

introduce a method of brushing and washing the concrete surfaces,

to bring into relief the aggregate used.

The process consists of removing the forms after the material

has set, but while it is still friable, and then immediately washing

and rinsing the cement which has formed against the mold and

thereby expose the particles of sand and stone. The appearance

then depends upon the character of the aggregate in the concrete

as respects its color and the uniformity of its distribution in the mixture.

The time to be allowed for setting before washing must depend

upon the nature of the cement and the temperature conditions.

Quick setting cement and warm weather call for the removal of the

forms in from seven to ten hours. The appearance may be con-

trolled somewhat by the extent of washing which may be to the

point of leaving the stone aggregate in decided relief producing a

rough coarse texture much admired by most architects.

An interesting article on this subject will be found in a book

entitled "Concrete Factories," by Leslie, published by Bruce and

Banning of New York, and in some of the older numbers of the

"Cement Age."

A well written paper on the same subject has been published

by the Universal Portland Cement Company in their trade bulle-

tins, numbers 54, 55 and 56, which, thru the courtesy of the com-

pany, is reproduced in part herewith:

The ordinary concrete surface, it must be admitted, is any-

thing but pleasing in appearance, being usually a comparatively

smooth, lifeless surface of a somber grayish color. It makes but

httle difference what cement, sand or aggregate is used, or in what

proportions they are mixed, the general aspect of the unfinished

form surface is the same. There may be the greatest difference in

color, shade and texture of the aggregate used in two separate

concrete surfaces, yet unless they are so treated as to bring out and

expose the aggregate, the resulting surfaces will look alike.
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Figure I

Figure II

I- igure III

(Surfaces reduced one-half of original )
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Figure IV.

Keprodiictioos are actual size.
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It is quite difficult to distinguish an ordinary unfinished con-

crete surface in which bank gravel is the aggregate from one in

which crushed red granite is used, but the same surfaces, if subjected

to any one of a number of different methods of surface treatment,

will present a marked and pleasing contrast in appearance. It is

the monotonous sameness in the appearance of concrete work that

architects object to so strongly. To show what can be accomplished

in producing pleasing, artistic and commercially practicable surface

finishes for concrete work is the object of this article.

On the preceding pages are found ph()t()gra})hic reproductions of

brushed concrete surfaces. The difference Ijetween these sur-

faces and that of ordinary gravel concrete is very striking, yet they

are all practical, commercial finishes, and can be obtained by the

use of material from ordinary gravel l)anks.

Figure I shows a comparatively fine, even-grained surface,

composed of one part Portland cement and three parts of fine sand

all of which passed a No. 8 and was retained upon a No. 50 mesh

screen. P^igure II is very much like Figure I in general appearance

and color, l)ut of a rougher, more uneven texture. This surface is

a 1 : mixture, with coarse sand, passing thru a No. 4 and retained

on a No. 8 screen. Figure III represents a finish made from a 1 : 3

mixture of cement, and I" to V' pebbles. Thus these surfaces are

identical in every respect, except as to size of aggregate. The three

surface finishes were all produced b>' the same method of treatment.

The cuts give but a poor idea of the appearance of the actual

surfaces, as the color and texture which give life and individuality to

the surfaces are lacking. To appreciate the value of this finish for

concrete work, the surfaces from which these cuts were made should

be seen.

Figures IV, V and VI are three cuts from photographic reproduc-

tions of concrete surfaces similar as to surface treatment to those

previously shown, but differing from them in the aggregates used.

Figure IV shows a decidedly pleasing, even-grained surface com-

posed of one part Portland cement and tw^o and one-half parts red

granite screenings, all of which passed a No. 8 and was retained on

a No. 16 seive. Figure V is a reproduction of a surface composed

of one part cement to two and one-half parts ordinary, quarter

inch, granite screenings, the material passing a No. 8 sieve being

rejected. Both these surfaces are quite similar in every respect

in texture, that represented by Figure V being of a rougher

texture than the other. As the cement is barely perceptible on these
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surfaces both look very much like rough, undressed red granite,

the color being practically the same as that of the screenings of

which they were made. Figure VI represents a treated surface

composed of one part cement to two and one-half parts of black

pebbles, varying in size from those retained on a No. 10 sieve to

those passing a Ij" mesh. The cut gives but a poor idea of the pleas-

ing contrast between the light colored cement background and

the black pebbles which stand out in bold relief from the surface.

Comparing these cuts and those in the preceding page, quite a

variation in general aspect and texture is to be noted, and an exami-

nation of the actual surfaces would reveal a still greater difference

in appearance owing to the striking variation in color and size of the

aggregate used. Had these six surfaces been left untreated, they

would have looked practically alike.

By varying the kind, size and proportions of the aggregates,

surface finishes of practically any desired color and texture can

be obtained, the possibilities being limited only by the number of

different aggregates available and the combinations of same. A
great variety of finishes may be produced by using red and black

granite and limestone screenings, black and white marl^le chips and

different colored pebbles and sands.

All the cuts shown represent brushed concrete surfaces, the

process consisting of simply brushing the surfaces with a stiff brush,

permitting it to harden for a few days and then treating it with a

dilute solution of hydrochloric acid, the method of procedure being

as follows:

Having decided upon the general color scheme and texture of

the desired surface the first step is the making and treating of small

sample surfaces. A limited amount of experimenting with the

materials available will always prove profitable. The color and tex-

ture of the finished surface depends upon the color, size and pro-

portions of the aggregates used, and the successful reproduction of

the desired surface is dependent upon the proper selecting, grading,

proportioning and mixing of the materials and the proper placing

and finishing of the surface. After determining liy experiment

the proper size and proportions of aggregates to produce the desired

effects and the proper consistency' of the mix, adhere strictly to them;

that is, take the trouble to measure the materials for each batch of

concrete and to gauge them with a measured amount of water.

The results obtained will more than justify the extra expense this

will entail over the all too prevalent method of measuring material

by wheelbarrow loads and adding the water with a hose; in fact,
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uniform results cannot be obtainetl unless the work is done as

pointed out.

The slightest imperfections and iri-egularities in form surface

are transferred to the concrete, producing unsightly svn-faces when

left untreated, and a pleasing surface cannot be obtained by a

nicet}' of form construction alone. For l)rushecl surfaces, all that

is required of the forms is tliat the face lagging l)e ke])t true to sur-

face and the joints be tight. For surfaces too large to concrete in

one day the forms should be so constructed as to permit of the

removal of sections of the face form. This can be accomplished

by setting the studs or uprights l)ack a few inches from the face

lagging and connecting both by means of cleats and wedges. The

face forms also should be well oiled to i)revent the concrete sticking

to the forms. In large areas the introduction of buttresses and

panels or the breaking up of th(^ surface by horizontal joints or

courses will add greatly to the ap])earance, the joints being simply

indentations in the surface produced by beveled beads fastened to

the forms. It is extremely hard to join two different days' work

so that the joint is not ])(n"ceptil)le and unsightly, and the breaking

up of the surface as indicated will greatly assist in the concreting

if care be taken to end and start each succeeding day's work at a

course or joint.

The facing material sIkhiUI be from one to one-and-a-half inches

thick, the remaining thickness of the work being composed of ordinary

concrete, l)ut the facing and backing must l)e deposited at the same

time so as to make one solid mass, thereliy insuring perfect bond.

The facing material may be applied to the forms just ahead of the

backing, which is placed against and ranuned into it, or the backing

first and then bmshed back from the form with a spade and the fac-

ing material deposited between the backing and the form. Both

these methods have been successfully used. A third and possibly

the best method of placing the facing material consists of the use of

what might be called a metal facing form or mold, constructed and

used as follows: To short lengths of 3 /l6" iron plates 8 or 10

inches wide and G feet long, three 1 or 1^" angles are riveted, placing

an angle at the center of the plate and one about six inches from

each end. One edge of the plate should be slightly flared to assist

in depositing the material and this etlge provided with handles.

The metal facing plate is placed against the wall form with the

handles up and the angles tight against the form. The space between

it and the back of the wall filled with the concrete backing and the

1 or 1|" space between the metal form and the face form filled with
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the facing material. The metal form is drawn almost out, and after

thoroly tamping the backing against the facing the process is repeated.

For brushed surfaces the forms must be removed from the work

as soon as possible and the concrete surface brushed while still

green. It is not possible to state how old the work should be before

removing the forms and brushing the surface. This will depend

upon a number of conditions, the character of the work, cement

and aggregate used, consistency of the mixture, and very much upon

the weather conditions. As a rule in hot weather the forms can be

removed the next day and the surface brushed, but in cold weather

the facing form cannot be removed so soon, several days perhaps a

week being required for the concrete to attain the necessary hard-

ness and strength. Care must be taken that the brushing is not

done too soon, as little particles of aggregate will he removed, re-

sulting in a pitted, unsightly surface. (3n the other hand the longer

the surface stands before being brushed the more brushing it will

require to remove the film of material that has flushed to the surface.

Brushing should be done just as soon as it can be without removing

particles of aggregate. When this can be done, can only be deter-

mined by experimenting with the particluar surface. An ordinary

scrul)bing brush with stiff palmetto fibers or a metal wire brush

will answer for the work. Two or three days after the brushing

the surface should be washed down with a dilute solution of com-

mercial hydrochloric acid, one part acid to two or three parts water.

The acid should be applied with an ordinary calcimining brush and

the walls thoroly rubbed, while wet with the acid, with a stiff vegetable

fiber brush. The acid should not be allowed to remain on the sur-

face for any length of time—not over half an hour— and should be

washed off with a hose and clean w^ater. It is important that the

surface be thoroly washed after the acid treatment, for if it is not

it will have a mottled, streaky appearance.

A desirable surface can be obtained by simply brushing and

then washing with a hose and clean water, but the final acid treat-

ment in connection with the brushing will produce a still better

surface.

This method of treatment removes the film of mortar that has

flushed to the surface, exposes the aggregate, erases all traces of

form markings and produces a rougher, more artistic surface. The
roughness of the surface breaks up the light, the color of the aggre-

gate adds variety and life, and we have a pleasing, artistic, true

concrete surface.
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4. Finish by Tooling. Where the architect is not hmited in

point of cost, an excellent effect can be secuerd by tooling the

surface of the concrete either by hand or using pneumatic tools.

The effect will depend largely on the character of the aggregate and

Fig. 07. Cast Stone Railing, Ijiidge at Fergus Falls, Minn. John Lauritzen, Contractor.

C. A. P. Turner, Engineer,

where this has been carefully selected the finish is cjuite attractive,

especially when the surface is broken into lilocks by rustication or

grooves.
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The expense of tooling ranges from five to ten cents per surface

foot, depending on the equipment used, while that of brushing and

washing should not run more than one-fifth of this amount.

5. Cast Stone. Where suitable aggregate is available an ex-

cellent building material is made by casting concrete in sand

molds.

The process is similar to the iron molders' art. Wood or plaster

patterns are used, a sand mold prepared and the concrete which

is to be cast is mixed to about the consistency of cream. When the

resulting material has been tooled it is hard to distinguish it from

the natural stone.

Fig. 98. Ornamental Cast Stone Railing.

In cost it cannot be manufactured to compete with th(> natural

stone where there is little freight to pay, ])ut where the work is at

all complicated and there is a duplication of the parts and quarries

of good building stone are not situated convenient to the lo(!ality,

there is a good field for this product.

It has been very successfully manufactured in Toronto, St.

Louis, and other parts of this country' and also in CJermany.

Success in cast stone work depends, first, on a rich mixture, second

upon the selection of the proper aggregate, which must be a crushed
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stone or hard pebble which will weather without disintegration,

and third, on the proper method of mixing and agitating the mixture

until it is desposited in the sand mould.

The mixture must be semi-fluid so that it will flow and fill the

mould and must be kept continually agitated until in place in the

mould. Otherwise separation occurs with an inferior casting as

the result.

Details of the process of manufacture are beyond the scope of

our present purpose. The preceding statement, however, compar-

ing the mode of casting to the iron moulders art gives a clean cut

idea as to the method pursued.
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CHAPTER XV.

1. The Execution of Work. Constriictioii work of any kind

involves a great responsibility, not only on the part of the designer,

but also on the part of those in charge of the work, and that re-

sponsibility is for the safety of those erecting the work.

Perhaps the erection of no type of building is so free from

hazard and risk to the lives of those erecting it as reinforced con-

crete construction when scientifically designed and intelligently

executed.

During the last ten or twelve years, the manufacturers of Port-

land Cement, have through improvements in methods of manu-

facture and great reduction in cost, placed this material on the

market at such reasonable rates that it has given a remarkable

impetus to the construction of concrete work in all lines. Since, as a

material of construction, it has but recently come into general use,

it is not surprising that a large part of the engineering and archi-

tectural profession have not yet become so familiar with its char-

acteristics, but that designs lacking in conservatism from a scientific

standpoint have been frequently made, and this combined with

the execution of the work by unskilled contractors, has resulted in a

number of instances in needless sacrifice of life and large property

losses, such as a more thoro knowledge and study of the char-

acteristics of the material should entirely prevent.

It would be neglect of duty to fail to briefly summarize and

to call attention pointedly to those properties and characteristics

of concrete which must be knowTi and appreciated by the engineer

and constructor in order that he may avoid the serious disasters into

which those ignorant or forgetful of them have been too frequently

led.

The Hardening of Concrete: Concrete may be defined as

an artificial conglomerate stone in which the coarse aggregate or

space-filler is held together by the cement matrix. The cement

should conform to the Standard Specifications for Cement, recom-

mended by the American Society for Testing Materials.*

The contractor and architect should, at least, see to it that the

cement is finely ground, and that it meets the requirements of the

*Substantially the same specifications are a<loi)te(l thruout Eiisl^^nd and America.
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boiling test. This last may be readily made by forming pats

of the cement of 3| to 4 inches in diameter on a piece of glass, knead-

ing them thoroly with just enough moisture to make them plastic,

so that they will hold their shape without flowing, and taper to a

thin edge. Store the pats under a moist cloth at a temperature of

sixty-five to seventy-five degrees Fahr. for a period of 24 hours.

Then place the pats in a kettle or pan of cold water, and after raising

the temperature of the water to the boiling point, continue boiling

for a period of four hours. If the pats do not then show cracks,

and if they harden without cracking or disintegrating, the con-

structor may be satisfied that the cement is suitable for use in the

work. Coarse grinding reduces the sand-carrying capacity of the

cement, and its consequent efficiency.

The function assigned to the concrete element in the combina-

tion of reinforced concrete is to resist compressive stresses in bend-

ing; but when first mixed the concrete is nothing more than mud,

and in order for it to become the hard, rigid material necessary to

fulfill its function in the finished work it must evidently pass in the

process of hardening thru all stages and varying degrees of hardness

from mud and partly cured cement to the final stage of hard, rigid

material. This curing or hardening being a chemical process, does

not occur in any fixed period of time, save and except the temper-

ature conditions are absolutely constant. Hence the time at which

forms may l)e safely removed is not to be reckoned by a given number

of days, but rather it must be determined by the degree of hardness

attained by the cement. In other words, during warm summer

weather, concrete may become reasonably well cured in twelve or

fifteen days. If the weather, however, is rainy and chilly, it may
not become cured in a month. In the cold, frostj' weather of the

spring and autumn, unless warm water is used in the mix, the con-

crete may require two or three months to become thoroly cured,

while by heating the mixing water, whenever the temperature is

below 50 degrees Fahr., the concrete will harden approximately as

it does during the more favorable season.

Concrete w^hich has been chilled by the use of ice cold water,

or that has become chilled within the first day or two of the time it

is cast, has this peculiarity, that it is very difficult indeed for the

most expert to determine when it is in such condition that it will

retain its shape after the removal of the forms. Once having been

chilled in the early stages, it goes thru successive stages of

sweating with temperature changes, and during these periods it

sometimes happens that the concrete diminishes in compressive
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strength, and if the props are removed it sags and gets out of shape.

Such deformation will generally result in checks and fine cracks,

though there may not be any serious diminution of the ultimate

strength. These checks may be prevented as explained above by
the simple method of heating the mixing water whenever the tem-

perature has dropped below 50 degrees Fahr. In colder weather,

that is below the freezing point, not only must the water be heated,

but as a rule the sand and stone too, also a little salt may be ad-

vantageously used, as discussed in Chapter I, Section 15, Page 30.

The work must then be properly housed and kept warm for at

least three weeks subsequent to pouring.

Pouring Concrete. Bad work freciuently results from improper

pouring, or casting of the work. In filling the forms, the lowest

portion of the forms must be filled first. A column should be

filled from the center and not from the side of the cap. Filling

from the center will insure a clean smooth face when the forms are

removed. FiUing from the side will frequently give a bad surface

because the mortar will flow into the center of the column through

the hooi^ing, leaving the coarse aggregate with voids mifilled at the

outside. As more concrete is then poured in, the voids between the

core and the out-side portion will become filled, and the soft mor-

tar will not be able to flow back to completely fill the voids between

the hooping and the casing. Where the spacing of the hooping is

wide, this is not so important, but it becomes very important where

the spiral used has close spacing. It is better to cast the column and

mushroom frame complete, continuing to pour the concrete over

the center of the column so that it always flows from the column

into the Mushroom slab rather than the reverse. All splices must

be made in a vertical plane, in a beam preferably at the middle of

the span, and in a slab at a center line of a panel.

Separation of Materials. In pouring concrete where the mix is

too sloppy, separation of the material is liable to occur. This is

particularly the case in filling columns where with too sloppy a mix

layers of sand and gravel and cement may result instead of a con-

crete of uniform composition.

In spouting concrete, careful attention should be given to the

mixture at the point of discharge, since if the inclination of the

spout is too great, considerable separation occurs and inferior con-

crete is the result, and where such separation occurs the concrete

should be re-mixed before allowing it to be deposited in its final

position in the work.
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Test of Hardness in Warm Weather. We have pointed out

that the criterion governing the safe removal of forms is the hard-

ness or rigidity of the concrete. A test of hardness in concrete

not frozen may be made by driving a common eight-penny nail

into it; the nail should double up before penetrating more than

half an inch. The concrete should further be hard enough to

break like stone in knocking off a piece with the hammer.

Noting the indentation under a blow with the hammer, gives a

fair idea of its condition to those having experience.

Sub-centerhig is a desiral)le method of preventing deformation,

where the use of the forms is desired for upper stories before the

concrete is fully cured.

Test for Hardness in Cold Weather. ( 'oncrc^te freshly mixed

and frozen hard will not onl\- sustain itself Init carry a large

load in addition, until it thaws out and softens, when collapse in

whole or in part is inevitaljlc. Partly cured concrete if frozen,

sweats and softens with a rise in tem]:)erature, hence in cold weather

there is danger of mistaking i)artly cured concrete made rigid by

frost for thoroly cured material. In fact the only test that can

be depended ui)on with certainty in cold, frosty weather, is to dig out

a piece of concrete, place a sample on a stove or hot radiator, and

note whether, as the frost is thawed out of it, it sweats and softens.

This gives the builder and engineer a perfectly conclusive test of the

condition of the concrete as to whether it is cured or merely stiffened

up l)y frost.

Lap of Reinforcement over S}ipports. Thoroly tying the work

together by ample lap of the rcnnforcement is a prime requisite

for safety in any form or type of construction. This general pre-

caution insures toughness, and prevents instantaneous collapse,

should the workmen exercise bad judgment in prematurely remov-

ing forms.

2. Responsibility of the Engineer. The steps which it is possible

for the engineer to take in securing a safe construction are limited

in the first place to the production of a conservative design, and one

which will present toughness, so that its failure under overload

or under premature removal of the forms will be slow and gradual

This he can do, and this it is believed he is morally bound to do. On
the other hand, he cannot design reinforced concrete work which

will hold its shape without permanent deformation, unless it is

properly supported until the concrete has had time under proper

conditions to become thoroly cured.
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The engineer is accountable for the selection of a type of design

which is safe to erect. That is, a design in which a sudden collapse

cannot readily occur. He should so design his work that it can be

executed by the exercise of ordinary care. He should design it so

that there shall be a minimum chance of bad work or disastrous

results thru lack of care on the part of workmen.

We have called attention to the fact that concrete is a material

naturally best fitted for monolithic construction, that the natural

concrete types are best tied together by so reinforcing the construc-

tion that it will act as a continuous monolith. To do this ample

lap of the bars is essential over all supports whether bearings or

supporting columns.

Every failure in concrete construction is detrimental to all who
are engaged in this line of business, regardless of the system, type

of construction, or particular reason for the collapse, and accord-

ingly all engaged in this line have a like interest in tracing out the

cause and profiting by the lesson of every mishaj) which occurs.

2f I I2 -/.Bor^ p/v/ec ^/nif £ /n/o co/iymn~
. T i/^poce6 fmMi/ svmmefricol '^ 2 Bars-rAXx/y-sycnQ'
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Fig. 99. Detail of beam causing trouble through insufficient lap of reinforcement over support.

The accompanying detail shows the beam and slab reinforce-

ment of a structure which collapsed during erection and the char-

acteristics of this failure are worthy of note, as due to insufficient

laps over the supports. This failure started in an upper storj-

where the small diameter of the column gave little or no lap of the

steel over the supporting concrete while the lower stories where the

columns provided greater overlap were erected without mishap

until broken by the fall of the upper stories. Where there is in-

sufficient lap, owing to the shrinkage of the concrete in setting, we
have not only the shear on partly hardened concrete but also tensile

shrinkage stresses tending to crack the concrete thru at the point

where the bars are not sufficiently lapped over the supports.

A further weakness in the detail illustrated lies in the fact that

none of the reinforcement for positive moment was carried up over

the support to resist negative moment as in the Hennebique and

Turner types of continuous beams, illustrated in C'ha]iter IH.

This detail, viz. the carrying of a portion of the reinforcement
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in a continuous ])ar over and beyond the support, enables a portion

of the load to be carried by such bars as in a swing and greatly

relieves the shear stress from such loads as may be brought upon

partly hardened concrete, and thus increases the safety of the work

during the critical period of construction, or renders failure slow

and gradual under these conditions instead of sudden and without

warning, should the partly cured work be over-loaded. This safe-

guard it is within the province of the engineer to provide. No
excuse can be made for failure so to do on the ground of increased

cost or special patent monopoly standing in the way.

Shearing and tensile resistance, as has been noted, is developed

during curing, at a less rapid rate than compressive resistance and

hence any reasonable safe-guard of value such as that just

described should not be neglected by the engineer.

It has been almost invariably the case where combinations of

tile and concrete have been used, that a failure starting on one floor

has carried with it one floor after another to the basement. Such

failures do not occur in well designed reinforced concrete struc-

tures. Henc(^ where economic conditions permit, the engineer is

accountable to a large extent for the selection of the safer, tougher

types of construction in place of a fragile construction which may be

readily destroyed by the impact of any large mass accidentally

falling upon it.

In most cases where failures have occurred, had the centering

been left in jilace for a period of from four to six months, in the

authors' judgment, the work would have stood and no serious trouble

would have resulted. On the other hand, they are unable to regard

that kind of design as legitimate which must necessarily be treated

with this extreme degree of care, there being no excuse for designing

in a manner which leaves an opportunity for sudden and complete

failure of the work.

The engineer designer is responsible for failure to provide a type

of column design in which there are no obstructions in the shaft

of the column to interfere with securing a solid casting. Column

failure in a number of structures under construction have occurred

where the longitudinal column reinforcement was arranged with

prongs projecting into the body of the column but with no ties

binding the longitudinal steel together. These prongs interfered

with the flow of the concrete material in the shaft of the column,

interrupt the concrete in its descent, leaving large voids which in

some cases caused failure when the forms are removed. The use

of this type has fortunately to a large extent been discontinued.
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111 the ease of an eleven story building, some j'ears ago, tiie

designer used vertieal reinforcing bars in the columns and tied them
across the shaft with numerous quarter inch ties. In pouring the

concrete in several coknnns these ties blocked the flow of the con-

crete and when the forms were removed large voids were found

two or three feet in length in several columns thru the interference

of the ties in pouring the column. There is no excuse for the em-

pjoyment of such details.

A slab reinforced in two directions and supported on four sides

may be loaded until it is cracked thru and if the slab is a large one

may be loaded until the deflection is twelve or fifteen inches and

still carry the load wiiich broke the construction down at this point

and strained the steel beyond the yield point value.

A slab reinforced in one direction only will on the other hand

break do^vn completely and sometimes let go c^uickly and almost

without w^arning. This is especially true where forms are prema-

turely removed.

We have noted in Chapter X under ''Elements of Economic

Construction," that the true concrete types which are continuous

monolithic construction have the lowest coefficient of bending, hence

there is little excuse on the part of the designer for failure to adopt

the safest type of construction, particularly in view of the fact that

it may be figured with greater certainty and a higher degree of

scientific accuracy than the types of simple l:)eam or one way rein-

forcement that have been used in this composite type of structure.

While the engineer may be held responsible for accurate com-

putation and for features that bear upon the safety of the design,

he cannot, unless on the ground, prevent the inexperienced foreman

from knocking centers at too early a period. He cannot prevent

the deflection of reinforced concrete work where the material has

not been allowed sufficient time to ])r()perly harden before the re-

moval of the forms. If, however, his design is one of the two

natural concrete types of construction there is little danger of a sudden

collapse and the worst that can happen will prol)al)ly be the neces-

sity or digging out and r(^placing some work which has got out of

shape owing to lack of judgment and haste on the part of the erec-

tion superintendent.

The superintendent on tlu^ job should make a special point of

inspection of all points of the construction whei-e cantilever action

is depended upon for stiffness and strength. Wherever such action
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is required, the steel should be at the top and its position at the

top should be made certain by such inspection. Far too frequently

carelessness has been exhibited in this respect and unsatisfactory^

results secured frcjin the standpoint of strength and service.

3. Responsibility of the Constructor and Engineer Superinten=

dent. The constructor is primarily responsible

—

For the honest execution of the work.

For the pro]:)('r liousing of the cement and the simple methods
of (Ictci-mining the fineness and (juality as recommended in Chapter I.

He is resposible for the use of sufhcient cement.

Securing a proper aggregate and seeing that the mixture of

concrete has the proper consistency to ])roduce good work, i. e.,

that the stone is of proper hardness, suiitible size and free from

dirt and nmd. That reasonably clean, coarse sand is used.

He should insi)ect the centering and see that it is erected of

proper strength and that ledgers and posts are properly braced so

that collapse cannot occur during erection.

He should be res]ionsil)le for the exercise of care in leaving the

forms in place until tlie concrete^ has become properl}^ cured.

He should see that splices are i)roperly made between old and

new work and that segregation and separation of the concrete does

not occur in ]iouring.

He should see that the reinforcement is i)laced as required by
the engineer's plans and wliile he cannot be held responsible for the

design he should exercise greater care in putting up the less con-

servative types which consist of one-wa.y reinforcement than is

essential in putting up multiple way systems or natural concrete

types.

He can determine whether the steel furnished is of reasonable

equality l\y the bending test and by nicking and breaking so that

the fact is ascertained whether the metal is of the undesirable

material known as bushel steel or a uniform quality of good metal.

This is of special importance in tensile reinforcement in slab and

beam steel, hooping and tlu' like, and of less consequence in rein-

forcement for compression.

4. Significance of Cracks in Reinforced Concrete. Concrete

in setting shrinks, and sometimes cracks by i-euson of this shrinkage,

particularly when it hardens ra])i(lly, as it does in hot weather.
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This shrinkage sets up certain stresses in the concrete, which, com-
bined with temperature changes, occasionaUy manifest themselves

by subsequent cracks in the work. Such checks or cracks do not

of necessity indicate weakness, providing the concrete is hard and
rigid, since the steel is intended to take the tensile stresses and the

concrete the compressive. Such checks sometimes cause an un-

warranted lack of confidence in the safety and stal^ility of the work
arising from the common lack of familiarity with the character-

istics of the material. For example, the owner of a frame building

would never imagine it to be unsafe because he found a few season

checks in the timber. He is sufficiently familiar with the seasoning

of timber to understand how these checks occur, and that in most

instances they do not mean a loss of strength, since, as the timber

hardens by thoroly drying out, it becomes stronger, as a rule, to

an amount in excess of any slight weakness which might be developed

by ordinary season cracks or checks. So in concrete, when the

general public becomes more familiar with its characteristics they

will regard as far less important than they now do, checks which

are produced by temperature and shrinkage stresses, or possibly

by slight unequal settlement of supports.

Like timber, concrete grows harder and stronger with

time, so that the ordinary temperature check does not reduce the

strength of the work as much as the hardening of the concrete with

age increases it as the steel is the tensile element and the compres-

sive element, the concrete, having grown stronger with time, the

strength of the combination has visually increased more than the

decrease in strength lirought about by the check.

Taking the modulus of elasticity of the concrete at 2,000,000,

and the tensile strength of concrete at 300 pounds per square inch,

with coefficients of expansion of .0000065, if the ends of a slab or

beam are rigidly fixed it would recjuire a drop of 2-4 degrees below

the mean temperature at which the concrete hardens to stress the

concrete in tension up to its ultimate capacity. The ends of our

beams and slabs are rarely absolutely fixed, as the walls can generally

go and come slightly and accommodate some temperature change.

A certain amount of temperature reinforcement, however, should

always be provided where the reinforcement is in one (Erection

only. Eight hundredths of one percent should be the minimum in

slabs. Even with this reinforcement or with multiple way rein-

forcement, shrinkage combined with temperature will occasionally

cause cracks in the work. The season of the year and the tempera-
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ture conditions at which the work is cast or the condition of the

cement, all play their part in producing this phenomenon and while

the constructor can guarantee safe work from the standpoint of

strength, he cannot guarantee with certainty that temperature

cracks will not occur.

Their occurrence is less frequent by far with the natural types of

concrete and multiple-way reinforcement than with one-way slab

and girder construction, such as Type II, or the combination of

tile and concrete discussed elsewhere.

Where structural steel frame work is fireproofed with concrete,

or concrete slabs are built in or supported by and made integral

with structural shapes and beams, temperature cracks are much
larger and more noticeable than with true reinforced concrete types

for the reason that altho the coefficient of expansion of concrete and

steel is substantially the sam(>, the specific heat and conductivity

of the two materials is widely different. Hence where the steel is

placed in the concrete in large sections it responds more quickly

to changes in temperature than does the concrete envelop and ac-

cordingly large checks and cracks are a common occurrence. Further,

the large section of steel separates the concrete surroimding it,

causing a weakness which is manifest by the concentration of the

temperature effect at the weak section, accounting for the results

noted.

5. Encouragement to Progress in the Concrete Industry by

Patents. The Federal Constitution, Art. I, Section 8, provides

that Congress shall have the power to encourage the progress of

science and promote the useful arts by securing to authors and

inventors, for limited periods, exclusive rights to their inventions

and discoveries. In accordance with this authorization and in

persuance of the object mentioned. Congress, by the enactment

of Section 4886, Revised Statutes of the United States, provides

that any person who has invented or discovered any new and use-

ful art, machine, manufacture or composition of matter, or any

improvement thereof, may obtain a patent therefor under certain

prescribed rules and restrictions.

Statute law identical with this has been in force since April

10, 1790, except that the conditions and limitations relating to it

have been modified somewhat from time to time.

The worker in concrete-steel construction is naturally interested

in coming to a complete understanding of the scope and the extent

of protection afforded him Ijy this statute.
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*The word ''discovery" is not used either in the Constitution

or the Statute, with its broadest significance. In these documents

it is a synonym for the word '^ invention/' and in them it means
nothing else. The cUscoveries of inventors are inventions. The
same man may invent a machine and may discover a law of nature.

For doing the first of these things the patent laws may reward him
because in so doing he is an inventor, but under those laws he can-

not be rewarded for discovering a law of nature because he has

originated or invented nothing by this act.

A discovery, or the devising of some means to utilize a discovered

law of nature in a new and novel manner is an invention.

tThe Statute provides that a grant of a patent may be made,

and it says that the grant shall l)e limited in three respects:

1. For respective discoveries, and hence to the mventor and no

one else.

2. For limited times, and hence no perpetual monopoly.

3. For useful art, and hence every patent must possess utility.

The character of inventions are broadly divided into six classes:

1. A machine. 2. A manufacture. 3. A composition of mat-

ter. 4. An art. 5. An improvement in a machine or process.

6. A design.

Those engaged in the industry of reinforced concrete construc-

tion are not interested from the standpoint of patent protection in

reinforced concrete as an art, for as such the eml^edment of iron or

metal in a concrete matrix has been practiced, as we have pointed

out in our historical sketch, since the time of the Roman Empire,

and in modern times to a considerable extent since 1850. As used

in a l)iiilding or Ijridge, a patent for a design would offer little

protection.

Reinforced concrete cannot l)e logicallj^ classified as a composi-

tion of matter for there would be no means of distinguishing be-

tween different concrete designs from this standpoint, as having

different degrees of utility and strength. If it is treated from the

standpoint of a manufacture, the same process, the same machine,

the same tools and the same general classes of material are used

in the manufacture of all concrete structures. The mere form of a

building and shape of a room is not patentable if the decision of the

Court of Appeals in the Folding Bed Company case is considered

*See Walker on Patents, Art. 1, Chap. 2.

fMacomber, Hand Book of Patents.
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conclusive. Hence the mere external form of a structure cannot

form the Ijasis of a valid claim.

If we treat the reinforced concrete structure from the stand-

point of its mode of operation as a mechanism, we have here a means
of differentiating between the mechanical efficiency and operation

of different arrangements of reinforcement in the same matrix,

which results in differences in the strength and stiffness of the struc-

tures using the same quantity of metal and concrete. Hence im-

provement in the design of reinforced concrete structures can be

rewarded by our patent laws only as viewed in the light of an im-

provement in their mode of operation which enables us to differ-

entiate one type or genus from another and to differentiate between

different forms of the same species. It is on this theory that the

fixed practice of the United States Patent Office is founded in grant-

ing patents on the different types of design of reinforced concrete

members and structures.

This statement is sul)stantiated l)y the many decisions of the

Primary Examiner in charge of the concrete division of the Patent

Office in numerous motions for dissolution in interference proceed-

ings. Differentiation between the case under consideration and

the prior art cited in the motion to dissolve the interference is effected

by considcn'ing the mode of operation of the structure as a machine

or mechanism on the general i)rin('ipl('s elucidated in the preceding

chajjters.

The Avord "machine" as used in the patent statute is not con-

fined to the popular idea of a mechanism consisting of pulleys,

shafts, levers, etc., in which the motion is quite obvious, but is to

be interpreted in accordance with the broader, general definition

of machine, as given in Webster's Dictionary, as follows-

"Any device consisting of two or more resistant, relatively

constrained parts, which, by a certain predetermined intermotion,
may serve to transmit and modify force and motion so as to produce
some given effect or to do some desired kind of work. According
to the strict definition, a crowbar abutting against a fulcrum, a
pair of pliers in use, or a simple pulley block with its fall, would
be a machine."

In applying this definition it is evident that there are resistant

parts in the composite structure of a beam or slab, to wit: the steel

and the concrete. When any load is brought upon this combina-

tion, deformations occur in both steel and the concrete and the rela-

tive motion of these parts is constrained by the shrinkage grip of

the concrete on the steel operating thru bond shear. This com-

bination performs the desired work of carrying the load to the
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support. It modifies the motion of the load and transmits motion
in its parts until equilibrium is estabhshed between the load and the

supporting combination, the steel and the concrete.

That the movements in a slab or beam are not noticeal)le to the

ordinary observer in no wise affects the application of this definition.

We might state for example, that in the machine or mechanism for

transmission of sound, known as the telephone, the motion of the

disc is too slight to be observed l)y the eye. We, however, readily

measure the rapidity and extent of its motion by the sound it pro-

duces. So in the beam or slab where these motions are enormously

greater than they are in the telephone disc, they are readily measured

by the deflectometer and strain gage.

There are many patents upon reinforcement as a manufacture,

per se, such that when combined with concrete in the finished struc-

ture they do not produce a load-carrying mechanism differing in

any wise in principle from others which have preceded them. Such

patents, protect an invention, the utility of which is limited to more

convenient handling of the materials in the erection of the structure

or more economical method of placing the material in the desired

position in the finished structure without the introduction in any wise

of anything new or novel in the mode of operation of the structure

itself!

Scope of Patents. The "scope" of a patent or its power to secure

to its owner the limited monopoly, or control of the invention which

forms its subject depends on the relation of the invention to the state

of the art, or what had been clone at the time of the appearance

of the invention, and also upon the skill with which the claims have

been drawn. Having reference to the chronology, or the time re-

lation of the invention to the state of the art, a patent may be

basic, or ''pioneer" as it is usually termed, or it may be a specific

or narrow patent. Putting it otherwise, a patent may be generic,

that is for a genus; or specific, that is for a particular species of the

genus which forms the subject of the generic or pioneer patent, and,

obviously, this relation of genus and species requires that the thing

constituting the species must be within the control or dominion of

the genus patent.

Even tho a given invention may not, in the most general aspect,

be new, and hence a pioneer in the broadest sense, yet by virtue of

its practical value and importance in the art it may be regarded by

the courts as, in a sense, a pioneer and to such a jiatent the courts

have appHed the term of "limited pioneer," and the scope of its
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protection is broad. Such a patent may be regarded, so to speak,

as a sub-genus, and obviously the invention thereof can exist in

the form of various species falling within this sub-genus and hence

projK'r to be dominated by the limited pioneer patent.

To illustrate the matter by the subject in hand, at the time of

advent of the "Mushroom" or true fiat slab type of reinforced con-

crete construction, reinforced concrete was an old thing in building

construction. The "Mushroom" invention, therefore, could not

be covered by a patent which would dominate or control any and
all combinations of concrete and steel combined to utilize the com-

pressive strength of concrete and the tensile strength of steel. The
patent covering it could not l)e a pioneer patent in the broadest

sense. But the "Mushroom" invention being the first instance in

the art of a true continuous flat slab resting on columns, and resist-

ing flexure l)y circumferential cantilever action aJjout the head of

the column as explained in Chapters IV and \, and which by flexure

between the colunms about the diagonal center, secures plate action

by wide spreading reinforcement of substantially equal strength in

all directions, a jiatent therefor is to that extent a pioneer, and is

for a sub-genus in reinforced concrete construction, and all sul)-

sequent patents having characteristics (jf the sub-genus are merel}^

species thereof and hence proper to be dominated or controlled by

the sub-genus patent if the claims of this patent are finally sus-

tained by decisions of the Courts as they have been in repeated

contests in the Patent Office.

The Importance of Investigatinq the Scope of a Patent. The scope

of a patent is determined by the breadth of its claims. Any limita-

tions or conditions placed in its claims narrow and restrict its scope.

The scope, and consequently the value of a patent as a means
of controlling a given construction, while depending principally on

the character of the patent claims, is also affected by the state of the

art at the time of the advent of the invention, and by the effect of

proceedings in the Patent (;)ffic(^ to secure the claims. A patent

attorney, thru a misunderstanding of the invention, or from want of

skill or experience, may draw or word the claims so that, tho in

fact, the invention is a pioneer, the patent itself is narrow or specific,

and limited to a particular species of a genus, instead of dominat-

ing all species of that genus. The state of the art may be such that

the field for a new construction is so circumscribed that the scope

of the claims may be restricted even to the identical construction

shown in the drawings of the patent. At this point, it seems proper
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to explain that the state of the art embraces everything relating to

the subject, whether found in books or other pul)lications, and pat-

ents here and abroad, and what has been done in this country in

actual use.

The Patent Office, liy reason of its limited force and facilities

rarely does more than search thru United States and foreign patents

before deciding whether or not to grant a patent. It has absolutely

no facilities for ascertaining what has been done in the way of actual

use, and, hence innocently and excusably, at times grants patents

for what has already long been in actual use, l)ut such patents, of

course, have no validity.

Revised Statute, Section 4886, covers this point in the following

words

:

"A patent may be obtained by any person who has invented
or discovered any new and useful art, machine, manufacture, or

composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof,

not knoim or used by others in this country before his invention or

discovery thereof, and not patented or described in any printed publi-

cation in this or any foreign country before his invention or dis-

covery thereof, or more than two years prior to his application, and
not patented in a country foreign to the United States on an applica-

tion filed more than twelve months before his application, and not in

public use or on sale in the United States for more than two years

prior to his application, unless the same is proved to have been
abandoned, upon payment of the fees required by law and other

due proceedings had."

The effect of proceedings in the Patent Office and the importance

of looking into the matter when determining the value of a patent

is well shown in a recent case. A patent was submittetl to an en-

gineer for purchase, for which he was willing to pay $50,000, provid-

ing it was what it was purported to be. An examination of the

application and the records of the Office soon disclosed, that by reason

of amendments and disclaimers filed l^y the inventor in response

to rejections of the Patent Office, the claims of the patent were of

such narrow scope as not to cover even the actual connnercial form

of the invention, and so the patent was valueless.

Prior Art. The art necessarily includes all prior patents, appli-

cations, domestic and foreign, and all domestic use prior to actual

date of invention. It may be said that the only difference between

the hmitations by prior art and anticipation is that the former limits

the scope of the claims while the latter kills tlunn and it is not in-

frequently a fact that the limitation of a claim by the i)rior art is

such as to all intents and purposes destroys its utilit3\
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Regarding such limitations, the Court of Ajipeals of the Second

Circuit says:

"Whore the patentee specifies a special form by which the
effect of the invention is produced or otherwise confines himself
to the particular form of what is prescribed he is limited thereby
in his claims for infringement."

And in the Keystone Bridge Co. case, 95 Fed. U. 8. 274, at page

278, the Supreme Court said:

"They (the patentees) cannot expect the courts to wade thru
the history of the art, and spell out what they might have claimed
and have not claimed. . . . But the courts have no
right to enlarge a patent beyond the scoi)e of its claims as allowed
by the Patent Office. . . As pateut.s are i>rocured ex parte,

the ]>ublic is not bound l)y them, Init (he ])atentees ai'e. And
the latter cannot show that their invention is broader than the
terms of ttieir claim, or, if broader, they must be held to have
surrendered th{> surplus to tlie ijublic."

Genii.s and Species Patents.* It seems desiral)le to correct a wide-

spread error as to the scope of the grant of tlu^ i)atent l>y the Patent

Office in its relation to other patents ((utlier earlier or of later date

of issue) as far as the right to use the construction of such patent is

concerned.

The grant of a patent confers no right to use the construction

shown in the patent. It simply gives th(^ right to the owner of the

patent to i)revent others from using tiiat construction. The legal

proi)osition may be illustrated in this way:

A patent is issued in 1910 to C on a given type of construction.

All that this patent gives to C is the right to stop other persons

from making use of or selling the construction set forth in the claims

of that patent. It gives no such right, as the right to use

the subject matter of the patent and the patent office has no authority

in law to give the right actually to use tlu^ construction shown in

the patent for the reason that because of some dominating genus

patent the owner of the latter B has the right to prevent others

from using the construction which forms the subject of the patent

to C to which patent that of C stands in the relation to that of B
of a species to a genus. The fact that the construction of C and B
belong to the same family, the B genus, in reality are merely differ-

ent species thereof or different expressions of the same idea, explains

the relation of a broad to a specific or narrow grant.

Consequences of Infringement. For the infringement of a patent,

the law provides redress in two forms: One in com])ensation in

money, which covers the profits made by the infringer and the

*Reinforced Concrete Patents, Williamson.
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damages (which the Court may treble) to the owner of the patent,

together wdth the costs of the suit. The other is an injunction

prohibiting further infringement, which in the case of a building

would be the prohil)ition of further use of it. Among the persons

liable for infringement in the case of a Ijuilding are the builder, the

owners and the user.

Indeed, the Courts have gone so far as to order the destruction

of the infringing thing. Thus the Supreme Court of the United

States in Birdsell v. Shaliol, 112 U. S. 485, said:

"But an infringer does not, by paying damages for niaking
and using a machine in infringement of a patent, acquire any
right himself to the future use of the machine. On the contrary,

he may, in addition to the }>ayment of chimages for its infringe-

ment, be restrained by injunction from its further use, and when
the whole machine is an infringement of the patent, be ordered to

deliver it up to be destroyed."

Some idea of the great favor which the law gives to the owner

of a patent in enforcing his rights may be gathered from a few

decisions of the courts. The Court of Appeals of the Seventh

Circuit speaks of the patent owner as a "czar," so great is his power

under the law, and other Courts describe his power in language

equally as strong. Said that Court of Appeals (which sits at Chicago)

in Victor Talking Machine Co. v. The Fair, 123 Fed. Rep. 42-4:

"All that the government can and does grant, is the right to

exclude others from practicuig his invention without his consent.

Within his domain, the patentee is czar. The people must take
the invention on the terms he dictates, or let it alone for seventeen
years. This is a necessity from the nature of the grant.

The field being his owii property and there is no law for

seizing it and adjudging his damages, he cannot be compelled to
part with his o\\'n except on inducements to his liking."

Said the Court in General Electric v. Wise, 119 Fed. Rep. 922:

"No time will be used in answering this suggestion, except to

say that if complainant's patents are valid, it is entitled to protec-

tion by injunction against all the world. No other person or

company can use its property of this description without its cons^nit

and relegate it to an action for damages. If this patent is valid

complainant has an absolute right under the laws of our coimtry
to the use of the patent and to designate the parties on whom it

will confer the right to use it."

While the preceding statements clearlj- illustrate^ the position

taken l)y the Court in the case of machines used to turn out a product,

the decisions are less numerous and are somewhat conflicting with

reference to structures or load-carrying machines. In a buikling,

looking at it as a load-carrying mechanism from the viewpoint taken

by the Supreme Court in the Birdsell v. Shaliol case, the Court took

the stand that the infringer ma}' be restrained by injunction from
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the further use of it as a machine and when the whole machine is an
infringement of the patent, to order him to dehver it up to be des-

troyed. Here the Court seems to apply what was termcHl the "Rule
of Reason" which created much discussion in the rulings relative

to the scope of the Sherman law.

While no ultimate conclusions have been reached in the cases

involving building construction where patents have been sustained,

this rule would indicate they should ])e so construed as to do justice

to the holders of such patents and to fairly carry out the contract

entered into by the government when it issued such patents.

In vicAv of the fact that the finished l)uilding contains much
more than the mere load carrying skeleton or mechanism of reinforced

concrete, an injunction against its use without (}ualification would
l)e inequitable to the owner and in a measure unreasonable. A
choice in extreme cases between an injunction and the ]:)ayment of

three times a contra(;tor's profit of fifteen percent of the value of the

cement work in the case of contested cases and of the usual fee in

cases not contested would seem to b(^ the limit of reasonable protec-

tion to which the holder of a Inroad patent may be entitled, even tho

this amount might not pay in a single instance for the expense of

carrying a suit to conclusion.

In cases where the patent covers merely a convenient form of

make-ready for the reinforcement without involving a new mode
of operation differing materially from other and older forms, it would

seem that the redress should be logically limited to a judgment for

damage to be recovered from those making or putting up the struc-

ture who have been directly benefited by the economy resulting from

the form of manufactured material used. Certainly in this second

class of inventions, classification as a new and novel load-carrying

device or mechansim would not hold good.

Were an injunction unqualified as suggested issued against the

owner of an hifringing structure, unconditionally, it would place

the owner in the serious position of ])eing forced to pay any amount
which the patentee might demand. The inequity of such a position

as this has apparently deterred some members of the Judiciary

from deciding in favor of the patent. One Federal Judge made the

assertion that he would not issue an injunction which apparently

was the only remedy because in the case of a building he did not

consider it to he equitable and construed the claims of the patent in

an extremely narrow manner, which decision enabled him to

escape the dilemma.
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The Court of Appeals was apparently dissatisfied with this

decision when it was confronted with similar considerations. In-

stead of upholding the decision of the Lower Court on the grounds

on which it was rendered it stated that in its opinion a concrete

floor slab was merely an aggregation. In other words, the bending

resistance of the slab was the sum of the bending resistance of the

steel and the concrete acting separately. In this decision, altho

furnished with a complete library of all American treatises on rein-

forced concrete the Court over-looked the connecting link between

the concrete and the metal known as adhesion or bond which causes

the two materials to act together and form a true com])ination.

This legal point may need some discussion.

Referring to Curt !:*«:• Fixed Law of Patents:

•'AGGREGATION: The distinction between an aggregation
and a true combination is not always clear. The main test lies

in examination of the result—the function performed. If that
result is the sum of the several actions of the elements, it is an
aggregation; if it is the product of those actions—if the action

of one element so modifies the action of another that the resultant

action differs from the sum of the separate actions—it is a true

combination."

The Circuit Court of the Eighth Circuit, No. 3801, thus explains

the difference between an aggregation and a coml)ination.

"For example, it is not invention to take a fire pot from an
old stove, a flue from another and a coal reservoir from a third

and assemble them where each merely performs its old function

in its new location." Hailes v Van Wormer, 20 Wall. 35:3.

The error of the view that this is the state of the case with a concrete

beam or slab may be illustrated as follows: Consider the case of

two planks, one superimposed upon the other, and load them in

this position; then the resistance supplied by the two planks in

bending under load is the aggregate resistance of the two planks

and is accompanicnl 1)y the phenomena of the lower corners of the

upper plank sliding by the upper corners of the lower plank, as the

planks bend under load. In this case the bending resistance of the

planks is the aggregate of the bending resistance of the two elements,

and this phenomena of sliding must occur when the connecting link

of bond shear is lacking l)etween the two ])lanks. But when by

bolting and glueing the two planks together so tliat sliding is pre-

vented we secure shearing resistance between them, the stiffness of

the two planks so joined becomes four fold the aggregate stiffness

of the two under load and the strength is increased one hundred

percent. With this arrangement the two planks no longer form an

aggregation, they have become a combination with greatly in-
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creased efficiency as a load carrying mechansim, and were the com-

bination novel to the art would be patentable.

Now we have pointed out in earlier chapters that the joint action

of the two materials in a Mushroom slab thru bond shear produces

a result widely different from the aggregate resistance of the two

elements and the same quantities of the two elements have widely

different efficiencies dependent upon the manner and arrangement

of the reinforcement in the matrix vertically and horizontally,

which determines the law or mode of operation of the structures.

This consequently is a combination and patentable, as held by the

experts of the Patent Office.

In the decision handed down by the Lower Court in an Eastern

Circuit, the Judge concluded that a patent on a reinforced concrete

structure could only be granted as a patent for an art. The art

of burying metal in concrete being older than Christian civilization,

if this decision is concurred in by the higher courts, the United

States Patent Office is placed in the position of having accepted

fees in a wholesale manner for patents on a branch of science or

industry not patentable under the Constitution, and the trained

experts of the Patent Office are open to criticism not for having

erred excusably in granting patents for what had already been in

actual use, but for inaugurating a policy of accepting fees upon an

industry which the ruling of the Courts holds to be an improper

subject matter for patent.

Looking at the decision of the Court of Appeals, referred to in

another light, if the strength of concrete and reinforcement is an

aggregation and bond shear plays no part in the mode of operation

of the structure then the technical men of the Patent Office are in

error in granting patents on alleged improvements which must from

their very nature as an aggregation be absolutely useless.

This conclusion would seem, however, to be incorrect, for the

reason that the Examiners in Chief and the Commissioner of Patents

inaugurating this practice, are trained experts in their particular

branches, while the training of the Federal Judiciary is along legal

rather than along technical lines. Further, the hundreds of millions

of dollars of reinforced concrete construction show that it is com-

mercially valuable and useful. Any opinion which involves a

hypothesis to the contrary is accordingly erroneous and untenable.

In the specific instances cited, while these decisions are not in

accord with the general tenor of rulings by Federal Courts, never-
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theless, a comparison of the efficiency of the present method of

court procedure in deciding technical causes where the judge is

trained along legal lines in contradistinction to one trained along

technical lines in the particular l)ranch under which the case comes
may not be amiss.

One engineer thus describes the operation of the Federal Courts:

After two years' time, at an expense of fifteen to twenty thousand

dollars, the probability is that the litigant will secure in a com-
plicated case, a decision from some Court of Appeals which by
implication conveys to the expert the unavoidable conclusion that

the law of gravitation and conservation of energy is held l)y the

Court to be inoperative or unconstitutional in this particular branch

of science. Perseverence and continued effort for two or three years

more ma,y secure an opposing decision in another circuit and then

by carrying the matter to the Supreme Court of the United States,

in the course of eight or ten years from the date of filing the original

suit, a decision will very likely be rendered in accordance with fixed

natural laws.

The judiciary, however, are not really to be blamed for this

state of affiairs. They perform their appointed task as best they

may.

Should a structural engineer be requested by his employer,

first to report on a complicated question of inorganic chemistry,

then upon a metallurgical cpestion, and then on a mechanical

proposition entirely outside of his special line of business, in the same
month, he would decline to undertake the work and conclude that

his employer was non compos mentis, and resign his engagement.

The employer of the Federal Judges in this case, is the United States

Congress which has exhibited in its provision for the adjudication

of technical cases a lack of capacity in keeping with its lack of

technical knowledge. The system inaugurated by our Congress

is incomparably bad. It provides the same judge or man learned

in law to try a case involving complicated questions of structural de-

sign as to decide complicated questions in the chemistry of dyes. It

provides a judge qualified by learning in law only to decide metal-

lurgical questions and to decide all manner of special technical and

mechanical questions which it would seem must try his patience to the

extreme, for he is supposed to find the time to study and digest all

the scientific principles that may be involved in the question at

issue presented by the one side and the clever misleading evidence
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of experts on the other side, specially designed to confuse rather

than clear up the question of fact at issue.

In this connection a comparison of the relative efficiency of a

scientific expert as a judge, with the judge ciualified by ordinary

legal training will emphasize the point above made.

The discussion of the entire prior art and the technical prin-

ciples involved are brought into question in the course of an inter-

ference by a motion for dissolution in the Patent Office. Such a

motion is usually disposed of in from tln-ee to six hours argument

before the expert examhier as jutlge. It is needless to say that no

principles of elementary mechanics nor any digest of the theo-

retical principles need be ])resent(Hl to such a judge. He would bo

thoroly familiar with those principles, and hence in two to four

hours the same ground would be covered as would be covered in two

to four years' time in deciding tlu' same ([uestions before the Federal

Judiciary.

The relative efficiency from the standpoint of cost may be com-

pannl without exaggeration by saying that where it would cost

dollars in deciding a (luestion befoi-e a technical judge, it costs an

equal number of thousands of dollars to decide the points at issue

before the Federal Judiciary in any case which involves mechanical

])rincipl('s that are in the least complicated.

Thus ])y establishing an unscientific system, Congress has to

a large degree nullified the intent of the C'onstitution in its attempt

to encourage the poor but worthy inventor and by its provisions

for his l)enefit, has rendered a patent a luxury for the wealthy only,

a privilege entitled to respect only in proj^ortion to the bank account

of the holder. The wealthy piratical infringer under the present

system expects to wear out the deserving inventor l)y the expense

which is necessarily involved in carrying out this cumbersome

system of enforcing his rights, and in the opportunity which this

system offers for bringing fake suits on patents which are worth-

less and merely alleged to apply to the subject matter of the im-

provement for the purpose of crippling the inventor from the financial

stand] )oint.

As tho the apparent total a])sence of systematic provision for

rendering just judicial decisions of technical questions as outlined

in the preceding discussion were in fact lacking in,some particulars

that might prevent it from being as bad as could possibly be devised,
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Congress has provided that there shah be nine different independent

federal circuit courts each to be local and provincial in its char-

acter, and omnipotent in its own district. But the decisions of no

one court are of binding force in any other district. No patent

court of appeals exists which may render a decision in a single suit

once and for all for the country at large in the interest of simpli-

fication of legal controversies about patents, except in case of con-

flicting decisions as previously stated. This arrangement tho well

devised for the emolument of the legal fraternity is objectionable

in the extreme from the standpoint of the interests of the common
citizen.
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